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American printing of the late nineteenth century was
crude and commercial in the worst sense. The ideals and
vitality that William Morris, Emery Walker, C. H. St. John
Hornby, Charles Ricketts, T.J. Cobden-Sajmderson and others
injected into English printing during the last decades of
the nineteenth century and into the twentieth were known
to relatively few Americans.
One of those few Americans was Frederic W. Goudy,
March 8, 1865May 11, 19-J-7. Paul Johnston in an article
for the Fleuron (No. VII, 1930, p. 191A) wrote, "It was the
part of Frederic W. Goudy to help the general printer in
America to understand and to learn from the movement which
began with Morris. And it is to Mr Goudy that American
printing owes much of the strength and charm which may be
claimed for the common, as well as the fine, work to-day."
Goudy'
s activities in printing-related fields included
type design and manufacture, writing and speaking to the
public about the principles of letter forms, type design
and typography, and operation with his family of a private
press for thirty-odd years. Through these activities Goudy' s
influence on printing was amazingly great, yet no analytical
and thorough studies of him exist.
Rochester Institute of Technology received in 1975
several boxes of Goudy 's private correspondence. Most of
the approximately 1600 letters were addressed to Goudy
during the years 1936-19-+6. The correspondents were print
ers, educators, type foundry personnel, book collectors,
equipment manufacturers, family and friends, and their
letters deal with business as well as personal activities.
This thesis has involved editing the letters into a
calendar. The contents of each letter has been abstracted,
with important information being quoted. Background mater
ial has been added to clarify an entry or to refer to relat
ed correspondence. Indexes of personal and company names
and Goudy type faces have been prepared as reference aids
to the calendar. The entries have been arranged chrono
logically to follow Goudy s daily life in the ten year
period.
It was expected that a calendar form of the correspon
dence would allow the material therein to be fully utilized.
Further, it was hoped that the information in the letters
would contribute measurably to a serious study of Frederic
Goudy. It will be for future Goudy researchers to test
those expectations, but confirmation seems probable.
Abstract approved.
f thesis adviser
, title and department
, date
PREFACE
To be an American type designer listed in Who's Who in
the Western
Hemisphere1 is rare. To be the designer of 116
type faces, after entering the profession at thirty-five
years of age is rarer. But additionally^ to be influential,
popular, and accessible to the public is unique.
Frederic William Goudy, March 8, 1865May 11, 19*J7
was all of these. He entered printing after several false
starts, by establishing the Village Press in 1903* The
press was maintained with only sporadic gaps for an aston
ishing thirty-six years. Its reputation of excellence
rested partially on the expert type composition of his wife,
Bertha Goudy, and partially on the fine Goudy types used so
advantageously. As Goudy' s name and work became better
known, the dire financial struggle of the early years slowly
disappeared, but the tireless energy of husband and wife
kept them busy with Village Press projects.
The Village Letter Foundry was then created in 1911 so
that Goudy might sell his types which were then being manu
factured by others. Such a retail business may have been
unusual for a type designer, but when Goudy then began to
make his own types his activity was noteworthy. In the
complex work of type manufacture he was entirely self taught
and his progress was slow. Ignoring protests from pro
fessionals that his methods were too strange to work
successfully, he continued, and sometime after 1925 he was
successful in the operation. The foundry supplied many
printers with Goudy type, maintaining regular business
operations until the disastrous fire of 1939.
By making the patterns, cutting the matrices, and cast
ing the type himself, Frederic Goudy could then retain com
plete artistic control over a type face. He had considered
this control important enough to learn a new field when he
was over sixty and his eyesight was failing. In fact, he
had always considered this control crucial to the success of
the face, and his faces were indeed successful.
In the years between 1920-19-)-5 seventy-seven different
type faces were designed. Of those cast and sold, many
Goudy types found their way into magazine advertising and
text, newspaper "heads," publisher's trade editions, and the
work of private presses. Unlike many other type designers
or printers whose work was confined to one sector of the
printing industry, Frederic Goudy' s types were used by
the entire field.
This printer-type designer stood apart from many
individuals of the printing industry in another respect.
Although a worker and craftsman, Goudy shared with the
public his knowledge of letter forms, of type design, and
of the principles guiding his work. An accomplished writer
and popular speaker, Goudy thus brought his ideas to a huge
audience. The following remarks were part of an address
given by him to the Advertising Typographers Association of
America, Virginia Beach, October k, 1938. The speech, "Why
Go Modern," was then printed by the Diamant Typographic
Service of New York City in 19*l4 as a kind of public
service:
A man's work betrays always something of
the man himself. The cloak it wears does
not disguise the individual, and what lies
under it is what determines the degree of
his cultivation, his knowledge, his exper
ience; the things he doesn't consciously
put into his work, but which he cannot
leave out, are the things that constitute
the quality in his work which we distinguish
as the measure of his taste.
These thoughts concerning the nature of work were
fundamental to Goudy' s thinking. They may be applied to
his Village Press and Village Letter Foundry work, his 116
type designs, and his writings and addresses. Goudy' s body
of work, thus examined, establishes his cultivation, know
ledge, experience, and importance.
Frederic Goudy participated and contributed to the
printing world for half a century. In any study of such an
important figure many research sources may be necessary.
One recently available information source is a collection
of correspondence addressed to Fred Goudy during the years
1935-1 946. This record of the last decade in the type de
signer's life reveals his mature relationships and personal
and professional beliefs decided after a lifetime. This
kind of information is especially important in Goudy 's case
since the existing biographies do not provide the scholarly
analysis that is needed. It happened that Goudy s biogra
phers were his friends, or in one case, an admiring printing
student .
Of five biographical works, the most scholarly is that
2
by Peter Beilenson. A friend and fellow printer of Goudy,
Beilenson has provided accurate and lengthy data concerning
Goudy' s type and general employment. Many other profession
al activities and any post-1939 information is lacking,
however. In the case of two other biographies, the analysis
is even less encouraging. Bernard Lewis, a Carnegie Insti
tute of Technology student, wrote a primarily anecdotal
k
account, while Vrest Orton states in his preface, "This
book is openly intended for popular consumption. I make no
apologies to my friends in the printing world for dwelling
here upon the things about Goudy and his life that seem to
be of popular interest..."
If from these books a full account of Goudy s life can
not be obtained, one will scarcely succeed with the
unpublished manuscripts of Howard Coggeshall and Earl
Emmons. Both men were professional printers and close
friends of Goudy. Their manuscripts provide little-known
and well-known stories of
Goudy'
s personality and eccentri
cities, but do not constitute a thorough study. The
perusal of such sources makes the value of the correspon
dence appreciate considerably.
The collection of Goudy' s correspondence that I have
studied at Rochester Institute of Technology's School of
Printing was received by the School in 1975 t along with
assorted Goudy memorabilia. In the intervening years be
tween Goudy s death in 19-t7 and the 1975 receipt, the
material had been, first, in the hands of Goudy s niece,
Neva J. Root, and second, in possession of the Lanston Mono
type Machine Company.
During the 1960's a Frederic W. Goudy Memorial Room
had been planned by Lanston Monotype to honor their long
time associate and employee. Miss Root's inherited material
had been sent for inclusion in this Memorial Room. However,
Lanston Monotype Machine Company ceased operations in 1970.
without ever having established the room, and the material
was retained by the United States Banknote Corporation,
Lanston' s controlling interest. The collection was then
donated by United States Banknote, with Miss Root's approv
al, to the Rochester Institute of Technology, for the
6Frederic W. Goudy-Howard W. Coggeshall Memorial Workshop.
It there joined other Goudy material donated by Mr. Cogge
shall' s widow in 1961.
The collection comprises approximately! 375 photographs
(including duplicate prints) of subjects from Goudy' s entire
lifetime, his family, work, Deepdene and Forest Hills Gar
dens properties, his friends, and the numerous award or hon
or occasions; 750 miscellaneous items including bills, tax
forms, insurance policies, royalty statements, banking items
greeting cards, event programs, newspaper clippings, and
printed ephemera; and 1600 letters, the earliest dating
1910, from Robert Wiebking, of the Chicago type foundry
that cut most early Goudy types. Written by a variety of
correspondents, most of the letters were addressed to Goudy
during the years 1936-19^6. Of those written by the type
designer himself, the majority were penned to his daughter-
in-law, Alice, during Goudy s trip to California and Hawaii
in the spring and summer of 19^0.
A calendar of this correspondence has been prepared,
being judged the most practical and helpful form in which
to utilize the letters. The content of each letter has been
abstracted, with important information and interestingly
worded passages being quoted.' Background material has been
included wherever possible to increase an entry's (or ab
stract's) useful information, or to suggest a letter's
significance. Personal and company names and Goudy type
faces have been indexed to allow and aid in quick reference
within the calendar. The entries have been arranged chrono
logically to follow Goudy' s daily life. When an analysis
of their important content is to be made, however, the
grouping of related or similar events and projects seems
to offer greater clarity, rather than treating the material
in a strictly chronological fashion.
8FOOTNOTES FOR PREFACE
^See Rocker's June 16, 19^3. letter concerning Goudy' s
inclusion.
2Peter Beilenson. The Story of Frederic W. Goudy
(Mount Vernon* Walpole Printing Office, 1939).
-^Bernard Lewis. Behind the type; the life story of
Frederic W. Goudy (Pittsburgh Carnegie Institute of
Technology, 19^1 ) .
Vrest Orton. Goudy, master of letters (Chicago s
Black Cat Press, 1939) p. 18.
-'See Howard Coggeshall's "Fred Goudy" and Earl Emmons'
untitled manuscripts, Melbert B. Cary, Jr., Graphic Arts
Collection, Rochester Institute of Technology.
c
For more detail, see correspondence of these negotia
tions held by Cary Collection, Rochester Institute of
Technology.
7'See Appendix for more detailed information concerning
the calendar form.
CALENDAR INTRODUCTION
A ten year period in a man's later life might or might
not be crowded with events, activities, and personal rela
tionships. The calendar's correspondence verifies in this
case the number and interesting range of- Frederic Goudy' s
activities when he was 71-81 years old. The reader views
long term relationships as well as long established busi
ness procedures. A close approximation is also received of
the sum total of the man who brought type design and quality
printing to the public.
A singularly dramatic and important event during this
period was the disastrous January 26, 1939, fire of Goudy 's
mill that housed the Village Letter Foundry and Village
Press activities. Equipment, type designs, matrices, books,
and type fonts were lost in a night. The shock may have
been softened by numerous letters of sympathy and encourage
ment, mostly intended to remind Goudy of his fighting
spirit and indestructible accomplishments. The correspon
dents ranged from boyhood friends to people he had never
met. Most had been informed of the tragedy by the great
news coverage describing it. Once the fire was known,
several groups organized fund appeals to raise money with
which Goudy might start again. Printing magazine was the
10
primary agent in these efforts, and presented its Testimon
ial Fund in March 1939. Letters mention articles in Time
(Ross, March 23, 1939 letter), New York Herald Tribune (Dill,
January 28, 1939 letter), Boston Herald (Dennett, January
29. 1939 letter), Printing (O'Connell, January 30, 1939
letter), New York Times (Smith, February 1, 1939 letter),
Washington Post (Whiting, February 2, 1939 letter), News
Bulletin of the National Graphic Arts Education Guild and
Typothetae Bulletin (Hartman, February 13, 1939 letter),
Newsweek Magaz ine (Hubbard, February 20, 1939 letter), and
Wilson Bulletin for Librarians (Branch, March 11, 1939
letter) . This kind of news coverage was to reoccur spor
adically through these years, keeping Goudy' s name and
accomplishments before the public.
An impetus for much activity during the late 30* s and
early 40's was the go-ahead to design a type for the Univer
sity of California, the first face privately commissioned by
an American university. In 1938 Goudy designed University
of California Old Style and University of California Italic.
These faces just missed destruction in the fire, having been
sent to California a short time before. The association
with the University brought two later projects the pub
lishing of Goudy' s Typologia in 19-f-O2 and the reissue of a
combined Alphabet and the Elements of Lettering in 1942^
by the University of California Press. These in turn
11
prompted trips to Berkeley, Los Angeles, and San Francisco,
where a huge circle of friends and acquaintances vied for
Goudy s time and speaking voice. Publication of the two
books was important since it tangibly showed Goudy as an
authority on the history and development of letter forms
and their influence in type design. The combination reprint
resulted from demands^ for the then out-of-print The Alpha
bet, 1918, and Elements of Lettering. 1922, originally
published by Mitchell Kennerley.
A third publishing venture of importance in the 1940*s
seemed to take the place of an autobiography for the aging
type designer. It was, naturally, an autobiography of his
types. A Half-Century of Type Design and Typography, I895-
1945. was finally finished in June 1946. The writing of it
had persisted for years, the war had delayed printing, and
the complex nature of the book had provided bookkeeping and
scheduling headaches. In the book Goudy had given back
ground anecdotes of his 116 type designs, each of them
represented as he wished with a type specimen. To procure,
from many sources, specimens of early types, as well as
those lost in the fire proved a Herculean job.
The period 1936-1946 included work on seventeen type
designs, including Bertham, University of California Old
Style, Bulmer, Scripps College Old Style, Goudy "Thirty,"
Spencer Old Style, Hebrew, Marlborough Text, and Friar. The
12
loss of sixteen types in the Deepdene fire had been an
emotional as well as financial loss. Friar, designed for
Goudy' s own amusement, he would regret the most. The type's
design and its use by Howard Coggeshall in printing the 1937
Christmas Keepsake' (which Goudy and Coggeshall gave to
friends) were very satisfying to the designer. Bertham,
also a
"lost" type, represented the fulfillment of a per-
o
sonal goal to its designer. The symbolic one hundredth
type design was reached with this type named in memory of
Goudy' s late wife. Several correspondents noted with par
ticular sympathy the loss of Bertham in the 1939 fire.
The letters concerning Scripps College Old Style illus
trate the reality of financial considerations in designing
type. Goudy had been approached as early as the spring of
o
1939 concerning a type design for the College. The com
mission was realized in 1941, financed by a student's
grandmother, and Goudy apparently donated a font to
equip the newly formed Hartley Burr Alexander Press at
Scripps.
Lack of satisfactory financial arrangements to pay for
the cutting and casting of a face often postponed or even
ended work on a type commission. Hebrew was designed in
1944, on authorization from Hebrew University of Jerusa-
12lem. When the design was finished its patron had appar
ently lost interest, since Goudy mentions in A Half-Century
13
of Type Design (1946) having had no further communication
about the face. Type designing is shown to be both a public
and private affair. Publicly, negotiations must often be
conducted with businessmen who may know little about type or
its cost to design and manufacture. Privately, the designer
must be immersed in the time consuming original work.
One type project for which Goudy did not commit himself
was for a font of Amharic. A new type face of the 340-
character Amharic alphabet, replacing worn European-made
fonts, was needed for a literacy campaign in 1944. The
13
Sudan Interior Mission, Inc., approached Goudy J concerning
a commission. Later this request was apparently joined by
that of the Ethiopian government. Goudy may have ruled out
the project due to the size of the required font, the alpha
bet's unfamiliar ity, and the designer's then frequent ill
health. He suggested reproducing the original face by mak-
14
ing new matrices from existing type, and letters show that
the Dearborn Type Foundry was consulted. To top off the
affair, Bruce Rogers, writing Goudy on May 7, 1945, expressed
a "half serious" desire to try designing an Amharic type face
himself, if Fred was not interested.
World War II was an influential factor in the events of
five years in the correspondence. Goudy felt the impact of
the war, although none of his close relations were directly
involved. Travel restrictions and hardships meant no trips
14
to California. Equipment, particularly foundry equipment,
with which to begin operations again was difficult or im-
1-i
possible to obtain. J Paper and labor for non-war work
were scarce, which meant publication of
Goudy'
s books (A
Half-Century of Type Design. . . , and the Type Designer Speaks
manuscript) was postponed. The cutting of new type faces
17
was likewise reserved ' in favor of higher priority war work
or manufacture of types with known markets. Politics and
world events do not often enter the correspondence, yet the
1 8
arrival in the United States of refugee Victor Hammer and
19
the pleas from Hugo Steiner-Prag 7 (Swedish printing pro
fessor) for Goudy to support his U. S. immigration petition
brought the plight of European printers to Goudy first hand.
The war also influenced Goudy 's own employment. Al
though Typographic Counsel for Lanston Monotype Machine
Company since 1939, Goudy was rarely asked to perform pro
fessional duties during the war years. Lanston Monotype
activities were affected by the hostilities as early as 1939
when "export business to the Eastern Hemisphere" was ended.
Working hours for Lanston employees were reduced, and
in 1940 large salary cutbacks were experienced by all
21the staff. Since this employment was the only steady
income the type designer enjoyed, as shown by a March 9,
1942 letter, the reductions must have been of particular
importance.
15
Goudy s sustained relationship with the Lanston Mono
type Machine Company began in 1920 when he was established
as the Company Art Director. Sol Hess, later to hold the
same position, then worked as
Goudy*
s assistant. After
being named Typographic Counsel in 1939 i Goudy held the
position until his death. During these years, many Goudy
type faces were brought out by Lanston Monotype, as evidenc
ed by the monthly royalty notices for matrix sales. Harvey
D. Best, President and later Chairman of the Board, wrote
Goudy over the years concerning plans for type faces, Goudy *s
professional duties, or just personal notes. Sol Hess, then
Company Art Director, usually had the less pleasant task of
scolding Goudy for his procrastination in work which the
22
plant needed. Other less emotional letters from Hess
mention plans for Lanston' s purchase of existing Goudy type
23 24
faces J or the alteration of a face for a new purpose.
The period of the correspondence marks many pleasurable
times as well as trying economic situations. Honors, awards,
and honorary degrees were conferred on Goudy, frequently
with coverage in the New York Times, New York Herald Trib
une, Publishers' Weekly, and printing trade journals. *
On March 19, 1937 , the Ulster-Irish Society awarded Goudy
their medal for outstanding achievement in typographic
design creation. Frances Perkins, then Secretary of Labor,
made the presentation. 1942 saw Goudy accepting the Harry
16
J. Friedman memorial gold medal, 1944 the Honor Medal for
Distinguished Service to Journalism from the University of
26
Missouri, and December 18, 1946, the Certificate of Honor
27
from the newly formed Printing Industry of America. ' While
these were pleasant, it is evident that the honorary degrees
were sweeter to Goudy' s taste.
Howard Coggeshall, in his life of Gpudy, writes that
Goudy wanted and talked of an honorary degree from Syracuse
University in the mid 1930' s. According to Coggeshall, he
was to be an intermediary, and the future home of the type
designer's library and papers was to give this intermediary
some bargaining power. The University did present Goudy the
first School of Journalism medal for distinctive achieve
ment in typographic art on December 17, 1936, but it was not
until June 5> 1939, that the Doctor of Humane Letters was
finally secured for the man who had never attended a college.
In an April 4, 1939 letter, K. J. Kennedy of Syracuse Univer
sity protests his being credited for the committee's selec
tion of the type designer, but admits he had presented
Goudy'
s name.
The precedent was established. Goudy was awarded
Doctor of Literature from Mills College on June 17, 1940,
and a Doctor of Laws from University of California on June 3,
1942. The citation of this third honorary degree reads:
A spiritual descendent of Aldus, Bodoni,
17
and Caslon and a master of matrix making
who has added to the distinction of the
publications of the University by the
simplicity and beauty of the type he has
designed for them. A triumphant individu
alist in the world of technology, who
has come to lead all his fellows in what
29
is truly the art of letters. 7
Friends might tease that Goudy would have more
"medals"
than an admiral,^ that he was more photographed than Clark
31 32
Gable, that he should be careful "of widows and
orphans,"-^
33
and that he gave "more speeches than Dewey, the boy wonder, "^J
but they were delighted by the type commissions, the pub
lishing, and the honors. It would have been impossible for
most of them to be ignorant about any of his activities.
In addition to letters, he sent a constant stream of arti
cles, books, photographs, and keepsakes to a great number of
people. There was a great deal to send, since Goudy had
become a public personage by the 1930' s. He was interview
ed for newspapers, radio shows, and magazines. The coverage
was often geared to the general public. He was photographed
34
by everyone, everywhere,^ and requests for autographed
pictures were not uncommon.
* Two portrait busts were com
missioned: the first was sculpted by Canadian Clair Heller,
and presented at the New York School of Printing on Janu
ary 20, 1939; the second was created in 1939 by a then well
known artist, Jo Davidson, on a commission by Mitchell
18
Kennerley.
The periodicals that covered Goudy' s life and work in
cluded: Saturday Review, The New Yorker , Time, Newsweek,
Collier's, Publishers' Weekly, Popular Science, Art Digest,
SPOT, PM, The Advertiser, Printing, Photo-Lithographer ,
Graphic Arts Buyer , Penrose Annual , and American Printer.
When not the subject of these periodicals' articles, Goudy
was often the writer of them. Even fledgling printing




s public speaking was another reason for public
ity. His reputation as an excellent speaker must have
circulated, as he was often deluged with requests for after-
dinner speeches, afternoon tea talks, and lectures. Known
as a story teller whose repertoire included informal, earthy,
and even off-color humorous remarks, several letter
writers included their own latest stories for him. The
California trips of 1939 and 1940 were rather like circuit
tours. In 1940 he was also asked to Hartford and Cincinnati
to speak at 500th Anniversary of Printing celebrations.
Often his speeches were reproduced, if copy existed.
"
Indeed, Fred Goudy seemed equally prepared to speak before
school children, Printing House Craftsmen, book collectors,
advertising people, historical societies, educators, or
librarians.
19
During the period of the correspondence, public senti
ment seemed to be growing that Goudy was the "Old
Master."
It is likely that the combination of advanced years, pro
digious output of type faces, and many new activities, all
given ample press coverage, conspired to give the man the
stamp of authority. He received inquiries concerning
authors' proposed books, and requests to introductions
to volumes. Permission to reproduce illustrations and
portions of Goudy s published work was also commonly sought.
Students wrote asking to be taken on for study, or to be
4l
advised on their career plans. In a sense, Goudy also
became the unofficial "advisor" to the New York School of
Printing, through the efforts of its principal, J. Henry
Holloway. Holloway's letters (1937-1946) to Goudy are
filled with invitations to visit the school, and with com
ments about the visits and communications Goudy had made.
Two examples of Goudy' s authority role are found in his
responses to requests for references from the Guggenheim
42
Foundation. The two applicants were Robert Haas and
Victor Hammer. The type designer's thoughtful, concisely
phrased replies do not exaggerate the applicant's points,
nor underestimate them. Goudy is at pains in these letters
to neither abuse his authority nor apologize for it.
Since many of the correspondents reflect the honor and
respect that was shown increasingly to Goudy, they naturally
20
approved of the Library of Congress' 1944 purchase of the
type designer's collection of typographical materials. His
personal library, type designs, type specimens, and matrices
were included in the purchase. That Goudy was pleased by
the financial arrangements, and by the apparent promise of
43
a permanent display, is clear. * Letters of the early
months of 1944 and of September-October, 1946, express sat
isfaction that Goudy was so honored, and that the material
would be available to the public for future reference and
study. Not until September, 1946, however, was the exhibit
actually arranged. It drew most of the east coast Goudy
admirers.
A great many of the letters are personal, even if busi
ness matters are discussed, and were written to be received
by the old friend, host, brother, uncle, or father-in-law.
They illustrate the warm ties Goudy maintained with New York
printers, especially through Typophile and Grolier Club
activities, with California printers and book people, with
Chicago typographically oriented friends, and with childhood
acquaintances from the midwest. To most of these, Goudy
remained an interesting correspondent, and to those visiting
him he displayed the famous Goudy hospitality. The calendar
index reveals most American names of typographic importance,
as well as the unknown fan. The quantity of Goudy 's friends
was most apparent in the attendance at yearly Typophile or
21
Distaff Side Goudy birthday parties, and in the 200 people
who celebrated the 35th anniversary of the Village Press
44
with the "Pilgrimage to Deepdene" on July 23, 1938.
From the vast number of correspondents several stand
out, either by virtue of the frequency of letters or by the
nature of the relationship the letters depict. Goudy wrote
to many female friends, most of whom were unabashed in their
admiration for him. Dorothy Drake of Scripps College, and
Leura Dorothy Bevis of University of California Press are
represented by numerous letters, but business consistently
enters into their correspondence. Of the male friends Goudy
wrote to at length, the following must be noted t Howard
Coggeshall (commercial printer in Utica, New York), Earl
Emmons (Maverick Press, New York City), C. Lauron Hooper
(partner in Goudy's original Booklet Press, later a teacher),
Mitchell Kennerley (publisher and New York auctioneer) , Paul
Bennett (Mergenthaler Linotype Company, and a Typophile) ,
Richard Ellis (designer, printer), Carroll Harris (of
Mackenzie & Harris, Inc., San Francisco), J. Henry Holloway
(Principal, New York School of Printing), and M. Lyle Spencer
(Dean, School of Journalism, Syracuse University) .
22
FOOTNOTES FOR CALENDAR INTRODUCTION
See January 28-March 30, 1939 letters.
p
See Goudy s correspondence to Alice Goudy of April,
May, and June, 1940, in particular.
-'See University of California Press letter,
November 1, 1940, in particular.
4
Goudy s account of these activities in April-June,
1940, correspondence to Alice Goudy.
^See Moore's May 9, 1939. and Smith's June 5, 1939,
letters concerning requests for The Alphabet and Elements
of Lettering.
See Paul Bennett letters concerning problems with
A Half-Century of Type Design...: March 28, April 6,
April 12, April 20, June 14, July 2, September 28, 1945,
and January 18, February 26, 1946.
7"The Story of St. Gonsol, St. Francis and the Devil,"
by Eugene Field. See Coggeshall' s letters, September 13-
October 8, 1937. concerning this project.
Q
See Voiland's November 12, 1935. letter for comments
on this subject.
9See Drake's June 15. 1939. letter.
10See Drake's April 11, 1941, letter.
11
See Bevis' August 28, 1941, and Drake's September 3,
1941, letters.
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A mention of project is found in Tincher's January 8,
1944, letter. FWG has apparently told of his future meet
ing with a University representative. See Hebrew in index
for additional correspondence. See Lanston Monotype Machine
Company letters, March 21 and April 2, 1945. for their
comments .
1 3JSee Sudan Interior Mission, Inc., correspondence,
December 19. 1944-August 22, 1945.
See Dearborn Type Foundry's letter to Sudan Interior
Mission, Inc., August 22, 1945.
^See Robertson's April 5 and August 26, 1943. letters.
1 6
Farquhar's April 24, 1945, letter explains his trou
ble with the War Production Board over paper.
'See Lanston Monotype Machine Company's May 10, 1946,
letter in particular.
l8See Kredel's October 5. 1939. letter.
19See Steiner-Prag's October 8, 1940, letter.
20
See Lanston Monotype Machine Company's September 13.
1939, letter.
21
See Lanston Monotype Machine Company's March 15.
1940, letter.
22See Hess in index for correspondence.
23
-'See Lanston Monotype Machine Company's April 11,
1941, letter concerning purchase agreement for Newstyle and
Marlborough, as an example.
24
See Newstyle in index for correspondence concerning
recutting of the face. Bruce Rogers used the recut version
in the American Lectern Bible.
25vSee correspondents' remarks concerning this coverage
and the honors in the weeks following each ceremony.
24
See Goudy 's acceptance letter, April 5. 1944.
2?See McArthur's October 17, 1946, letter for news of
FWG's nomination, and September-November 1946 letters con
cerning design of the certificate.
?8
Howard Coggeshall, unpublished manuscript, "Fred
Goudy," Cary Collection, Rochester Institute of Technology.
29Coggeshall, "Fred Goudy."
3See Monsen's (1937?) letter.
31See Nathan's March 15, 1940, letter.
^2See Frederic T. Goudy 's May 8, 1939. letter.
33See Harris' April 3. 1940, letter.
-^ See Savery's March 22, Hobart's March 30, and Trotter's
April 9. 1945. letters for examples.
-^See Baron's January 23 and Schoening's February 5.
1945. letters for examples.
3 See Kenner ley's June 12 and 22, 1939. and September 9
and October 10, 1939. letters concerning the bust.
37
-"See correspondence from Printing, A Quarterly Journal
of the Graphic Arts and The Colophon a book collector's
quarterly.
^ See Hooper's September 17, 1944, letter for one
comment on
Goudy'
s style of speaking.
39Such speeches include "Why Go Modern," "The Design of
Types," "The Bible," and "Types of the Past..."
See Bevis' May 18, 1939, letter for request to write
introduction to Bibliography of the Grabhorn Press'1915-1940.
25
^See Salomon's June 13. 1938, and Ross' March 14,
1940, letters.
Guggenheim Foundation's November 20 and 29, 1940,
letters.
^Tincher's January 9. 1944, letter repeats Goudy s
thoughts concerning Library of Congress sale.
Uk
See Emmons' 1938 letters for details of "Pilgrimage."
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CONCLUSIONS
The calendar provides an interesting glimpse into the
life of a famous American printer-type designer. More spe
cifically it highlights several points about Frederic
Goudy. The first of these being the growing recognition by
the public and by the printing industry of the importance of
Goudy s work and ideas. Through the Goudy publicity, the
public learned more of the nature of type design and manu
facture, and of its effect on them, than from virtually any
other source. In some way, Goudy seemed to symbolize the
average American with a midwest background who made good
after forty, while at the same time he represented the
artist-craftsman, a master with special knowledge and spe
cial talent. Undoubtedly, this combination, together with
Goudy 's personal magnetism, created the special nature of
his reputation.
A second concept a reader finds in the letters is
Goudy s desire that his ideas and beliefs remain in a tangi
ble form. Not only were they to remain, but he was to
supervise the shape they took. The type designer's pessi
mism at the delayed completion of A Half-Century of Type
i
Design and Typography, I895-I945 was quite probably fear
he would not see the book before he died, and impatience
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that his physical condition did not allow him to participate
actively in its production.
The sale of his library to the Library of Congress was
2
partly motivated by a desire for permanency. That his
library and effects should find a proper depository in which
to remain useful was clear in Goudy s mind. That it should
be a place with so much honor and dignity attached was
gratifying.
The interest in type face output that is attributed to
Goudy by most of his chroniclers is evidenced by references
to a type's number, by correspondents' questions about new
type designs, and by the jokes of several correspondents
that the "second hundred" faces were expected in due course.
After having reached Bertham, the 100th design, the emphasis
in Goudy' s own mind, however, seems to be at least equally
on quality and quantity.
Goudy s death in 1947 coincided with the changed condi
tions of post-war America. He had begun his career as the
English printing revival was injecting new life into print
ing. Private presses and fine printing, not completely
distant then from some commercial work, flourished. Auto
mation and mass production that were to be seriously con
sidered for post-war printing were in their infancy as Goudy
became established in the printing world. The letters show
the infusion of new technology as the processes of
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microfilm and offset
lithography^ are described. Signs of
the advertising boom and emphasis on mass production are
also evident. These new trends were a world apart from the
craftsmen's ideals and lack of emphasis on profits which
Goudy had known in printing. Printing and type design, to
him, were to be done correctly, whatever steps might be
necessary to attain good work.
Frederic Goudy was not an "old
fashioned"
man who
clutched the old ways with longing or nostalgia. He enjoyed
the conveniences of modern life automobiles, mechanical
gadgets, telephones, the cinema, commercial air travel. He
welcomed contact with young people, and would give their
modern ideas full consideration. New projects were con
stantly in his mind, and he was ready to adopt new working
methods if they proved necessary. As a younger man he had
definitively helped bring American typography away from its
notable 19th century excesses. He did it quietly, by
example, only later writing and speaking in support of the
principles he so firmly believed. Those beliefs were en
meshed in printing because that pursuit had so fully
occupied so much of his life, but they are beliefs that
touched every aspect of his life. Primary among them was
the concept that to have achieved a goal through labor was




Frequently we come across one, otherwise
cultured, but with neither experience nor
training in craft, who attempts to speak
of the qualities of workmanship. His
judgement expresses only his personal
opinion. How can he detect the restraint
displayed by the craftsman in his work?
How can he judge of its subtleties of
handling, never having experienced the
joy of accomplishment? He is a mere
looker-on; his theories are secondhand;
his judgement is immature.
If one has achieved the right to speak, to influence,
to judge, then one's work would undoubtedly possess style,
simplicity, dignity, legibility, and beauty. The past was
to be studied and valued if these qualities were present in
it. If they were not present, the qualities were to be
sought in new ideas. Goudy spoke and wrote these concepts
to printing industry audiences. Being so much a part of him,
they shone through to the less serious and less technically
oriented publicity that brought Goudy s name and the exis
tence of printing and type faces to the man in the street.
That man may have associated the principles with printing,
but if not at least he always associated Goudy, the man,
with printing. The following calendar of his correspondence
will yield corroborative evidence for these conclusions.
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FOOTNOTES FOR CONCLUSIONS
See Bennett's reassuring letters, January 18, Febru
ary 26, July 11, 1946.
See Goudy s letter, December 10, 1943, Newberry
Library, Chicago.
^See Standard's July 14, 1945, letter, for example.
4
See Stuart's January 22, 1940, letter.
^See Goudy' s (Litho-Media) letter, April 22, 1940.
Address given to Advertising Typographers Association
of America, October 4, 1938. Printed as Diamant Classics
#2 (New York: Diamant Typographic Service, 1944).
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CALENDAR
[F.W.] GOUDY, from [ROBERT] WIEBKING, Wiebking,
Hardinge & Co., Chicago, June 25. 1910.
Proof of new 14 pt. type enclosed. "Will a depth of
be enough for this face." Need H and 0 matrices if
other cap font should be completed. "We are getting our
foundry in good working order but are not ready to do busi
ness before fall. If we were doing business now you could
probably do something for us abroad, but we think it best
to postpone matters for a while. [FWG traveled to Europe
at this time.] Of course you may assure your friends
abroad that our foundry is not a bluff and that any thing
we may claim we can do is
true."
L.S. 1 p. 22.7cm. x 21.2cm.
MR. & MRS. F.W. GOUDY, Marlborough on Hudson, from
A. M00NEY, New York City, August 3, 7, 15, 16, 1923.
Sending "odds and ends," cards, photos. Hopes workers
having no delays.
L.S. [4 cards] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from R.E. HAUGAN, Augsburg Publishing House, Minneapolis,
Minn., December 13, 1932.
Sending complimentary copy of "Christmas" as greeting.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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F.W. GOUDY, Esquire, c/o Press of the Woolly Whale,
New York City, from CHRISTOPHER MORLEY, The Saturday Review
of Literature, New York City, March 18, 1935.
"May I add, to so many others, my homage and congratu
lation on the occasion of your recent
anniversary?" [Morley
wrote "Goudy to Kuppenheimer to
Kennerley" for March 5. 1938
issue of Saturday Review of Literature. The anniversary may
refer to FWG's birthday.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from FERDINAND
VOILAND, JR., Voiland Printing Company, Topeka, Kansas,
November 12, 1935.
Kansas friends shocked by Mrs. Goudy 's death. Remem
bers her kindness when visiting Deepdene in 1929 "Our hope
now is that you will see the day when you achieve your
personal ambition of designing your hundredth type face."
L1936 saw the 100th, Bertham.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
H[ENRY] F. HENRICHS, Litchfield, Illinois, August 13, 1936.
Participant in press and publication activities and
an admirer of Goudy types such as "Goudy Modern." Wants
to draw "attention to a type style displayed on the back
page of the New York Times Book Review of August 2 [1936]...
While this is a hand- lettered affair, it occurs to me this
design could be put in cast type... I should like to see you
design this letter for type, and if I may, I wish to suggest
that you call it 'Goudy Hand-Lettered.'" Lettering is
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compared to Goudy Modern,
T.L.S. 1 P. 27cm. x 18. 4cm.
MR. [LAURANCE] SIEGFRIED, from LOWELL THOMAS,
Rockefeller Center, New York City, September 9, 1936.
"Many thanks, and congratulations to our good friend,
Mr. Goudy." [FWG was interviewed on radio by Thomas,
September 17, 1934. Earl Emmons printed an excerpt of
the broadcast in 1936.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 21. 7cm.x 14cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GENE K[ELLY],
Kelly Metal Corp., New York, September 12, 1936.
Advice given for successful use of McKenzie & Harris
formula type metal. Hardness, a problem in larger sizes
(24-48), may be reduced with lower formula metal. Experi
mentation with casting temperatures may produce better
results.
T.L.S. 1 P. 28cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Village Press, Marlboro-on-
the-Hudson, from MARGARET NICHOLSON, Oxford Univ. Press,
New York, September 15. 1936.
Official copyright notice for Goudy *s The Capitals
from the Trajan Column at Rome sent with predictions of
wider circulation in fall. Pleased with book. [Printed
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in 1936 in Village, #8, 1903, and Trajan Title, #69, 1930,
types.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21;5cm. x 14cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, The Village Letter
Foundery [sic], Marlboro, from EARL D. BADST, 120 Wall
Street, New York, September 21, 1936.
Regrets having missed several honorary occasions given
to FWG due to writer's traveling and activities, but appre
ciates greatly the receipt of an autographed photograph.
Plans to meet FWG soon for lunch and talk in New York.
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.8cm. x 19.7cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from L.B. HOUFF, Jr., The American Federation of Arts,
Washington, D.C, October 8, 1936.
The new design for the Magazine of Art has not been
decided upon. It is anticipated that ideas FWG gave pre
viously to business manager of the Federation may not,
unfortunately, be accepted. Hopes to have FWG as a dinner
guest in NYC if convenient.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28cm. x 21.3cm.
UNCLE FRED[ERIC W. GOUDY] , from RUTH and OSCAR,
October 8 [1936?]
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Since FWG left too soon, they write to express their
enthusiasm about the type and about learning something of
the subject area. Three booklets have been sent. Future
plans are being made due to the excitement of this visit
[by FWG].
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from DAN BURNE JONES, Ladd Public Schools, Illinois,
October 10, 1936.
A bookplate design book for students is being prepared
for Art Educational Books. Would FWG contribute to the
typographical category by sending his personal bookplate to
be reproduced or by sending the names and addresses of four
people for whom he has designed typographic bookplates?
Writer's own creative work included in exchange.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRIEND AND CLIENT , from EDWIN A. R.
RUMBALL-PETRE, Brooklyn [New York], October 15, 1936.
Dealer in rare Bibles and other items of interest to
American and European collectors. Writer emphasizes his
supply is from old estate libraries from which scarce items
are brought onto the market. All [catalogued] items will
be disposed of "on such terms as will be satisfactory to
each
buyer."
L.S. [Printed] 1 p. 25.4cm. x 20.3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 16, 1936.
Royalty notice for the sale of matrices in September
1936. Advises FWG of credit to his account of $13.30.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, from EDITH GUERRIER,
The Public Library of the City of Boston, October 17, 1936.
A lovely visit at Deepdene acknowledged, as well as a
visit to an FWG exhibition at Amherst Library. Photograph
taken to illustrate talk on "An eminent printer and his
work"
cannot be used, so July American Printer photo will
be used. Tribute to Bertha Goudy is very fine. [B.M.G.
Bertha M. Goudy, recollections by one who knew her best,
Village Press, 19397]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHAR[LES?] RHREEN, The Jones Library,
Amherst, Mass., October 20, 1936.
Arrangements for a visit from FWG and Alice Goudy the
next Friday [Oct. 23/30]. Hotel reservations will be made,
a projector and projectionist will be available for the
16mm. film, and a tour of interesting places in vicinity
will be given.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 14cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from BURGESS SMITH,
The Todd Company, Rochester, N.Y., October 20, 1936.
The alphabets to be designed for the Company should be
given first consideration while "means of securing greater
beauty and protection for the figures for our checkwr iters. . .
can be considered an indefinite problem to be undertaken at
such time as you desire to do so." Preliminary drawings of
alphabet characters are requested to be judged for commercial
value and adaptability. A social visit of writer's family
with the Goudys referred to.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from RICHARD
BROWNE, The Todd Company, Rochester, New York, October 20,
1936.
Bread-and-butter letter from company art director for
a visit to Deepdene, tour of the shop, presentation of
proofs and dinner.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
JOHN H. HAZELTON, New York City, October 22, 1936.
"You know, of course, that I have never been able to
write Rudge, because I have been waiting for you to instruct
what to write?" [W.E. Rudge printed many of the books FWG
and B.M. Goudy produced, as early as 1916.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro On the Hudson, from
E.C. BRIDGMAN, Bridgman Publishers, Inc., Pelham, New York,
October 24, 1936.
Comments upon good sales of Stanley Morison's First
Principles of Typography. Earlier discussion about A TYPO
GRAPHICAL PRIMER recalled when asking FWG about his progress
in this. "And by the way, what has Harper ever done on
ALPHABETS?" [The Alphabet was originally printed by W.E.
Rudge, set by B.M. Goudy in 1918. A second edition was issued
1922, a third in 1926. The fourth, in 1932, had a change of
publisher from Mitchell Kennerley to William Edwin Rudge.
The University of California Press brought* out a combined
Alphabet and Elements of Lettering in 1942.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on- the-Hudson, from
FRANK REA SLOAN, JR., Tarentum, Pennsylvania, October 26,
1936.
Not wishing to add labor to FWG's activities, writer
wants, nonetheless, details for acquiring a sizeable font
of 18 point Hadriano directly from FWG. Will be used in
setting some chapters of the Bible to give the impression
of a stone tablet or inscription. Perhaps FWG might comment
on this project as well.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.3cm. x 21.9cm.
FRED, from GEORGE F. TRENHOLM, Boston, October 27, 1936.
The Trajan Capitals being sent under separate cover for
autograph. Likes book, a simple straightforward combination
of information and book design. As another favor, would
like writer's name in Gothic type for a personal letterhead.
Business slow although will be sending Paul Bennett a
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contribution for Typophiles Ampersands book [Diggings from
Many Ampersandhogs] . Has carried on business by correspon
dence but "ought to get down before long [to New York] so
I won't get moss on my back up
here." Hopes health and
spirits of FWG parallel his energetic desires.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
FRANK M. SHERMAN, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, October 27, 1936.
The Gutenberg Bible page loaned by FWG will receive
best of care. The thoughtfulness of the loan is appreciated.
Expresses opinion that FWG should receive fees for addresses
he makes. Will relay information about FWG's availability
for a Philadelphia trip to Mr. Best [Lanston President].
Health being precious, should be well looked after.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
A. RAYMOND HOPPER, New York City, October 29, 1936.
Referred to FWG by Mr. Franklin Woodruff, Continental
Typefounders Association, Inc., to provide widths of lower
case Goudy Mediaeval and Goudy Text alphabets for all sizes
up to 36 point. Writer working on copy-fitting tables to
most good faces on the market for Printing Art Quarterly.
Article will appear in winter edition, probably first of
1937. and perhaps later in book form. 300-400 typefaces
included and American Type Founders, Continental, Bauer,
Intertype, Mergenthaler and Lanston have cooperated.
[Writer's book was published in 1938, Type tables; funda
mental arrangements of the sets of more than 60"0~type- faces,
embracing nearly 5.000 different fonts , in all sizes up to
36-pointT]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
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SIR , from ROBERT HARLING, JAMES SHAND, and
ELLIC HOWE, Typography: a quarterly, London [England],
October 31. 1936.
A form letter announcing the birth of Typography
sponsored by two printers and a London art director. Good
readership is hoped for and criticisms and suggestions
are welcomed.
L. [printed] 1 p. 25.4cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from M. LEVY,
The Advertiser, Cincinnati [Ohio], November 2, 1936.
Editor Rosenberg, having spoken to FWG about a new de
sign for the magazine's cover heading, has requested en
closed check be sent for design payment. It is hoped design
will be sent soon since there is much interest concerning it.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.5cm.
MEMBER , from PAUL A. BENNETT, The American
Institute of Graphic Arts, New York City, November 7, 1936.
As Chairman of the Book Auction Committee writer im
plores all members to search their libraries for items they
will donate for the auction. Depleted membership and delin
quent dues make auction proceeds extremely necessary for the
Institute's activities. He suggests "...do consider what
you can spare among your fine press books, photographic
annuals, books on the several fields within the art and
craft, items from previous Fifty Book exhibitions..."
L. [printed] 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.4cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from BILL DILL, The Davis Press, Worcester,
Mass., November 9. 1936.
After a meeting in Cincinnati [United Typothetae of
America convention] writer tardily fulfills a promise to
send "Printer's Anthology." At this late date it may not
be of use for FWG's work in "Ampersand." Hopes to again
visit FWG at Deepdene. [FWG prepared 58 page insert for
inclusion in Diggings from Many Ampersandhogs , a Christmas
Typophile volume . J
T.L.S. 1 p, 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLES E. PONT, Elmhurst, New York,
November 10, 1936.
"I just transferred the 'F.W.G.' to boxwood. When I
see you I'll show it to you and then you will be able to
judge whether it is O.K. or not," Refers to Ampersand
project and writer's attempts to proof to paper then to
wood using work of FWG as guides. Salvaged 25 [designs
from FWG's wastebasket?], hopes it wasn't a trespass. Work
ing on his block. [Ands and Ampersands, FWG's part of
Christmas project of Typophiles with more than 65 forms of
the ampersand drawn and cut in matrices by FWG.]
L.S. PP. 12.4cm. x 10. 2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, fromW.H. GREELEY,
Ginn and Company: Publishers, Boston, November 10, 1936.
Tentative plans are made for author to visit Deepdene
on afternoon of the 14th. If FWG is to be away he is asked
to telegraph the Hotel Roosevelt. Looks forward to seeing
Deepdene.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.7cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HILBER C. WELLMAN, The City Library Association, Springfield,
Mass., November 10, 1936.
Refers to letter from FWG and permission to borrow
Jones Library [Amherst, Mass.] exhibit. Mr. Green will be
asked to send material, not including medals. It may be
supplemented by material in library or "we will gladly
avail ourselves of your generous offer to send additional
material."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.2cm.
FRED, from GEORGE F. TRENHOLM, Boston, November 10,
1936.
Two weeks ago a note and copy of
"Forum" book sent to
FWG asking for an autograph. Since nothing has happened,
fears book may be lost or letter hasn't arrived. Hopes
FWG is just busy and well, as an alternative explanation.
L.S. 1 p. 23.5cm. x 15.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Elmhurst, New York,
November 22, 1936.
Expresses ideas about his block, and suggests combina
tion of design projects. "Why not solve our Christmas
problems to a good degree. Let us while we are at it do
this. Set the ampersands around the block, with monogram
below, to the right set some explanatory text as to what
the subject is and how it was printed." Fifty copies for
FWG for Christmas use, fifty for author, one hundred to
Vassar girls, proceeds to FWG and Vassar. Comments on
writer's motives, including first lesson in typesetting.
Will visit Deepdene and photograph FWG at work. Earlier
photos admired, but writer not satisfied with them. Robert
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Foster wants photographic print of FWG. Wants FWG's
opinion of project and will be ready to visit soon. Hopes
for continued blessings for FWG.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from C. LAURON HOOPER, Chicago, November 27,
1936.
In consideration of FWG's suggestions, will write new
article [on FWG?] to be read by same. Bertham, good name
for new design [#100, 1936], Wants Chaucer manuscript sent
if it fits into package. Previous week injured leg by fall
with heavy weight falling on muscle. Using cane; leg is
bruised and swollen and painful.
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.9cm. x 16. 7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ROSALIND A. KEEP, Mills College,
California, December 7. 1936.
Check enclosed for Goudy Ornate type. Will want sev
eral sizes of Goudy black. Is an informational folder
available with prices? Used Ornate capitals in book sub
mitted to Fifty-Books Committee. [Book does not seem to
have been chosen as one of the AIGA Fifty Books of the Year,]
L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
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GOUDY, from R[OBERT] P[ERCY] GOSSOP, Lloyds Bank
Chambers, London [England], December 17 [?]. 1936.
Christmas greetings from an old friend across the
seas. Knowing FWG to be busy, hopes he is well and happy.
L.S. 1 p. 20.2cm. x 12.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from TIMOTHY, JEFFREY, MARION & CHARLES BLODGETT,
Lancaster, Ohio, December 22, 1936.
Postcard illustrated with new house. Message of having
left St. Paul and moved there. Writers like it and send
best wishes to FWG.
L.S. [postcard] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ABIGAIL MERRITT, Kingston, New York
[1936?]
Relieved to have FWG's "note written from your brother's
home. We hope that the days are easier for him and there
fore easier for you." Could FWG visit at Thanksgiving?
Sorry to have missed FWG's talk before New York Book Exhibi
tion.
L.S. 2 pp. 17.7cm. x 15.2cm.
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THE VILLAGE PRESS, Park Ridge, Illinois, from MARIE C.
HOPKINDS, Evansville, Indiana [1936?]
Would like information about subject matter, style,
and price of books published by press.
L.S. 1 p. 17.8cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from WALDO WARREN,
Chicago, January 27, 1937.
Found a paragraph "The Printed Page" writer wrote but
did not publish. Paragraph explains "UPON the printed page
rests the weight of civilization." "Thomas Alva Edison"
poem was "written for a big luncheon to the Electrical
industry at the Grand Ball Room of the Palmer House,
October 20, 1936."
T.L. 1 p. [torn] 21.5cm. x ?
[typed paragraph and poem "Thomas Alva Edison" by
writer enclosed]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-On-Hudson, from
SHERMAN D. WAKEFIELD, Lincoln Fellowship of New York, New
York City, February 19, 1937.
Thanks and praise for FWG's work on the excerpt of
Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address [3rd edition in 1936,
broadside, 17i x 23? inches, set in Trajan capitals],
Hopes FWG may be able to attend future Lincoln Fellowship
affairs and will visit writer and wife in town.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from BILL DILL, Worcester, Mass.,
March 3, 1937.
The receipt of a gift copy of Types and Type Design
[Syracuse University speech by FWG, Sept. 12, 1936] is
belatedly thanked with much appreciation. The item is not
generally available. The watermark, a good portrait, is
special. In business [The Davis Press, Inc.] "we have
replaced our Monotype casters and added a Thompson type
caster. All of which means nothing to you but for the fact
that in our plans for bringing our type faces up to date,
we are including the Deepdene series." Would like to see
FWG in future to discuss printing and type.
L.S. 2 pp. 22cm. x 16. 7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
MELBERT B. CARY, JR., The Press of the Woolly Whale, New
York City, March 15, 1937.
Sorry to have repeatedly missed FWG. "...I shall be
unable to be present when Mrs. Wilson (Miss Perkins) gives
you the accolade upon either cheek. [Medal of Honor to
FWG from Ulster-Irish Society of New York for distinguished
service to the graphic arts.] Don't you wish you were
being decorated by La Beatrice [Beatrice Warde]?" Would
like to see Typophile birthday gift to FWG with good binding
by Gerlach.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 20.3cm.
FELLOW ULSTERMAN, from ROBERT (BOB) STUART, Ulster-
Irish Society of New York, New York City, March 22, 1937.
"I can't resist the temptation to write and tell you
how my family and I and indeed a host of our members who
have spoken to me enjoyed hearing your acceptance of our
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medal. You just, as usual, said the appropriate things -
in the right way." [Ulster-Irish Society medal.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from SOL
HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
March 22, 1937.
Quoting from a letter just received from Samuel T.
Farquhar, Manager of University of California Press, who
expresses anxiety over receipt of quotation for their sug
gested private type face. Writer lists steps Lanston has
followed in the business, and infers FWG is at fault in his
tardiness. Lanston' s quotation for cutting punches and fur
nishing matrices $3,893.97. includes $500.00 for pattern
work by FWG. [Type is the Univ. of California Old Style,
1938. Mr. Hess is here filling the familiar role of scold
to get FWG moving.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from AUGUSTA [C0TTL0W],
Tivoli, New York, March 22, 1937.
The radio broadcast of the Friday banquet medal pre
sentation [Ulster-Irish Society] was listened to with great
interest by Edgar and writer who should have liked to see
it. [New York?] Times report sent to Ben. Congratulations.
L.S. 3 pp. 17.0cm. x 12.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from LEMUEL F. PARTON, New York City, March 23, 1937.
With Miss Perkins' [Ulster-Irish Society dinner] help
the writer was introduced to FWG. Now, if a favor may be
requested. Margaret, writer's daughter, soon to graduate
from Swarthmore, is interested in typography as a career
but needs advice. Is a meeting possible for such a
purpose'
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from S. DAVIS LEVIN,
Hollis, New York, March 23, 1937.
FWG's bookplate is considered valuable addition to
writer's collection. His appreciation is expressed.
T.L.S. 1 p. 17.6cm. x 15.2cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Printing, Utica, New York, March 23, 1937.
Ampersand sections, after return from bindery, will
receive Errata slips if FWG sends them back. Writer begin
ning to get his eyes open; has done nothing for ten days.
Will get information about Colgate engagement. Can FWG
read this letter? [Coggeshall reset their 58 page contri
bution to Diggings from Many Ampersandhogs in Deepdene and
printed them. F.T. Goudy originally had set it in Bertham.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ARCH BERMINGHAM,
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, Inc., New York City,
April 10, 1937.
The matter of a type designed especially for the Waldorf
[Astoria?] has finally reached a definite point since Mr.
Boomer of the Waldorf, "feels it would be unwise to obligate
themselves to one type form... Now that the Waldorf seems to
be out of the picture for the moment, with your permission
I believe I can take it up with another group and shall hope
to write you regarding this
shortly." [This conclusion of
a proposed comission was not unique.] Regards to FWG and
neighbor, Paul [Bennett?]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from [LEURA] DOROTHY BEVIS [San Pasqual
Press, Pasadena, California], May 9, 1937.
Enclosing a letter written two years previously to
Regent Dickson concerning the future of Clark Library. The
influence of FWG may "put the thing 'in the bag' before
them. It's so much more than just celebrating the 500th
anniversary of printing. It's making that celebration a
continuous one in the lives of the students it touches."
This unique opportunity should not be lost since it could
have important influence. Hopes to see FWG again and trea
sures copy of "Ands and
Ampersands."
L.S. 4 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
ROLAND BAUGHMAN, Henry E. Huntington Library and Art
Collection, San Marino, California, May 31, 1937.
Imperfect copy of "Ands and
Ampersands" from Ned
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Sterling returned to FWG. Read it with interest and would
like to own it personally. At FWG's convenience would like
a type specimen sheet for files and in connection with
writer's "Alibi Press." Hopes western visit of FWG as
enjoyable to him as to the westerners.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, June 11, 1937.
Reporting general but thorough plans for a possible
project. "The idea is, to mail a 20-page-and-cover booklet
each month for a year, and then bind all the booklets in one
volume at the end of the year, having overprinted for the
purpose." Copy would be articles on such as Franklin,
Luther, Columbus, Napoleon, Lincoln, Cellini, Westinghouse,
Paul Revere. Asks FWG for layouts to be used in presenta
tion of idea about June 20. "Frank Davis is sold on the
idea 100%. If he can sell it to his hard-boiled president
and general manager, we are all
set." [Apparently planned
for Utica Mutual Insurance Co.]
T.L. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
[a draft of "Leonardo da Vinci, Master Salesman of
the Italian Renaissance," text of part of da Vinci's
original letter and photostat of Latin two-page spread]
FRED GOUDY, from MARIANA [ROACH, Dallas, Texas],
July 5, 1937.
Family and business activities have been disrupted by
unexpectedly early birth of niece in New Jersey. Parents
have gone to see the grandchild and writer is with friends.
Hopes to get more work done with equipment in the [bookbind
ing] shop. Writes that "Dear Fred" means her father, so FWG
is to be her "Dear Fred Goudy." Comments on FWG's busy
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activities on western trip.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, from DAVID L. SHEPPARD,
Santa Ana, California, July 19, 1937.
Wishing for any advice, communication, pieces of typo
graphy or design. Writer especially wants a specimen book
of all FWG type designs. Reads articles about FWG. Admir
ing his work "the epitome of a young printer's ambition,"
writer hopes his own unorthodox letterhead will find favor,
as well as his requests.
T.L.S. 1 P- 24.7cm. x 16. 2cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, July 19, 1937.
Proof sent for FWG's corrections. More space for
initial may be needed. Colophon will end second column.
Another proof will be sent. "I had a grand time with you
Lawrence will never forget his trip." [Proof may be that
of the da Vinci project, see June 11 letter,]
L.S. 1 P. 21.5cm. x 13.8cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, July 22, 1937.
Initial made as FWG proposed. Comma may require a new
arrangement. [May refer to work on da Vinci project, see
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June 11 letter.]
L.S. 1 P. 21 ,5cm. x 13.8cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, July 22, 1937.
Da Vinci proof [see June ll] enclosed and needs more
14 pt. Newstyle to finish layout, five or six job founts of
lower case. Cover might be designed to use it through ser
ies merely changing names. Have most things and hope it's
ready for presentation about August 1. If Mitchell [Kenner-
ley] visiting FWG writer will come down. Dean [Spencer]
wants to come. "It would be nice if the Dean could meet
Earl, too. Of course, we don't mind barging in in regiments!
But I'll get even with you if I can get you up
here." [Earl
Emmons worked at the Village Press facilities at this time,]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, August 11, 1937.
Hot, humid weather has created severe paper and print
ing problems. "No doubt about sweating blood. After the
three days wasted on two cylinders, we cut the forms on
Monday morning from 16-page right angles to 8-page parallels
...found that even a 15" sheet would stretch 1/32" between
the press and getting it over to the folder for position.
We couldn't even get a sure position, to say nothing about
what would happen if we ran the black and then tried to
register in the brown...The covers for the booklet are all
offset on account of the humidity, and the girls will spend
the next ten days cleaning the sheets up with
pumice." Job
must be finished but there will be more work and no profit.
"...the humidity grows worse and worse as electric storms
are tearing everything to pieces in Central New
York."
Thanks for a check.
T.L.S. 1 P- 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from PEARL HOWARD, The
Automobile Club of Ulster County, Kingston [New York],
August 22, 1937.
Enclosing three temporary membership cards, three bail
bond certificates, and three insurance certificates for FWG,
Fred T. Goudy, and Alice M. Goudy, as well as New York State
map with routes marked from Marlboro to Utica and Syracuse.
Tour book and two service directories will be sent. Patron
age acknowledged and best wishes for a pleasant trip. [Utica
is home of Howard Coggeshall and Syracuse the home of Syra
cuse University where FWG had friends.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, August 25, 1937.
Waiting for Tory characters from FWG to revise proof.
16 point will not work better than 14. Williamsburg letter
with possible work involved sounds interesting. Shop
cluttered with work, behind due to humidity. Da Vinci piece
[presentation?] may get on press after ten days. Comments
on FWG's pep and busy activity and is glad for it.
[Continental Typefounders Association August 18 in
voice attached to that of Coggeshall-Sherwood, both for type
metal purchases. The Da Vinci project was to be a presenta
tion piece for a proposed series of "great men" booklets.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
[two invoices for foundry type metal attached]
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Amherst Club, New York City, from
LILLIAN STEVENSON, Bridgeport, Connecticut, August 25, 1937.
A plea for help from a widow with two teenage sons.
Trying to live on $13.86 per week without insurance or a
widow's pension from the military. Writer hopes to sell
photographs her late husband took while on foreign duty,
"the plague in China, dog-eating tribes, hanging scenes
and others..." Can FWG suggest magazines who might purchase
them? Having read an article about FWG, writer sure he is
more understanding and humane than the average person.
L.S. 3 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.2cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GENE [KELLY] ,
Kelly Metal Corporation, New York City, August 31, 1937.
Monthly payment of $25.00 will clear FWG of this item.
Welcomes call for lunch when FWG in city. [Company supplied
type metal for Village Foundry.]
L.S. [statement] 1 p. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, The Amherst Club of New York,
New York City, from B.W. NORTON, Rockefeller Center, New
York City, August 31, 1937.
A trip to Williamsburg must regretfully alter their
plans for luncheon [Sept. l]. Writer will consider he has
standing invitation from FWG and they will lunch when
mutually convenient.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21=5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-the-
Hudson, from WM. E. LICKFIELD, International Trade Composi
tion Association, Philadelphia, August 31, 1937.
Extending invitation to FWG to speak "as the foremost
type designer in the world today," to the Convention of the
International Trade Composition Association, Cleveland,
October 11-12. Suggested theme of "Current trends in
type."
FWG expressed interest at Spring Conference to speak to mem
bers. [FWG has written at bottom: "Is it worth while to
accept? I can't afford the expense and they don't intimate
that they'll take care of RR or hotel. FWG" Letter sent
to Lanston Monotype for their comment. See September 14
entry for reply.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Deepdene-Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from HORACE HART, Rochester, New York, September 3, 1937.
"I think you will be interested in my first
edition."
[Stationery with letterhead of The Printing House of Leo
Hart at Rochester, New York. May refer to Bibliotheca
typographica in usum corum qui libros amant : a list of
books..., Rochester, N.Y., L. Hart, 1933.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.5cm. x 21.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from THEODORE M. LILIENTHAL, The Quercus
Press, San Mateo, California, September 9. 1937.
Mediaeval type in 18 pt. has been received through
MacKenzie and Harris [type supplier] and is being set in a
Woollcott piece. Some additional characters are needed and
a complementary italic. "We are having great fun and
struggling with justification of lines, inking, and lining
up the pages. Mrs. Lilienthal and Mrs. van Antwerp are
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really the Satans, and I just the devil. As yet not much
hair has been lost in skirmishes, and we all have our
teeth."
Are "nuts" about Mediaeval.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 16. 2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, September 9, 1937.
New York Times National Book Fair is alloting 10 x 20
feet of space for [company] exhibit. A Monotype Keyboard
and Casting Machine, the Oxford Bible [Oxford Lectern Bible
designed by Bruce Rogers, 1935] and bookcase with Boswell
Papers [Private Papers of James Boswell from Malahide Castle,
prepared by Geoffrey Scott and Frederic A. Pottle, 1929-
1933,?] will be shown. Enclosed PM [PM an intimate Jour
nal for Production Managers, Art Directors and their
Associates] booklet reprinted and slightly altered will be
distributed. [May refer to Vol. 1, No. 8 issue of April,
1935.] Wants FWG in exhibit but space will limit him to
drawings, patterns and finished matrices. Writer will talk
to Messrs. Carter, Morgan and Sherman on September 20. Can
FWG be in Philadelphia that day to discuss details? [Sher
man of the Smithsonian was making arrangements for permanent
exhibit of FWG's work.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
MELBERT B. CARY, JR., The Press of the Woolly Whale, New
York City, September 13, 1937.
FWG's text on the fire is excellent. Any revisions on
the enclosed? If affirmative, bring it Wednesday or mail
it. They begin to use it Thursday, the 16th. [Text may
refer to FWG's "An Account of the Genesis of the Press"
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found in A Bibliography of the Village Press, 1938.]
T.L. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, September 13, 1937.
Acknowledges FWG's note to inform writer of plans to
be in Philadelphia 10:00 a.m., September 20 for meeting
with Messrs. Carter, Morgan, Sherman and writer. [See
Sept. 9.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, September 13. 1937.
Christmas book suggestion of FWG better than writer's.
Doesn't want FWG to furnish type nor writer to buy it. By
time type finished, may have the money, and will buy it.
A thrill to set it in #105 [Friar], Do not send check be
fore end of month. With August weather lost $5000 in
business, and will be short before October 10. Wants to
come down Deepdene] for visit but may wait until "Big
Idea" job [da Vinci?] printed. Change in Alphabet sounds
interesting. No communication from the Dean [M . Lyle
Spencer] but will ask him to join writer on next trip if
agreeable to FWG. Monotype metal sample sent that should
be hard. If FWG can use it, more will be sent or brought
down. FWG's letter full of pep.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, September 14, 1937.
Returns letter from [international] Trade Composition
Association asking FWG to address annual convention.
^
Trade
Composition Assn. does not pay travel and accommodation ex
penses of speakers. Asks FWG to go on behalf of Lanston
as their Art Director, promoting Goudy Monotype faces in
his talk. Advises procedure in contacting Trade Comp.
Assn. and arrangements Lanston will make for him.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27'.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[with August 31, 1937 letter enclosed]
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, September 15, 1937.
Enclosing proof of text of the Will. It will be print
ed for their general mailing list and St. Gonsol printed
for them personally, "since the St. Gonsol story will not
strongly appeal to some of the dubs who will be on that
list." Set-up might be changed. Wants to visit FWG and
have him meet young, type conscious man who knows Goudy
type (manager for Rome Manufacturing Company). "I'm all
a-twitter to see the 105th. . .Should you send proofs of the
105th, be sure to inscribe them so that they will carry
their story along with other proofs that I am
treasuring."
Hopes California news will mean FWG will sing "California,
Here I Cornel" [The Will mentioned is the Williston Fish
Lounsbury Will. The St. Gonsol is The Story of St. Gonsol,
St. Francis and the Devil, by Eugene Field, which was
printed in Dec. 1937. 200 copies for HWC and FWG. St.
Gonsol (Dr. Frank Gunsaulus) St. Francis (Frank Morris) and
the Devil (Satan himself). 105th is Friar type.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
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MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlborough, from C.E. RECKARD, Cities
Service Oil Company, New York City, September 16, 1937.
FWG's copy of fuel oil contract for coming heating
season attached. If additional service is required,
please contact the company.
T.L. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, September 17. 1937.
Sorry to have missed FWG when he visited opening
session of school in fall. Promised trip to Washington
will proceed; letter in mail to Mr. Sherwin to arrange
meeting at Smithsonian the 25th. Suggested travel arrange
ments. Mr. Tagle will accompany them, and anyone FWG
wishes. Hopes plans will meet with FWG's approval and can
be arranged by Mr. Sherwin.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
MRS. ELIZABETH A. STEVENSON, Western Springs, Illinois,
from M[ELBERT] B. C[ARY], September 17, 1937.
Since FWG has counseled Stevenson to wait for his visit
before replying, writer understands communication delay.
FWG unable to stop for a visit but "would have counseled
you to send me the volume." Will have duplicate copy made
and sent to Stevenson. "As you write yourself that you know
your mother wanted me to have this book, would this not per
haps be the best solution of the problem?" Waiting for
reply.
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRIEND [FWG], from ANNETTE HEINRICI, Eureka, California,
September 30, 1937.
Glad FWG answered writer's [fan letter]. Will send
photograph of redwoods. Canning fruit. FWG should not
call himself "an old fossil." Enjoyed Syracuse address
booklet [Types of the Past. . .1936, Syracuse University?]
and thanks FWG for "The Type Speaks."
A.L.S. 4 pp. 19.4cm. x 14. 5cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska,
October 2, 1937.
A note explaining that Mrs. Alice Goudy, generally con
fined to her bed, enjoys hearing about FWG. Her cousin
sent her a clipping and picture about FWG visiting the
Smithsonian Institute. FWG and Mrs. Goudy have visited
Alice Goudy in the past, a memory she recently mentioned.
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, October 8, 1937.
Deepdene trip must be postponed due to FWG's departure
early Sunday and "Rome candidate cannot come." [Advertis
ing manager of Rome Manufacturing Co., see Sept. 15.] May
come next week with/without him. Earl [Emmons] or Mitchell
[Kennerly] may come up that Sunday. 105th [Friar] should
be popular and "a knockout for the Christmas book." [The
Story of Saint Gonsol, Saint Francis, and the Devil. Print
ed by Howard Coggeshall. Designed by FWG."] Learning new
words in FWG's proof. Glad to have it with its notes.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.4cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
October 10, 1937.
FWG hasn't written in nearly five months since he left
them [his sister and her family]. How is the book? "And
did you make any arrangement whereby you were to make those
trips twice a year to California?" [May refer to Univ. of
California work.] Nice weather still with flowers and
vegetables alive. Merle [daughter] is Supt. of the Klamath
Valley Hospital, and Neva [daughter] teaches in the Yankton
School, St. Helene. Family news. Writer's shingles are
better. Will [her husband] will play the Major in Grange
program of Ma j . "Blows," a version of Ma j . Bowes. "I re
member you didn't know anything about the Grange but it has
been in existence 60 years and has a membership of over
800,000 in the U.S. and where there is one it forms a com
munity center. There are more than 8,000 local
granges."
Would like to hear from FWG and asks after Frederick and
his wife [FWG's son and daughter-in-law].
L.S. 3 pp. 26.6cm. x 18. 3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from HART I. SEELY,
The Waver ly Sun, Inc., Waver ly, New York, October 16, 1937.
Saw FWG at New York Press Association meetings in
Syracuse and discussed with him possibility of drawing new
heading for Waverly Sun-Recorder for $25.00. Encloses crude
masthead now used. Professor Bristow Adams and Dean Spen
cer's [Syracuse University] opinions are that existing
masthead is different and outstanding. Could this design
be followed but changed to correct the type face? Suggest
ions would be appreciated.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from EDWARD MIDGARD, Seattle, Washington,
October 18, 1937.
Tardily thanks FWG for dedicated copy Types of the Past
- Type Revivals [address at New York Press Association din
ner, September 12, 1936. Printed by Syracuse University.
Contains watermark portrait of FWG.] and letter. Was work
ing on plan and design using Bertham type. "Then, too, my
being cut off from WPA employment since July 1st has brought
us back to the former desperate struggle." Hopes to bring
out at least 500 copies of a signature in November for fund
raising purposes. Wants to use two or three sizes of Berth-
am and Italic face shown in Types of the Past - Type Revivals.
Would FWG send showings of two faces in all* sizes with
prices? "And I hope you will allow me your best discount
for cash with order. All my printing is to be given away
free; I do not sell my
message." Wants Trajan Title prices
also. Hopes FWG's health is good. And his eyes? Writer's
problem, too.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
ESTATE OF BERTHA M. GOUDY, South Main Street, Marlboro,
from W.H. KUEHN, Mutual Insurers Agency, Inc., Kingston,
New York, October 22, 1937.
Automobile Liability Insurance on Bertha M. Goudy 's
car was written September 2, 1933 in The Lumbermens Mutual
Casualty Company. Wrote year or two ago concerning payee
for dividend on this policy. Would appreciate answer to
this matter.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from RICHARD [ELLIS, Camden, New Jersey],
October 23 [1937?]
The Tory text [type #97. 1935] is superb with a
calligraphic design quality and extreme legibility. A face
better than BR's letter Batarde used in The Song of Roland,
it will work well in a book the writer is planning. Ten
pounds needed soon for sample pages with special characters
perhaps needed in future. Good seeing FWG Wednesday even
ing even though dinner together was not possible. [Bruce
Rogers designed The Song of Roland for the Riverside Press.
It was printed in Cambridge, 1906 in French Gothic and
Civilite types.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
CARROLL T. HARRIS, Mackenzie & Harris, Inc., San Francisco,
October 26, 1937.
Alfred Kennedy is happy with Tory Text. Enclosing
first page proof he set. Some lower case "g" out of align
ment. When "mold" on machine, FWG should cast some in
proper alignment. Will FWG send paragraph marks and florets
to use with Tory Text and bill company? Needs enough for
his 20# font. Enclosing check for last order. Hopes FWG
is well.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, October 28, 1937.
Sol Hess [Lanston Art Director] tells writer FWG has
book showing original design of Bulmer types. Had
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correspondence about Bulmer face "...and Mr. Hess has sug
gested that it might be more desirable to have your
interpretation of Bulmer rather than reproduce American
Type Bulmer Roman. Would you care to undertake making your
own interpretation of the Roman and Italic? Please do not
do any work on this. At this time I only want to know
whether you would want to undertake the job. We would then
decide later what we would do." [Type number 109A, Bulmer,
came out in 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
[FRANKLIN WOODRUFF], Continental Type Founders Association,
Inc., New York City, October 29, 1937.
A customer anxious about his type makes receipt of
type from FWG more important. Two job fonts each of 14, 16,
and 24 point Tory per order No. 237 are still to be shipped
as well as three fonts Goudy Dingbats No. 3 and one of No. 2.
Should Goudy Dingbat fonts be ordered from Chicago or can
FWG supply them now? [Stationery set in Goudy Text and
Village No. 2; back side is specimen sheet of Goudy Text
and Goudy Lombardic Capitals:y
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.6cm. x 21.0cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from MYRON [MONSEN] ,
Thormod Monsen & Son, Inc., Chicago, October 30, 1937.
Please send as soon as possible one 16 point font and
one 18 point font of Mediaeval [l930, #7l]. Hopes [son]
Fred and FWG had pleasant journey home in "Lost Chord" from
Cleveland. [Reference to one of the famous Goudy auto
mobiles.]
T.L.S. 1 P- 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Village Press, Marlboro-on-
the-Hudson, from MARGARET NICHOLSON, Oxford University
Press, New York City, November 4, 1937.
Fred [Frederick Gould] Rudge talked to writer about
sending last few months royalties to FWG. Summer sales of
Trajan Column very slow, only a dozen copies since last
royalty check. Hopes to have better news after Christmas
holiday. [The Capitals from the Trajan Column at Rome, by
Frederic W. Goudy, with plates drawn and engraved on wood
by FWG. Printed in Village and Trajan types; first use of
Village italics. New York, 1936.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. lcm.
GOUDY, from R.P. GOSSOP, Lloyds Bank Chambers, London
[England], December 4, 1937.
Hopes FWG will forgive shortcomings of his little book
in field which FWG is much more knowledgeable. Writer's
wife and he talk of FWG and hope he is well. Best wishes
for New Year. "On page 37 I pay you a small tribute. Would
that I could pay in full!" [Robert Percy Gossop, Book
illustration, a review of the art as it is today . . .with a
foreword by Hugh R. Dent. London, 1937. "The Seventh Dent
memorial lecture delivered at the London School of Printing
on 1st October, 1937."]
L.S. 1 p. 20.3cm. x 12.7cm.
[pencil drawing on back]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
ROBERT C. HALL, The University Press, University of Oregon,
Eugene, December 28, 1937.
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Delighted with "The Story of St. Gonsol, St. Francis,
and the Devil" that came at Christmas. FWG's type face
[Friar] beautiful and enhanced by Coggeshall 's composition.
Prompted to send another product by same author, Eugene
Field, set in Goudy type by student of typography. Appre
ciation to FWG and Howard Coggeshall and wishes them Happy
New Year.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Deepdene, near Marlbrough-on-
Hudson [sic], from ED[WARD L. STONE], The Stone Printing and
Manufacturing Company, Roanoke, Virginia, December 29. 1937.
Thanking FWG for lovely "The Story of Saint Gonsol,
Saint Francis, and the Devil." Coggeshall printed it beauti
fully, handling newly-designed font, which is good for this
work, well. FWG can tell Coggeshall so. Good wishes and
pleasant memories.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.4cm. x 20.0cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlboro, from MYRON
[MONSEN], Typographers, Chicago [1937?]
Reading about many of FWG's activities in newspapers.
"You're going to have more medals than a sea-going admiral
pretty
soon." [Reference to Ulster-Irish Society medal?]
Writer's plans won't alter due to FWG's speaking; will
arrive Sunday 5th. "Have so many things to go over with
you that I am just going to let my plans fit in with your
schedule."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Elmhurst, New York,
January 4, 1938.
Writer tries to catch up to FWG in age and is now 41 ,
but he finds it impossible. Note to Alice [FWG's daughter-
in-law] to frustrate Farley's plans. "May I add while I am
at it that there is at least one good thing about Fred [Jr.]?
That one being his
wife." Wants an all cap line for maga
zine cover in 30 pt., 24 pt. or even 36 pt. Deepdene Italic
Caps. Proof will be photographed by engraver so no type
needed. Copy is "The only magazine in America devoted ex
clusively to ships of
sail." Which Deepdene and Deepdene
Italic sizes available for sale? May have a project bring
ing money to FWG and writer by use of Deepdene type. Are
FWG's eyes good enough to send type for 'FAIR WINDS' in 14
and 18 pt. and 14 pt. paragraph marks in Tory? Can supply
it Wednesday if FWG wishes. Gives Mitchell Kennerley's
office address.
L.S. 2 pp. 27-9cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from C.R[AYM0ND] BEVAN, Typographer,
Los Angeles, January 24, 1938.
Can Hadriano Stone-Cut No. 409 be obtained in fonts?
Is the Bertham Series on the market? Prices and literature
would be appreciated. [Bertham, #100, 1936 was a sole
design. The Hadriano Stone Cut, #93. 1934.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.4cm. x 18.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from GRACE GREY, Omaha,
Nebraska, March 1, 1938.
The 24th March is last day for claims against the estate
of Mrs. Alice Goudy. Encloses wording of her eighth will.
Two large black books willed to Joslyn Memorial. Furniture
moved due to roomers in house. Will crate it as cheaply as
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possible for FWG. Wants to hear from FWG so court can fin
ish claims. Planned to pay for marker by sale of first
edition Willa Cather books. Offer of $150 for them will
pay for three markers. Some printing by FWG might be sold
under his advice. Writer will remain and continue with
roomers, being left equity in house. Kennecutt men gave
news of poor year. Mrs. Goudy sold land there at peak
price earlier.
L.S. 3 PP. 31.3cm. x 20.4cm.
FRED, from J0[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
March 3, 1938.
Doesn't know Hattie [Goudy?] well and is unsure how to
answer her letter. Will FWG come west this spring? Neva
and Merle [FWG's nieces] hope so. Winter weather nice.
Will FWG have surprise dinner and a spread for Vassar College
at his birthday? Gives Hattie 's address. Gives general
directions for cole slaw [FWG's beloved food; he was con
stantly searching for perfection]. News of relatives.
Writer and husband would like to come east, had tentative
plans to but may not be able to do it. Birthday wishes.
L.S. 4 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
FRED, from EARL H. EMMONS, New York City [Spring 1938],
"For crisake come home and take Howard off my neck. I
am dealing with about eighty people on twenty-eight Keep
sakes. He has his two jobs and he is causing me more grief
than all the rest of the eighty put together. Every day,
and some times twice a day he writes me for suggestions and
help and reactions and godam it to hell, I need some help
myself and I am all out of suggestions long ago and my re
actions at the moment would do nobody any
good." Florence
is helping and will sew [Bruce?] Rogers book. Problems in
timing with Bergman, the binder, and Howard's contribution
may be late. Hooper's letter [6. Lauron] done as booklet.
Everyone except two of those asked are cooperating. Saw
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Florence [Duvall?]. Would put Claire [Heller?] to work if
possible. "Well, I hope you do right by the ladies on the
coast and uphold the dignity and prestige of the New York
male, but please use some control and don't come home on a
stretcher," [Writer coordinating "Pilgrimage to
Deepdene"
keepsakes.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from FRANK W. LAPHAM,
St. Paul, Minn., (written from Denedino, Fla.), March 30,
1938.
"Dear Old friend and Schoolmate - I make these surprises
to keep on the sunny side of life. When I find no fun, joy
or laughter I will be old." Would like to gossip of old
times [Shelbyville, Illinois?]. Mrs. Chaffee has died. Will
be glorious to be in Heavenly world and see Him. That place
[Florida] is close to paradise. Spring advanced. Leaves
April 11 to be home for Easter. Visit writer if in St. Paul.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.4cm. x 18.0cm.
[with handmade pop-up]
MR. GOUDY, from DOROTHY BEVIS, Arcadia, California,
April 3. 1938.
Thinking of FWG and their talks. The St. Gonsol Christ
mas present was enjoyed. Text and type are suited. What is
offing for the University of California type? "I have heard
rumours that it is to be done - but that the rest of the
great plan for which we hoped has been neatly side-tracked.
The type-face, however, will be a tremendous step for this
Group - and selfishly, I hope it is true, for it will bring
you out to us again!" Inform writer if FWG will be out west,
[See May 9, 1937 letter concerning larger plans.]
L.S. 3 PP. 20. 0cm. x 12.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson. from
MELBERT B. CARY, JR., The Press of the Woolly Whale, New
York City, April 15. 1938.
"Your old friend the Philobiblon is now under new
management and the unspeakable gentleman who has caused us
both so much trouble in the past is entirely out of the
picture." [Herbert Reichner is the unspeakable gentleman
who edited and published Philobiblon. He was replaced
February 1 by Georg Kurt Schauer and Rudolf M. Rohrer (pub
lisher).] Data and prospectus on Bibliography [Village
Press] sent to that periodical returned with reply that
insert of samples of Village Press work or "literary"
article about it welcome. Similar inserts done by impor
tant presses. What shall they do? Cuts used in Biblio
graphy available if wanted. [A Bibliography of the Village
Press, by Melbert B. Cary, Jr...^
T.L.S. 1 p. 16. 6cm. x 20.3cm.
FRED GOUDY, from WARD RITCHIE, The Ward Ritchie Press,
Los Angeles, California, May 8, 1938.
Does FWG have type suggesting 15th century for use in
life of John Gutenberg? Manuscript to be out next year.
Has FWG given thought again to publication of his essays?
[Ward Ritchie Press] wants to do them under FWG's super
vision.
L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.2cm.
MR. GEORGE RILEY, Hotel New Yorker, New York City,
from HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia], June 9, 1938.
New Yorker Hotel is established New York headquarters
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for Lanston Monotype Machine Co. officers and representatives.
Establishment used often by writer. National Hotel Manage
ment advertising now done with superior quality by Monotype
set-ups. Sorry to loose this business if advertising to be
done in future by Linotype or Intertype Machines and "...also
sorry to see your publicity lose any of its sparkle, attrac
tive layout and legible print."
To FWG explains possible loss of considerable business.
Would FWG write Manager Riley or advertising manager Hilton
in this vein?
To G.H.C. explains writer will not directly approach
Mr. Hitz or Hilton [advertising manager] but his letter may
be passed on by Riley. Tells of request to FWG.
T.L. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
[copies to Mr. Frederic W. Goudy and Mr. George H.Carter]
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from GEORGE G.
SALOMON, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, June 13. 1938.
Writing about possibility of summer work with FWG at
suggestion of H.T. Hosking and Sol Hess of Philadelphia
Graphic Arts Forum. Was accepted by Eric Gill in 1937 as
"pupil in lettering and printing." Family's immigration to
U.S. cancelled this plan. Composing dept. job in German job
printery, sophomore studies at Swarthmore College in English
and Philosophy, running college print shop. Knowledge of
English, German, Latin, Greek and some French. Wants to
learn during summer vacation; father may cover living ex
penses. Work samples could be sent and a meeting arranged
for Marlboro or New York City to discuss things, [in 1948
writer was employed as a designer by Appleton, Parsons and
Co. , see Out of your slepe arise and wake; twelve old
English carols, printed by Marchbanks PressT]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Mr. Carroll T. Harris, San
Francisco, California, from HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype
Machine Company, Philadelphia, June 15, 1938.
As "one of the oldest and most regular clients of the
New Yorker" writer is glad FWG is participating in matter of
advertising [printing, see June 9, 1938]. Approval of new
type face by Mr. Farquhar [for Univ. of California Old Style]
and initial payment good. First payment of $1500.00 to
Lanston Monotype would be helpful. Could FWG help in this
matter? Although FWG won't continue metal pattern work til
back from Coast [Lanston] "in urgent need of punch cutting
work." No intention of lecturing, but close friendship and
desire to extend FWG's work for Monotype, prompt advice.
"Most of all is that you learn how to curtail some of your
activities and thus conserve your strength and preserve your
health. Men of your age and mine cannot rebuild vitality as
fast as we usually expend it. Therefore if we are to be at
all efficient we must decide [what] are our important activ
ities and very definitely abandon those which are not im
portant." [FWG aged 73, traveling, lecturing and working
at a fast pace.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, JR., Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
[FRANKLIN WOODRUFF], Continental Typefounders Association,
Inc., New York City, June 17, 1938.
FWG did not visit yesterday as planned. If Fred [son]
can send proper address, check will be mailed to FWG. Was
told Fred would send sorts needed for Production Yearbook.
Can space them out but need them quickly. [Notation: Ans
6/18/38.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.5cm. x 20.9cm.
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FRED, from EARL [H. EMMONS ], The Maverick Press, New
York City [Spring 1938].
Seventy reservations for the
"brawl"
already and ex
pects over a hundred. "That was one hell of a job you handed
me, however, trying to round up that
sculptress."[Claire
Heller did bust of FWG.] Get a good girl like Florence, but
not Florence. "The stuff is beginning to come in now and
everybody is excited and jumping about and yelling like
hell. It's too bad that some of this exthusiasm [sic]
couldn't have been turned on earlier. Charlie Pont has been
here all day using the Maverick
Press." Glad FWG will have
time to rest after return before "mob descends upon
you."
Paul [Bennett?] was to be back but Stumpf Has heard he won't
be back til middle of August. Good thing party not held up
for him. Writer's last report unless for important reason.
[Pilgrimage to Deepdene plans were in Emmon's hands.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from EARL H. EMMONS, New York City, June 24, 1938.
Chides FWG for failing to send the information from
Chicago. Edna Beilenson is starting the job, done in Bodoni,
since she hasn't enough Goudy type. Marie Berliner is busy
and can't set it. Deepdene folder will be in Goudy type.
Trying to get people moving on their contributions [Keepsakes
from 23 groups or presses]. Instructions concerning Hooper,
Holloway and Cary taken care of. Sold five tickets to cele
bration, needing expense money. Will have eight pilgrims at
least. "The information letterhead above will give you all
the dope in case you want to join us July Twenty-third. If
you can't come you might send a telegram of congratulations
to the guest of honor anyway." Clyde Oswald has died and
been cremated. He was to have been toastmaster. [Emmons is
facetious since Pilgrimage was in FWG's and Village Press'
honor , ]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL], Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, June 25, 1938.
Up-to-date dummy sent. Mitchell's [Kennerley] revised
proof not received although writer and Earl [Emmons] have
communicated with him. Beginning to print text likely,
before dummy returned, so will hold title and colophon.
Writer's own introduction [foreword] for coldness of history
part. Hurlbut Permanent Record Book paper enclosed is
writer's choice regardless. "Earl writes that arrangements
have been made with the Meriden [Gravure] people, and that
job will soon be in their hands." Too much work making
crazy atmosphere. Long hours for writer. Will FWG suggest
cover label for board binding or should writer? [intimate
recollections of the Village Press by three friends. "In
the beginning" by Will Ransom. "Hingham
interlude" by
Charles E. Park. "Metropolitan memo" by Mitchell Kennerley,
Marlborough, 1938. Done as a Keepsake for 35th anniversary
celebration of Village Press. Set in Bertham type, 100th
design.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Elmhurst, New York,
June 27, 1938.
Apologizes for tardiness in sending proof of the block.
Visitors Will Ransom and Otto W. Fuhrmann took writer's
time. If it can't be used (on the coast, at University of
California?) as intended he is sorry. Hoping all FWG's
plans will turn out.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Mackenzie & Harris, Inc.,
San Francisco, from M[ELBERT B.] C[ARY, JR.], The Press of
the Woolly Whale, New York City, June 27, 1938.
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Copies of Bibliography [of the Village Press] to be
sent at [Earl] Emmons' request to his sister, Mrs. W.A. Root
[confusion here, since she is FWG's sister] and Mr. Henry
Holloway [Principal of The New York School of Printing] from
FWG's stock. "Thinking that you may not have seen the re
view in yesterday's [June 26, 1938] Times, I am enclosing
it herewith, as well as Otto Fuhrmann's most cordial remarks
in the News Letter. There was also a pleasant comment by
Mr. Wroth in the Book Review Section of the Tribune last
week." Reprints of FWG's first prospectus to remind him to
be back for "this auspicious
occasion." [35th anniversary
celebrations for the founding of the Village Press, July 23,
1938.] "Hoping that your progress is ever a triumphal one
and that they turned out a due proportion of brass bands
in your honor
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.3cm.
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], Marlborough, New York,
June 28, 1938.
Went up to FWG's
"estate" to do some little jobs. The
train schedule is different and writer's train "stopped at
every station, water tank, farm house, horse stable, privy,
cross road, chicken coop, cow path and rabbit track all the
way
up," The [village] Letter Foundery is busy. People
are not finishing their jobs for the forty [Keepsakes for
anniversary celebration of 35th year of Village Press?],
FWG's son is unhappy not receiving any letters from his
father when everyone does. "Well, really, Fred, he does
feel quite cut up about it. Why don't you write something
to the guy, even if it is no more than tell him to go to
hell or something?" He and writer working on nice forty
job. Writer is returning to Maverick Press for some work.
"Pilgrimage to Deepdene, July 23, 1938 - Remember?" En
courages FWG to do well by the girls but in moderation.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
[on FWG's stationery]
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MR. GOUDY, from DOROTHY BEVIS, Dawson's Book Shop,
Los Angeles, July 1 [1938].
If FWG will leave book for writer in Miss Kelly's
possession, writer will read, enjoy and send it back to him.
She appreciates his trust in her in this matter and appre
ciates FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13.9cm.
DAD [FWG], from RUSSELL HASTINGS MILLWARD, Arts and
Crafts in Miniature, Washington, D.C, July 4, 1938.
Representative Hamilton Fish thinks request will be
granted and "we could get the matter up for the next list
of recipients of honorary degrees from Harvard." Does FWG
have any instructions for writer about this? Matter must
be kept secret. [Apparently refers to arrangements for an
honorary degree.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 17.8cm. x 15.2cm.
[labelled personal and confidential]
DAD [FWG] .from RUSSELL HASTINGS MILLWARD, Arts and
Crafts in Miniature, Washington, D.C, July 4, 1938.
Starting "The Press of the Three Bears - (Big Edna,
Little Edna and Russ*) and we are going to attempt printing
the outstanding broadsides of the Goudys in
miniature."
Has bought Victor 6x9 hand press and Hamilton Cabinet for
California job cases. Will use Goudy type "exclusively."
Edna trying composition. "She says that she is a poor imi
tation of Bertha but that her heart is in the work and that
she KNOWS she will be able to set eventually. You know she
had the proper elementary instructions from Bertha - especi
ally when Frankenstein was being set," Would like Trajan,
Deepdene and Bertham types. [Frankenstein or the Modern
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Prometheus, by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, set by Bertha M
Goudy in Goethe and Goethe Italic, printed for Limited Edi
tions Club, 1934. It was last book set by Bertha Goudy.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 17.8cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from BOB
WILDHACK, Montrose, California, July 7, 1938.
Writer's address and telephone number given. Bus and
walking directions included. Trying to phone FWG to invite
him for lunch tomorrow or another time.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.3cm.
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], The Maverick Press, New York
City, July 9, 1938.
"Am glad to hear that you might possibly attend the
Goudy party in case you return east in time. The way it
looks now I am afraid it is going to be a hell-roaring
success." Reservations coming in very well but Keepsakes
are not in properly. Will hand out portfolios with material
received on time, late items will be responsibility of print
er. Some printers had dummies and paper months ago! Names
FWG sent are taken care of. Amos Stote is coming. "Finally
I had to come to blows with Howard and I think he is a bit
hurt. . .Anyway, he says now he will get his stuff in on
time." [See winter-spring 1938 letters.] Florence sends
best wishes. She has helped a great deal and should be
thanked. [Refers to Pilgrimage celebrations that month.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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FRED, from FLORENCE [HORN], The Maverick Press,
New York City, July 11, 1938.
FWG's descriptions of his travels in letters to writer
exciting but she may collapse or go to coast [where FWG is]
at any time. News scarce and she is overworked folding
announcements, licking stamps and binding books. Is
neglecting book binding to write this. Hopes to be excused
having written on both sides of sheet. Has sunburn and a
sore toe. Anxious to see FWG and hear everything. [Horn
working for Earl Emmons on the celebration arrangements for
Village Press.]
L.S. 3 pp. 26.*7cm. x 18.4cm.
[doodle in green ink on back of second sheet]
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], The Maverick Press, New
York City, July 11, 1938.
"Be ye at peace, Lad; the booklet from Holloway [Prin
cipal of The New York School of Printing] came in and it is
fine, one of the nicest jobs received so far." Holloway
sent 50 copies too few and left on vacation! Howard
[Coggeshall] is calmer. "No letter from him for two days."
Trying to get in touch with Claire [Heller]. Leslie wants
to sell Stern etching copies at Deepdene [celebration],
"I wrote him a letter that I think even he will understand...
Florence blames overwork on writer. She will write [see
July 11 letter].
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from RAYMOND F. DA BOLL, Chicago,
July 12, 1938.
Received FWG's letter of the 10th and saw Mr. Magill
to arrange combination luncheon at Chicago Athletic Club
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on the 18th. FWG will be met by Magill; before luncheon
Bill Kittredge, Bob Middleton, Norman Forgue, Ernst
Detterer, all on the committee, will join them to look at
Cooper Durnny [?]. [FWG probably gave an address on this
occasion to a group of people connected with the graphic
arts.]
L.S. 1 P- 26.2cm. x 18.0cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ. Deepdene, Marlborough, from
PAUL STANDARD, Canadian Pacific Railway Company, New York
City, July 28, 1938.
Some of those present "may have felt last Saturday's
celebration to be a unique testimonial of faith and affec
tion." Few people will receive such a tribute from friends;
either those are unusual friends or they "know how to esti
mate and cherish their Fred Goudy." Will Carter, Rampant
Lions Press, Cambridge, is informed that FWG will send
"gothic-mediaeval"
specimens and newest specimen book.
Writer would like a specimen book. While guests felt like
pilgrims, Alice and Fred had "the mien and the courage of
the old soldier." Health and happiness to them and FWG.
[Saturday's celebration was that held at Deepdene for the
35th year of the Village Press. The "gothic-mediaeval"
specimens may be Mediaeval, face 71, 1930.]
L.S. 2 pp, 23.5cm. x 20.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from JANE [GRABHORN] , The Jumbo Press,
San Francisco, August 12 [1938],
Wounded that FWG did not say goodbye. Did not acknow
ledge writer's telegram. Writer printed "some magnificent
pamphlets concerning your capacities both as a drinker and
as a Parrier of Questions and Bone-Swallower . My God, Mr.
Goudy, have you no Gratitude at all in your soul?" [FWG
was a temperance man all his life.] Being faithful, writer
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sends FWG's Caxton but Grabhorns are not going to send books
out in future. Sure that Pilgrimage was successful. [Cax
ton book may be The Subtyl historyes and fables of Esope.
Translated out of Frensshe in to Englysshe by William Caxton
...Grabhorn Press, 1930. The "Pilgrimage" was the celebra
tion at Deepdene in July 1938 of the 35th year of the
Village Press.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from WILL CONNELL,
Los Angeles, August 25, 1938.
Prints sent to thank FWG and express writer's pleasure
at their meeting. If more are desired "send up the custo
mary three rockets and light a red
flare." [Publicity
photographs from a meeting?]
T.L.S. 1 p. 18.4cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro on Hudson, from EVA [DEAN] ,
Los Angeles, October 18, 1938.
Writer heard Pilgrimage [to Deepdene] was successful.
Will send FWG copies of his photos if he doesn't have some.
"Jake [Zeitlin] promised you would, but it often takes some
thing of a lifetime to coax J. to fulfill his promises."
Had a "glorious four-day trip to Grand Canyon with Mrs.
Fithian. Foliage and scenery all at its best. It was a
rare
privilege."
T.L.S. [card] 14. 0cm. x 8.3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from E.A.
ADAMS, Art Center School, Los Angeles, November 9. 1938.
Returning 16 mm. film of FWG after having shown it to
group of typographers and student body of 500. Common
practice in their school "specializing in Advertising De
sign, Industrial Design, Motion Picture Set Design, Fashion
Illustration, Photography." American Institute of Graphic
Arts Annual Commercial Printing of the Year Exhibition will
be organized at School; hope to have specimens of FWG's
work. Encloses film postage; if rental fee a check will be
sent. Hopes FWG will visit School on next Los Angeles visit,
[Film made of FWG in his studio at Deepdene by Paramount for
Saks Fifth Avenue for whom FWG had designed* Saks Goudy, Saks
Goudy Italic, and Saks Goudy Bold, 1934.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from RALPH
I. BARTHOLOMEW, New York City, November 18, 1938.
"When the most considerate and courteous of men acts
as you have been doing in connection with Marion's headstone,
I know there must be a reason. I conclude that, what has
happened is, my letter of last August, together with the copy
and photograph for style have been lost in your truly remark
able filing system." Gives copy, photograph of another stone
for style and urges haste as he is distressed at the lack of
a marker on wife's grave. [FWG's notation for a reply shows
he characteristically worked quickly on the job once forced
to. Notation: 11/22/38.]
T.L.S. 1 p, 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[proof and photograph attached]
MR. MELBERT B. CARY, JR., Press of the Woolly Whale,
New York City, from THOS . A. LARREMORE, The George Washington
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University, Washington, D.C, December 4, 1938.
Has learned of a letter from Bliss Carman to Frank
Hopkins about First Editions, reprinted in No. 4, Vol. 1, of
"Ars Typographica." Mitchell Kennerley spoke of it. Wants
information concerning letter since writer's father-in-law
was Frank E. Hopkins, of the Marion Press, and may be the
letter receiver in question. Wishes to be remembered to Mr.
and Mrs. Flagler [Cary's parents-in-law], [See Cary's
letter of Dec. 5 to FWG. Ars Typographica published by FWG,
printed by Marchbanks Press; therefore, FWG was likely to
have information about the letter mentioned.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
M[ELBERT B.] C[ARY], The Press of the Woolly Whale, New
York City, December 5, 1938.
Apologizes about "matter of seconding Mr. Grover for
membership in the Grolier Club, but I make it a rule never
to write wishy-washy letters about prospective members for
clubs
and..." didn't really know him. Enclosing Thos. A.
Larremore letter for information [see Dec. 4], Hopes
FWG's eye is better.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from JOHN F. SMILEY [?], The New York
Times [New York City], December 13, 1938.
Borrowing conceit of "a sumptuous page of Aristo's
Oreando Furioso" to thank FWG for letter. [Drawing of man
riding quill pen in middle of letter.] When visiting will
show FWG a "husking peg which Garland and I used on the
Mid-West farm."
L.S. [with drawing] 1 p. 12.5cm. x 9.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from EDITH DIEHL, New York City,
December 28 [1938].
If convenient, writer and friend will come January 15.
Has not seen FWG's shop or place.
L.S. 2 pp. 12.7cm. x 10. lcm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, from JESSIE A. LAICHINGER,
Los Angeles, December 29. 1938.
Clipping concerning a presentation by FWG to Detroit's
Adcraft Club with a picture, listed FWG's residence as
Boston. Has FWG moved or was it a misquotation? Hopes FWG
had a nice Christmas. Writer's had "a thread of loneliness
in it."
L.S. [card] 2 pp. 13.9cm. x 8.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska [1938?].
Thanking FWG for his letter. Informing him of writer's
travel plans. Will be in New York mid week. Neighbors
have been a help. Writer hopes they will welcome her back
later. [Writer may visit FWG.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough, from
ANNETTE HEINRICI [Eureka, California, 1938?].
Does FWG know the definition of a fan- letter? "Why!
I do think it is perfectly marvelous, the recognition you
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have gained and the ability you have shown, and the
medals..." 'The Type Speaks' is a wonderful little poem
almost committed to memory.
L.S. 4 pp. 19.4cm. x 14. 5cm,
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, from C DOUGLAS
BARNES, McBarth, Inc., Manhasset, Long Island, January 5.
1939.
Has researched price of Polaroid Desk Lamp for FWG.
Retailed at $16.00, can be had from wholesale distributor
for under $12.00. Writer's brother thought "the area
covered was more limited than with an ordinary lamp of the
same
wattage." Will order one if FWG interested. Will
deliver "special working
glasses"
when frame is finished.
[FWG's optometrist was important, keeping the failing eye
sight as good as possible for demanding work. Barnes
became a good friend as well.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, South Main Street, Marlborough,
from ROY H. PALMER, Asst. Director, Income Tax Bureau,
Albany [New York], January 7. 1939.
Questions on enclosed questionnaire must be answered
so "that the exemption for head of a family as claimed in
your 1937 State income tax return may be properly substan
tiated. . .Lanston Monotype Machine Company paid you for rents
or royalties $545.58. This item does not appear to have
been included in the income reported on your return. Please
explain this omission." Ten day reply period. [FWG has
annotated: Copy of work sheet receipts and head of family
black 1/10.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from LEWIS BUDDY III, The Palace Green,
Williamsburg, Virginia, January 10, 1939.
Appreciation and thanks for printed pieces, but wishes
FWG had signed them. Holiday activities strenuous since
children in Paris and Australia. Likes peaceful atmosphere
and may make location "permanent winter
home." Restoration
"finally secured a long lease on the site of William Rook's
printing house and will restore it this year - a most im
portant announcement to we guys of the Craft." Best wishes
for New Year.
L.S. 1 p. 26.4cm. x 18.2cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from J.B. KRAUSS, The College Press, South Lancaster, Mass.,
January 10, 1939.
Treasures the gift of "Evening at Deepdene," the Second
Inaugural Address of Abraham Lincoln, and "Type Speaks."
I.T.U. printing course lessons include Goudy type. Interest
ing to present to a class a good living typographer. "I hold
you in high respect, and what you have contributed to the
trade." Any unusual work that FWG could give would be
gratefully accepted. Visit with wife to FWG's "plant... is
one of the high points in my life, and also the pleasure of
seeing some of your valuable collections in your
home."
Wishes for 1939.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from LAURON [HOOPER, Chicago], January 11, 1939-
Received broadsides gladly and giving one to Newberry
[Library] where Detterer said that "...and the other gifts
of your work will be gladly received and carefully preserved.
D. told me that the library did not have much of your work."
Permanent home for FWG's work in Chicago "quite suitable
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since you began your work in this
city."Will frame broad
side in future for Mrs. Ehrmann in Rockport, Indiana for
Lincoln Village. "Perhaps the explanation you sent might
have a. separate frame."
L.S. 2 pp. 16. 3cm. x 12.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, from THOS . C RYTHER,
Super intendant of Printing Laboratory, South Dakota State
College, Brookings, South Dakota, January 13. 1939.
Thanking FWG for offer to "show your film on type de
sign and
manufacture." Annual newspaper day, May 19, attract
ing editors across State is the planned occasion. FWG's
statement concerning Highmore residence helpful to
students'
paper on "Goudy in South Dakota." Enclosed "picture of a
Type Louse - the direct result of a. lively imagination and
some excess energy on the part of one of our students a few
years
back." Gives background of "one of the best printing
schools in the country." Carnegie Tech not only institution
giving printing degree. [FWG had lived in Dakota territories
as a youth.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. EDWARD DOE, Printing, New York City, from ENOS
CHARTRAND, Associated Hypographers , Inc., New York City,
January 27, 1939.
$50.00 check for FWG fund enclosed. "With all sin
cerity, I wish you will call upon me, if there is anything
I can do, to aid this deserving and worthy genius."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.0cm. x 18.3cm.
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MR. ERNEST TROTTER, c/o
"Printing," New York City,
from ELMER BENNY, Ideal Roller and Manufacturing Company,
Long Island City [New York], January 27, 1939.
After talking about "Gowdy
fund" to Frank Young of
Dennison & Sons, writer encloses "my personal check for
$5."
[Sympathy letters for FWG's loss of Village Foundry and Press
beginning.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from VIRGINIA
JUDY ESTERLY, Scripps College, Claremont, California,
January 27. 1939.
Christmas gifts from FWG were wonderful. "Evening at
Deepdene" is very lovely; "The type
speaks" broadside will
hang in writer's college office; and
"Freckles"
pamphlet is
loaned to neighbors who have "a dog who is a twin of yours
whom they named Freckles because of little spots on his
nose, thinking that it was the only dog so named."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Hotel New Yorker, New York City,
from BILL DILL, Worcester, Massachusetts, January 28, 1939.
Writer's father has sent New York Herald Tribune clip
ping of FWG's tremendous loss. Visit to Goudys at Deepdene
ten years ago remembered. "I appreciate your seeing, as I
know you would, any bright side that there is to such a
loss."
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.6cm. x 16. 8cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from DAVID HENRY MALLALIEU, Chicago, January 28, 1939.
Read of FWG's misfortune in January 28 edition of
Chicago Tribune. Since writer's acquaintance with FWG began
after [Parker building fire of Village Press], he thinks
even now FWG's equal will not be found. Writer is now with
Commerce Clearing House in Chicago.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
WALDO WARREN, Chicago, January 28, 1939.
The studio loss is "a loss to the world of letters" as
well as personal loss. FWG's professional position is very
secure. "You still have the satisfaction of having created
something of incalculable worth such as no other man ever
created. Centuries may pass before any other man ever as
pires to undertake so comprehensive a contribution to the
art of typography as you have done . "
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.5cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from MARIAN ELIZABETH
TOY, Nutley, New Jersey, January 29, 1939.
Time and services offered "so that something fine and
beautiful shall not be forever lost. My training and experi
ence have been that of an engineering draftsman. I have also
done some engrossing [to write in large, fair, legal hand],
so that I know something of the characteristics of type and
I believe that I could be of help."
L.S. 2 pp. 19.3cm. x 14. 6cm.
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FRED, from J. VAUGHAN DENNETT, Saco, Maine,
January 29, 1939.
Saw Boston Herald announcement of mill loss. Not
having heard from FWG in some time only recently learned
of Bertha's death. Writer's family comfortable in his
native town. Sympathy extended.
L.S. 2 pp. 17.6cm. x 15.2cm.
"PRINTING", New York City, from ANNE T. EATON, New
York City, January 29, 1939.
As "a librarian and a lover of books and beautiful
typography - I shall esteem it an honour if I may send this
small contribution to the fund for Mr. Frederic William
Goudy." [Notation: check 500(3).]
T.L.S. 1 p. 17.4cm. x 14. 4cm.
MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HELLMUT LEHMANN-HAUPT , Columbia University, New York City,
January 30, 1939.
Writer distressed at fire news. "It has occurred to
me that possibly we could be of use to you in any way that
may come up in locating specimens of material, reference
tool or anything of the
kind."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.4cm. x 20.1cm.
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MR. GOUDY, [Hotel New Yorker, New York City], from
A.J. GREEN, Hotel New Yorker, New York City, January 30,
1939.
Message for FWG to call Mr. Roley of Photo-Lithographer ,
L.S. [memo] 1 p. 22.9cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, from THOMAS J.
O'CONNELL, Printing Teachers' Guild of New York, New York
City, January 30, 1939.
Acting without authority to extend Printing Teachers
Guild's sympathy. Glad for Printing's actions [setting up
a FWG fund], "since as my father used to say "You can't buy
nothin' with thanks'... In the meantime, if there is any
thing in the nature of research, physical effort, begging,
borrowing, or stealing that we can do to help reestablish
your work, send a list in the order preferred."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.8cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlboro, from
WILLIAM PICK, Advertising Specialties, Rockville Centre,
L.I., New York, January 31, 1939.
"Forget about - 'They were the soul of my foundry -
because everybody knows all about it... and the original[s]
are prized only by yourself - because - you can help me out,
with a different design, so take the credit for yourself, as
I would like to see fonts made without the lower portions
for fgjpqyz, in the lower cases... it looks funny to read,
but that is only a question of time till the public gets
accustomed to it... I am sure that it will attract attention,
and fonts can be controlled nicely on everything on one
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line for the lower cases, the same as the caps, are all
under
control." [Handwritten examples of proposed new
alignment.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 18.5cm. x 13.9cm.
[with handwritten additions]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BURGESS SMITH,
January 31. 1939.
Writer regrets having read local paper's account of
fire. It is better to have done FWG's good work [even
to have lost it in the end].
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough, from
HARVEY HOPKINS DUNN, Philadelphia, January 31, 1939.
Sympathy for FWG's loss and help offered.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Elmhurst, New York,
January 31, 1939.
Writer sorry he did not take Goudy workshop things when
they were offered. "Also, why did I allow procrastination
to delay the book? That question haunts me today, as my dis
play pages will suffer, but this is minimized by the loss
that you have sustained." American printers have a chance
to show their support. Writer gives numerous biblical
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quotations in reference to FWG's loss. "I believe that the
fire is significant. And I am inclined to accept it as, as
great a warning as it might be to you...The Gospel is the
best insurance policy for the future regardless of what the
future may
contain." [Writer was working on book about FWG.
Its manuscript is unpublished.]
T.L.S. 2 PP. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlboro, from CHAS . N.
PERRIN, The Roycrofters, East Aurora, New York, January 31,
1939.
Could Roycroft Shops help FWG after the catastrophe?
"As you may perhaps know, we are operating under 77-B and
we may have here some material or accommodations that would
assist you in carrying on. Command us if we can be of
service."
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.2cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from B[RUCE] R[0GERS], LaFayette, Indiana,
January 31. 1939.
Writer received newspaper clipping of FWG's tragedy
from [R.Hunter] Middle ton. Will do anything he can on re
turn, "if my mill can be of any use to you, it is at your
disposal. . .It is a pleasure to read that you have taken the
blow in your philosophic manner, just as you have taken so
many
others." Writer's favorite niece [sic] died suddenly
Jan. 6. His sister-in-law at 80 years was prostate and died
16 days later. Miss [Pinson?] and writer arrived before
second death and stayed to close affairs. "I expect to be
at the [Typophile?] luncheon next week."
L.S. 2 PP. 24.2cm. x 15.2cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
EDWIN BIRD WILSON, New York City, January 31 . 1939.
Although fire is "colossal blow...not even the demon
fire can destroy your
work." FWG will rise above misfortune.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from [C.] LAURON [HOOPER, Chicago], January 31,
1939.
Disaster's extent not clear until Herald Tribune clip
ping from Ellery Bates arrived. Glad that California designs
safe. Would like to help FWG. "The best I can do at present
is to offer to return to you the many examples of your work
that you have given me, if you can sell them for an amount
that would be of help, of [or] if you need them yourself.
You will remember that I had told Detterer that I would give
them all to the Newberry, but under the circumstances I
should have no compunctions of conscience in changing my
mind." FWG could reproduce some designs without his instru
ments couldn't he? Hopes printers will consider buying FWG's
type, "especially those that buy from Germany." [FWG
apparently did not agree to his friend's generous gesture
since letters later in the year relate firm plans to give
the material to the Newberry Library,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
BROMWELL AULT , [international Printing Ink, New York City]
January 31. 1939.
Personal and company sympathies to FWG for his loss.
FWG's contributions are permanent however. Check sent via
Printing magazine. [February 1 letter from Donovan gives
contribution.]
T.L. 1 P.
[cc: Mr. Ernest Trotter]
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27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
PRINTING. New York City, from W.F. SMITH, Kingsport
Press, Inc., Kingsport, Tennessee, February .1 , 1939.
January 27 New York Times' article informed writer of
collection to help FWG. "It is a pleasure to help with this
cause in a very small and inadequate
way." [Check for $18
enclosed.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FREDERICK [sic] GAUDY [sic], Hotel New Yorker, New
York City, from CHARLES and MARION BLODGETT, Worthington,
Ohio, February 1, 1939.
"Cant tell you how heartsick we are Crib [Tribune?]
articles sounds too much like obituary notice stop You've
taken a lot on the chin stop But don't forget the regards
your many pupils hold for you stop Your the greatest of all
time you aren't ready to quit yet stop Our best and fondest
regards to an inspiring soul-"
Telegram 1 P. 20. 3cm. x 14. 5cm.
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MR. ERNEST TROTTER, Printing, New York City, from
DAVID DONOVAN, International Printing Ink, New York City,
February 1, 1939.
Contribution to Goudy fund. "I am attaching a copy
of the letter signed by Mr. Ault which went to Mr.
Goudy."
[See January 31 for letter mentioned. Notation: 50.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
JOHN J. MEADTH, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, February 1, 1939.
News of industry's and FWG's loss is very distressing.
Writer [Vice-President at Lanston Monotype] well remembers
"the most charming surroundings I ever saw in the
past..."
and FWG's hospitality [at Deepdene].
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BERNARD
M. LOTH, Beth Jacob Men's Club [Newburgh, New York?],
February 2, 1939.
The club members having seen "a portion of your collec
tion, sincerely hope that most of your important pieces have
been saved from the fire." Hope that FWG will still contri
bute to printing world.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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GOUDY, from F.A. WHITING, Washington, D.C,
February 2, 1939.
"Post" [Washington] editorial enclosed showing recogni
tion of FWG's place in world. Writer fears a fire might
destroy papers he is working on in Ogunquit [Maine], Met
FWG "many years ago in Boston. You were in my thought last
summer when I first saw Dwiggins delightful studio at Hing-
ham where your [roads?] once were." Work is scarce in
writer's field for a man of 66 years.
L.S. 2 PP. 17=5cm. x 15.2cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood, Inc.,
Utica, New York, February 2, 1939.
Writer talked "with Edna Beilenson regarding the print
ing of your article written for 'The Distaff Side of Print
ing. ' As you know, I will be assoted [sic] on doing any
thing that can be done in this plant, with the types and
materials that we have, and duplicates of which were destroy
ed in the fire." Article could be done in 16 pt. Bertham
if FWG will send proofs immediately. Title page layout is
needed. "I am all set to go to bat on this, and it will be
a pleasure." [FWG's contribution on Bertha Goudy in Book-
making on the Distaff Side, 1937. was reprinted in an
altered form as B*MG Bertha M. Goudy, recollections by one
who knew her best, 1939. set in BerthamT]
T.L.S. 1 P. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. ERNEST TROTTER, Printing, New York City, from
EDWIN H. STUART, Inc., Pittsburgh, Penna., February 3, 1939.
"Goudy fund lo ck
[inscribed envelope]
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MR. ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing, New York City, from
DONALD J. KELLY, Wilcox Mosher Leffholm Co., Minneapolis
[Minnesota], February 4, 1939.
Writer believes it should be simple "for the thousands
of people in the graphic arts industry who love his [FWG's]
work to make sure that he has an opportunity for a fresh
start." Proposes that Printing "serve as a temporary custo
dian of funds to be turned over to Mr. Goudy to ease some
of the sting of this calamity which he did not
deserve."
Donation enclosed. [Notation: 1.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from W.J. GARRITY,
The Munising Paper Company, Chicago, February 6, 1939.
Writer has seen newspaper reports of fire from all
over country. When attending Paper Convention in New York,
week of February 19. would like to see FWG.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
H.F. HENRICHS, The Henry F. Henrichs Publications, Litch










and enduring work is often done by people
" Graphic arts industry looking for such a
types used often in company's "inspirational
Company "honored at the opportunity of
rehabilitation fund conducted by Walden,
. .We feel somewhat related to you since we
nine miles from Hillsboro, Illinois, one of
ing grounds . "
1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing Magazine, New York
City, from ROBERT McKEE FINK, Englewood, New Jersey,
February 6, 1939.
Goudy fund check [$1.00] enclosed. Printing should be
congratulated for fund activities.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. STANTON MOTT, Printing, New York City, from
W.F. SMITH, Kingsport Press, Inc., Kingsport, Tennessee,
February 9. 1939.
Writer's donation to Fred W. Goudy Fund was acknow
ledged to Kingsport Press, Inc. As a personal donation,
writer does not want company acknowledged in Printing.
[See Feb. 1 letter. Notation: 18.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from MYRON T. MONSEN,
Thormod Monsen & Son, Inc., Chicago, February 9, 1939.
New York School letter marked with fonts they can send,
"We wish we had the money ourselves to buy this type as we
suppose it will be some time before you can cut these faces
again [due to destruction of fire]." Sorry to hear of loss
from fire and wishes they could help.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from MAUD WALMSLEY McKAY, Ulster-Irish
Society Inc., New York City, February 10, 1939.
Executive Committee inviting FWG to annual banquet,
March 24, Hotel Astor. Reply requested. [Having received
their award, FWG was a guest at following banquets.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, New York City, from
RON M. BLAIR, Smith Bros. Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Penna.,
February 13. 1939.
Contribution enclosed to help re-building. Writer
has "great esteem and high regard" for FWG. [Notation:
l00 ck.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HARRIET J. EVANS, Springfield, Illinois,
February 13, 1939.
Writer and Martha [a sister?] hope FWG will find
strength to go on. The years do not matter, just the
"deeds." If FWG should come to visit his brother Charlie
they would be happy to see him.
L.S. 3 pp. 23.9cm. x 15.8cm.
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MR. ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing, New York City, from
FRED J. HARTMAN, The National Graphic Arts Education Guild,
Washington, D.C, February 13, 1939-
Personal $5.00 check for Goudy fund. "Am also doing
my
'bit' by calling attention to the fund in the February
News Bulletin of the National Graphic Arts Education Guild
(copy attached) and also in the February 15 Typothetae
Bulletin as per copy of proof page enclosed [FWG became
a member of Guild in September 1939 due to efforts of a
friend and member of Board of Directors, J. Henry Holloway.
See September 22 letter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o "Printing," New York City,
from RALPH I. BARTHOLOMEW, New York City, February 14, 1939.
"A Valentine should, of course, be sent anonymously,
but if the sentimental token which I enclose were anonymous,
it might seem too much like a comic Valentine." If Printing's
venture is not adequate [in financial support from donors] ,
writer "positive the printing industry in America stands
ready to make proper recognition of what it owes to
you."
[Notation: 50 ck.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Lanston Monotype Company, New
York City, from HUNTER SNEAD, Electrical World, New York
City, February 15, 1939-
Glad to have seen FWG. All his well-wishers who have
written in support do not expect acknowledgement of their
letters.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
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FRED, from B.K. MURCHISON ["Murk"], Brooklyn, New
York, February 15, 1939.
Wants to visit FWG but impossible now. The "pressed
out
letters" beginning to be delivered. Hope FWG approves.
"Really, I am gratified with the preciseness of the en
graving and pressed letters as far as they have let me see
them." After job completion letters in "wooden holder with
a
cover"
will be delivered to FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT R. CRONE, R.R. Bowker Co., New York City,
February 16, 1939.
Would like to see or have copy of FWG's "set-up of
President Lincoln's Gettysburg Address." [Broadside
originally done by Village Press for Exhibition of American
Printing held by American Institute of Graphic Arts, 1916,
set in Forum. Several subsequent editions by W.E. Rudge
and Lanston Monotype Machine Co.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. 3cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from DAVID
DONOVAN, International Printing Ink, New York City,
February 16, 1939.
Answering FWG's letter in Mr. Welp's absence. Ties
have developed in Group A and B categories. "Therefore, it
makes it difficult for us to depend on only the selections
of the other judges. If it is not asking too much, we
should be most appreciative, if you could give us your
selections in order to eliminate these ties." New Group B
papers sent. Grateful and interested to see FWG's decisions.
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[FWG was a judge of high school essay contest. Fire pre
vented his normal participation and his services were
requested to break tie votes.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ART E. MILLER, Baltimore, Maryland,
February 16, 1939.
Small token sent. "Your name regardless of all the
crackpot modernism and fads will be noted is now
enshrined along with the greatest in GRAPHIC
ART."
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
PRINTING MAGAZINE, New York City, from R.E. OLDER,
Corning Printing Co., Corning, New York, February 16, 1939.
Just learned of destruction of FWG's workshop. "Al
though our plant is not large we can appreciate Mr. Goudy' s
loss. We realize what such a catastrophe would mean to
us." $5.00 check enclosed.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. E.F. TROTTER, Printing, New York City, from "Bov"
R.S. PEARE, The Maqua Company, Schenectady, New York,
February 16, 1939.
"Herewith is the Maqua Company's check for the Goudy
fund."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.3cm.
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PRINTING, New York City, from MORRIS SCHLOSSER,
Schlosser Paper Corporation, New York City, February 16,
1939-
Check for $5.00 enclosed for FWG's fund. Fire and
loss of "great work" unfortunate.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough, from LEON V.
SOLON, The Architectural League of New York, New York
City, February 16, 1939.
Informs FWG "...Mr. John Davidson Rockefeller, Jr.
has accepted with great pleasure the Friedsam Gold Medal for
1939, but with the specific understanding that there should
be no ceremonial presentation as he is very averse to public
recognition." Enclosed citation "written by our brother
member, Richard F. Bach." Press notified, metal and certi
ficate ordered. [See Feb. 23 for Rockefeller's response.
FWG won medal in 1927.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 22.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The Hudson, from
HARVEY W. MONKS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, February 17, 1939.
No sales of matrices in January 1939 "on which you
are entitled to Royalty in accordance with our agreement."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl] , Los Angeles,
February 17 [1939?].
Does FWG's long silence mean business, ill health,
pleasures, or matrimony? Has seen Eva Dean's watercolor
of FWG. [FWG's notation: 3/26.]
L.S. 3 pp. 21.5cm. x 14. 0cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, February 17, 1939.
Looks forward to work on booklet with FWG. Could use
16 pt. Bertham, "we have so much." FWG's bay window plan
good, but not an octagonal one. "...one might say that it
sounds neat but not Goudy.' I presume you would find it
sweltering in summer, as well as a splendid refrigerator in
winter." Hopes FWG's compensation case will be reversed.
Certainty FWG will "do many more startling and valuable
things for the craft." Will be at Distaff Dinner [FWG's
birthday, March 8] accompanied by Marie if writer's mother-
in-law is out of danger healthwise. Lots of work in shop
and their speed increased. Lawrence "is developing into
a mighty fine boy in every way."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
GOUDY, from JAME[s] GUTHRIE, Flansham, Bognor Regis,
Sussex [Pear Tree Press], England, February 18, 1939-
Fire news distressing. "We think we are badly enough
off in Europe, what with all the war stuff and resulting
poor conditions; but I have to admit that I can still go my
own quiet way without any personal disaster - so far...We
old fellows get older and older, however, and time fights
against
us." [James Guthrie, artist, poet and printer, ran
the Pear Tree Press from 1899-1951. Colin Franklin, "James
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Guthrie," The Private Library, IXiI (Spring 1976), 3-17.]
L.S. 1 p. 25.2cm. x 20.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from MISS FANNY BORDEN, Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, New York, February 19 [1939?].
"Goudy treasures" arranged well in exhibition cases by
Miss Plum. Sign installed for Cooperative Bookshop [FWG
did lettering?]. Miss Bacon will accompany writer to
March 8 party. Vassar party date soon announced. [Vassar
College usually held birthday celebrations for FWG at times
other than his birthdate.] Three people brought to see
Village Press exhibit by Paul Wilson. "One of them said to
me 'Mr. Wilson lives with the Goudys doesn't he?'" Check
enclosed for Class '98 and 1906 book plates. "I know it is
too small but I don't know how to arrange business matters
with
you." [Characteristic undercharging for friends' work,
In 1934 FWG created bookplates for a Christmas gift to
Fanny Borden from her associates.]
L.S. 2 PP. 18.4cm. x 14. 0cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
FRANK W. HUBBARD, National Education Assn. of the U.S.,
Washington, D.C, February 20, 1939.
FWG's tragic losses on writer's mind since "News Week
Magazine" [February 6] article read. $5.00 check enclosed.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R. HUNTER
MIDDLETON, Ludlow Typograph Company, Chicago,
February 20, 1939.
Writing on business since "Try as I may, I am sure that
I have no idea just how the tragedy at Deepdene has and is
still affecting your peace of
mind." Writer has shown FWG's
[Paramount] film to "members of the Society of Typographic
Arts, also to several smaller groups including the Ludlow
people and the staff at the Newberry
Library." Although
film has been in writer's possession a long time could he
keep it to show the Chicago Book Clinic, March 7? "Mr.
Utley, librarian of The Newberry Library was interested in
your film to the extent of inquiring as to whether or not
it would be possible to obtain a copy for the Library. He
asked me to mention his desire to you assuming that it might
be possible to obtain a copy through the Paramount people
with your
permission."
T.L.S. 1 P- 28.0cm. x 21 .6cm.
GENTLEMEN [Printing, New York City], from BEATRICE S.
LOGAN (Hasbrouck Hgts.), New Jersey, February 21, 1939.
Enclosed money order to be added to FWG fund "to aid in
the rebuilding of the Village
Press." [Notation: 300 MO.]
L.S. 1 P. 19.7cm. x 12.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from ALBERT R. CRONE,
R.R. Bowker Co., New York City, February 21, 1939-
Received note from FWG but not copy of Gettysburg Ad
dress. Was its forwarding overlooked? [See Feb. 16, 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21 ,6cm.
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FRED, from KENDALL BANNING, Old Lyme, Conn.,
February 22, 1939.
"I am relieved to learn that you have salvaged all of
the items I have to offer you except the
'Songs' for the
Brothers of the Book. If you mean the 'Songs of the Love
Unending,' I will send you the best preserved of the two or
three copies I have
saved." Would like to see FWG again.
"However, I do manage to get around a bit, collecting mater
ial for books which I am now writing as a. means of earning
a living; I am enclosing circulars about a couple of my
latest works." [Songs of the love unending; a sonnet
sequence. Chicago, Brothers of the book, 1912, printed by
Fred and Bertha Goudy.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
AINSLIE MOORE, Jacksonville, Illinois, February 22, 1939.
Goudy' s name and profession led writer to inquire if
they may be cousins. Writer's great-grandfather, Robert,
from County Tyrone, Ireland "set up a print shop and book-
bindery" in Jacksonville. His children set type. Two sons
"including Ensley T., my grandfather, followed printing as
a permanent occupation. About 1840 the family and the
printing press moved to Springfield, where they put out the
'Illinois Farmers' Almanac' which seems to have been a
rather important publication, as well as several short
lived newspapers." -Writer's father abandoned printing pro
fession early. Additional family history. Could "Uncle
Andrew" be FWG's grandfather? Read FWG's history in "Who's
Who in America" and "note with satisfaction that you are a
Republican and a Presbyterian, and that you were born in
Illinois." Would like additional information. [FWG's
grandfather was Thomas Biggar Goudy; his father was John
Fleming Goudy.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from FREDERIC M. WAID,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, February 22, 1939.
Familiarity with FWG since "Mr. Frank Hutchinson, Field
Secretary of the New York Field Association and professor in
the School of Journalism here, has often told me about your
work and your
materials..." The losses are tragic. "Surely
the press used by William Morris is one of the saddest losses
to you." [The Albion press was not still in FWG's possess
ion at this time.] As a reader, writer thanks FWG for con
tributions to fine printing. Change is inevitable and "such
changes as you yourself have wrought are definitely for the
betterment of our own and future generations."
T.L.S. 1 P- 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from LEWIS BUDDY III, The Palace Green,
Williamsburg, Virginia, February 22, 1939.
Sympathy for FWG's misfortune. His long life full of
accomplishments must be some comfort.
L.S. 1 p. 26.4cm. x 18.2cm.
MR. LEON V. SOLON, The Architectural League of New York,
from JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR., February 23, 1939.
Received February 8 and 10 letters concerning award of
Friedsam Gold Medal, 1939. Expresses gratitude "For this
gracious recognition of my interest in the arts and such
service as I have been able to render in that field..."
[See February 16, 1939 letter. FWG received the award 1927.]
[copy of JDR's letter] 1 p. 27.6cm. x 22.2cm.
[on Architectural League stationery]
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EDITOR, Printing, New York City, from VanCOURTRIGHT
WALTON, Murrell Dobbins Vocational School, Philadelphia,
February 23, 1939.
Contribution of $1.00 for FWG fund. Amount as large
as possible at present. [Notation: entered and acknow.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
PRINTING, New York City, from JAMES SUTTON, Sutton
Printing Company, Waynesburg, Penna., February 23, 1939.
"Enclosed find our check for $5.00 payable to Mr.
Frederic Goudy." [FWG fund.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro on Hudson, from GEO. F. TRENHOLM,
The Society of Printers: for the Study and Advancement of
Printing, Boston, February 24, 1939.
Check is reminder "of the esteem we have for you and
our dismay that fire has interrupted your work for a
while."
L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
"BR0" GOUDY, from "HANS" [?], Telephone Engineer
Publishing Company, Chicago, February 24, 1939.
Saw news of FWG's loss in Public Printer. Clippings
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of it sent from Florida paper by Minni. Is paying back
small sum writer has owed FWG some time. FWG not licked,
he must "get up and show 'em
again."
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.2cm.
GOUDY, Marlboro, from [MORRIS] MENDELSON [San
Francisco], February 24 [1939].
"Just seen Heartbreaking news Loss Deepdene workshop
know what it must mean to you please keep a stout heart
birthday Greetings"
Telegram 1 p. 20. 3cm. x 16. 7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from JEAN JACKSON, Kingston, Ontario,
February 25, 1939.
The writer, as a printer's widow, was interested in
FWG's loss and wishes to "express my regret at your
loss."
Her husband's business, The Jackson Press of Kingston, was
"one of the most progressive printing plants in
Canada."
L.S. 4 pp. 16. 2cm. x 12.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from FERDY J. TAGLE, The New York School of Printing,
New York City, February 27, 1939.
Birthday card shower planned for "Our mutual friend
J. Henry Holloway," If FWG will join, send card to home
address for March 3. "P.S. He would especially value a
Ill
card from you." [Holloway was principal of New York School
of Printing. As frequent recipient of birthday attention
himself, it is likely FWG participated.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 22.9cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Hotel New Yorker, New York City,
from M. LYLE SPENCER, Syracuse University [Syracuse, New
York], February 27, 1939.
Replying to request from FWG through Bently [Raak] to
clarify in a memo the ideas of Syracuse University. Elabo
rates plans for fund raising "to build and endow a research
laboratory for investigation of typographic and printing
problems and for housing a Bertha M. Goudy Museum that would
serve as a repository of historical, valuable, and beautiful
samples of
printing." Necessary funds hoped for by 75th
birthday of FWG who may be first research professor of en
dowed chair. Comments on possible time delays and offers
to meet FWG and Mr. Holway if desired. [FWG honored by
Syracuse University in naming of Frederic W. Goudy Typo
graphic Laboratory and by L.H.D. given in 1939.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough, from C.B.
FOWLER, The Hobson Printing Company, Easton, Pa., February
27, 1939.
Supplied with 16 pt. Mediaeval by Continental Type
founders Association two years ago. Continental Typefounders
cannot now supply 12 and 14 pt. sizes. Hopes matrices were
not lost in fire and that arrangements can be made to make
type or writer's company "could make it ourselves if they
are regular monotype
mats." Does FWG know anyone who might
sell their type? Wants type during next week. [Mediaeval,
number 71, was brought out in 1930. The matrices were lost
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in the Deepdene fire.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing, New York City, from
C. HAROLD LAUCK, Journalism Laboratory Press, Washington
and Lee University, Lexington, Va., February 28, 1939.
Check enclosed for FWG fund. Writer's sympathy with
FWG for his loss. [Notation: 2 ent. and ack.j
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. ERNEST TROTTER, Printing Magazine, New York City,
from WAYNE E. DORLAND, The Photo-Lithographer , New York
City, February 28, 1939.
Contribution of $10.00 from Photo-Lithographer , for
FWG fund. [Notation: Please endorse one to Goudy (OK)
entered and acknow.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 20.9cm.
[FWG] from LASKY COMPANY, Newark, New Jersey, February
1939.
"Our contribution." [Notations: ck 500 entered and
acknow 2-20-39.]
[inscribed letterhead] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
1.13
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD ROLEY, The Photo-Lithographer , New York City,
March 1, 1939-
FWG's illness will extend due date for his article.
"I'd appreciate it, however, if we can have it for the
April issue..." Need copy by March 27 or 28. [See April 19
letter concerning FWG's procrastination.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 20.8cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl], Los Angeles,
March 2 [1939].
Birthday wishes. News of English war preparations.
Thanks for FWG's invitation to stay at [Deepdene],
L.S. 4 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from THEO. W. COCZEWSKI, Perth Amboy,
New Jersey, March 3, 1939.
Regret for "the fire which destroyed so much of your
life's work." Writer, a printing apprentice "interested in
anything connected with the trade and particularly in your
achievements." Read about FWG's work on Time Capsule book
for New York World's Fair in Inland Printer. How did FWG
learn type founding? Would like FWG's signature. [FWG
largely self taught in type founding which he entered after
age 60.]
L.S. 2 pp. 17.6cm. x 13.2cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, March 3, 1939.
Sorry to have missed FWG in New York and introduction
to Dean Spencer. Is "anxious to know how you have re
arranged your work and your activities since the
fire."
Excuses for missed meetings with FWG explained.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ADA GERTRUDE ROBINSON, Gates Hotel,
Los Angeles, March 5, 1939.
Gates Hotel will be happy to receive FWG [he often
stayed there when in Los Angeles], Mr. Aber suffering a
stroke last summer, still in his room. Eva D[ean, writer's
niece] helping with children and housekeeping in Dr. Noble's
house while his wife away. Birthday wishes given. Hopes
more was salvaged from ruins [fire]. "It would be just
tragic to lose your Bertham, - your century type; that
seemed to have a sentimental value, - quite apart from it's
material
side." Writer has seen "Eva's sketching of the
'Lion'..." The portrait, if good as sketch, will be
"excellent likeness." [Portrait referred to is undoubtedly
FWG ' s . ]
L.S. 3 pp. 24.0cm. x 15.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from ALLEN
EATON, Russell Sage Foundation, New York City, March 6, 1939.
Disappointment in not being able to contact FWG and
hear his plans. Writer not able to attend many Typophile
luncheons nor distaff dinner [for FWG's birthday]. Hopes
to see him soon to "give you my
alibis."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
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[FWG] from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], March 7 [1939?].
"The list of things you mention having done and meaning
to do, does not conform to your plea of growing indolent...
Why should you suspect me of begrudging you a good time. I
dont quite like that." Agrees watercolor copy "does not have
the atmosphere of the original" but it is not serious por
trait [of FWG].
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from MAE BRADFORD DURINING [New York City?],
March 8, 1939.
Birthday wishes. Writer's father began new business at
retirement, aged 74, and "lost fifteen years of his age."
Hopes affection will soften FWG's loss [fire],
L.S. 3 pp. 13.5cm. x 9.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from MRS. MABEL GOUDY BRANCH,
Royal Oak, Michigan, March 11, 1939.
Have read Wilson Bulletin for Librarians (March 1939)
account of Deepdene fire. Friend of FWG, O.R. McLaughlin,
Vermontville, Mich., met writer's nephew, Elbert Goudy, and
told him of FWG two years ago. He presented him with copies
of Goudy Text and Lombardic Capitals and Deepdene. Writer,
now in possession of these items will return them to FWG if
he has need of them due to effects of fire. Will keep them
otherwise. Is curious whether they are related and gives
family background. Writer's family is Irish with relatives
in Scotland, Australia and New Zealand. Good wishes regard
less of connection.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 20.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
DORIS GOUDY, Damariscotta , Maine, March 12, 1939-
Knew of FWG earlier from [newsreel], now reads of fire.
Can FWG be a relative? Ancestors named and personal data of
writer explained. Would like communication from FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
GENTLEMEN, Printing, New York, from RALPH C WAITE,
Schenectady, New York, March 17, 1939.
Contribution for FWG's testimonial fund. "Although I
am not one of the elect (a typophile) , the collection of
fine printing, especially of Mr. and Mrs. Goudy, has been
my principal hobby, for many
years." Met FWG at 35th
anniversary Pilgrimage to Deepdene. [Notation: $10.00
entered and acknow. FWG's notation: 7/28/39.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 20.8cm. x 15.5cm.
FRED GOUDY, from CARRIE CALLARD, Portland, Oregon,
March 20, 1939.
Writer is indeed "'Carrie' the oldest of the many
girls." Married in Macomb she then lived in west. Activi
ties of two children reported. Writer's brother just
selling ranch in Wyoming, may go to Macomb. He would like
to talk with FWG. Gives phone number and hopes to talk
with FWG when he visits Josie [his sister living in Tigard,
Oregon] .
L.S. 3 pp. 19.7cm. x 12.6cm.
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FRED, from GRACE, New York City [Winter 1939].
FWG's real work is indestructible and cannot be lost
through fire. He should think of accomplishments when
viewing ruins. "I only learned of Bertha's death last
fall while working at your exhibit - in South
Hall."
L.S. 2 pp. 19.0cm. x 15.1cm.
MR. GOUDY, from PATRICIA MORRIS, Vassar- College ,
Poughkeepsie [New York, Winter 1939].
Saw St. Gonsol and the Devil book in FWG's exhibit at
college. "I was amazed and delighted to find it was partly
about my grandfather, Frank Morris of
Chicago." Would like
to surprise writer's father with a copy if it can be pur
chased. Sorry to hear of FWG's misfortune [Deepdene fire],
[The Story of St. Gonsol, St. Francis and the Devil, by
Eugene Field, 1937. See later letters of George M. Morris.]
L.S. 3 pp. 13.2cm. x 10. 3cm.
"friend" HOLLOWAY [New York School of Printing], from
NORMAN T.A. MUNDER , Baltimore [Maryland], March 23, 1939.
"Sincerest regrets" for inability to attend Goudy meet
ing. "Give to our friend Goudy Kindest wishes and congratu
lations on his continued honors and such glorious friend
ship. Money can not buy such gifts - nor can time destroy
them. Goudy has raised the 'art preservative' in many
countries to great heights . "
L.S. 1 p. 26.2cm. x 18.2cm.
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MR. GOUDY, From NORMAN P. ROSS, Brown University,
Providence, R.I., March 23, 1939.
Shared vicariously FWG's loss when reading account in
Time, Feb. 6 issue. "In the limited experience I have had
in printing, advertising, and lettering, your name has meant
more to me than just the identification of a type
face."
Papers tell of FWG's lecturing in New York. Home in White
Plains for Easter vacation and "would genuinely appreciate a
chance to listen to and talk with you, perhaps to find out
what 'the next generation will do about type
design.'"
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18. 3cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, from FREDERIC G.
MELCHER, R.R. Bowker Co., New York City, March 24, 1939.
Will enjoy planning American Broadsides series with FWG.
May publish first lot of six from which schools and libraries
can choose. Presently "six might be picked from the follow
ing seven: Gettysburg Address, Second Inaugural Address
(which you have already laid out) , Mayflower Compact,
Declaration of Independence, Selections from Poor Richard
(these selections not yet having been made) , Bill of Rights
from American Constitution, Jefferson's Decalogue." Sug
gestions for possible second series being made. "We want
to get press work on these that will be entirely satisfactory
to you and paper, short of hand-made, that will give good
impression and result." Old English spelling and inclusion
of signatures mentioned.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
"CHAIRMAN GOUDY, D W R", from A V FITZ GERALD,
Milwaukee [Wisconsin], March 25, 1939-
"The Milwaukee Racine Craftsmen are with you in spirit
in honoring Frederick W.
Goudy."
Telegram 1 p. 20. 2cm. x 14. 6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, March 28, 1939.
Probably won't find FWG at hotel. "...invitation to
join you for dinner Sunday - transmitted by your Head Sec
retary [Alice?] - is most heartily accepted." Will pick FWG
up in car at Grand Central. Gives unlisted phone number.
L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from DAVE O'BRIEN, Monotype Company of California, San
Francisco, March 28, 1939.
Thanking FWG "for your very original letter .. .this
Goudy Type personal letter..." Anticipates FWG's trip to
Coast in end of April and will make his stay with them
pleasant as possible.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R. HUNTER MIDDLE-
TON, The Society of Typographic Arts, Chicago, March 29, 1939.
Glad to receive news of FWG's planned Chicago visit
April 3. Since FWG has probably "been pushed around unmerci
fully during these last eventful days" he can "take it easy
when you are
here." Mr. Sackett will join writer in picking
FWG up at LaSalle Street [railroad] Station. Writer sug
gests Mr. Utley [of Newberry Library] "make the negotiations
with the 'Filmlab' people himself" about film. [See Feb. 20,
1939 letter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-
on-Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, March 29, 1939.
Sending copies of letters being sent to active partici
pants "in last Friday night's testimonial tribute to
you."
Hopes FWG has rested after exertions then. Reports of meet
ing all good. FWG should know "that those who have known
you and walked with you, as well as those who know you only
through hearsay and the printed page, found real joy in
having part in paying tribute to you and your
work." [Jan
uary 20, 1939 FWG visited the N.Y. School of Printing for
presentation of Claire Heller's bust of
FWG.'
This testi
monial must have been a subsequent honor,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from A.W. BISHOP,
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, March 29, 1939.
Will be pleased to see FWG soon after April 3. Plans
to "have an opportunity to discuss the possibility of a type
face and at the same time look over the work you are doing
for the University of California." [Types FWG designed for
California are presumably meant - University of California
Old Style (#106, 1938) and University of California Italic
(#107, 1938) . Typologia, Studies in Type Design & Type
Making..., by FWG, published by Univ. of Calif. Press, 1940,
set in California Old Style, used the first time in this
book.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, c/o Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
THOS. C. RYTHER, Superintendent of Printing Laboratory, South
Dakota State College, Brookings, South Dakota, March 30, 1939.
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Pleasure at receiving letter and enclosed printed
message. Feared that film [requested in Jan. 13, 1939 let
ter] might have been destroyed by fire. Would like it May
13, "There were many nice comments in the daily and weekly
press of South Dakota at the time of your recent
loss."
Would FWG think of visiting South Dakota and them?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BENTLY [RAAK] , Syracuse 'University,
Syracuse, New York, March 30, 1939.
Before FWG leaves on "vacation," telling him rest of
manuscript mailed. Will FWG be in west until [graduation]
"exercises this spring?" Meeting went well. "Things were
beginning to get a bit serious when Earl [Emmons] appeared
and his business loosened things up." [Probably an under
statement.] Dean or director's job opening at University
of Calif. Douglass Miller, now dean's assistant, once ran
newspaper in Los Angeles and is interested. Would FWG give
a good word for him if possible? Send western address. "If
you don't need the mss copy, may I have it? I don't have
any of your writings and I do want
some." Can have material
photostated. "...come back for the big day in June." [Sy
racuse University awarded FWG a Doctor of Humane Letters,
June 5, 1939. Manuscript may be "What Printing Is," a talk
printed for the Distaff Side FWG birthday book by Typogra
phic Laboratory, Syracuse University.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from RUSSELL B. KINGMAN, Metal Textile Corp., Orange, New
Jersey, March 31, 1939-
Good to hear from FWG "after all these years" and hopes
to lunch with him after California trip. "Not that I am
sending such things to my friends, but in your having
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wondered as to my activities over the many years, the en
closed clipping from last week's paper indicates that I am
still in the going..." [Clipping announces conferring of
Knight of the Legion of Honor by French government for
"achievements as a musician, inventor and industrialist, and
on his interest in French culture." Is President of Metal
Textile Corp., director of firms, and developer of W.W.I
"emergency trench ration weighing a pound which provided




MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
CLARENCE W. NEWMAN, The Commonwealth. Richmond, Virginia,
March 31, 1939.
Sending February issue of magazine. "We use some of
the Goudy faces for the headings in our magazine, and hold
them in very high
regard." Regret hearing about FWG's loss
[from fire] reported in Time [Feb. 6, 1939].
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from EARL H. EMMONS, New York City, March 31, 1939.
FWG told writer he would not "lift one foot from the
broad acres of your estate" until trip to west. On account
of this and lack of Typophiles at "the New Yorker [FWG's
usual hotel] last Friday night" writer didn't go to Wednesday
luncheon. "Yesterday the Committee met and disbanded and I
grabbed off fifty sets of programs and tickets which I sent
to you special as I thought you would want some of them to
take with you." [Typophile going-away party for FWG at the
New Yorker?] "I enclose a letter to you from Norman Ross
[see March 23] by way of Professor Steigman by way of me."
Writer and Florence [Horn] will "dig into the Testimonial
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Fund to the extent of an oyster stew or something
Sunday"
for FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Elmhurst, New York,
April 1, 1939.
Hopes FWG will sign some mill prints after his return
[writer's art work]. Prints to go to various people. Manag
ing to obtain copy of Typographica #6, sends it to FWG who
doesn't have one. "I hope you won't forget to make that
offer to Jane Grabhorn that I spoke of - a portrait for a
font of Friar type." FWG might ask for Franciscan para
graph "for the book 4 to 6 lines 4-1/8" (25 picas) wide is
the size." FWG can make up some copy. Writer will have
electro made and type returned. Sorry to ask for such favors
"but it is about the only way I can get your story of type
completed. Your price for having a biographer or two." Is
FWG going to do a face for Elliott Fisher? Will send any
news and do any business FWG may instuct while away. [FWG
designed Franciscan, #81, 1932, matrices cut by Lanston Mono
type who sold type, name and right to use it to Grabhorns.
Later Mackenzie & Harris made a large quantity of this face
from the matrices, which were subsequently lost. Pont was
working on a biography of FWG during this period.]
L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Mrs. W.A. Root [FWG's sister],
Tigard, Oregon, from ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing, New York
City, April 3, 1939.
Return of $25.00 check from Dittler Bros., Atlanta, Ga.
List from FWG will allow complete acknowledgments in April
issue. "I was primarily interested in seeing that all con
tributors got a mention." [Goudy fund contributors after
disastrous fire.] Committee enjoyed effort to show many
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people behind FWG. His thanks to committee will be conveyed.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, c/o Elsea Thompson, Chicago,
from DAVID DONOVAN, International Printing Ink, New York
City, April 3, 1939.
Instructed by [Earl] Emmons to send "another set of
essay papers...", groups A and B. As informed before, "your
choices will be decisive ones since ties exist..." [See
February 16, 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, April 3, 1939.
Impossible for them to connect with FWG at NYC station.
Marie [Coggeshall], Jerry, Margerie and writer tried to lo
cate FWG on train with no success. Save blue pamphlet for
writer. Little booklets mailed to FWG at Tigard. Lunched
with Mitchell [Kennerley], "he is evidently going to spring
something good, on which he wants us to work with him. I
am anxious to delve into the mysteries of the HID story you
are threatening to tell."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
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DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY , Deepdene],
April 4, 1939.
Arrived at Jo's [Josephine Root] safely? All enjoyed
[FWG's going away] dinner. Slides from Mr. Trotter [Print
ing], Communication from Editor and Publisher but no
message. Mail sent. Rickie looks for FWG [one of their
dogs?].
L.S. 2 pp. 18.3cm. x 14. lcm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from K.J. KENNEDY,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, April 4, 1939-
Dean Spencer gave writer too much "credit for the fact
that the University is to confer an honorary degree on you
in June." As secretary of committee deciding "such
affairs,"
he had "good opportunity to present your
name." Close asso
ciation with Bently Raak and Howard Coggeshall give feeling
of knowing FWG. Wants to meet FWG. [Unpublished Coggeshall
manuscript, Fred Goudy, indicates FWG may have exerted
pressure for this honor,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.4cm. x 18.2cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ANTONY
DE MARCO, Hudson County "Amateur" Press Club, Jersey City,
New Jersey, April 5, 1939.
Company "expression of sympathy" for the fire sent.
Hopeful that some work will be salvaged.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, New York City, from THE PRINTONIAN
CLUB, Brookings, South Dakota, April 6, 1939.
Would like to contribute $5.00 for "rebuilding and
restoring of your shop and
type..." The Club members are
printing and journalism students at South Dakota State
College. Activities described. "We are glad to do our
little bit to help a former South Dakotan who has had a
stroke of
misfortune..."
T.L. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 6, 1939.
Sending mail. Has FWG seen Black Cat Goudy booklet by
V. Orton? "It is very
nice." Old iron taken by junk man
who paid $60.00 [from fire?]. Miss Borden [from Vassar
Library] visited not knowing FWG gone. Dingbats returned
unsold so have something made at Village Foundry. Letter
from Mariana [Roach], Writer wants to see her off. [Book
referred to is Goudy , master of letters, by Vrest Orton,
Black Cat Press, 1939.1
L.S. 2 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from ELEANOR C. INGALLS ,
Corvallis, Oregon, April 7, 1939.
Cousin Paul Wilson told writer about FWG and his visit
and asked her to greet FWG. The Oregon spring is glorious.
"My husband, who is editor and publisher of the Corvallis
Gazette-Times, says he has some of your type here in the
office." Love to Cousin Paul through FWG. [Paul Wilson
brought visitors to FWG exhibit at Vassar, see Feb. 19.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
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FRED, from PAULINE WARNER DERBY, Los Angeles,
April 9, 1939.
Gave Mr. Haynes FWG's address. "They are hoping to get
you for the young girls and boys advertising clubs, together
with the advertising sororities and
fraternities." [FWG was
guest of honor at Advertiser's Show, April 17-18, (San Fran
cisco?).] Los Angeles Advertising Club secretary will try
to get FWG into filled schedule. Invited for short talk, at
very least, for Los Angeles Women's Club April 18. "Esther
Mangan is working with the young people to get up a nice
affair for you with the Juniors."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.2cm. x 18.2cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, c/o Carroll T. Harris, San Francisco,
fromERNESTF. TROTTER, Printing, New York City, April 11, 1939.
Extra copies will be sent "to the three relatives whose
names you gave me, including your sister at Tigard." [FWG
having just visited Tigard, Oregon, had probably promised
them copies of article in April issue of Printing concerning
donations to fund for FWG after fire.] Four checks total
ling $64.00 sent to F.T. Goudy at Marlboro. Copy of indi
viduals concerned, with addresses, enclosed. Will give
Earl [Emmons] GWG's good wishes.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED GOUDY, California, from MARIANA [ROACH] , "Dixie"
[Southern Pacific Steamship Lines, New York harbor?], April
12 [1939].
Visit north was successful, in part due to FWG. Alice
[Goudy] is at boat [seeing writer off].
L.S. 1 p. 19.5cm. x 12.3cm.
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F.W. GOUDY, c/o Carroll T. Harris, San Francisco,
from ALICE [GOUDY], Marlboro, April 12, 1939.
"Daws needs money for supplies by Friday [.] Can
Frederick give him check [?] Will you send it [?j Every
thing fine [,] leaving to see Marianna off [.]" [Some_
confusion over money matters seems to have been usual in
the household. Daws was constructing FWG's new studio.]
Telegram 1 p. 20.3cm. x 14. 6cm.
[attached wire from CT. Harris to FWG]
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, c/o Carroll T. Harris, San Francis
co, from DAVID DONOVAN, International Printing Ink, New
York City, April 12, 1939-
FWG's selections in Essay Contest broke ties in both
divisions. High School winners listed. FWG's first place
choices received seconds and seconds firsts. His coopera
tion appreciated and "we realize that your most unfortunate
fire created circumstances which made it impossible for you
to handle the judging earlier,"
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, c/o CL. Harris, San Fran
cisco, from GEORGE A. HAMPE, JR., Advertising Club of Los
Angeles, Junior Division, April 12, 1939.
Junior Advertising Club of Los Angeles welcomes FWG to
California. Privilege to have nationally known authority
on type faces and design as principal speaker. "Our course
of study this year calls for a meeting on typography...
subject demands a person who is qualified to depict the
romance and beauty of typography." Once confirmed, plans
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for "real 'turn out'" will be made.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Mrs. W.A. Root, Tigard, Oregon,
from CARROLL T. HARRIS [San Francisco], April 13, 1939.
"Alice wired Daws needs money supplies Friday [.] Can
Frederic give check [?] Will you send it [?]"' [Daws was
building the studio addition for FWG at Deepdene.]
Telegram 1 p. 21.2cm. x 18.1cm.
[attached to telegram from Alice Goudy to FWG, c/o
C.T. Harris]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, c/o Carroll T. Harris,
San Francisco, from H. LEWIS HAYNES, Haynes Corp., Los
Angeles, April 13, 1939.
Mrs. [Pauline] Derby told writer of FWG's visit to Los
Angeles. Invitation to morning meeting Breakfast Club,
April 26 or any Wednesday. No speech by FWG requested.
Postscript added, "For the purpose of identification: I was
the chairman of the L.A. Advertising Club meeting the last
time you spoke before them."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Claremont,
California, April 13, 1939.
FWG due to arrive in San Francisco, coming down to
Claremont in about a week? "Won't it be thrilling for you
to visit LDB [Leura Dorothy Bevis] in her new office, in her
new position? She writes glowingly of her first week, and
all her friends are happy for her." Quiet stay in Clare
mont might be good for FWG. Writer's sister and brother-in-
law live in San Francisco. FWG might want to contact them.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. GOUDY [San Francisco], from C DOUGLAS BARNES,
McBarth, Inc., Manhasset, Long Island, April 14, 1939.
Good to have FWG's letter and San Francisco address.
Farewell party for FWG was "swell"! Glad to be invited. Re
member, the trip is to be vacation too. Going to Newburgh
in a week, will stop in at Deepdene "to see how the work
is progressing." [Work was studio addition.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.5cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 15, 1939.
No mail yet. Is FWG better? Must order Pat's [horse
Patrick Henry] hay; should $11.40 bill be paid? Earlier bill
of $3.40 paid. Should cord be painted? Color choice to go
with wine interior. Must decide soon while it can be done.
Cold temperatures. Tools cleaned, mats sorted by Fred [Jr,].
Longs for FWG's return June 1. [Cord was one of FWG's
prized automobiles.]
L.S. 5 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. lcm.
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HON. FRED K. GOWDY [sic], Marlboro, from A.F. MOLYNEAUX ,
Office of Sheriff of Ulster County, Kingston, New York,
April 17, 1939.
Awaiting word from FWG. Much time elapsed without
headway "in the matter of the Industrial Commissioner vs.
Fred K. Gowdy?" [FWG's notation: answered 4/18, 655.80
+ 125 = 780.80.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MRS. ALICE M. GOUDY, Marlboro, from M.M. WALKER,
National Protective Insurance Co., Kansas City, Missouri,
April 17, 1939.
Premium due May 4, 1939 for one accident policy held
by FWG. $3.65 annually allows liberal benefits; it must be
in by due date, "to be entitled to the increase in value for
renewal as set out by the policy..." [Alice writes FWG on
bottom she informed company the check had been mailed. Re
ceived above announcement. Is matter taken care of?]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.3cm. x 21.3cm.
[with note to FWG from A.M.G.]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, c/o Mr. CT. Harris, San
Francisco, from DON HELMERS , Santa Barbara Advertising
Club, California, April 17, 1939-
Informed of FWG's visit to Southern California by Mr.
Maurice Heaton of Williams, Lawrence & Cresmer, in Los
Angeles. Would FWG like to "address the Santa Barbara
Advertising Club?" They have "a very enthusiastic group"
and the city is lovely. "Our May meetings will be on the
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11th and 25th. . .at the picturesque Restaurante del
Paseo..."
[FWG notation: 5/U.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from MARIANA [ROACH] , S.S. Dixie, Southern Paci
fic Steamship Lines [part noted "New Orleans"], April 17-18,
1939.
Voyage pleasant. Alice [Goudy] saw writer, Ken, Made
line and baby off. Companion to girl from Ken's office and
some business men on board. Rough water first day, then
"lazy contentment." Great rest. Arrived and "am all set
to get back to work. Hooray for the Atlantic Ocean and the
Gulf of Mexico and the Mississippi River and the last
Texas pine-y
woods." [See Alice Goudy, April 6 letter.]
L.S. 4 pp. 16. 7cm. x 12.7cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, "%" Carroll T. Harris,
San Francisco, from VERNER A. JOHNSON, Los Angeles Club of
Printing House Craftsmen, April 18, 1939.
FWG's San Francisco visit announced by Lewis Haynes of
Los Angeles [see April 13, 1939]. Would like to arrange
luncheon convenient to FWG. "No doubt there are some of the
gentlemen that you already know, who would be very happy to
chat with you again, and then there are a number who would
be very happy to make your acquaintance." [FWG's notation:
May 3 luncheon.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
DOROTHY E. GREEN, Registrar's Office, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York, April 18, 1939-
How would FWG wish his name to appear on diploma from
Syracuse University? [Doctor of Humane Letters, June 5,
1939, awarded. FWG's notation: 4/25.]
T.L.S. lp. 21.4cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o CL. Harris, San Francisco,
from GEORGE A. HAMPE, JR., Advertising Club of Los Angeles,
Junior Division, April 18, 1939.
FWG's acceptance to speak May 8 happily received.
Further information when he arrives. [FWG's notation: Ask
for invitation as my guest Sam Banks (,) Willard Hotel and
yourself (as my guest) 5966 ck 221] .
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21 ,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
BERNARD LEBOVIT, Bayonne , New Jersey, April 18, 1939.
A student in Printing at Carnegie Institute of Techno
logy, heard FWG speak at 25th Anniversary Celebration,
February 1938. Writer's short biography of FWG for college
newspaper discussed. Permission given from FWG via Profess
or Cleeton, "to write a full biography of your life...with
the restriction that I restrict my efforts to accurate in
formation." In year's work read everything available.
"Unfortunately writers have approached your life with the
premise that it began at forty. I am hoping to write on
'The Man Behind the Type.'" Has talked to people who know
FWG. Now needs verification from FWG. Could writer visit
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FWG this summer? Work will be published by "Seniors in
the Production Class."
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21,5cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 18, 1939.
Library closet cleaned. Does FWG wish a door cut to
hall? Everything saved and things put in FWG's room. Has
FWG seen Fair? Is he "taking it easy"? Clarence and
Edith will visit to see addition. No spring weather.
L.S. 2 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 2cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
ELMER ADLER , The Colophon a book collector's quarterly , New
York City, April 19, 1939.
FWG not bothered by Contributing Editor duties but his
impressions and comments on "first copy of the New Graphic
Series" is requested, "so we will have your report to guide
us in the selection of articles for future issues." Help
in gaining subscriptions asked. "We already have slightly
in excess of one thousand subscriptions and should double
this number within the next few months." At which point they
may rest easy.
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.8cm. x 20. 3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD ROLEY, The Photo-Lithographer , New York City,
April 19, 1939.
Still hoping for FWG's article on "type faces suitable
for lithography." Recent months activities may "have
cleared up so that you now know definitely whether or not
you are 'afoot or horseback.'" June issue coincident with
Lithographers' National Association convention would be
"dandy" for article. If they can have it, copy needed by
May 20. Current issue sent.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 20.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Village Press, Marlboro, from
BEATRICE WINSER, The Public Library of Newark, New Jersey,
April 19, 1939-
Library is honoring "one of the great printers of the
world"
with Frederic W. Goudy Exhibition. FWG has their
sympathy for "loss of years of
work" [the Deepdene fire].
Exhibition poster sent.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl], Los Angeles,
April 20 [1939?].
Glad FWG coming. "How in the world you do all you do
in N.Y. staggers me." Good of FWG to get writer Child's
Books Catalogue. ABC [writer's manuscript] kept for FWG to
look at. Will see Eva Dean. FWG's old room in Gates [Hotel]
requested through Mrs. Robinson. "So the old gang gets
together again! "
L.S. 2 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.9cm.
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DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 20, 1939.
Mail sent to FWG. Clarence and Edith coming to see
Mr. Dawes and building [studio addition at Deepdene for FWG],
Garden work for a few days to improve it. Wants to know
how things are going.
L.S. 2 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 2cm.
GENTLEMEN, The Village Press, Marlborough, from
A.R. GAYDELL, Sterling Engraving Company, New York City,
April 20, 1939.
Saw "Goudy Friar" [#105,1937] in "A Specimen of Types"
in June, July I938 issue P.M. Magazine. Want type for plates
order of West Point Cadet Prayer. "Would you set this page
for us as per enclosed layout in 12 pt. and furnish six
proofs for reproduction? Also, the heading, which is set
in Goudy Medieval 30 pt. all caps." Favor appreciated.
[Alice Goudy 's note to FWG: sent material to FWG for
his immediate attention. FWG's notation: 5/4.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[with note to FWG from A.M.G.]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Gates Hotel, Los Angeles,
from M. LYLE SPENCER, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New
York, April 21, 1939.
Chancellor's secretary has not had FWG's acceptance for
honorary degree. Information needed to order diploma.
Writer told her, "you were accepting and would be on hand,
and instructed her to go ahead with the diploma." If FWG
hasn't done so will he write acceptance to Chancellor
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W.P. Graham. [FWG's notation: 4/25.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from R.J. MAGILL,
Messinger Paper Company, Chicago, April 21, 1939.
Comments upon receipt of "What Printing Is" written
by FWG, printed by Syracuse University and Howard Coggeshall,
sent by their friend Fred Main. Wants permission to reprint
and spread the well-written ideas about graphic arts in
Chicago area. [Originally printed in Ars Typographica,
Vol. 1, No. 2, New York, Summer, 1918, and again in Goudy
Gaudeamus , 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough on Hudson, from
EMMA JANE RILEY, Illinois Quest, Peoria, Illinois,
April 21, 1939.
McLean County will be featured in issue of Illinois
Quest. As a native and "As a person of prominence, we wish
to include a sketch about you in the Personality Parade of
that issue." Need letter from FWG with biographic details.
"We should like to have some of your pleasant memories of
the county, your own estimate of your most outstanding work,
names of the type styles you have designed, thrills you have
enjoyed from your work, etc. In short, we want to publish
a sketch about you that will be interesting to our readers
and will reflect some of your own
personality." Photograph
needed. Issue to press in a week. Postscript - sympathy
for FWG's loss due to fire. [Requests of similar nature
frequent but time limitations usually more reasonable.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
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UNCLE FRED [California], from MERLE ROOT, Jacumba
Springs, California, April 21, 1939.
Sorry their trip plans do not coincide with FWG's to
permit seeing him. They travel at their own pace and enjoy
it. After cold in San Francisco, now anticipating heat from
Calixico to Yuma. Didn't realize when speaking to FWG in
Klamath Falls they would be visiting him in New York. Writer
doesn't "...want you to feel that you must entertain all our
gang.'" Future letters should be sent to Tigard or "c/o
Mrs. R.M. Atkinson, 86 Beechwood Ave., Trenton, New Jersey."
[FWG's niece evidently crossing country with friends and
will visit Deepdene.]
L.S. 4 pp. 12.4cm. x 9.9cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 22, 1939.
FWG must be getting mail. Love to Eva [Dean] and Mrs.
Robinson. Did Mariana enjoy trip [cruise, see April 17-18,
1939]? With FWG away nothing happens. Things for [New York
World's] Fair taken by man from Kingston. Will see the
Fair before FWG returns. Sending Ars [Typographica] no. 4,
picture of FWG, original Kennerley [drawings?] , of
types, broadside, and cards of Capital Letters [to Fair?].
L.S. 3 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. lcm.
FRED, from B.K. MURCHISON, Brooklyn, New York, April 24,
1939.
Writer's brother, Hugh, and family want FWG to visit
if he can. Pushing Scillaton's to finish Mastatigs machine.
"All the correctly pressed out letters were received last
Saturday and this time they are right and I am gratified
with their appearance." Should be on the machine May 15.
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Will have a page for FWG. Will be visiting Alice [Goudy].
Spring crowds on roads now.
L.S. 2 pp. 28.1cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
J.L. FRAZIER, The Inland Printer, Chicago, April 24, 1939.
Name and address of Indian gentleman giVen who wishes
information about FWG's books. "He is interested in
lettering and in you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from L.E. ADAMS, Cleveland Public Library [Cleveland,
Ohio], April 24, 1939.
Upon suggestion of New York School of Printing, writer
inquires about "The Bible: an address on the occasion of the
presentation of the Oxford Lectern Bible to the New York
School of Printing on May 10, 1938." Philosophy and Religion
Division desires a copy which may be purchased if not do
nated. [FWG gave address of which 200 copies were printed
in his Friar type. Presentation Bible designed by Bruce
Rogers.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.5cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
MELBERT B. CARY, JR., New York City, April 24, 1939.
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FWG must be enjoying himself while "seeing the Fair
with Jane Grabhorn! " "The University news is excellent,
and it just shows that one should not stay at home too
long."
[University of California Press publication of Typologia,
1940, may be referred to.] Of four Bibliography [village
Press] copies left, one sent to Carroll Harris [FWG's good
friend and San Francisco host, also executive in Mackenzie
& Harris, Inc.], Please inform writer of FWG's return. "I
should think you should want to supervise every nail being
put into your new studio! " [Studio addition under construc
tion at Deepdene to provide work area for FWG after loss
from fire.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,7cm.
FRED, from MARIANA [ROACH], April 24, 1939.
FWG must be very busy. Hopes he "can be comfortably
rude when you want to, and also rest yourself some from
dinners and speeches." Delightful day visit in New Orleans
[at end of cruise, see April 17-18, 1939]. Tried to see
friends while in East, saw FWG most. "You are in a class
by yourself, my dear." Bought three hats in one day! Time
in Dallas, quiet.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles,
from LUCILLE MOORE, Theta Sigma Phi, Los Angeles, April 24,
1939.
Will FWG give writer an appointment? Mrs. Pauline
Derby, Los Angeles Advertising Women's Club, suggested this.
Writer represents Theta Sigma Phi, professional journalism
fraternity for women.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.0cm. x 15. 5cm.
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FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, April 25, 1939.
FWG is being kept very busy. "Bently [Raak] said the
Dean [M. Lyle Spencer] would be in New York this week, I
believe, after which he hoped they would be ready to go
ahead with an announcement
booklet." Will FWG make any
revisions necessary on BMG story, so it can progress?
[B'M 'G Bertha M. Goudy, recollections by one who knew her
best, enlarged reprint of 1937 FWG memorial in Bookmaking
on the Distaff Side, set in Bertham, 300 copies printed by
Howard Coggeshall, Utica, New York, November, 1939.] Marie's
mother better [writer's mother-in-law]; Marie has lumbago;





will have time for yard work." "Look out for
those movie queens. I see by the papers that romance is in
the air. And you know what a young man's fancy is likely
to do in the spring,"
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
M.C EVANS, The Inland Printer, Chicago, April 25, 1939.
Sending "original photograph of the illustration which
appeared on page 78 of our April issue, that of the two
souvenir books distributed at the party commermorating [sic]
your seventy-fourth
birthday." FWG might like it. [Two
souvenir books were: Goudy Gaudeamus , printed by Distaff
Side, and The Story of Frederic W. Goudy, by Peter Beilen
son. Alice Goudy 's notation: "Dad, the picture is too large
to send (,) it is very nice."]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[with note from A.M.G. to FWG]
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
[DOROTHY BEVIS], San Pasqual Press, Pasadena, California,
April 26, 1939.
Tea honoring FWG April 29 with his books on display.
Invitation with envelope 13.9cm. x 11.3cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
E[VA] D[EAN, Los Angeles], April 26, 1939.
Oculist's name, address, and telephone given. Writer
wants to go with FWG unless he objects. Ask for Mr. Ryan
at optician's, he owns business. [Eye trouble recurrent to
FWG, at least during the later years.]
L.S. [with envelope] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from CA.
BRINK, Office of the Industrial Commissioner, State of New
York Department of Labor, April 26, 1939.
Received letter of Alice M. Goudy informing of FWG's
payment to sheriff's office. "Will you kindly advise just
to whom you paid it, and the address, so that I may contact
the sheriff as I have no knowledge of the award being paid."
Case of William Osika vs Frederick W. Goudy. [See Ulster
County Sheriff's Office, April 17, 1939. FWG's notation:
Ans. April 28, 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.3cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
ERNEST J. JAQUA, Scripps College, Claremont, California,
April 26, 1939.
Looking forward to FWG's visit "even though you cannot
bring illustrative
material." Hopes FWG lunches with them
after convocation and spends some time at Claremont. [FWG
designed Scripps College Old Style, #110, 1941 and Scripps
College Italic, #115, 1944, and these projects may be re
ferred to as "illustrative material."]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED, from RICHARD ELLIS, Camden, New Jersey,
April 26. 1939.
FWG's cooperation and feelings about "rights" are
heartily approved. Monotype clearly understands any special
characters are for writer's use only. Will see proof of
swash letters. 16 pt. matrices will all be ready soon.
Deepdene type will look very well in book. Writer's ideas
of reasons more Goudy types not used: "1 . The Mono Co. do
not show how to use them (or any of their types for that
matter) to best advantage and 2. The average book designer
and book mfgr. is ignorant - insofar as how types can be
appropriately used and properly printed. Presswork - one
of my most ardent activities for good work - is sadly
neglected by the average printer of books - The right
amount of 'colour' and impression for the Type and paper -
is so little considered." Book making should be in one
person's hands. Monotype Co. "has the opportunity and the
contacts - yet are content to 'rock along' in a self satis
fied and old fashioned way! " Writer very busy but not get
ting his work done. Sending enlargements of 1938 pictures
Fred Jr. took. Will show FWG pages of "Chinese Poems" on
his return. [Ellis was designing some special characters
in Deepdene to be used in Translations from the Chinese.
He wanted FWG's approval since FWG designed the face. See
Ellis, Spring, 1939.]
L.S. 2 pp. 25.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from HARLOW S. WILSON, The First National
Bank of Upland, Upland. California, April 27, 1939-
Learning FWG is in Los Angeles, writer inquires what
free time can be used for an "evening
meeting" including
dinner. Mrs. Wilson and writer could meet FWG in Los
Angeles as they did before when seeing FWG. Address and
telephone numbers given.
L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough on the Hudson,
from FRANK C. HENRY, J.B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia,
April 27, 1939.
Every year a certificate done by "an outstanding typo
grapher" is given with award by Mr. J.W. Lippincott "to
the librarian who has made the most outstanding contribution
to library work during the year." Dick [Richard] Ellis de
signed last year's. Would like to know if FWG would design
this year's.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from BENJAMIN N.
FRYER, Newspaper News, Sydney, Australia, April 27, 1939.
Shocked to hear of plant destruction by fire. "A let
ter from Mr. Melbert W. [sic] Cary gave us the news before
the trade journals arrived and we reported it in Newspaper
News. The many printers who know of you and your work in
Australia will regret to have heard of this disaster and
Newspaper News tendered its sympathy and will be pleased to
report to its readers throughout Australia that you intend
to carry on as indicated in your message to
friends."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.0cm. x 20. 2cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Hotel Gates, Los Angeles, from
E. ROSCOE SHRADER, Otis Art Institute, Los Angeles,
April 28, 1939-
Ralph Holmes and writer "will be glad to see you in
person and have you come to the Otis Art Institute
again."
Arrangements will be made first week in May. [See Jake
Zeitlin, May 29 concerning visit.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 28, 1939.
Studio building progress reported. Eric is very big
[family dog?]. FWG should come home, Xanthippe, his cat, is
unhappy without him. Sending FWG some blank checks in case
he needs them. Flowering trees and plants will be lovely.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.8cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April, 1939.
Sending all mail. Very busy in garden. Has FWG seen
[San Francisco] Fair? Is it like Chicago [FWG and Bertha
saw Chicago's World's Fair in I893]? Wants to see N.Y.
Fair. Recommends rest before FWG comes home. Building
and visitors will negate rest at home. "Ceasar" likes
his new master. [FWG's Deepdene held menagerie at Bertha's
death. Pets died or were given away later, but a few
exceptions remained.]
L.S. 3 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 2cm.
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FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, care Mrs. W .A . Root, Tigard,
Oregon, from CHRISTINE I. STATON [April 1939?].
"Wishing you a happy Easter." [See letter 1939?]
Telegram 1 p. 20.2cm. x 16.5cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
MARIAN POLLOCK, Scripps College, Claremont, California,
May 1, 1939-
Informed by Dorothy Drake that FWG will speak at con
vocation, May 16, to students and faculty. Will FWG send
information and a picture to be used for newspaper announce
ment? Anticipates FWG's visit. "A number of students have
already spoken of it with sincere
interest."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.1cm. x 18.5cm.
MRS. ALICE GOUDY, Marlborough on the Hudson, from
FRANK C. HENRY, J.B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia,
May 1, 1939.
Sending letter for Alice to forward to FWG at once.
Appreciates her help. [Letter to FWG might have been
enclosed or writer may be referring to April 27 letter.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from WM. HAWLEY DAVIS, Stanford University Press,
California, May 2, 1939.
Additional thanks for FWG's talk, film presentation
and attendance at their April 22 luncheon. "You may care
to file away our local paper's account of the
affair."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED [California], from ANITA, Burlingame, Cali
fornia, May 3, 1939.
Sorry not to be seeing more of FWG. Day spent with him
at fair "was just heaven, and I will always remember it as
one of my very happy days of my life." Saw "The
Cavalcade"
at fair in afternoon with Cliff. "On the stage they have
two trains and 80 horses and cows, with about 300 people."
L.S. 3 pp. 17.4cm. x 14.2cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 3, 1939-
Received "Pig'n whistle card, the menu looks
good."
Specification sheet of room has remained the same [studio
addition for FWG at Deepdene], All glass windows decided
upon. Does FWG want to sell the unused wagon for $35 or
$40? Reminds FWG not to worry about home matters. P.S.
"All cats, birds and dogs and Fred are
O.K."
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.8cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, May 4, 1939.
Hopes to get up to Newburgh shortly [south of Marlboro],
Weather has been cold. Saw World's Fair with writer's
brother and his wife. "I'll be anxious to hear your com
parison of the N.Y. Fair and the S.F. one. They did wonders
here in the last ten days before the
opening." Has extra
copy of Sunday's Herald Tribune if FWG would like it. Will
meet FWG's train if coming to N.Y.
L.S. 3 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 5, 1939.
Two New York World's Fair booklets sent that can be
given away. The Murchisons may visit. Paul Wilson wants
FWG to go with him to Washington [D.C.] after FWG returns.
L.S. 3 pp. 18.4cm. x 14.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
SAMUEL T. FARQUHAR, University of California Press,
Berkeley, May 8, 1939.
Wants to see FWG in Los Angeles about the books. Is an
afternoon meeting at FWG's hotel possible? [University of
California Press published Typologia, Studies in Type Design
and Type Making with Comments on the Invention of Typography
in 194oT This project may have been underway by this time.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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DAD [FWG, California], from FRED [T. GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 8, 1939.
Hopes FWG "feeling good and behaving yourself. Look
out for the widows and orphans." Pictures of construction
[FWG's studio] taken every day. When at Typophile luncheon
earlier, "Everyone asked about you and when you would
return."
L.S. 1 p. 18.4cm. x 14. 2cm.
[on back of letter from A.M.G. to FWG]
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha [Nebraska],
May 8, 1939.
Happy to have FWG stop on his journey home. Does FWG
love California like writer? Will be at the station May 21.
Using "some of Mrs. Goudys monogram stationery. I miss my
sweet Mrs. Goudy much "
L.S. 2 pp. 17.3cm. x 13.1cm.
[monogrammed stationery of Alice E.D. Goudy]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Gates Hotel, Los Angeles,
from DAVE O'BRIEN, Monotype Company of California, San
Francisco, May 8, 1939.
Writer has asked George Nelson to drive FWG "to the
Southern Branch of the University of California where I be
lieve you will find great interest in your work. It is
altogether possible that they will promote enough interest
so that you will receive a companion face of type for the
Series that you are now finishing for the Berkeley Branch."
May also be a chance to do "exclusive faces with a religious
appeal to the atheistical [sic] senses" for Charles Sinde-
lar who prints for I Am, a religious institution founded
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by Ballard family. Mentioned FWG's presence to Major Logan
and Milton Torrell who gave instructions to cameramen; hopes
FWG was not too bothered by Examiner . Claremont College
wanted Centaur type for special edition. Book set in 18 pt.,
printed at Riverside or Pomona. "I am trying to check on a
couple of private plants in Monterey and Carmel. If they
prove to be interesting, and large enough to warrant a trip
there, I will be only too pleased to drive you down when
you return to San Francisco."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
DEAR [FWG, California], from LEURA DOROTHY BEVIS, San
Pasqual Press, Pasadena, California, May 8, 1939-
Suddenly realized writer's previous commitment to "the
opening of the light opera season in Los
Angeles..."
will
prevent her from dining with FWG in Claremont. Will miss
Ad dinner that day, May 8th, having only just learned of it.
"Keep my little Gaudeamus where it can smile upon me -
which is next best to the original! " [FWG must be the
original. The Ad dinner is Junior Advertising Club's Typo
graphic Testimonial Dinner Meeting, Los Angeles.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 8, 1939.
Mr. Barnes visited, Dawes busy with [studio] carpentry.
Shelf removed from bird room. Window seat can be put in
there later.
L.S. 2 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 2cm.
[with letter from F.T. Goudy to FWG]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
GEORGE A. HAMPE, JR., Advertising Club of Los Angeles,
Junior Division, May 9, 1939.
FWG gave the members present "something very
tangible"
in his speech at Junior Advertising Club's Typographic
Testimonial Dinner Meeting. FWG should call on Club if they
can help him. [FWG was apparently paying for a meal for
himself and two friends with check, see April 18. FWG's
notation: Ck 22L 5/10.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GEORGE M.
MORRIS, Morris, Kixmiller & Baar, Washington, D.C,
May 9, 1939.
Has seen kind letter and "Field item" FWG sent to
writer's daughter, Patricia. Delighted to have "beautifully
done job of printing and binding, but more to have your note
respecting my father to his granddaughter. I remember the
White Paper Club very well and the great pleasure that my
father took in the distinguished persons who were its guests
from time to time. It is stimulating to learn that you re
call him and your visits to that organization with the
vividness you have expressed in your letter to my
daughter."
P.S. Hopes FWG will send an invoice. "Your doing so would
be granting me a privilege which you really owe to a book
man's
son." [Patricia Morris had asked FWG for information
concerning The Story of St. Gonsol, St. Francis and the
Devil, 19377T
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21=5cm.
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MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City, from R.A. MOORE,
Duncan, Vail Company, Los Angeles, May 9, 1939.
Wishes information on several books and "Please advise
list prices and our discount on 'Elements of Lettering' and
The Alphabet' both by
Goudy." [Kennerley published The
Alphabet in 1918, printed by William Edwin Rudge, and
Elements of Lettering in 1922, printed by Marchbanks Press.
A combined edition was brought out by University of Cali
fornia Press in 1942. It is likely that by 1939 the origi
nal editions of both books were out of print.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY], May 9. 1939.
Sending pictures. Syracuse [University] wants to know
how many guests FWG will have [to graduation ceremony where
FWG awarded honorary L.H.D.], Fred [Jr.] said writer could
go. Pat [horse, Patrick Henry?] died. Should have great
number of strawberries [a favorite food of FWG].
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
[on Colt Press, San Francisco, stationery]
MR. TROTTER [Printing], from JOHN A. KINGSBURY,
Lavorika, Shady, New York, May 10, 1939.
Belated, contribution to Goudy Fund [post fire fund
raising]. Sorry it isn't more to show true appreciation of
FWG. Writer sorry he missed tribute dinner. [Notation:
ent and acknow.]
L.S. 1 p. 17.6cm. x 15.1cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
MELBERT B. CARY, JR., New York City, May 10, 1939.
Enclosing marked article from "editorial page from the
New York World Telegram for January 28th..." Wednesday
night of 31st will be special New York dinner. Details
will be sent. [FWG's notation: 5/17.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
MRS. ALICE M. GOUDY, c/o The Village Press, Marlboro-
on-Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, May 10, 1939.
Worried that FWG won't be back in time for Syracuse
[honorary degree], "Are you definitely sure that he has this
in mind and that he is planning to be back by June 1? The
danger that he may not know just when to be back gives me
concern..." Will write FWG if an address is supplied.
A.M.G.'s note: Wrote Holloway to tell him of FWG's
planned return [May] 25th. "I hope he lasts until then."
[FWG's notation: 5/16/39.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
[with note from A.M.G. to FWG]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, from FRANCES B. DUVALL
[Claremont, California], May 10, 1939.
Wants, as Florence's mother, to entertain FWG. Will
he lunch with writer and Dorothy Drake, Monday? Florence
"has written me of your kindnesses to her in New York."
L.S. 3 pp. 16. 7cm. x 12.9cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, "fo" Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
THOS. C RYTHER, Printing Laboratory, South Dakota State
College, Brookings [South Dakota], May 10, 1939.
Staff members have previewed film [about FWG], Wind
sor Straw, once with McCalls Magaz ine , enjoyed it. He once
"attended one of your night classes." Should film be sent
to New York or Los Angeles?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from R.J.
MAGILL, Messinger Paper Company, Chicago, May 11, 1939.
Thanking FWG for permission to reprint "What Printing
Is." A page or two will be done according to FWG's sugges
tions and he will see it during his visit 22nd or 23rd.
Writer will take FWG around. "This time we will refrain
from making you sing for your supper as we did last
time."
FWG's old friend, Dan Keller, just died. [See April 21
concerning "What Printing Is."]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY [California], from C DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth,
Inc., Manhasset, Long Island, May 11, 1939.
Strange to visit Deepdene with FWG not there. Tempera
tures have been extremely high. Would FWG permit writer to
drive him [to Syracuse University for honorary degree]?
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
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FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from PERLEY OAKLAND PLACE, University Marshal, Syracuse
University, Syracuse, New York, May 12, 1939.
Commencement Week program sent. Chancellor Graham
sends greetings. Mr. and Mrs. Holloway, close personal
friends of FWG, will be guests of University at Commence
ment for FWG. Bently Raak will be FWG's personal host.
[FWG received Doctor of Humane Letters, June 5]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from FRANK
REA SLOAN, JR., Stevens Point, Wisconsin, May 13, 1939.
Writer now working in advertising department, Whiting-
Plover Paper Co. Glad FWG plans to re-build his work shop.
Writer forced to sell Press equipment rather than move it.
Hopes to have new Press. He has "already begun to educate
people in F.W.G. and fine printing." Writer wants to be
thought of as printer.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
UNCLE FRED, from MERLE [ROOT], Johnson City,
Tennessee, May 13, 1939.
Looking forward to visit with FWG. Will be in New York
after Washington, D.C, and Trenton, New Jersey. The trip is
interesting and that countryside beautiful. [His niece had
made trip with friends across country from Oregon.]
L.S. 4 pp. 12.4cm. x 9.9cm.
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DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 16, 1939.
Earl [Emmons], Florence [Horn?] and [Douglas] Barnes
came for weekend. "...Earl said the place looks so good
about twenty
times." He can go to [commencement]. Did FWG
send cap and gown size? Can writer have foot bridge fixed?
Room should be finished by time FWG home. Fred [Jr.] will
take midnight train Sunday to commencement and drive back
with them. [The commencement is that of Syracuse University
which gave FWG an honorary degree.]
L.S. 2 pp. 19.8cm. x 19.5cm.
SIR [FWG], from COMMITTEES ON PUBLICATIONS AND ARRANGE
MENTS, The Grolier Club, New York City, May 16, 1939.
December and March circulars concerning specially
priced copies of Catalogue of the Work of Bruce Rogers,
published by Oxford University Press. Additional material
added, delaying book completion and increasing cost. New
cost will be $1.85 Per copy. All subscriptions will be
filled. [Book is The Work of Bruce Rogers, jack of all
trades: Master of one. A catalog of an exhibition arranged
by the American Institute of Graphic Arts and the Grolier
Club of New York, 1939.]
T.L. [form letter] 1 p. 27,7cm. x 21.3cm.
"LITTLE BOY," from JESSIE A. LAICHINGER [Los Angeles?],
May 18, 1939.
"You can run quite nicely - looking back quite like a
mischievous child running away from mother. Truth to tell
I nearly made an attempt to follow you. It looked quite en
ticing to be a little girl again chasing a little boy." Wants
very much to see FWG before he leaves even for a short time.
L.S. 4 pp. 12.5cm. x 10.2cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from KARL
TRUESDELL, Fort Sheridan, Illinois, May 18, 1939-
Thanking FWG for his sister's address [Josephine Root,
Tigard, Oregon], Sent forms to her. [See additional 1939
letter concerning genealogical research project.]
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14.Ocm. x 8.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles,
from LEURA DOROTHY BEVIS, San Pasqual Press, Pasadena
[California], May 18, 1939.
Acting as an emissary, writer informs FWG that David
Magee, San Francisco book dealer, missed him, Magee and
Eleanor R. Heller issuing Grabhorn Press Bibliography. Writ
er has type specimen of project to show FWG, "It is a folio
measuring 13 x 9 inches in size and is handsomely printed in
your Friar type, with the Grabhorn device and shoulder notes
in red." Magee would like FWG to write Foreward. "Rather
than a history of the Grabhorn Press, he would prefer a
critical introduction or appreciation of their work to cover
about three or four pages. Of course there would be some
remuneration with
it..." Magee has letter of introduction
from Edward Grabhorn. Writer will see FWG May 19. [The
Craft of the Printer, October, 1939, was FWG's introduction,
in Bibliography of the Grabhorn Press - 1915 ; 1940 , 1940.
Book was set in Franciscan, #81, 1932, designed for Grabhorn
Press.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
GEORGE W. SMITH, Typographic Service Company, Los Angeles,
May 18, 1939.
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Thanks to FWG for "use of the within comment on 'How
to Become a Proofreader.'" Writer believes proofreader, an
important part of printing, must keep "abreast of the times
as to type development as well as current events. . .[to]
qualify as a first-class
proofreader." Enjoyed FWG's talks
on type design.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MARIANA [ROACH] , May 22 [193?].
Writer is worried FWG may be ill not having heard from
him. Hopes this will catch him while in Los Angeles. She
is having a quiet time.
L.S. 1 p. 20.0cm. x 12.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from DAVID B. MAGEE, Barbizon-Plaza-Hotel,
New York City, May 23, 1939.
Sailing to England today, thus missing FWG. Would like
to visit him on his return, perhaps July 15? Writer and his
collaborator on Grabhorn Bibliography would be delighted to
have FWG write a foreword. "I can think of no one better
gifted to do the job, or who would do it more ably. After
all they started out with your types and have used them so
many times since; and as you noticed from the trial pages
the Bibliography is to be set up in your 'Franciscan.'"
FWG has a free hand in the matter. English address given.
[See Bevis, May 18.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.0cm. x 14. Ocm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ADA GERTRUDE ROB[lNSON], Gates Hotel,
Los Angeles, May 26, 1939*
As an informant for FWG, writer reports Eva D[ean] saw
an artist's easel she was very enthusiastic about. Sale
price with tax $8.24. Should they "nab" it? [FWG evidently
interested in a present for his artist friend.] Summer
white shoes and light suits in evidence. Saw Oscar Strauss'
light opera, "A dream
waltz." FWG's friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Behymer and Miss Silvia attended. "Have seen none of your
lady friends, old, young or middle aged, - since you left so
guess the hotel which was so attractive to them has become
an empty
shell!" Gave FWG's farewell message to his wait
ress.
L.S. 2 pp. 24.0cm. x 15.1cm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro, from FRANCES
HYDE CHICK, David Magee, San Francisco, May 27, 1939.
Copy of The Ship of Fools, recent publication, sent per
Mr. Magee 's instructions, "...it is printed by the Grabhorn 's
with the type that you designed for them [Franciscan], he
thought that you might like to have it in your library."
Mrs. Heller and book shop personnel happy FWG will add essay
to the bibliography. [See Magee, May 23.]
[An original leaf from the first edition of Alexander
Barclay's English translation of Sebastian Brant's "Ship of
Fools,"
printed by Richard Pynson in 1509. With an essay by
James D. Hart. San Francisco: Printed for David Magee by
the Grabhorn Press, 1938; One of the Fifty Books of the Year,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from JAKE ZEITLIN, Jake Zeitlin, Inc., Los Angeles,
May 29, 1939.
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Brahms quotation FWG remembered when talking at Otis
Art Institute enclosed. If FWG has time to set it in type
"there will be great rejoicing at the Rounce &
Coffin"
[Rounce and Coffin Club, Los Angeles, interested in western
books]. Exhibition catalogue of Western books sent in case
FWG has not seen it.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press*, Marlboro-
on-Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, May 31, 1939-
Conference registration receipt for FWG enclosed since
writer does not "want you to be left out." Happy to see
FWG next Saturday [for Syracuse University, Doctor of Hu
mane Letters presentation, June 5].
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
DAD [FWG], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene, May 1939].
Caesar [a former pet] is well in his new home. [Studio]
construction progressing.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.8cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlboro, from R.J. MAGILL, Messinger
Paper Company, Chicago, June 2, 1939.
Writer enjoyed FWG's visit. "The next time you come
to Chicago I hope you will have no trouble in finding the
original Village Press." Make-up pages for "What Printing
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Is" in two sizes sent. Smaller size, "somewhat the same as
the original printing as done by Howard
[Coggeshall],"
will
make a booklet. Wants some of FWG's "unserious
attention"
towards this and the "FWG logotype and a decorative initial
T* to start the article." Wants a picture of new studio
[at Deepdene] from FWG. [See April 21 and May 11, 1939,
letters concerning project.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY [Deepdene], from [ADA] GERTRUDE R[0BINS0N],
Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, June 2, 1939.
Receiving FWG's letter, the easel is probably now in
Eva [Dean]*s possession. Kind of FWG to "supply a long felt
need..." Frances [Duvall?] seen as writer left theatre after
"Goodbye Mr. Chipps." Mr. and Mrs. Abar back at the Gates.
Mr. Abar is not recovered. "Very best regards to the Deep
dene Triumvirate..." FWG promised her picture of himself
receiving Doctor of Humane Letters [Syracuse University],
L.S. 3 pp. 24,0cm. x 15.1cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, South Main Street, Marlborough,
from ROY H. PALMER, Income Tax Bureau, Department of Taxa
tion and Finance, Albany, New York, June 3, 1939.
"Acknowledgement is made of your letter of March 31st,
1939 and remittance of $114.18 in payment of the two above
cited assessments [1936 and 1937]." FWG's protest of "the
disallowance of depreciation on an engraving machine which
was purchased in the year 1935" [typographical error, should
be 1925] thoroughly discussed. He cannot claim this
depreciation. [See Jan. 7, 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GEORGE
R. RINEHART, West Virginia University, Morgantown [West
Virginia], June 3, 1939.
Wants to visit FWG during writer's vacation to gain
inspiration and discuss "my problems as a teacher of typo
graphy." Course outline enclosed to show "what I have been
trying to do..." in writer's teaching.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
KENNERLEY PRESS, INC., New York City, from ADELAIDE R.
SMITH, School Arts, Worcester, Mass., June 5. 1939.
In connection with "list of reference books which we
use in answering questions coming in from
teachers..."
would
like price, date of present edition, and availability of
Elements of Lettering by Frederic Goudy.
F.O. note reads, "This apparently belongs to Mitchell
Kennerly Pub. Co. Please send it along to them with a note."
[Mitchell Kennerley published Elements of Lettering in 1922,
printing by Marchbanks Press. It is doubtful the book was
still in print since a new edition was being discussed in
these years.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[with note to Miss Love from F.O.]
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, June 6, 1939.
Congratulations for Syracuse University honor. Will be
down "especially if you find time to sandpaper the proofs of
the Berthabook." FWG may "find out who are the other four
master type designers, I have been wondering whether Sol
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[Hess] is included in that limited coterie." [Apparently
refers to remarks made during commencement exercises.] FWG
must be aware Lyle Spencer's actions with Trustees responsi
ble for degree. "With all the thousands of applicants, and
the politics played to gain those honors, he did a pretty
good job in a pretty short space of
time." ["Berthabook"
is probably BMG Bertha M. Goudy , recollections by one who
knew her best, 1939. In Howard Coggeshall' s unpublished
biography, Fred Goudy, a letter from FWG to Coggeshall on
April 18, I936, shows unmistakably FWG's strong interest in
a degree and his desire that Coggeshall act the intermed
iary between himself and Dean Lyle Spencer of Syracuse
University. The future home of FWG's private library is
suggested by FWG as a contributing factor in the decision.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from EDWARD PELS, New Rochelle, New
York, June 6, 1939,
FWG's kind March letter stated he had no time to give
11 year old writer "little story" about Garamont. Writer
would appreciate story now very much,
L.S. 1 p. 26.3cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from FRED MELCHER , The Publishers' Weekly, New York City,
June 8, 1939.
Writer and Mr. Crone want to discuss "layout of the
text for our broadsides." Hoping for a start this summer.
[See March 24, concerning broadsides.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
THOMAS ROY JONES, American Type Founders, Elizabeth, New
Jersey, June 8, 1939.
Announcement of postponement of Bullen plaque cere
monies to June 26. Glad FWG can still attend. Luncheon
invitation still holds.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, from CARRIE H. CALLARD, Portland,
Oregon, June 8, 1939.
Sends brother Ed's Downer's Grove, Illinois, address.
Will be visiting S[an] F[rancisco] Fair with husband and
daughter. Writer's son has some FWG books. Wanted one to
be autographed by FWG. When FWG visits Josie [his sister
Josephine Root] he may meet her son.
L.S. 4 pp. 17.5cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHRISTINE IRVINE STATON, Newark,
New Jersey, June 9, 1939.
Hoped to hear Syracuse [University] Commencement broad
cast on the radio. Enjoyed meeting Mr. [Earl] Emmons and
Miss Florence [Horn?]. Emmons' love for "le Chapeau Immort-
el" [his poem concerning FWG's hat] natural for an author.
"It is a peculiar thing, however, that we love an afflicted
child more than a normal one, and we love the thing over
which we work hardest even though the results may be
poor."
Professor Nzzell's [?] book has made writer face truth about
her work. Letter E in writer's pin changed to C by jeweler
as FWG suggested.
L.S. 3 pp. 25.5cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from MYRON T. MONSEN,
Monsen-Chicago Typographers, June 10, 1939.
Price list, marked with quantities of FWG's type avail
able from them, enclosed. Request of full case of 18 pt.
type Alice [Goudy] wanted might be satisfied by Kaatskill.
If FWG wants this type writer should be told how much.
[Since FWG's new studio was ready, the type may be part of
the materials needed for future work in it.]
T.L.S. 1 P- 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHRISTINE IRVINE STATON, Newark,
New Jersey, June 11, 1939.
The writer's dream is related. Wishing to be useful
to FWG, she dreamed she was in his studio at night doing
small jobs about the place. Hopes her help is accepted.
L.S. 3 PP. 28.0cm. x 21 ,6cm.
FRED GOUDY, from PAUL J. DUNCAN, Des Plaines, Illinois,
June 12, 1939.
Pattern cutting knife is in mail. Handled properly it
will come out of snug case. Pleasure in making the knife
for FWG and in the craft. [Another piece of equipment
secured for continued production.]
L.S. 2 pp. 20.2cm. x 13.3cm.
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FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
June 12, 1939.
Writer suggested, seconded by Paul Wilson, that "Jo
Davidson would like to do a bust of you, to add to his
collection of busts of notable figures of his time. He has
just finished Carl Sandburg and - confidentially - Lindberg,
His bust of Will Rogers was installed in the Capital last
week, and his bust of Harry Payne Whitney at the American
Museum of Natural History a few days
ago." Davidson needs
two sittings usually, and the experience is fun. Writer
giving Davidson FWG photographs in advance.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm". x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GEORGE
[McKAY], The Grolier Club, New York City, June 13, 1939.
FWG's payment for three copies Bruce Rogers catalogue
acknowledged. Two additional copies sent with bill. Third
desired copy might be obtained from American Institute of
Graphic Arts. [See May 16 concerning publication details of
The work of Bruce Rogers, jack of all trades: master of one,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], June 13 [1939].
Some medieval tradition as that in [graduation] cere
mony is enjoyable. As for democracy, "I think if I had a
kid I would teach him to be above the mob - instead of
groveling with
it." Saw Frances [Barginski] at Women Paint
ers. FWG's gift easel [see Robinson, May 26 and June 2] is
wonderful and writer using it now. "Tell Alice the real
painting looks a bit younger than the
photo." Writer's aunt
has had eye surgery. FWG's new room "sounds most alluring.
This is just the beginning of the 3rd
era..." [his new
studio at Deepdene will be the site of future work. Writer
was working on or completing portrait of FWG.]
L.S. 3 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT] , Elmhurst, New
York, June 14, 1939.
Writer "visited 68 today but found it closed. I was
in hopes of seeing you as to Mss., prints, and various
matters..." Hopes to know when FWG coming down again.
[Writer was working on a biography of FWG.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from DOROTHY M. DRAKE, Scripps College, Claremont,
California, June 15 [1939].
Thrilled to receive inscribed Bibliography [A biblio
graphy of the Village Press, by Melbert B. Cary, Jr,J.
Kerr, of Claremont College's Library, wants to borrow it.
Perhaps congratulatory telegram from writer has finally
reached FWG [for Syracuse University honorary degree].
"Details about the type" passed on "to Mr. Dunn and we'll
take it under advisement when things are less hectic. I do
hope we can talk 'business.'" [A type to be designed for
Scripps was being discussed at this time. Scripps College
Old Style, #110, 1941, and Scripps College Italic, #115,
1944, were fruit of the plans.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.6cm. x 14.0cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, June 15, 1939.
May 1939 royalty of $5-95 on matrices sales credited
to FWG's account.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
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F.W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
WILLIAM B. MARSH, The John Price Jones Corporation, New
York City, June 16, 1939-
Bullen memorial ceremony, Columbia University Library,
to be held June 26. Details handled by John Price Jones
Corp. FWG is to be speaker along with "Col. Gilbert T.
Hodges, Chairman of the Executive Board of the New York
'Sun.'" T.R. Jones of American Type Founders hopes FWG
will speak on "'Research in Printing,' emphasizing the im
portance of research both as a basis for creative work in
type design and as an adjunct to the printing .craft, in
this way showing the tremendous value of Mr. Bullen 's work
in founding and building up the American Type Founders
Library." FWG to keep remarks to ten minutes and to submit
address beforehand for publicity purposes. [Henry Lewis
Bullen, librarian from 1 908-36 of library and museum of ATF.
Library now housed at Columbia includes type specimen books,
printing history, examples of international alphabets,
Frankliniana, incunabula, printing and printers literature.
Mrs. Bullen, Thomas Roy Jones, FWG, and Charles C William
son, Director of Libraries, attended commemorative plaque
ceremony. See ATF letter, June 8, 1939. David Walker
Mallison, "Henry Lewis Bullen and the Typographic Library
and Museum of the American Type Founders..," unpub. dis.,
School of Library Service, Columbia University, 1976.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, New York School of Printing,
New York City, June 16, 1939.
Invitation to graduation exercises, June 21, of Pre-
Apprentice Class of 1939. Will FWG meet School Advisory
Board for preceding dinner?
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl], Los Angeles,
June 16 [1939].
Wanted to hear of [Syracuse University's] L.H.D. FWG's
new work room sounds interesting. Thinking of trip east in
Miss [Dorothy] Bevis has rejected writer's
s book] as being "too much of a
gamble" to
try Macmillan as a publisher. Will FWG ad-





FWG. Should the children's books be done in a modern style?
L.S. 8 pp. 21.3cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. AND MRS. FREDERIC GOUDY [F.T.G.], Marlboro, from
MERLE [ROOT], Sheridan, Wyoming, June 17, 1939.
Enjoyed visit with cousins. Two Ghinko trees [from
Alice?] riding in [car] well. [Merle and friends made
cross country trip and stopped at Deepdene last week in
May. See letter May 13.]
L.S. [postcard] 14. Ocm. x 9.0cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from MERLE [ROOT],
Sheridan, Wyoming, June 17, 1939.
Enjoyed trip through Bad Lands and Black Hills. Did
not pass Highmore [old residence of FWG]. [FWG's niece
traveled cross country with some friends, visited FWG
while in East, and returned home.]
L.S. [postcard] 14. Ocm. x 9.0cm.
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from MARIANA [ROACH, Dallas,
Texas], June 19, 1939.
Worried that FWG, who has not answered letters, may be
ill. Appreciated Alice's "visit at the boat" [S.S. Dixie
of Southern Pacific Steamship Lines sailed from New York to
New Orleans where writer disembarked]. Writer's job and
Dallas quiet. Enjoyed March 8 [FWG's birthday] and
Deepdene weekend.
L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BENTLY [RAAK, Syracuse,
New York, Spring 1939?].
Suggests sending place, time of arrival to Doctor.
"Hope this confounded officialdom doesn't annoy you any more
than it does me." [Since Raak was appointed FWG's host for
activities connected to Syracuse University's 1939 commence
ment, at which FWG received an honorary degree, this tele
gram may well date from that time-]
Telegram lp. 20. 4cm. x 16. 7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from MARIAN P. WILSON, Claremont Inn,
Claremont, California [Spring 1939].
Plans for driving FWG back to Los Angeles will be
changed since writer has remembered a previous commitment.
L.S. 2 pp. 20. 2cm. x 12.7cm.
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FRED, from ELSEA [SPARKS THOMPSON, Spring 1939].
News of someone who will receive Masters Degree from
Syracuse [University] when FWG is to receive honorary L.H.D.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY D[RAKE, Scripps Library, California,
Spring, 1939?].
Southern California will be better now FWG there. Will
see him at Saturday tea or before. Hopes he won't tire.
L.S. 2 pp. 10.0cm. x 7.6cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
June 22, 1939-
"Do you want me to send these inquiries to you? They
may interest and encourage the University of California."
[May refer to enquiries for FWG's books, The Alphabet, 1918,
and Elements of Lettering, 1922, published by Kennerley. A
combined edition was issued by University of California Press,
1942.] Writer pleased bust is being done by Davidson and
hopes "you have recovered from being
'busted.'" [See
June 12.] "I am very busy - waiting for the inevitable to
happen. It is being delayed by lawyers who will collect fees
for every day's
delay!" [The legal difficulties refer to
closing of American Art-Anderson Galleries.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from H.C GILLIS, New
York Central System, New York City, June 24, 1939-
Refund of $10.85 sent for "adjustment of the additional
fare paid at Chicago for travel in first-class from there to
New York." Unused tickets also enclosed. [Return trip from
California in Spring 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 26.5cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska, June 26
and July 17, 1939.
Several home improvements mentioned [house left to writ
er by Alice Goudy, a distant relative of FWG], including
urchase of new refrigerator. Vacillating in plans to see
New York] Fair and to visit FWG. Would like to come, but
may not be able to afford it. Will crate "Goudy
chair"
and
send to FWG. A family chair 57 years old, and comfortable.
Hopes they will all like it. [Piece undoubtedly left to
FWG in Alice Goudy 's will.] Happy memories of Alice Goudy
may sustain writer. Hopes FWG will stop in Omaha enroute
to California next winter.
I
L.S. 6 pp. 31.7cm. x 20. 3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from W.J. GARRITY,
The Munising Paper Company, Chicago, June 27, 1939.
Sorry to have missed FWG in Los Angeles earlier. "If
your plans are somewhat more definite than they were upon
the occasion of our last meeting in February, I will be
pleased to hear from you. We intend to introduce a sheet
called GOUDY LEDGER sometime in the near future."
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from WILLIAM B. MARCH, The John Price Jones Corporation,
New York City, June 28, 1939.
Photographs and transcript of Columbia ceremony [Bullen
memorial, see June 16] sent on Mr. Jones' request [president,
ATF]. Hopes FWG will supply full copy of his address.
"Your words are too well worth saving to be allowed to go
unrecorded." Group balcony photograph sent to printing
trade journals. Thanks for FWG's cooperation.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
[with 11 pages of mimeographed transcript]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from [ADA]
GERTRUDE [ROBINSON] , The Rampart Apartments, Los Angeles,
June 28, 1939.
Moving to Rampart Apartments. Dora and Jule Stettner
leaving for Coast July 15. Eva enjoyed easel [FWG's gift].
L.S. [postcard] 13.9cm. x 8.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from [C.] DOUG[LAS BARNES], New York,
June 28, 1939.
FWG's condemnation is an honor "for it would mean that
that person (or his work) had been raised from anonymity to
within your
ken." FWG's commendation is even greater an
honor. For writer to have FWG's confidence, his optical
business and hospitality is additional value. Now FWG has
personally recommended writer to Bently Raak, who has visit
ed Manhasset [McBarth, Inc., complete optical service].
L.S. 4 pp. 25.4cm. x 17. Ocm.
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FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, from JANE [GRABHORN] , San
Francisco, June 29 [1939].
"Care conductor coaster southbound arriving 639 PM
Goodspeed the Monster stop and protect the widows stop -
Jane . "
Telegram 20. 3cm. x 16. 4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, New York, June 29, 1939.
Finally realized success in cleaning mats for "u" and
"I". "If these, that were so beyond recognition, can be
cleaned so easily, surely all those you have salvaged [from
fire ruins?] can be made to be
useful." Writer wants to
help. Making monogrammed wedding gift and "enclosed clip
ping from Sunday's Tribune is about the young couple to
whom the McB is to go eventually," [Married name of couple
will be Mrrand Mrs. John D. McElheny. FWG apparently
helping with monogram.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
[newspaper clipping attached]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
THOMAS ROY JONES, American Type Founders, Elizabeth, New
Jersey, June 29, 1939.
FWG thanked by American Type Founders for participation
in Bullen ceremonies [see John Price Jones Corp., June 28].
"Your presence was an honor to Mr. Bullen and your talk, in
the unpredictable but dependable Goudy manner, will be
remembered. . .
"
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
July 4, 1939.
Very little celebration of the day. Merle [writer's
daughter] back from 11,506 mile trip [across U.S. and back]
which she enjoyed, including visit [at Deepdene]. Writer
and Neva [daughter] would like to accept FWG's standing
invitation and come mid month. [Writer is FWG's sister,]
L.S. 3 pp. 20.1cm. x 12.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from C.E. RUCKSTUHL,
The Typographic Service Co., New York City, July 5, 1939.
Saw photograph of FWG "with Mrs. Henry Bullen, Tom
Jones, and Gil Hodges" [Bullen memorial, see John Price
Jones Corp., June 28]. Trying to get in touch with FWG
since meeting him and Ernie Trotter at New Yorker Hotel.
Has FWG recovered Saks Goudy mats from fire? "Saks Fifth
Avenue are again considering a change of style in their
advertising. They do this every so often and then they go
back to Saks Goudy. Our 24, 30 and 36 point caps fonts
are pretty well shot and we might need more of these
sizes."
[Saks Goudy, #91, 1934, Saks Goudy Italic, #92, 1934, Saks
Goudy Bold, #92A, 1934,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. F. GOUDY, SR . , from JOSEPH DALL VECHIA, Joseph
Dall Vechia & Co., Marlborough, New York, July 6, 1939-
FWG's amount outstanding is needed since writer [truck
ing and fruit hauling business] is short. [FWG's notation:
Reed 50 on % 7/6/39 Bal Due 50.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.5cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from EVA D[EAN] , The Mission Inn, Riverside,
California, July 7 [1939],
Received FWG's cheques the painting will be sent.
Writer wants photograph of FWG in front of type-cutting
machine. Delighted to know FWG sat for Jo Davidson.
don't know that there is anyone better. He and I were in
Art Students League at the same time..."
.1
L.S. 8 pp, 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED, from DOROTHY [BEVIS, San Pasqual Press, Pasadena,
California], July 10, 1939.
Exciting details of [Syracuse University] ceremony were
welcome. Florence [Duvall?], who went after all, must have
enjoyed it. Heard two talks by Harry Gage at Library Con
vention in San Francisco. Visited printers, typographers,
book shops there with Harry Parte and talked with Jane Grab
horn. Together with Rosalind Keep of Eucalyptus Press, Ruth
Saunders, and Ellen Bent ley [of Archetype Press] they're
"going to start the western branch of the Distaff Side -
with Harry Parte as our godfather! " Will speak at San Jose
Teacher's College July 21 for Dorothy Drake and at World's
Fair [San Francisco] 22nd. First Distaff meeting soon.
Hopes first book of San Pasqual [Press] ready soon. Ned
will teach writer composing rudiments. Their picture with
write-up in
Publishers' Weekly recently.
L.S. pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
THE VILLAGE PRESS, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
MARJORIE JOHNS, Geneseo, New York, July 10, 1939.
Writing a paper for a course at Geneseo Normal Library
School on modern type faces. Examples of FWG's types for
Village Press or examples of good page design would help
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illustrate "the work of the private press today."
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
PEOPLE [Deepdene], from BELLE HOUSLEY, Klamath Falls,
Oregon, July 12, 1939.
Charming bread-and-butter thank you from. a weekend
houseguest, Merle's [FWG's niece] druggist friend. [Four
young women including Merle Root visited Deepdene in late
May on a cross country trip.]
L.S. 2 pp. 17.8cm. x 13.8cm.
"PERSON" [FWG], from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Hotel Sainte
Claire, San Jose, California, July 14-15 [1939].
Writer tired and very busy with summer school, Dr.
Dunn is studying FWG's [cost?] figures for type. [See
June 15 letter.] "Can't even do anything about the Kelm-
scott Press which you were so kind as to investigate. It
surely ought to be worth $250 to us..." Will talk to
"Ruth Saunders about printing your Convocation
address."
Wants to see Vrest Orton' s book [Goudy, master of letters,
1939], Writer will lecture on FWG to her class. Mrs.
Fahey will give bookbinding lecture and demonstration.
L.S. 4 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
THE VILLAGE PRESS, "Deepdene", Marlborough on Hudson,
from ELMA W. HALLORAN, Geneseo, New York, July 15, 1939.
In studying printers marks, writer would appreciate
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FWG's printers mark and "any information you may care to
give me as to its origin, changes that have been made, and
the name of the author who designed
it." [Likely, writer
a student at Geneseo Normal Library School. See Johns,
July 10 letter.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlborough-Qn-Hudson,
from FELIX E. HIRSCH, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson,
Summer address: New York City, July 15, 1939.
Essay on "the Insel-Verlag in Leipzig and its import
ance for modern book production not only in Europe, but also
in this country..." underway. Would FWG answer, "Has the
Insel-Verlag and have the leading spirits connected with it,
like Anton Kippenberg, E.R. Weiss, Walter Tiemann, Rudolf
Koch, Poeschel etc., had a considerable influence on modern
typography and bookmaking in America?" [Walter Tiemann
(typographic designer) and C.E. Poeschel (Printer) founded
Janus-Presse in Leipzig 1907. August Kippenberg with
Kessler were responsible for Insel Verlag.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha [Nebraska],
July 19, 1939.
Chair being sent [see June 26], Writer wishes she
could see [New York] World's Fair.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.2cm. x 10. 9cm.
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FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, July 19, 1939.
Things quiet in [Utica], "We are doing a fair business
- better summer volume than for a long time - but very
little profit. Anyhow, it gives me a job, and the boys in
the shop are
happy." Wants to visit FWG but will have to
postpone the visit. Writer has written several times to
Earl [Emmons] since last fall with no replies. "I suppose
it is his affair if he wants to lose his head over anything
like that - and you never can tell where lightning will
strike - but I think if I were going to go haywire I would
be able to make a better selection. I thought last summer
that I could see what was going to happen, and I presume
that he will have a nice time while it lasts, even though
wife and friends are sacrificed in the process. She must
have something, but it certainly isn't
brains." Monotype
"has done well with the 12-point California [1938]." Is
FWG designing new types? BMG proofs enclosed but writer
would like all back for his "archives." [Emmons' companion
is probably Florence Horn who had worked with him at the
Maverick Press.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from JO[SEPHINE ROOT], Duluth, Minn. , July 20, 1939.
They have started out and want to inform FWG about their
arrival. Stops will be made along the way. [FWG had invited
his sister and her family from Oregon to visit Deepdene.
Sister and niece accepted invitation.]
L.S. 2 pp. 20.1cm. x 12.4cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl], Los Angeles,
July 20 [1939].
"Today I wrote to Miss Helen D. Fish, of Stokes Pub
lishing Co., telling her I was submitting two children's
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books, made so bold by your kind encouragement ., .as once
I was a pupil of this dear famousity
[sic]." FWG advised
against agents. Writer will visit FWG if she comes east.
Interested FWG posed for Jo Davidson.
L.S. 4 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from SARAH A.
BARTLETT, New York City, July 21, 1939.
Writer has $100.00 offer for her press. Is this a good
price? Would be glad to see FWG and to show him some "nice
books . "
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Georgetown, Conn.,
July 22, 1939.
Move to Connecticut has left writer broke. Wants "six
sets of Fluerons and six fonts of your type from Monson [sic]
Could FWG get a better price on it? "Have you gone
over the Pont M.S.S.? When can we get together?" [Manuscript
was that of FWG biography.]
L.S. 1 p. 23.2cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City, July 22,
1939.
Plaster cast of FWG's bust is "one of the best like
nesses Davidson has ever done." Bronze made in Paris will
be sent to writer. Will have some photographs of the work.
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Saw Howard [Coggeshall] night before. [See June 12
concerning Davidson.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from MELVIN
LOOS, Columbia University Press, New York City, July 24, 1939.
*
Writer will be chairman of Typographic Clinic held in
connection with Craftsmen Convention, September 25, 1939.
Speakers will give ten minute talks and give definite deci
sions to audience questions when needed. William Kittredge
has been asked to speak on book design, CE. Ruckstuhl on
machine composition, and Harry Gage on layout and design.
Would FWG speak on origin and designing of type faces?
Sessions will run two hours and should be well attended.
Writer embarrassed there are no funds available for speakers'
expenses.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 20.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from THOS . C
RYTHER, South Dakota State College, Brookings, South Dakota,
July 26, 1939.
School still has FWG's "one-reel paramount film but
is returning
it." It was shown Newspaper Day in May [see
Jan. 13] and last week for "our summer mechanical conference
for printers of this territory." Enjoyed Mr. Orton' s book
[Goudy, master of Letters by Vrest Orton, 1939]. "It will
be a regular assignment for each of our students to read it
next school
year."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from EVA [DEAN], Los Angeles, July 28 [1939].
Oil painting, "The old man" [of FWG?], on its way.
General news.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.5cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SARAH A. BARTLETT, New York City,
July 29, 1939.
Refused $100.00 offer [for her press] as FWG advised.
Miss Roach has not yet written. Writer thanks FWG for
having written her.
L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 13.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from JEAN ANDERSON [California],
July 30 [1939].
As a member of [Dorothy] Drake's "History of Books and
Printing"
class at San Jose, writer heard about FWG and his
work. FWG played a large part in making class inspiring.
L.S. 4 pp. 17.9cm. x 13.7cm.
DR. GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, July 31, 1939.
Details concerning beneficial effects of prisms for
proposed change in prescription of FWG's "working" glasses.
A prism "shifts the whole image to the left and brings into
view something that was obscured by the
nose..."Writer
wishes FWG's opinion concerning possible purchase of two
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second-hand books; Printing Types by Daniel Berkeley Updike,
1922, 2 volumes, $6.50 and American Type Design in the 20th
Century by Douglas C McMurtrie, 1922, $2.40. "...the book
by McMurterie [sic] also contained an Introduction by one
Frederic W. Goudy - that, of course, makes it less valuable
to me! "
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BERNARD LEBOVIT, Bayonne , New Jersey,
August 1, 1939.
Sorry to have missed FWG. "I am almost ready to begin
the actual writing of the manuscript, but for some informa
tion that I hope to get from you." Completion of writer's
list of questions is desired. He wants to speak to FWG's
sister [Josephine Goudy Root] too.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.5cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from J0[SEPHINE ROOT], Ypsilanti, Michigan,
August 1, 1939.
Travel details of journey to Deepdene by writer [FWG's
sister with her daughter]. May stop at Niagara Falls.
L.S. 2 pp. 20.1cm. x 12.4cm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GORDON E.
CHAMBERS, Los Angeles Club of Printing House Craftsmen,
August 2, 1939.
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FWG has "been elected to an honorary membership in the
Los Angeles Club of Printing House Craftsmen." He is an "in-
spiratiori' to everyone there. [FWG apparently joined Club
for luncheon May 3 during his western trip, spring 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN, Los Angeles], August 2 [1939].
Was waiting FWG's reaction [to oil portra'it, which was
apparently favorable]. Comments on portrait artists pleas
ing the public. General news.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Claremont,
California, August 4 [1939].
Bad news of illness in writer's and in Dorothy Bevis'
families. Galley proof of Bertha M. Goudy write-up sent.
"Who are doing the new biographies [of FWG]? I'm looking
forward to the one [Earl] Emmons should do. Wish I could
have seen the bust, - & the oil portrait." [Emmons biogra
phy, first suggested by Mitchell Kennerley, was never
finished.]
L.S. 3 pp. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
FRED, from [ROBERT J.] MAGILL [Chicago], August 4 [1939].
Thanking FWG for Deepdene visit. Howard [Coggeshall]
"sent me the electrotype of the F.W.G. which I wanted and
that reminds me that you were going to draw a letter
'T' for
the opening. . .Can't do much in the way of a proof till I
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get
it." [See June 2 letter concerning "T".]
L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska,
August 5, 1939.
Decision to visit New York Fair and FWG \s made but
hard for writer to be courageous. She's plain, "never had
red finger nails - to sum up more I have an awful lot of
virgin about
me." Would like FWG's sister and niece to
stop for a visit on their return after visiting FWG.
L.S. 2 pp. 22.2cm. x 21.2cm.
FRED, from [R. HUNTER] BOB MIDDLETON, Ridgewood,
New York, August 7, 1939.
While visiting New York City area wants to visit FWG.
Visit will be short and writer will be accompanied by Mrs.
Middleton, two children and "a lady who is traveling with
us..." [Robert Hunter Middleton wrote F.W.G. , an apprecia
tion, printed by Black Cat Press, 1938."P
L.S. 2 pp. 10.3cm. x 13.2cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from CHARLIE [PONT],
Georgetown, Conn., August 7, 1939.
Wants to see FWG in New York or at Marlboro next week,
L.S. [postcard] 14. Ocm. x 8.3cm.
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MR.. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from FRED MELCHER, The Publishers' Weekly, R.R. Bowker Co.,
New York City, August 7, 1939.
Writer wants to see broadside layouts FWG has suggested',
"The more people we talk to, the more interest there seems
to be and enthusiasm for the fact that you are laying them
out." Broadsides should be finished so publicity to schools
will arrive "early in their
session." [See R.R. Bowker Co.,
March 24 letter, concerning projected series of American
Broadsides.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
F[RANKLIN] WOODRUFF, Continental Typefounders Association,
Inc., New York City, August 8, 1939.
"Early in July a major creditor of the Corporation ob
tained a judgment through court action in the amount of some
$31,000. On July 18th, through the Sheriff's office, a levy
was made on all assets of Continental Typefounders Ass'n.,
Inc., and on July 25th such assets were sold at Sheriff's
action. The result is that the corporation no longer has
any assets, either physical or cash, and has necessarily
ceased to carry on any business whatsoever. If there is
any further information at a later date, it will be passed
on to you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. C LAUREN[sic] HOOPER, Chicago, from ERNST F.
DETTERER, The Newberry Library, Chicago, August 9, 1939.
Hooper's plan to give his Goudy material to Newberry
Library is good news. "It will be a very welcome addition
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to our collection of the work of famous
printers." President
of Board of Trustees, Mr. Hamill, and Librarian, Mr. Utley,
pleased. "We have at present very few Goudy imprints. The
idea has occurred to me that we should be buying as they
occur for sale some of the Goudy books and pamphlets which
are not in your own collection." Will Hooper send "a copy
of the list of your material which was prepared for Mr.
Melbert Cary?"
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21. 5cm.
"BROTHER GOUDY, Deep Deen," from SAMUEL J. BANKS,
New York City, August 9, 1939.
Disappointed not to see FWG. Writer came east, stopping
at ranch of artist-naturalist-painter, Ernest Thompson Seton.
Seton, author of many articles and fifty books and artist of
6,000 pictures, once lived near Riverside, Conn. Has FWG
met him? Saddened to think Mrs. Goudy and "old mill Village
Press"
not in existance now. Writer's address c/o Billboard
Magazine, New York City.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, August 10, 1939.
They "are pretty well snarled up for the rest of this
month [in the shop], and until after Labor Day, when I hope
we can get together and go to bat on the BMG Book. First
thing we know, Christmas will be crowding, and I am sure
we'll want it out before then." Writer's yard in danger of
eroding. Business is fair. "The best we can say is, we
have all had something to do, and probably haven't lost any
money. I see by the papers that congress got out of step
with your neighbor [FDR j . I presume it simply amounts to
waiting until next year to appropriate about fifteen bil
lions for a campaign fund. Nise [sic] work - if the
republicans can get
it." [B-MG Bertha M. Goudy Recollec
tions by one who Knew her Best, The Village Press, printed
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by Coggeshall, was out by Christmas 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from OTTO MUNZINGER, Alhambra, California,
August 11, 1939.
Writer working with Matlack Price, Pratt Institute,
"on a series of alphabet charts which are intended to help
the teaching of letter design...Our first set will be the
Roman Capitals and will be published by Bridgman this fall.
The large letter in each case will be 12" high and the row
of small letters below it about li", or as large as space
allows." Wants to use Forum Title as one of small letters;
others might be: Caslon, Futura , Corvinus, Weiss, Beton
light, Beton extra bold and Neuland. Is Forum Title FWG's
favorite letter? Has he any suggestions?
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHRISTINE L. STATON, Newark, New
Jersey, August 12, 1939-
Plans are arranged so writer could meet FWG if he is to
be in New York. Speaks of Lee, Mrs. and Miss Taylor. "I
always insist that others have their way, and offer them a
helping hand, so that they think I am a lovely, charming per
son to have around; thus everyone, including myself, is
happy." Writer would "do surprising things to that blood
pressure, and it (this treatment) would be practically
painless."
L.S. 3 pp. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from F. BUTTON, Angle Steel
Stool Company, Plainwell, Michigan, August 14, 1939.
Apology concerning delay in delivery of two stools
with
"Flotilt"
arrangement. Order being shipped.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
August 14, 1939.
Would FWG please return a marked proof of 30 pt. Cali-
fornian small caps? Proofs, sent two weeks ago, are needed.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
August 14, 1939.
Sends another order. "You may have read in the news
papers about the long-delayed end of the Galleries. The
rest will come this week." Would like to hear from FWG when
he is in New York. "My birthday today and I feel 61 years
young!
" [Galleries refers to American Art Association-
Anderson Galleries.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from FRED MELCHER, The Publishers' Weekly, R.R. Bowker Co.,
New York City, August 15, 1939.
Order forms to be used for the broadsides shown to FWG.
It is hoped schools "can be induced to celebrate Book Week."
[See earlier letters from R.R.Bowker concerning Broadsides.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
F[RANKLIN] WOODRUFF, Continental Typefounders Association,
Inc., New York City, August 15, 1939.
[Repeated contents of Aug. 8 letter,] "We would appre
ciate your acknowledgment of this letter and your advice as
to the amount owed you according to your records by Conti
nental Typefounders Association, Inc."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, FREDERICK AND ALICE [GOUDY] , from JO[SEPHINE]
and NEVA [ROOT], Dayton, Ohio, August 16, 1939.
Further details of their travels in New York City,
Washington, Mt. Vernon and Dayton. Many thanks for their
good times with the Goudys.
L.S. 3 pp. 20. lcm. x 12.4cm.
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FRED, from [c] LAURON [HOOPER, Chicago], August 16,
1939.
Writer's short talk on his "early relations" with FWG
has brought him friends - Mr. Bean, head of University
Press, Miss Alexander, his assistant, and Mr. Kramer. De
cided to make gift of his Goudy belongings to Newberry
Library and has done so. Detterer, an "old friend from
Normal College days," and library people were delighted.
Hopes FWG will approve of this. Mabel has been ill with
shingles [Mrs. Hooper], Writer's cooking is "brilliant
success" but his typing is terrible. Forgot how FWG spells
his first name. "Gettin' old, Fred, gettin' old. Did you
know that Birds of a feather butter no parsnips? Not long
ago it occurred to me that they don't but maybe they do.
I seem to be in a state of confusion about it. Gettin' old,
Fred, gettin' old." [See Hooper letter, Aug. 9, from
Detterer concerning Newberry Library gift. FWG's notation:
9/1.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from MYRON T. MONSEN,
Thormod Monsen & Son, Inc., Chicago, August 17, 1939.
Order sent to Charles E. Pont as FWG requested "except
the 14 point Goethe and Goethe Italic for which we had no
caps. We are also out of 18 and 36 point Mediaeval and 18
point
Trajan." [C Pont had asked if FWG could procure the
type for him at a lower cost.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Art Director, Marlboro-
on-the-Hudson, from DAVE O'BRIEN, Monotype Company of
California, San Francisco. August 17, 1939.
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On a business call writer learned that a hand press,
"rather an antique piece of equipment, being made by the
D&G Greig Company of Edinburg,
Scotland," is being disposed.
Since FWG once had a similar press would he be interested
in such equipment? Photograph enclosed.
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from C DOUGLAS BARNES, McBar^h, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, August 18, 1939.
The "McE" monogram wanted for the wedding "...I'm sure
Frances would like to have your original drawing displayed
with her other wedding gifts. And since the monogram is
actually your gift to the bride, would you inscribe it for
her?" Is Walker Engraving Corp. where FWG suggested the work
be done for zinc etchings? Writer planning a visit to
Charlie [Pont] and his wife, would FWG like to go?
L.S. 2 PP. 26.8cm, x 18.6cm,
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Georgetown,
Conn., August 19, 1939.
Reports on what type has been received and what is
lacking. Believes some fonts were broken since writer
lacks 14 pt. Goethe 4c and 14 pt. Goethe 4c Italic. [See
Monsen, August 17 concerning missing items.]
L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
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FRED, from ADA W. NORTON, Bloomfield, New Jersey,
August 19, 1939.
Came east on a visit stopping in Shelbyville [early
residence of FWG], Albany, Chicago, Hartford, Winsted,
Conn. Will be in Flushing close to the [New York] Fair.
If FWG still wants to take her out for a day it can be
arranged for week of 27th.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl], Los Angeles,
August 20 [1939].
Writer sent her "Children's books to Stokes & Co. -
to Miss Fish." Will come east only if publishing activi
ties looked promising. Waiting to hear from Stokes and FWG.
L.S. 4 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED, from DOROTHY [DRAKE] , Scripps College, Clare
mont, California, August 21 [1939].
Writer's and
.Dorothy]
Bevis' fathers are improved in
health. Florence [Duvall] "fairly exudes wholesomeness &
genuineness and a love of living, doesn't she? Being with
her is like a tonic." Working hard at library.
L.S. 3 PP. 27.0cm. x 18.6cm.
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FRED, from J. Vaughan Dennett, Saco, Maine, August 22,
1939.
Belated thanks for material FWG sent about activities
and honors. Rarely is genius recognized during a man's life
time. "...I am so glad that you have lived to get this
recognition and to learn how many friends you have made be
cause of your good work, because you wouldn't sell out and
because you are so humble and modest through it
all."
L.S. 3 PP. 17.6cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from C DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, August 22, 1939.
FWG's check for the magnifier will be deposited
Sept. 10. Writer requested monogram merely because he
thought it might be finished. FWG not to work on it in the
heat without work table stool. Mary Raak visited writer
[FWG had recommended writer to Raaks, see June 28 letter].
Visited the [Pont^] new home in country.
L.S. 2 PP. 26.8cm. x 18.7cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from
[MRS. L.W. ZEIGLER?] "Fanewood , " New Windsor [New York],
August 24, 1939.
Invitation to FWG and family "to see Mr. Zeigler's
murals for the Baltimore Public Library on view in the
Gymnasium of the New York Military Academy in Cornwall..
T.L. [card] 1 P. 14. Ocm. x 8.3cm.
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FRED, from ADA W. NORTON, Bloomfield, New Jersey,
August 25, 1939.
Plans are made for a day with FWG in response to his
special delivery letter. Writer will be glad to accept
FWG's invitation to stay overnight.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. F. GOUDY, SR., from JULIA DALL VECHIA, Joseph
Dall Vechia & Co., Marlborough, August 28, 1939.
Although not wishing to bother FWG, the balance on
the $50 bill is needed so Jo[seph] can pay the lawyer
Thursday in New York.
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R. HUNTER MIDDLE-
TON, Ludlow Typograph Company, Chicago, August 28, 1939.
Talked with Mary Alexander and Mr. [Lauron] Hooper
upon return. "Mary said she was going east and would visit
you to take a look at your drawings personally. She was
very excited to learn that you had started on a type which
might some day be used by the University of Chicago Press -
the gods willing." Hooper's gift of Goudyana to Newberry
Library a "nice thing to do..." Talked with Bob and Bill
Wiebking and explained FWG's situation. "They are quite
sure that their equipment is sufficient to engrave matrix
patterns from your cardboard cutout patterns and then to
engrave matrices suitable for Monotype casting." If FWG
comes to Chicago Bob Wiebking will meet with him. Writer's
motion pictures of family visit to FWG turned out well.
[Wiebking' s cut faces for FWG before he had established
the Village Letter Foundry,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from BERNARD
LEBOVIT, Bayonne, New Jersey, August 28, 1939.
Professor Cleeton giving a "friendly
deadline" has
pressed writer to finish rough draft. Would like FWG to
see and criticize manuscript in September. Information
from FWG's youth found in Hyde Country Bulletins of 1885-
1887 and from Highmore Librarian. 1890-1900 period is con
fusing and "other writers contradicted each other espec
ially as regards the chronology of various events." Peter
Beilenson [also FWG biographer, The Story of Frederic W.
Goudy, 1939] has told writer not to feel "that my book
will be the 'last word.' I hope that you do not feel that
I expect it to be the last word. I am merely doing some
thing that I very much wanted to do, after being unexpect
edly given the opportunity to do it, and I am doing it as
well and as thoroughly as I know how."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 23.5cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl], Los Angeles,
August 29 [1939].
Miss Fish of Stokes [Publishers] says books would cost
too much to manufacture for their "acceptance." Writer
will be staying in Poughkeepsie with her brother. [Manu
scripts of writer's children's book had been sent.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.9cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Hotel Sainte Claire, San
Jose, California [Summer 1939].
FWG has been subject all week in writer's [summer school
class]. Sending a message for the class was wonderful of
FWG. News of visits from friends.
L.S. 3 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHRISTINE L. STATON, Rocky Mt.,
North Carolina, August 31, 1939.
Details given of Lee's serious automobile accident in
which his two passengers were killed. Lee is progressing
well. House remodeled by Lee is lovely, as cottage will be,
Mrs. Taylor, a pianist, treasures FWG's and Mrs. Goudy 's
autographs she received when meeting them. Advice given to
lower blood pressure with proper attention to diet, rest,
elimination, and medication. FWG should take precautions
to save eyesight. "Picture cards" of area sent.
L.S. 5 PP. 27.9cm.. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
September 1, 1939.
FWG's definition of taste is appreciated. Howard
[Coggeshall] should use it for promotion cards. "It is the
most simple and effective definition of taste I know." In
cludes an unidentified quotation - "'Constructive work is
the greatest character builder that can come. into the life
of
youth.'" Hopes FWG gets the old press. [Press may be
that referred to by Dave O'Brien, Monotype Company of
California, August 17.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.3cm.
DAD [FWG], from EDNA [MILLWARD], Washington, D.C,
September 3 [1939?].
Enjoyed hearing FWG on radio,
L.S. 1 p. 13.6cm. x 10.6cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY BLODGETT, Brown-Blodgett Company, St. Paul, Minne
sota, September 5, 1939.
Enjoyed hearing FWG on radio program. Writer feels
great affection for FWG and sympathy for his afflictions as
many in printing trade and world in general do. FWG carries
on in a "magnificent manner."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from WILL RANSOM,
The American Institute of Graphic Arts, New York City,
September 5, 1939.
Enjoyed FWG's "references to early
days"
on radio broad
cast. "You realize that we must have all the publicity we
can get, and I am wondering if your acquaintance with the
broadcasting systems might give me the advantage of an intro
duction to the right people." Will talk matter over at
Typophile luncheon.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from ADA W. NORTON, Bloomfield, New Jersey,
September 5, 1939.
Writer's visit in FWG's house was nice. Glad to have
seen FWG. Listened to his broadcast Saturday evening.
Writer returning to Illinois and anticipating FWG's
California visit.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from JEROME K. WILCOX,
University of California Library, Berkeley, California,
September 5, 1939.
Appreciation to FWG for sending the promised "book
plates of your own
design..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, September 6, 1939.
Writer heard Mitchell [Kennerley] had good visit with
FWG. "Now that the smoke of summer has begun to disappear,
don't you think we ought to get together and finish our book?
...If you aren't making too many revisions in the BMG story,
perhaps we can get corrected proofs through. On the other
hand, we cannot get to press on account of paper stock."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.5cm.
DR. GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, September 7, 1939.
Did not buy knives writer and FWG saw but purchased
something similar at a price 240 a piece cheaper. If FWG
wants them exchanged writer can do it.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. C LAUREN [sic] HOOPER, Chicago, from GEORGE B.
UTLEY, The Newberry Library, Chicago, September 7, 1939.
Would like to add his appreciation to Mr. Detterer s
for gift of Goudy material which will "add greatly to the
value of our Typographical Collection..." Hooper "may be
interested to see the report of it which we sent out to the
members of the book committee of the board of
trustees."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.3cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from MARY D. ALEXANDER, The University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, September 8, 1939.
Bob [R. Hunter] Middleton delivered FWG's message to
writer. She is coming to FWG's area Sept. 29 or 30 and would
like "to collect those items you said you had for me..."
[The idea of a type designed for University of Chicago Press
was being discussed at this time. FWG's notation: 9/12.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHRISTINE I. STATON [Newark, New
Jersey], September 9. 1939.
Very glad to have letter and photographs from FWG.
Left Rocky Mount Sunday. Lee much improved [recovering from
automobile accident], [New York] Fair will take writer's
mind off events.
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
September 9, 1939.
Photographs made in France of FWG's bust received from
Jo Davidson. Writer will "send him $250. to pay for making
and shipping a copy in bronze to me. I wish you had told
me you were speaking over the radio last
week."
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY [Omaha, Nebraska],
September 11, 1939.
Very unsure about decision to come to New York Fair.
"I am so terribly up in the air about this market - I am sure
I should stay here very closely to sell off some of my stocks
- all my earnings I have in coppers and aviations, and I am
plenty in the red even yet - and if I could sell fairly well
I would sell Wants to see Fair by herself and then visit
Goudys if she comes. [Newspaper clipping of Fair continua
tion into 1940 enclosed.] Should writer come to Fair this
year or next?
L.S. 3 pp. 22.6cm. x 21.0cm.
[newspaper clipping attached]
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, September 11, 1939.
Galleys are oorrected but cover and new composition not
yet read [Bertha M. Goudy. recollections . . . ] . Proofs en
closed. "Re the cover: we have but three dingbats, thus I
have left off fore and aft. You'll have to fuss with the
title page, evidently. I have expressed six copies of
'Evening at Deepdene,' together with two dummies: 64 pages
and cover, 7 x lOj." Writing Fred Main and Randall Bermann.
Things should be ready for good results on FWG's visit on
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22nd. "I have never enjoyed a trip to Deepdene more than
that of the past week-end, though the awful void over by
the brook haunts me continually."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of Printing, New
York City, September 12, 1939.
Surprised but happy "to receive a copy of your West
Point address on The Strangeness of Familiar Things. I had
not expected this because of the impression that California
was to have the honor of possessing it. Would you consent
to our printing it sometime in the school? You will note
by the enclosed that requests still come for your address
on The Bible." [See Holloway to McCloy, Occidental College,
Sept. 12.] Only three items of requisition from Monsen for
Goudy type can be filled [due to loss of type matrices in
Deepdene fire]. Has FWG heard from Dean Spencer this
summer?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.4cm.
MISS ELIZABETH J. McCLOY, Occidental College, Los
Angeles, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY [New York School of Print
ing, New York City], September 12, 1939.
Regrets to inform Miss McCloy "that the Address of
Frederic W, Goudy - The Bible - delivered on the occasion
of the presentation of the Oxford Lectern Bible to The New
York School of Printing is out of print."
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21=5cm.
[labelled 'Copy for Mr. Frederic W. Goudy']
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Georgetown,
Conn., September 12, 1939.
Does FWG have proper London address for George Jones
so writer can communicate with him regarding Goudy type?
Will pay for a font of Friar if FWG can get it for writer.
"Have you any idea where I might find type for the Goethe
Caps - or even a font of Trajan 18 pt or Bertham? Howard
[Coggeshall] is out - he refuses even to give me one letter.
I don't blame him - but." [George William Jones was printer
and designer at the Sign of the Dolphin, London.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm* x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, September 13, 1939.
"The war in Europe has completely wiped out our export
business to the Eastern Hemisphere, and at this time we are
unable to make shipments to Brazil and Argentina. We know
that we have to undergo a period of very limited sales in
the United States pending the economic readjustment to the
war conditions. It is certain that for a time Monotype Co.
will be operating at heavy losses, so that we feel it abso
lutely necessary that we make some reduction in operating
costs. You will see from the attached notice that the re
duced working time is hoped to be only temporary and of short
duration, but of course this is dependent on developing con
ditions. I am sure you will understand that this action is
prompted only by imperative necessity." [Attached notice
announces policy of reduced working hours.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
[attached notice of future company policy]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
MELBERT B. CARY, JR., Press of the Woolly Whale, New York
City, September 13, 1939-
Six more copies of "The Black Art" being sent. "Thank
you for bringing me up-to-date on the 1938 items of the
Village Press." News of arrival from California of hand
press and first publication from it will be welcome. ["The
Black Art. A Homily." by D.B. Updike was FWG's first work
of his Camelot Press. This was reprinted by Melbert B.
Cary, Jr., Press of the Woolly Whale for FWG's 74th birth
day. The hand press is referred to in Monotype Company of
California letter, Aug. 17.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from ADA W. NORTON, Shelbyville, Illinois,
September 13, 1939.
Heartfelt if belated thanks for pictures of FWG, his
wife and home. Writer has shown them to Shelbyville resi
dents. [FWG's family lived in Shelbyville when he was in
high school.] She has seen several old friends. Will be re
turning to California where she hopes to see FWG in the fall,
L.S. 2 pp. 27.0cm. x 17.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
MELBERT B. CARY, JR., Press of the Woolly Whale, New York
City, September 14, 1939.
"Are these notes correct? I should be glad to have
any additions or comments, as well as
corrections."Writer
enjoyed seeing FWG at Typophiles.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
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FRED GOUDY, from MARY ALEXANDER, The University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, September 15, 1939.
FWG's news will call for rearrangement of some travel
plans. Can writer visit between October 2 and 5? "The Book
Clinic here in Chicago wants to know if you will join them
for dinner the evening of the
29th?"
L.S. 2 PP. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
FRED, from [c] LAURON [HOOPER], Chicago,
September 18, 1939.
If FWG comes west [to Chicago] at end of month he must
stay with writer. Heard only part of FWG's radio broadcast
so either Mr. Kramer "or Mr. Bean arranged for us to hear
a repetition at the Columbia studio, Mrs. Schwartz being the
lady in charge. It was all very interesting and novel to me,
I did not know that records were made of programs." FWG's
letters usually passed on to Mabel [writer's wife] but not
past one. "She might get the point about the 'obstetrical
gals,' but would wholly miss the one about the next fellow
having barefeet." [References to FWG's humorous stories.]
L.S. 2 pp, 21.5cm. x 13.9cm,
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
MELVIN LOOS, Columbia University Press, New York City,
September 20, 1939.
Details of FWG's talk at Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
Sept. 25. "I think you had better be prepared in the course
of your remarks to be able to tell the audience any new de
velopments during the past year in your field... If you have
any material which you would like to use to demonstrate your
talk, please feel free to bring it
along." [See July 24
letter concerning Typographic Clinic of Craftsmen's
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Convention. FWG to be one of four speakers.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Village Press, Marlboro-on-the
Hudson, from FRED J. HARTMAN, The National Graphic Arts
Education Guild, Washington, D.C, September 22, 1939.
"Through the courtesy of our good friend J. Henry
Holloway, I am attaching your membership card in the Na
tional Graphic Arts Education Guild for the school year
1939-40. I am sending along also the biographical sketch
and will appreciate your checking on it and making any
corrections that it may
require." [J. Henry Holloway was
principal of The New York School of Printing. Guild offi
cers, regional vice-presidents and board of directors of
National Graphic Arts Education Guild are listed on back
side of stationery. Holloway was on board of directors.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from W.J. ROBERTSON, Oxford
University Press, New York City, September 27, 1939-
"We have 584 copies on hand of your The Capitals from
the Trajan Columns at Rome. We can quote you $1.25 per copy
if the lot is taken, F.O.B. New York City, less 2% for
cash."
[The Capitals from the Trajan Column at Rome was published
in 1936, printed in Village and Trajan types. See letters
Sept. 15, 1936 and Nov. 4, 1937 concerning earlier sales.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
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DR. GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, September 28, 1939.
Enclosed clipping from "Illiterate
News" tells of
moving FWG's bust [by Davidson?]. Enclosing FWG's bifo
cals. He is to use metal case for them for now. Regards
to Florence [Duvall] .
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
[with hand written postscript]
MR. GOUDY, from MARGERY BAILEY, Stanford University,
Stanford, California, September 30, 1939.
Glad to receive a letter and "generous packet of good
things" from FWG. "Pray do not let your Boswell cease from
his labors or fail to make future enlargements of 'The
Paws,' because they will represent you faithfully to so
many, and give so much
pleasure..." Merits given of repro
duction with San Pasqual frame, I Am Type credo, Syracuse
pamphlet, watermark portrait and revision sheet, [i Am Type
is the broadside, The Type Speaks, prepared for a Retrospec
tive Exhibition of The Village Press in 1933, reissued in
1937 in slightly different forms. Syracuse pamphlet is
probably "What Printing Is: Greetings to the Author of this
Monograph, on His Seventy-fourth Birthday" by Typographic
Laboratory, Syracuse University, 1939. Dorothy Bevis of San
Pasqual Press wrote in July 10 letter, that her Press' first
product would be ready August 1 . Types of the Past Type
Revivals. . .an address printed by Syracuse University in
1936, contains a watermark portrait of FWG.]
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED W. GOUDY, from DOROTHY [DRAKE, Scripps College,
Claremont, California, September 1939?].
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Very pleased and grateful for items from FWG. Kelm-
scott piece will be framed for library. Florence [Duvall]
practicing for concert on 22nd. Thrilled that FWG is work
ing on type "with Scripps in mind." Will send another copy
of FWG's Convocation address. How does FWG have time to
eat Concord grapes "with scads of company and biographers
at your
heels?"
L.S. 3 PP. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from OTTO MUNZINGER, Alhambra, California,
October 2, 1939.
Shocked to hear of fire from FWG. Copy of Capitals
from the Trajan Column at Rome has arrived. The Alphabet,
Mr. Matlack Price's copy, had been seen, "But the wood en
gravings of the Trajan Capitals are so much better - it's
hard for me to express my
enthusiasm." FWG will be sent a
copy of writer's [and collaborator's] charts. FWG's interest
in them is appreciated. [See Aug. 11, concerning chart
project.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, October 4, 1939.
Latest revisions of broadside proofs enclosed. With
Mr. Melcher in hospital, FWG's OK can mean go-ahead to make
reproduction proofs. Poor Richard set up changed by writer.
Also, "In the Name of God, Amen." line changed. FWG can
wire collect if proofs OK'd. [Melcher, of The Publishers'
Weekly, R.R. Bowker, was in charge of the broadside project.
See March 24, June 8, Aug. 7 and 15 letters.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from BERNARD
LEBOVIT, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh,
Penna., October 5, 1939.
Manuscript is being sent. Could FWG provide additional
information concerning early relationship with Bertha Sprinks
[later FWG's wife]? Book will be hand set in 12 pt. Village
Number Two [#84, 1932] in a 6 x 9 format. Professor Cleeton
corrected manuscript. Will FWG do same?
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from F[RITZ] KREDEL, New York City,
October 5, 1939-
"I include herewith a letter of Prof. Viktor Hammer,
a very good friend of myne, whose pupil I was in Italy. He
has just escaped from Vienna and I am very happy to have
him here. I hope you may meet him sometimes and agree with
me that he is indeed an unusually nice
person." [Kredel, an
illustrator, worked for several American and European press
es. V. Hammer came in 1939 to Wells College, Aurora, New
York, where he continued teaching art and established two
press imprints. His American Uncial type was cut by
Charles Nussbaumer, 1945, in Chicago.] Victor Hammer A
Retrospective Exhibition April 4-25, 1965 (North Carolina
Museum of Art, Raleigh) Catalogue.
L.S. 1 p. 25 4cm. x 20.1cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from A.B. WATKINS, Washington,
D.C. , October 6, 1939-
Since FWG's visit a year before to writer and Florence's
home, silence from FWG. Did anything displeasing happen or
is FWG just a poor correspondent? They hope for another visit.
Did FWG receive copy of writer's book, America Stands for
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Pacific Means? [America stands for pacific means ; a book
for boys and girls on the principles and practices of social
cooperation, Washington, 1937.]
L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, October 6, 1939.
Revisions made as proofs will show. Shortage of 18 pt,
Kennerley small caps so 14 has been used with "few lines
electrotypes so as to complete the roster. In case you find
the 36-point Kennerley J a shade too light, I have tipped on
a Garamond letter for you to have a look at. (Not that I like
the idea.)" Proofs to [R.R.] Bowker but only FWG's OK need
ed. "I am having a hard time finding anything we can do in
Friar for Christmas. There are some things in the Junior
Classics, but nothing quite up to the mark." FWG should visit
Russell-Rutter to discuss his binding. [FWG and Coggeshall
regularly worked on a joint Christmas Keepsake. Differences
of opinion sometimes occurred concerning the subject matter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
October 10, 1939.
Having just arrived by clipper from [Europe], Jo
Davidson tells writer that bronzes have been made of busts
of FWG, [Carl] Sandburg and "Morgenthaer . " FWG's bust is
"very successful and lifelike in bronze and I am eager to
see it." [Kennerley was instrumental in the affair of this
FWG portrait bust done by Davidson.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
MICHAEL R. STEVENS. The Harbor Press, Inc., New York City,
October 10, 1939.
Thanks for FWG's participation in Typography and Book-
making Clinic on behalf of Club of Printing House Craftsmen
of New York and visitors. Many praising letters have been
received. [Clinic was held Sept. 25, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
and FWG was one of small group of speakers. See letters,
Columbia University Press, July 24 and Sept. 20.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GEORGE
MAURICE MORRIS, Morris, KixMiller & Baar, Washington, D.C,
October 19, 1939.
Will see FWG on his Washington visit with pleasure. "I
have a copy of the friendly puffling for 'The Book Shop.' I
enjoyed it at the time and still take enjoyment from it when
I read it." Fire news distressing. "I wish, however, that I
had the fortitude to take my setbacks in the philosophic vein
with which you appear to have taken yours." [FWG had sent
information to writer's daughter about her grandfather. See
May 9.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY AND LOVED ONES, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha,
Nebraska, October 21, 1939.
Bread and butter letter for writer's visit to Goudy
household. Items sent to Goudys. Writer saw Goudy exhibits
in New York State building [New York World's Fair] and
Smithsonian Institute. "Both were truly
beautiful."
L.S. 2 pp. 22.2cm. x 21.2cm.
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FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, from JESSIE A. LAICHINGER,
Los Angeles, October 22, 1939.
Writer flabbergasted not to be informed by FWG of his
radio broadcast. Sending him some photographs of herself.
News of friends and possible moving plans.
L.S. 3 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
October 23, 1939.
When bust arrives [from Europe] writer will "arrange for
a photograph of the bust, the sitter and the sculptor." [FWG
was sitter and Davidson the sculptor.] "I am all set to open
my own auction business for books and autographs only, just
as soon as the old galleries are legally put out of business
and I am released from my agreement with them not to go into
business in competition with them. This has taken longer
than I expected but the referee has now set down November 3rd
for a final hearing. Until that date I cannot draw on my
subscribers - Owen D. Young, Newton and others - to take up
their stock, nor begin to draw a salary." Could FWG "discount
the enclosed note for $200. at your Bank." This amount will
hold writer til stock sale proceeds can be had.
L.S. 3 PP. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from ANNE RICHTER, R.R. Bowker Co., New York City,
October 23, 1939.
Set of completed broadsides being sent. Mr. Melcher,
in hospital, very pleased with the results.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SIDNEY R. JACOBS, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York City,
October 24, 1939.
Writer showed. Paul Standard Behold, This Dreamer! "He
was very much surprised at the use of your Deepdene type face
for chapter display and front matter with Caledonia for the
text, and waxed quite enthusiastic about the results." Writ
er sending book's first three signatures (from Plimpton
Press) since Standard thought FWG would like to see title
page. [Behold, this dreamer! ...by Walter De La Mare, 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14.0cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from W.J. ROBERTSON, Oxford
University Press, New York City, October 26, 1939.
Has FWG reached a decision concerning 584 copies of
Trajan Columns at Rome at $1.25 net per copy? [See Sept. 27.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13.8cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, from GEORGE S. MURPHY, The Advertisers
Press, Des Moines, Iowa, October 28, 1939.
Writer remembers FWG in Chicago forty years ago. Philo
C Darron, whom he worked with, bought FWG's initial and
decorative drawings. "Darron was one of the first printers
(to my knowledge) to call himself a 'typographer.'" Writer
would like to print covers for commemorative new stamp "cele
brating the 300th anniversary of printing in the U.S...."
FWG's type designs would be used and writer asking if FWG
would agree to autograph them. Remuneration would be given.
[FWG's notation: 11/1. J
L.S. 2 pp. 22.9cm. x 14. 3cm.
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UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE C. THOMPSON, Chicago,
October 28, 1939.
The apartment is more settled than during FWG's visit.
"Mother gave me the welcome information that my uncle is
pleased to let me match my volume one of Goldsmith's Citizen
of the World with his volume two. He's going to have a very
ecstatic niece when it arrives - he has a very grateful one
now." Has seen other relatives. [FWG's notation: 11/1.]
L.S. 2 pp. 22.9cm. x 14. 3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT] , Georgetown, Conn.,
October 28, 1939.
Would a Gordon 10 x 15 Press, foot treadle operation,
for $50.00 be a risk? What about a new little master for
$35.00? Does FWG have George Jones' address? [See Sept. 12.]
Writer would like to come [to Deepdene] for a few days or
overnight .
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson,
from ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 30, 1939-
Royalty notice for matrices sold in September 1939.
$3.85 credited to FWG's account.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT] , Georgetown, Conn.,
November 1 , 1939.
Writer caught a "gang of Romish Hoodlums [who] persist
in ringing my Church
bell..." Will FWG advise writer further
concerning purchase of "A Gordon 9 x 13 - it has 3 new roll
ers and 2 chases - and sells at
$50.00." [See about
Gordon press. FWG's notation: c/o Howard Castle for neigh
bors' telep Ridgefield 474-1-2.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
OLD FRIEND [FWG] , from ANNIE STRINGER, Decatur,
Illinois, November 1 [1939?].
Saves newspaper clippings of FWG. Sorry not to have been
able to invite FWG to visit. Memories of their childhood.
Glad FWG can continue working. "Elsie" Behymer was writer's
first love. Writer had happy marriage. Will send FWG a
picture of writer sometime. Expects FWG's package to see
his work, Shelbyville has four talented people: Charles
Wagner, Robert Root, FWG, Sylvia Behymer.
L.S. 7 PP. 26.3cm. x 18. 3cm.
FRED, from B.K. MURCHISON "Murk," Photostat Service,
New York City, November 2, 1939.
"Hope the enclosed are close enough to your measurements
to be satisfactory." Writer has been through the "wringer"
and is "just beginning to see daylight."
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough, from ELMER
A[DLER], The Colophon a book collector's quarterly, New
York City, November 3, 1939.
FWG's note is very appreciated. "It is most pleasant
to get letters of this sort, and I am deeply grateful to you
for letting me have one." [FWG was a Contributing Editor to
this publication.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.8cm. x 20.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha [Nebraska],
November 5, 1939.
Invites FWG to stay with her in Mrs. Goudy 's home
[Miss Gray continued to run the rooming house after Mrs.
Goudy died], on his forthcoming trip (by plane or train) to
California. Alice [Goudy] could come with FWG and stay
with writer as FWG went west.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.9cm. x 21.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SARAH A. BARTLETT, New York City,
November 7, 1939.
Will FWG send word immediately? Writer must know if
she should sell press for $150 when Mr. Lilienthal returns,
[See July 21 and 29 concerning sale of press.]
L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 13.6cm.
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FRED, from JESSIE [A. LAICHINGER], Los Angeles,
November 9, 1939-
Kind gift of autumn leaves by FWG very appreciated.
Writer glad [Deepdene] is so beautiful and that FWG has Fred,
Jr. and Alice to help the loneliness. "Are you expecting to
be in Berkely [sic] this winter setting the type for their
book?" [Book is Typologia Studies in Type Design & Type
Making. . . , University of California Press, 19^+0, set in
California Old Style, 1938, #106.]
L.S. 3 pp. 18.4cm. x 13.3cm.
[on J.W. Robinson Co. stationery]
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlborough, from
DAVID MAGEE, San Francisco, November 10, 1939.
FWG's "splendid introduction" will contribute to [Grab
horn] bibliography. "The Grabhorn' s [sic] as usual are
extremely slow. Ed is mulling it over in his customary way
and has already set it up twice. Hence we do not expect the
book until spring." Check for $100 as arranged for FWG's
work enclosed. [See May 23 and 27 for book plans. Biblio
graphy of the Grabhorn press, 1915-1940, was printed by the
Grabhorn Press, 1940. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
[handwritten postscript]
FRED, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Clare
mont, California, November 17, 1939-
Received FWG and Florence Duvall 's joint letter. "When
I let myself think about you and Florence I always like to
have in my mind a picture of you two in Chicago and on the
train to New York, having yourselves the greatest of times
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and condemning conventionalities to the place where they be
long. I can be glad for you both, can't I, even while feel
ing envious of each of you?" [Florence, a friend from Los
Angeles, came east with FWG, stayed on the east coast and
often visited Deepdene.] "I have been wondering about the
Stables and their potential use as a renewed Village Press.
Have you done anything more about
it?" Will FWG come to
supervise his book at Berkeley? "Speaking of books, how are
the various Goudy biographies progressing? Has the young
Hebrew [Bernard Lebovit] finished his yet, and do you like it?"
[Behind the type; the life story of Frederic W. Goudy, by-
Bernard Lewis ( originally LebovitTT was issued by Carnegie
Institute of Technology, 1941, Drake worked to have a press
at Scripps College.]
T.L.S. 3 pp, 27.0cm. x 18.6cm,
FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from EDWIN
0. GROVER, Algonquin Hotel, New York City [Rollins College
Stationery, Winter Park, Florida], November 20, 1939.
FWG's invitation to Thanksgiving Day .Turkey [at Deepdene]
is very welcome! Writer will locate Miss [Florence] Duvall
[who will also be a guest],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from FELIX E. HIRSCH, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson,
New York, November 20, 1939-
FWG's comments regarding his "relations to German type
designers, and particularly to the men around the Insel
Verlag"
were helpful. [See July 15. Writer was preparing an
essay,] College library would like to title rare and fine
books exhibit "From Gutenberg to
Goudy." Would FWG agree to
give an address similar perhaps to one given "three or four
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years ago in the Social Room of the School of Library Ser
vice, Columbia University, . .telling about your own development
as a type designer and your opinion on American type designing
in general..."? December 1 or 11 would be date with $25
honorarium and traveling expenses.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from HARTLEY EVERETT JACKSON, S#an Francisco,
November 23, 1939.
Permission is asked to print in book form FWG's address
to New York City's Craftsmen's Convention. For FWG's consid
eration proofs of text and experimental dummy being sent.
Writer's place of employment, Reynard Press, has enough 16
and 18 pt. Kennerley for job. "Haywood Hunt, editor of the
Share Your Knowledge Review, confirms my conviction that the
report of your talk in that journal is a stenotype reporter's
version." Some changes have been made. If approved writer
will print 40-50 copies on Hand and Arrows paper. FWG might
receive ten or more copies. [Address is probably that given
Sept. 25 at Typography and Bookmaking Clinic on behalf of
Printing House Craftsmen of New York. FWG's notation: 11/20.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.3cm. x 20.9cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic]' WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlboro, from
FELIX E. HIRSCH, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York,
November 27, 1939.
FWG's acceptance of speaking engagement on December 11
good news. [College's rare and fine books exhibit impetus for
address.] Travel arrangements discussed. "I will be very
glad indeed to come over to Marlboro and to look at your
collection. Anything that you might be willing to let us
have for our exhibition, I would be delighted to take with
me..." Mr. Beringer, a student and a bibliophile who has
visited Deepdene, will bring writer.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, November 29, 1939.
"This is to advise you that during the month of October
1939 we have made no sales of matrices on which you are en
titled to Royalty in accordance with our agreement."
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City
[November 1939].
The bronze cast of the bust [by Jo Davidson] has
arrived from Paris and - I think - it is a beauty." Will
FWG hold "my note [for $200] until you hear from me, or, if
you discounted, I will send you a renewal for one month.
Everything is coming along surely but oh how slowly! " [See
Kennerley 's October 23, 1939 letter concerning loan.]
L.S. 2 PP. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
SIDNEY KRAMER, The University of Chicago, December 1, 1939.
Writer met FWG earlier when writer was Dr. Lehmann-
Haupt's assistant. Now in Chicago he has "spent most of my
time working on the history of Stone & Kimball, which will
shortly be published by Norman
Forgue." Galley clippings
enclosed "where I quote from your introduction to the 'Bib
liography of the Village Press.' I trust you will not mind
if this is printed again." Mr. Cary has given permission.
[iz History of Stone & Kimball , and Herbert S . Stone & Co. ,
with a bibliography of their publications, published by Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 1940. Also, a limited edition
published by Norman Forgue, printed at Black Cat Press. FWG
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comments were included as planned. FWG's notation: 12/4.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,5cm. x 21.2cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
December 1 [1939].
Wanted to take FWG to see [Davidson's] bust of [FWG],
"Tuesday I was shocked by the suicide of R.M. Mitchell, my
old treasurer at the Anderson Galleries." Writer will be
"proud to be named one of your executors but I pray we may
both survive the need for one." [Writer survived FWG by
three years.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, fromM. LYLE SPENCER,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, December 1, 1939-
Writer will speak to Lions Club, Biltmore Hotel. "If
you find you will be in New York that day, come around and
have a nap while I speak after lunch. Most of the audience
usually sleeps when I
speak." Writer may join Typophile *s
Wednesday luncheon. Ralph Bennett will inform him of meeting
place. "We shall be including you in our new faculty roster
as lecturer on typography and type design."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from A.W. BISHOP,
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, December 4, 1939.
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"All of us appreciate the effort you have put forth
to submit a design of a type face to be known as a University
of Chicago type. Thought has been given to the possibility
of undertaking such a project. Finally, however, the feeling
is that we cannot well justify the expenditure of an amount
of money such as will be necessary to make the venture effect
ive, therefore, we will dismiss it at this time." FWG's
drawings returned.
T.L.S. 1 P. 26. ^cm. x 18.4cm.
"PAPA" GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, December 6, 1939.
Good optical business even at slow time of year. Writer
not sure if he can accept FWG's invitation to Grolier Club.
Did FWG receive "specs" in the mail? Visit to Deepdene at
Thanksgiving was "bright spot." Vassar Library visit with
FWG and introduction to Dr. Grover enjoyable.
T.L.S. 2 PP. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], December 18 [1939].
Season's Greetings. Writer has been very ill. Has not
seen Frances [Barginski] since her return from New York.
L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough, from ELMER ADLER,
Pynson Printers Incorporated, New York City, December 19, 1939.
FWG's help is asked in project "for the colored race.
Mr. William E.B. DuBois, whose name you very likely recognize
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as the leader of education among the colored, is starting a
new review at the Atlanta University. He has asked me to help
him get started, and I'm doing everything I can for him. I've
been thinking that if you were interested in lettering the
name of his publication that would be a great big boost for
him." Journal's name is Phylon, Greek for race, and it will
be 28 picas wide. Writer wants to present designed cover.
Is FWG interested?
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.8cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SEYMOUR SNYDER, New York City,
December 24, 1939.
Writer gives warm tribute to his friend, Mrs. Goudy, on
receiving the memorial volume FWG made for his wife. [B*M*G
Bertha M. Goudy Recollections by one who Knew her Best, The
Village Press, 1939.]
L.S. 3 PP. 19.6cm. x 12.5cm.
"MY DEAR FRIEND", from MARY A. GRAY, Everett
[Washington?], December 27, 1939.
Thank-you for gift of Bertha memorial [B-M'G Bertha M.
Goudy Recollections by one who Knew her Best, The Village
Press, 1 939] and best wishes to FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 17.8cm. x 13.6cm.
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FRED, from FRANCES & MAX [BARGINSKl], Los Angeles,
December 28 [1939].
Writer sorry to hear of FWG's arm injury. General
news. How is kitchen work shop? [FWG used kitchen as a
work area for a time after Deepdene fire.] New Years
wishes. [FWG's notation: l/l5.]
L.S. 8 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED, FREDERICK AND ALICE, from "SISTER AND AUNT JO"
[GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon, December 1939.
Why has no one written? Are they afraid of another
visit? Weather has been warm.
L.S. [Christmas card] 2 pp. 22.7cm. x 15.0cm.
FRED [Tigard, Oregon], from RICHARD ELLIS, Camden,
New Jersey [1939?].
Heavy work schedule has excluded FWG's companionship.
Sketches enclosed, worked from pattern rubbings from Sol [Hess
of Lanston Monotype], that writer would like in 16 pt. Deep
dene italic if FWG is pleased with them. Considerable amounts
to be used in "Waley's Translations from the Chinese" with 30
pt. italic. Has fought to use this type in book and will show
it to advantage. If FWG can't make finished drawings would he
critique enclosed sketches? It is FWG's type. Desires new
form of double quotes and dots closer to i and j . Hopes to
hear from FWG soon and asks for return of material [in post
script],
[Translations from the Chinese, by Arthur Waley, illus
trated by Cyrus LeRey Baldridge. New York, A.A. Knopf, 1941.
Designed by Richard Ellis. Printing by the Haddon Craftsmen,
Camden. Alternate characters were created for type's use
here.
[Revised 16 pt. cutting of FWG's Deepdene, used in The
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Gospels of Saint Matthew, Saint Mark, Saint Luke and Saint
John..., Samuel H. Kress, Georgian Press, 1959.]
L.S. 3 pp. 25.6cm. x 18.4cm.
"BROTHER GOUDY," from [FRED] COOPER [1939].
"Looks as if the man on the right is thinking how he
always knew you'd come to some bad end! The inmates here at
our place think this is a damn good portrait of you, and one
of the rare ones showing you making
gestures." [writer
illustrated a keepsake broadside printed by Marchbanks Press
for Pilgrimage to Deepdene showing FWG dumping cornucopia of
type over world.]
L.S. 1 p. 16.4cm. x 10. 6cm.
FRED [California], from E[VA] d[EAN, Los Angeles, 1939?]
Enclosing FWG's old portrait. Wants to "mix up your
scale of
colors..." [Writer working on an oil portrait of
FWG and water color copy of the portrait during 1939.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from JANE [GRABHORN] , The Colt Press,
San Francisco [1939?].
Hopes FWG had "a fairly decent visit here. . .Carroll
[Harris?] misses you dreadfully; I think you were a great
comfort to him, and he loves to bask in the reflected glory
from your presence. They have now closed up all the Nude
shows on the Gayway, so there really wouldn't be much for
us to see at the Fair, anyway."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT] , Georgetown, Conn. [1939?]
Wants following types from Monsen sent to FWG: font
each of 14 pt. Goethe, 14 pt. Goethe Italic, 18 pt. Ornate,
18 pt. Kaatskill, 18 pt. Trajan, 18, 24, and 36 pt. Mediaeval
and Fluerons # 1 to 6. "Orton' s book [Goudy, master of let
ters, 1939] is sort of 'Erroneous' but I thought you checked
that." [See August 19. 1939 letter for Pont's acknowledg
ment of shipment receipt. FWG's notation: Air mail.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MRS. [PAULINE] DERBY [California], from ALBERTA CALKINS
ROGERS [California, 1939].
Thanks for delightful pleasure of meeting with a real
craftsman. "The truly great people are always simple at heart
and unassuming and Mr. Goudy was no exception." Leotta Woy,
artist, designer and manufacturer of greeting cards and plates,
and also writer's friend, likewise enjoyed it. Sends wishes
for an eventful trip.
L.S. 3 pp. 13. Ocm. x 9.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from FRED MELCHER, The Publishers' Weekly.
New York City, 19th [1939?].
Letter from [Howard] Coggeshall noted. Plan confirmed
"for your working the broadsides out
together..." Have two
now and will have Type broadside. Will be done offset. Get
tysburg sample turned out well so will do all at once on
same paper. [FWG printed the Gettysburg Address in Forum
type as a broadside in 1916. Later editions by W.E. Rudge,
Mt. Vernon, by a trade magazine, and by Lanston Monotype for
Gimbel & Co., Philadelphia. The trade magazine issue may be
that referred to above. However, Cary's bibliography states
the trade magazine issued a "facsimile, half-size and printed
from a zinc plate..."]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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DAD, from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene, 1939?] .
Since Shell oil is selling at 50 [a gallon?] shall
they put some in or leave the tank as is?
L.S. 2 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from KARL TRUESDELL [?], Office of the
*
Commanding General, Fort Sheridan, Illinois [1939].
Would FWG complete and correct forms of mother's
family for Truesdell genealogy? Is information available
to include FWG's grandfather, John Phillips Truesdell?
L.S. lp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN, Los Angeles, 1939?].
Appointment made with Mr. Ryan for FWG. FWG's portrait
may be ruined due to changes made to close mouth. A mouth is
different opened or closed. "I hope I can escape irritating
the poor thing into insipidness - I think I was wise after all
not to be a portrait painter for a liveing [sic]."
T.L. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from MARY D. UNDERHILL, No. Hollywood,
California, Spring, 1939?].
The generous gift of FWG's book surprised her. That
God given creative powers are used is wonderful. It will be
treasured and author kindly remembered. Sorry not to have
it autographed. Hopes FWG will have good journey home and
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will visit her again. Oliver reading it.
L.S. 3 pp. 19.7cm. x 14.9cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN, Los Angeles, Spring, 1939?].
Working on the mouth, not open as in photo, more digni
fied for oil portrait. Wishes FWG could see it. Forgot to
give him coat. After ear doctor appointment can bring it down,
L.S. 2 pp. 18.0cm. x 21.5cm.
LIBRARIAN, from ROBERT L. LESLIE, PM - A Graphic Arts
Journal, New York City [1939?].
Editors presenting "a copy of 'Burton Emmett 1871-1935;
with essays by Sherwood Anderson, Clifford S. Walsh, Elmer
Adler, W. Arthur Cole, John T. W inter ich, and an insert print
ed by the Overbrook Press." Emmett 's taste and personality
"left a lasting imprint on American culture." [Overbrook
Press printed in 1937 an insert for PM Magazine, "Some Notes
Concerning the Burton Emmett Collection of Illustrated Books
and Prints."]
T.L. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHRISTINE I. STATON ["I98 No. 7th St.,
Newark" in FWG's handwriting, 1939?].
Writer's life is too full for her to do everything she
wants. "Such is this life of a modern business woman." Would
like seeing the world's fair with FWG. Leaving evenings and
holidays free to suit his plans. Lists in detail her free
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time for several months. Was FWG pleased with San Francisco
Fair? Hopes to hear about trip.
L.S. 2 pp. 25.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from REG. DEAN, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas,
January 1, 1940.
Many thanks for FWG's Christmas remembrance. "We are
awfully proud to have it and think it one of the nicest things
you've ever
done." Movie films [home movies] sent. [Remem
brance is probably Bertha M. Goudy, recollections . . .]
L.S. 2 pp. 21,5cm. x 13.8cm.
[on War Department stationery, St, Louis, Mo.]
FRED, from MARIANA [ROACH, Dallas, Texas], January 1,
1940.
Writer glad to receive the "Memorial" [Bertha M. Goudy,
recollections. . .] . "You know how much I wanted that 'Book-
making on the Distaff Side' which they had at the auction,
and mostly for the piece you wrote, so I am delighted to have
this lovely copy with its additional parts." Searched her
collection but doesn't have "Design and Beauty in Printing."
Her "Goudy type is still the principal treasure in my binding
shop...what you gave me has been the greatest possible help
to my becoming a better bookbinder." Can FWG visit on way
to coast? "You had not told me of the revision of the big
Alphabet book; I hope the printing is going along nicely, and
also the California book." Writer started teaching bookbind
ing class in evening school. Greetings to Alice [Goudy] who





FRED, from FRANCES PERKINS, Washington, D.C,
January 2 [l94o].
Thanks and appreciation for gift of Bertha memorial
book [Bertha M . Goudy , recollections . . . ] .
L.S. 2 pp. 19.7cm. x 14.8cm.
MR. FREDW. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SAMUEL B. SCHAEFFER, School of Industrial Art, New York
City, January 4, 1940.
Since teaching commercial art at School of Industrial
Art writer has wanted FWG to speak at school. "I know of
no one who is more scintillating or is better equipped than
you to give an inspired talk on the importance and value of
good
lettering." Could FWG visit before February 1 and
could some "work, originals and reproductions" be exhibited?
T.L.S. 1 p. 29.5cm. x 22.3cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
January 5, 1940.
Proofs of U[niversity] of C[alifornia book] sent.
Thinks FWG will want to see Rutgers Journal. "Dad Mr. Dunlop
either jumped or fell over board while at sea May 19. Mrs, D
hasen't [sic] said a word about it nothing in the paper she
just sent a note to some of the friends which said, 'I have
been in New York doing all the cruel and heartless things
connected with Marlows disapearance [sic] at sea and I don't
want anything more said about
it.'" Hopes FWG and Flo[rence
Duvall] enjoy Fair.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
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FRED, from [c] LAURON [HOOPER], Chicago,
January 7, 1940,
The Memorial [Bertha M. Goudy] is very welcome. It is
"a fine piece of book-making. I thank you. . .with renewed ex
pression of my pleasure in having been associated with you in
the early days of your career as a man of types and fine
books." Book will later go to Newberry [Library] with rest
of FWG's work. The framed broadside excerpt from Second
Inaugural [Lincoln's, first printed in 1932 in Trajan capi
tals] will go to Lincoln Village, Rockport, Indiana. "I have
had a frame made also for the sheet of paper your letterhead
--on which you explained about the type and the printing, and
below your explanation I have written a short explanation
about your type designs, and have added that both frames and
their contents are for the Lincoln Village." Writer has
numerous ailments. A young artist relative getting a start.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from WILLIAM C EULER , Santa Fe , New Mexico,
January 8, 1940.
Very pleased to receive Bertha memorial book [BMG
Bertha M. Goudy Recollections . . . ] . Heard from Perry Strieker
who has had some hard times.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 20. Ocm.
FRED, from ELSEA THOMPSON, Chicago, January 9, 1940.
Christmas Greeting [B-M'G memorial book] was received
very happily. Family news. "And I had a card from our
Princess' postmarked Houston, Tex. This suggests that her
brother Harvey still has his Aviation School in
Texas."
L.S. 2 pp. 17.8cm. x 15.2cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from [ADA] GERTRUDE [ROBINSON], Gates
Hotel, Los Angeles, January 10, 1940.
FWG's memorial to Mrs. Goudy is beautiful [B-M-G Bertha
M. Goudy Recollections. . . ] . Glad FWG wrote it and not others
aspiring to write a biography. Mr. Abar, who was in charge
of Hotel's advertising and publicity, died in fall. Eva
Dean's health is improving. Tournament of Roses parade in
Pasadena beautiful.
L.S. 4 pp. 24.0cm. x 15.0cm.
MR. [C. LAURON] HOOPER [Chicago], from BESS V.
EHRMANN, Rockport, Indiana, January 12, 1940.
The excerpt [broadside] from Lincoln's Second Inaugural
is "the most wonderful thing of the kind I ever saw." The
Lincoln Village Committee thanks Hooper for gift. Should
writer communicate with FWG? Has Hooper seen article about
their Nancy Hanks Lincoln stamp? Spencer County Historical
Society is sponsor. Writer asked to be guest at activities
January 27 at Lincoln Memorial University, Harrogate, Tenn.
L.S. 9 pp. 17.4cm. x 14. 7cm.
FRED, from AUGUSTA [COTTLOW , New York City],
January 13, 1940.
Belated acknowledgement of a beautiful book [B'M'G
Bertha M. Goudy, Recollections. . .] . "Many men may feel these
beautiful thoughts, but few can express them as beautifully
as you have, dear Friend. I was sincerely touched by the
reference to my mother and
me!" [Writer was from Shelbyville,
Illinois, one of FWG's homes during youth.]
L.S. 2 pp. 20.2cm. x 12.7cm.
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MISS [EVA] DEAN [Los Angeles], from EDWIN B. HILL,
Ysleta, Texas, January 15, 1940.
'Bulletin' [of the Frank Holme Memorial Group] ready.
"Material seems indeed a difficult thing to unearth. I would
like very much, from F.H.'s [Frank Holme] letters to you
(which you sent me long ago) , to extract a little description
of his life at the Schorgl ranche, I would not use your name
if you object: otherwise, it would be of interest to the mem
bers of the Group to know that Frank kept in touch with his
friends even when he was so desperately ill." Mr. Sloan
writes. Will Ransom planning Group gettogether in New York.
Meeting will give information since there are "several of
Frank's old friends in that vicinity." Meeting in Tucson of
local Group when writer there. No communication for Mrs.
Holme.
[The Bandar-Log Press 1901-34 run by Frank Holme in
Asheville, N.C. and Phoenix, Arizona. Eva's notation: This
letter from Her. Hill is self explanatory. Don't return it.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
[notation from Eva to FWG]
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, January 15, 1940.
Thanking FWG for check which will help writer to get by.
"I am inclined to wait for the 'returns' on the Syracuse deal.
I feel sure that both the Dean [Spencer] and Bentley [Raak]
were squeezing for me. It seems that the Dean went away
right after that meeting and did not return until after the
dirty work had been done, I don't believe that Bentley could
hold the line, and probably the purchasing department took
advantage and had its own way... In any case, we must not for
get that the Dean went out of his way to fight the book into
this plant a year ago." Sending BMG [Bertha.M. Goudy, Recol
lections. . .] to Bob Magill [Messinger Paper Company] . Magill
considering 3000 edition of "Last
Will" booklets. At 81
years, Williston Fish has died in Chicago. [FWG and Cogge
shall printed Williston Fish's Lounsbury Will in 1937 as a
Christmas mailing piece for friends. The Story of St. Gonsol,
St. Francis and the Devil by Eugene Field was also printed
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for a Christmas keepsake at this time.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 30.6cm. x 18.5cm.
[2 pieces originally glued]
MR. GOUDY, from CARROLL [HARRIS], Mackenzie & Harris,
Inc., San Francisco, January 19 [1940].
Thanking FWG for Bertha Goudy book [Bertha M. Goudy,
Recollections. . .] . Sam Farquhar said FWG "definitely coming
over to do the book for the Press" [Typologia, University
of California Press, 1940]. Bob Grabhorn very ill with
influenza .
L.S. 2 pp. 27,9cm. x 21.5cm.
VILLAGE PRESS, Marlboro, from FREDERICK G. KILGOUR,
Harvard College Library, Cambridge [Massachusetts],
January 20, 1940.
Could FWG present a free copy of Bertha M. Goudy;
recollections by one who knew her best, 1939, to Harvard
College Library? [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 20.4cm,
MR. GOUDY, from LUCY ALLEN SMART [Forest Hills,
New York], January 21, 1940.
Since writer and deceased husband were neighbors of
Goudys in Forest Hills [1913-23], she admired and loved
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Bertha. Thanks FWG for her copy of Bertha's memorial
[Bertha M. Goudy, Recollections. . .] and would like an
inscription for it.
L.S. 4 pp. 13.3cm. x 10.4cm,
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from BESS V.
EHRMANN, Rockport, Indiana, January 22, 1940.
FWG thanked by Spencer County Historical Society and
Lincoln Pioneer Village Committee for printed excerpt of
Lincoln's [Second] Inaugural Address. Mr. Hooper's gift
will join relics of "Lincoln's life in Indiana from 1816-
1830." [See Hooper, Jan. 7 letter concerning gift.]
L.S. 3 pp. 17- 4cm. x 14. 7cm.
FRED, from ROBERT STUART, New York City, January 22
1940.
Writer glad to be remembered with FWG's book at Christ
mas [Bertha M. Goudy, Recollections . . . ] . Writer's wife
critically ill. Business is very poor but prospects good.
Signing license agreements on inventions. "...a little
machine, like a small radio, is being built & I'm sure will
sell on sight. It fits in a large pocket, & serves to read
'microductions' 3" x
5"
each containing an entire novel size
book - hundreds of tiny pages, on film card to sell at a
dime. The machine's probable sale cost $10 or so. It will
also be used to scan entire 8mm & 16mm microfilm, & 35 mm
ready 5 at a
time."
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18,4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BENTLY RAAK,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, January 24, 1940.
Although FWG has probably been calling writer
"names"
in past weeks he now writes, "In the first place I have been
waiting for information from Eaton and finally in desperation
tot him on the wire...As yet he has not assembled one of the
100 engraving machines to make our metal patterns, but he
promised me faithfully that he would do so this week," Check
for cap and gown, $52.70 is needed [FWG's honorary degree
June 1939, from Syracuse],
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from BLANCHE [G.M.], San Francisco, California
[January, 1940],
Honored to have FWG's "beautiful tribute to your wife"
[Bertha M. Goudy, Recollections . . . ] . Wonderful that two such
talented people as FWG and BMG worked together and had
successful marriage. New Year's wishes.
L.S. 4 pp. 10.9cm. x 7,9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ANN McELRATH MYERS [Piedmont, Cali
fornia, January 1940?].
Enjoyed Saturday Evening Post article. Warren is very
busy with studies. FWG's book is interesting and has his
humor. Has seen Miss [Leura Dorothy] Bevis. [FWG has added
an address: 328 Ramona Av, Piedmont. His notation: 1/31.]
L.S. 4 pp. 19,8cm. x 12.5cm,
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from SAMUEL OTLIN, Philadelphia, February 19, 1940.
Writer would like a Village Press catalogue. Could
some specimen sheets of FWG's typefaces be included? [After
1939 fire there was little left in FWG's possession of
Village Press material or his types.]
L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13, 9cm.
MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, c/o Village Press, Marl
boro, from MARION HEMSTREET , The University of the State of
New York, Albany, New York, February 20, 1940.
Could a copy of Bertha M, Goudy; recollections by one
who knew her best be given to the Library? [FWG's notation:
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.1cm. x 20.1cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE A. MARCHAND, Rutgers University,
New Brunswick [New Jersey], February 20, 1940,
Special committee of Associated Friends of Rutgers
Library asking for "a loan of material for an exhibit of type
designing such as we discussed..." and for FWG to give a talk
during exhibit. Material wanted March 18-23. Honorarium is
$25 and a good dinner. "You may talk about anything you wish,
but perhaps something connected with your own experience in
designing type and your own ideas about design such as you
have in some chapters of your book would be most interesting
to the group. It might be that we could get Florence [Du
vall?] to come out for dinner and ride back on the train with
you." Material for exhibit should be "representative of the
process of making type from the design on through and also
representative of your own work." [FWG's notation: 2/25.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27=9cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Village Press, Marlboro, from D.B.
HEPBURN, Columbia University, New York City, February 27, 1940,
Library's Special Collections wants a copy of Bertha M,
Goudy ; recollections by one who knew her best. "As you know,
our Special Collections is very proud of the work you and
Mrs. Goudy have accomplished in printing and we should like
very much to have a copy of this
publication..." [FWG's
notation 4/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 20.2cm. x 13.2cm.
[attached card to FWG from D.B. Hepburn] *
FRED, from JESSIE [A. LAICHINGER], Los Angeles,
February 29, 1940.
FWG is safe even though it is leap year. Six of writ
er's friends died in last month.
L.S. 2 pp. 23.3cm. x 14. 8cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
FRED W. MAIN, Hurlbut Paper Company, South Lee, Massachu
setts, March 4, 1940.
Sending FWG's birthday shower present to Deepdene
two cases of Hurlbut Papers. One is for Alice [Goudy].
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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FRED GOUDY, from MARIANA [ROACH, Dallas, Texas],
March 6, 1940.
Congratulations to FWG [his birthday, March 8] and
thanks for his lovely work, friendship and kind help. When
will FWG be in Dallas? [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
L.S. 1 p. 25.9cm. x 20.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from EDITH DIEHL, New York City,
March 6, 1940.
Press bed is 12i" x 18" and platen is 9 3/4" x 15".
The press is "a beautiful looking thing with the Prince of
Wales feathers at the top - the Royal Coat of arms attached
to one of the fluted Corinthian columns at the side, & the
spreading claw feet. I assume all the Albions of this per
iod were so designed, but I don't know." Writer thinks press
is museum piece and practical press; doesn't know what to
sell it for. May offer it for $300 to Philip Hofer, Cam
bridge. Will be guided by FWG's judgement as to price.
L.S. 4 pp. 16.5cm. x 13.0cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
EARLE L. HADLEY, Pasadena, California, March 8, 1940.
Met FWG at Graphic Arts Education Guild Convention,
1936, and saw his film on "Designing of Type Faces." Could
Visual Education Committee, Los Angeles Junior High Schools,
have a copy of film made for school use? [FWG's notation:
4/8.]
L.S. 1 p. 27-5cm. x 21.3cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough on the Hudson, "Deepdene,
from PEARL VANDERVOORT ABER , Gates Hotel, Los Angeles,
March 10, 1940.
Hopes that FWG will "make the Gates your home while
here." [FWG often stayed at the Gates while on California
visits,] "Some of the girls at the Ad Club were asking
about you the other day..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from VICTOR HAMMER, Wells College, Aurora-
on-Cayuga, New York, March 10 [1940].
Belated birthday congratulations. Delighted FWG will
be coming to Syracuse [FWG was appointed to Syracuse Univer
sity Journalism School]. "I think, that what your work makes
interesting is, that you are an outsider. You see things the
professional can not see, you are daring where he doesn't
even think that there is a chance." Writer cutting a new type
face for use at future press of the college. Could FWG over
see this type being cast at Syracuse University? "I still
think that a good type- face has to be cut by the printer and
the much the better if the type-cutter is the printer himself.
Good luck then for the next decade!" [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from THOMAS JAMES NORTON, Chicago, March 11, 1940.
Could FWG answer whether "there is a norm or standard
for determining whether matter is 'plainly printed'? Is
typography so developed as a. science that you can say of
printed matter that, owing to the lack of certain essential
lines or contours in the type face, or the lack of something
else, it is not 'plain'? Should you answer yes to those
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questions, would you have objection to appearing as a wit
ness, either at a hearing or by deposition at your home, to
explain the principles guiding to your conclusion? It is
not certain that a case will arise, but the subject is under
consideration. Enclosed is a page of monotype and one of
planograph, large typewriting reduced by photography. Is
the latter plainly printed? If no, could you maintain that
scientifically?"
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.3cm.
[freight rates - tariff announcement attached]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from HARVEY A. BLODGETT , Brown-Blodgett Co., Saint Paul,
Minnesota, March 11, 1940.
Writer reads everything he sees about FWG. Master
printers and craftsmen have affection for FWG who is an in
spiration to them. "As a perfectionist you are a wonderful
inspiration to young men coming up in the
business."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from L. ALBERTA WOOLDRIDGE
SENHOLZI, Brooklyn, New York, March 12, 1940.
Is FWG the party who sent a Hunting Gun, used by Mr,
A.W. Frye to the writer? [Doubtful.]
L.S. 3 pp. 12.6cm. x 10.1cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE A. MARCHAND, Rutgers Uni
versity, New Brunswick, New Jersey, March 12, 1940.
FWG's loan of "valuable papers and books" for Univer
sity's exhibit will be well cared for. List of items taken
enclosed. Those yet to come include 4 wall posters, Stern
photo, Oberhardt drawing, broadside of types to 1921,
matrices, patterns, punches, 16 mm. film. Can items not used
be lent to New Jersey College for Women's library? [See
Feb. 20 letter concerning exhibit of type designing.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
F.W.G., from CHARLES A. UPTON, St. Paul, Minn.,
March 12, 1940.
Having seen Pioneer Press article, writer asks if FWG
was "the Fred Goudy of Chicago of the early Nineties, when
a bunch of us lived down in the loop district .. .you may re
call that one of that group was an embryo railroad
official."
[it is likely that FWG is the man since he was living in
Chicago at this time previous to his marriage. FWG's nota
tion: 4/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHAS . M. GOUDEY, Goudey Realty Co.,
Inc., Burlington, Vermont, March 13, 1940.
Writer enjoyed FWG's write-up in Burlington Free Press.
Writer's ancestors moved to Nova Scotia from Marblehead,
Mass., at time of American Revolution. Would like to hear
from FWG. [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.8cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from NORMAN ROSS, Providence, R.I.,
March 14, 1940.
Recalls earlier letter [March 23, 1939] to FWG and
FWG's invitation to visit Deepdene. Writer will be choosing
his life's work and would like FWG's advice. Could he visit
during Brown University's Easter recess?
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 17.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from DORIS GOUDY, Damariscotta, Maine,
March 15, 1940.
Has FWG obtained any more information about a possible
family connection between writer and him? Would like to
hear from FWG again. [Earlier letter, March 12, 1939.]
L.S. 2 pp. 20.3cm. x 12.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, March 15, 1940.
It is necessary to reduce the salary list at the Mono
type Company starting at the top. "Through all of the years
of the present company administration, whether good or bad,
it has been my earnest endeavor to avoid any reductions in
the salary paid to you. Because there has been some reduc
tion, we have reduced to the minimum any calls on you for
service, so that your time might be given to the creation of
other income. I would not be willing to see the time come
when you are not a member of the Monotype organization and
therefore earnestly hope that you will be in accord with a
reduction of $111.00 per month in your monthly salary,
effective April 1, 1940."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
SAVAGE PRINT SHOP, Morganton, North Carolina, March 15, 1940.
John Hix has introduced Shop to FWG's work. Could FWG
suggest "the most desirable type face and size for easy read
ing in a country weekly newspaper"? [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK[s ic] W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from
NATHAN, Braquette, Inc., New York City, March 15, 1940.
Enclosing photographs for which writer "risked my repu
tation as a quite [quiet?] and. fairly dignified citizen and
perverted my own enjoyment at celebrating your birthday with
Rocky Mountain goat tricks of the candid photographer. My
purpose was to get one decent photograph of the man who will
yet outdo Clark Gable and President Roosevelt as the most
photographed individual in America... I like least of all the
one where you come out ahead of the Jo Davidson bust but
take second place to the chandelier."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN, Los Angeles], March 16 [1940],
Have "article about your birthday in the Palm Beach
Post-Times (Florida) - written by Ed. Wallace. It is very
good," General news.
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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DR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from
SARAH CORWIN, Newburgh Free Library, Newburgh, New York,
March 16, 1940.
Will FWG be willing to address State Institute for
Librarians at Newburgh Free Library, April 10? The "World
of
Print" is theme since that year is 500th anniversary of
invention of printing.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED AND FAMILY, Deepdene, from J0[SEPHINE ROOT],
Tigard, Oregon, March 17, 1940.
The Memorial for Bertha [Bertha M. Goudy, Recollections
...] was welcome as was FWG's article on Gutenburg in Modern
Lithography. Were there celebrations of FWG's birthday
[March 8]? Has the barn been fixed up with a press? If FWG
coming to Convention at Del Monte, California, in June why
don't Frederic and Alice come also? Everyone could visit
writer's family.
L.S. PP. 26.8cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from DOROTHY [BEVIS, California, March 17, 1940?]
Planned FWG's birthday greetings late to surprise FWG.
"What is this I hear about Syracuse [University] establish
ing a new workshop for you?" [FWG's notation: 4/1.]
L.S. [birthday card] 1 p, 25.5cm. x 21.0cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from HELEN ELLIS, West Palm Beach,
Florida, March 18, 1940.
Recently read about FWG in local paper. Writer's moth
er, at FWG's age "has an active, anxious-to-learn-new-things
mind." Would like to be acquainted with FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson, from
HARVEY W. MONKS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, March 19, 1940.
[Evidently Goudy, who has been billed $999 by Monotype
of California for matrices of Californian type sent to Samuel
T. Farquhar of University of California Press, will be reim
bursed by the Lanston Monotype Machine Company. Although the
matrices were ordered by Farquhar, Goudy seems to have been
billed for them. Monks asks if he is making himself clear.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
ALLEN EATON, Russell Sage Foundation, New York City,
March 21, 1940.
Will FWG call writer if he is in town [New York] about
"a small matter in which you might be interested." [FWG's
notation: Tuckahoe O877.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
WILLIAM EDWIN RUDGE, New Haven, Conn., March 21, 1940.
Glad to see FWG at Rutgers [book exhibit by Associated
Friends of the Library March 18-23, see Feb. 20]; will see
him at Marlboro. "I am going to try my hand at publishing
a periodical devoted to the graphic arts (remember Ars Typo
graphica?) . This one will be a quarterly called
'Print.'
The first number which is to come out in May will include
articles by Rollins, Dwiggins, Ansbacher, Ray Nash and one
on wallpaper by Edward R. Bartlett. There may be a frontis
piece by [Rudolph] Ruzicka, and various departments such as
reviews of well-made books, current bibliography, a calendar
of exhibitions and lectures, a swap column and so on. John
Taylor Arms will edit a section on prints, printmaking and
collecting." Hopes FWG will appear in "Print."
[Print, A Quarterly Journal of the Graphic Arts, Vol. 1 ,
Number 1, June, 1940. Articles mentioned appear but not
Ruzicka 's frontispiece.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from LESLIE A.
MARCHAND, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey,
March 21, 1940.
FWG made a great impression at Rutgers. Thanks for
his lecture and loan of material for exhibit. Typed copies
of speech manuscript returned. "I shall trim the speech
down somewhat before we print it, taking out a number of
things which were quite appropriate when spoken, but which
have less significance to the reader." [See Feb. 20. 1940
concerning event.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED GOUDY, from BILL REYDEL, Forest Hills [New
York, Winter, 1940],
Thanking FWG for Bertha's "charming and touching"
memorial book [Bertha M . Goudy, Recollections . . . ] .
L.S. 4 pp. 19.7cm. x 14. 4cm.
FRED, from VERONICA [EMOUKHVARl] , Texas
[Winter 1940?],
Appreciates memorial to Bertha [Bertha M. Goudy, Recol
lections. . .] and [Vrest Orton's Goudy, | Master of Letters.
Writer taking care of her blind brother who receives inspira
tion from hearing FWG's life story.
L.S. 4 pp. 19.5cm. x 14.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from NORMAN ROSS. Providence, R.I.,
March 24, 1940.
Would like to visit Deepdene during Brown [University]
Spring recess. "I trust that you will not feel offended
at my enclosing an addressed penny postcard. On it, would
you be able to let me know your choice of a date, if any?"
[FWG's notation: 3/26.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 17.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Claremont, California,
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March 25, 1940.
Is FWG already traveling to California? "Even if Jane
Grabhorn doesn't send you a warning telegram, please be sure
to remember the advice given in last year's and protect your
self accordingly!
" [June 29 telegram from Grabhorn mentioned
protecting widows.] Fifty Books show has been popular,
especially in questions about FWG, "One night particularly,
Crombie Allen spent almost an hour regaling me with eulogies
of Fred Goudy. I didn't disillusion him!" Birthday gift
from Syracuse good news. "Lucky, lucky Syracuse! Now remem
ber, I expect to hear all the details of that 75th anniver
sary party: none is to be forgotten and none
expurgated."
[Clipping enclosed reports Pickwick dinner at which unmarried
gentlemen should be careful of widows, this being leap year.
Syracuse University had announced that FWG was to join the
staff as lecturer,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.0cm. x 18.6cm.
[clipping attached]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from BILTMORE
INDUSTRIES, Asheville, N.C, March 25, 1940.
FWG has recommended company's homespun to Mr. Robert
Lochhead for which they thank him. Since FWG also interested,
samples enclosed. "It has been almost five years since we
received your last order, and we trust your next suit will be
made of Biltmore Homespun." [FWG was probably interested in
this type of goods since Bertha began handweaving early in
their marriage. FWG's notation: 3/19 325 x 7 = 2275. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.4cm. x 21. Ocm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska, March 26,1940
When is FWG coming [for a stop on way to California]?
L.S. 1 p. 22.1cm. x 21.2cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from FRED W. MAIN, Hurlbut Paper Company, South Lee, Mass.,
March 26, 1940.
Piece about FWG enclosed. It was sent to writer by
Harold Bates, now at Burlington, Vermont Free Press. When
FWG speaks to Craftsmen in Worcester [Mass.] will meet Mr.
Krauss, a friend of writer's. Bob Magill and bride leaving
for Florida.
T.L.S. 1 p.
[cc -- Mr. Harold S.F. Bates]
27.6cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, March 28, 1940.
Before FWG leaves for coast on 5th will he check proofs
of
"Lost" Types brochure? It will be 16 pages. Proofs also
sent of
"Sieg's"
and "Aqua Vitae" inserts which may be useful,
[Aqua Vitae from Holinshed's Chronicles was used as Christmas
card 1932, done for Burgess Johnson and printed by Howard
Coggeshall.] Last year writer introduced Helen Brown to
Calvert "and they are being married this week. (My son, you
know.) They will be all right." Has not heard from [Bently]
Raak or Dean [M. Lyle Spencer], "Perhaps they think I have
not found out about their little book that was printed in
Rochester. And perhaps they wouldn't give a damn if they
knew how sore and disgusted I am."
T.L.S. 1 P. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ELSIE D. DORE, Clinton, Mass.,
March 28, 1940.
Could writer obtain two copies of FWG's address given
preceding night at [Craftsmen's] "banquet celebrating the
500th anniversary of
printing" [at Worcester, Mass.].
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Address had "much feeling and gentle
philosophy."
L.S. 2 pp. 17.4cm. x 13.7cm.
FRED, from GEORGE F. TRENHOLM , Boston, March 28, 1940,
Arthur Cook and writer enjoyed FWG's talk [Worcester
Craftsmen] very much. "And Cooke agreed that I was right
when I told him he would 'get something' even though he was
a Linotype man. He said, 'Boy that's the stuff we ought to
hear more often.'" Writer hopes talk will be printed. Glad
to have seen "Saks-Goudy" film. BMG memorial [Bertha M.
Goudy, Recollections. . .] will be treasured. "We both had the
same nervous and at times explosive temperament but it did
not mar the underlying regard that was and always will be one
of my happy experiences in this hectic existence that we who
draw for a living lead." Hopes California trip and book com
pletion will be to FWG's satisfaction. [Book is Typologia. . . ,
University of California Press, 1940, set in California Old
Style, 1938, #106.]
L.S. 2 pp. 23.0cm. x 15.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
BEATRICE SCHAPPER, New York City, March 29, 1940.
Apologizes for delay in returning FWG's materials.
"Other aniseikonia patients have the use of their eyes after
three months' treatment and I am entering the fourth. As
the condition now is, it would do no good to trip to Pitts
burgh because I couldn't see the materials when I reached
[sic] there... I happen to have the worst case now under
treatment at New York Medical Center."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Georgetown, Conn.,
March 29, 1940.
List of new type faces stocked by New York manufacturer
enclosed. 18 pt. and Monotype Mediaeval listed. Writer will
see if it's foundry or monotype mats. Would like job font
of Goethe 16 pt Roman caps and lower case, in FWG's barn,
and 18 pt Kaatskill small caps.
L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T. FARQUHAR,
University of California Press, Berkeley, March 29, 1940.
Glad to hear of FWG's arrival date. "I read the story
about you and Syracuse University in the New York Times a
week or so ago [March 9]. It is a great honor for you, but
I am sorry that it caused you financial
loss." Hopes FWG
will attend to missing characters of Californian type before
coming. "I shall let you know as soon as we receive the
manuscripts which you say you are
sending." [FWG was named
to faculty of School of Journalism, Syracuse University.
Equipment he lost in Deepdene fire was to be replaced at
Syracuse.]
T.L.S. 1 P- 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from AVARD
P. GOUDEY, Richmond Hill, New York, March 29, 1940.
Writer's ancestors were in Nova Scotia since Revolution
but may be related to FWG. As an unpublished writer of
juvenile stories and now working sporadically on book about
Nova Scotia shipping days, writer wonders if FWG might have
"any contacts that I could make that might help getting my
stuff
across." [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
T.L.S. 2 PP. 27,9cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLES HARRIS, JR., Quoddy, Maine,
March 29, 1940.
Has recently read Simon and Schuster's Bible and liked
type. Writer received two brochures from Lanston Monotype
Co. on Deepdene face. Fragment of poem, "If I were
Pan," is
in one. Can writer find complete text somewhere? "I hope
that when I see the 'handwriting on the
wall' it's done in
Deepdene Italics."
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
FRED, from [c] LAURON [HOOPER, Chicago], March 30 [l94o].
Writer will meet FWG April 12 at LaSalle St. Station
[Chicago?]. "Why not take me along to Berkeley and Hawaii?
I can serve in the capacies [sic] of amanuensis (what a nice
big word!) and valet."
L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from NORMAN ROSS, Providence, R.I.,
March 30, 1940.
Writer "extremely glad to find you can spare the time
to see me." [A Brown University student desiring FWG's
advice about his future.]
L.S, 1 p. 26.6cm. x 17.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-the-
Hudson, from ALLISTON GREENE, The Davis Press, Inc., Worcester,
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Mass., March 30, 1940.
FWG's address to Association of Printing House Crafts
men in Worcester [March 27] will be long remembered. His work
must bring great satisfaction since he labors for "beauty,
happiness, and the higher things of
life..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from MARIE BERLINER, Seven Lyons Place,
Larchmont, New York, March 31 [l94o].
Sorry to have missed 75th birthday party. Attention
drawn to writer's article in enclosed copy of Larch Tree.
"Your work was represented in the exhibition I arranged in
our Public Library for the 500 anniversary of printing."
L.S. 2 pp. 11.2cm. x 8.9cm.
[FWG], from CLARA E. ELA , Bloomington, Illinois
[March 1940].
Birthday congratulations. [Writer a childhood acquain
tance. FWG's notation: 3/26.]
L.S. 1 p. 17.2cm. x 13.5cm.
FRED, from MARY [March 194o].
Lecture may be April 3. Mr. Bowman will take FWG from
train and later bring him back.
L.S. 3 pp. 19.8cm. x 12.3cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, "Deepdene," Marlborough, from PEARL
VANDERVOORT ABER , Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, April 1, 1940.
"My sincere thanks and appreciation for your kind ex
pression of sympathy and remarks about Mr. Aber [writer's
husband died in preceding
fall]." Glad FWG will be staying
with them at Hotel in April.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from LAURENCE GRANT WHITE, McKim, Mead & White, New York
City, April 1, 1940.
An amateur who admires beautiful type faces, writer
has "always been disgusted with the type faces of the modern
typewriter, and I have recently been informed that you have
been working on a new design for this use." Can it be
obtained? [FWG designed Remington Typewriter, #67, 1929.
FWG's notation: 4/3. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
WALTER YUST, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Chicago, April 1, 1940,
Statement in Encyclopaedia "that the Village Press was
at one time located in Oak Park, Illinois. The Chicago Trib
une recently stated that this was an error and that the
location was actually Park
Ridge." Would FWG give correct
information before a change is made in Encyclopaedia? [Park
Ridge, Illinois was the Press' home 1903-04. FWG's nota
tion: 4/6.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from JACK KRAUSS , South Lancaster,
Mass. , April 2, 1940.
Asked for FWG's autograph after Craftsmen's banquet in
Worcester, Mass., March 27. Writer lost his pen or FWG still
has it from signing. "The pen itself wasn't so valuable
except for the fact that it was a Christmas present from the
girl
friend." Does FWG have a "small green Parker pen"?
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
FREDRIC [sic] W. GOUDY, ESQ., "Deepdene," Marlboro on
the Hudson, from J.B. KRAUSS, Worcester County Club of Print
ing House Craftsmen, Mass., April 2, 1940.
Beautiful gift of autographed copy of [The Capitals from
the] Trajan Column [at Rome] coincidently arrived on writer's
birthday. FWG's March 27 lecture to Craftsmen very success
ful, with pleased visitors from Boston, Providence and
Fitchburg. Clipping of lecture write-up included. If speech
text might be borrowed several Club members would like to set
and publish it in book form. FWG's material loaned for ex
hibit was put to good use. Will be glad to hear from FWG
when he is in California and Honolulu. "I will be glad to be
remembered with any of your printed pieces that you get out
from time to time as I prize anything very highly that comes
from your hands and if there is any charge on this material
don't hesitate to send the bill." [FWG's notation: 4/ll.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-Hudson, from
THOMAS N. FAIRBANKS, New York City, April 2, 1940.
The memorial to Bertha [Bertha M. Goudy, Recollections. . .]
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is "charming and it is nice to have this tangible
history..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BENTLY RAAK,
Syracuse, New York, April 2, 1940.
Gown is being altered. Dean [Spencer] is#distressed
about Monotype situation. "I don't know how much can be done
here, but needless to say, he is probably working all the
angles." Lab equipment, ordered through purchasing office,
will be set up for FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
JOSEPH M. MURPHY, Columbia Scholastic Press Association,
New York City, April 2, 1940.
Thanking FWG for "acting as chairman of the committee
which judged the school newspapers entered in the Second
Annual Typographical Competition conducted by this Associa
tion in cooperation with the National Graphic Arts Education
Guild." Glad to have FWG as a judge, in addition.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from GEORGE F. TRENHOLM, Boston, April 3, 1940.
Prizes Memorial to BMG [Bertha M. Goudy, Recollections...]
most of all FWG's gifts. "Thank you once again for counting
me one of your friends whom you would like to have possess
such a personal
book."
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from CARROLL T.
HARRIS, Mackenzie & Harris, Inc., San Francisco, April 3.
1940.
Looking forward to FWG's coming 20th. Bring film [Saks
film?]. "The President of the Typographical Union telephoned
yesterday and asked if it would be possible to use this film
in May at an affair which is being held by the Allied Print
ing Trades Council in San Francisco..." FWG should have been
there April 1. "The Quercus Press (Lillienthal-VanAntwerp)
had an unveiling of the Albion press that they bought from
Dr. Bartlett [his widow, see November 7, 1939 letter]. There
must have been close to one hundred fifty there and
everyone with his own little hands was allowed to pull the
handle and print one impression with his name on it." FWG
makes "more speeches than Dewey, the boy wonder, and I am cer
tain they are a damned sight more interesting. . .Sam [Farquhar]
tells me you are going to Hawaii. I am sure that trip will
either knock twenty years off your age or finish you up en
tirely. They tell me that the languorous climate and those
ukuleles are a test of anyone's puritanical background."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from BILTMORE
INDUSTRIES, Asheville, N.C, April 3. 1940.
Order of seven yards grey summer weight Biltmore Hand-
woven Homespun is mailed. "We trust you will have no trouble
in securing a satisfactory tailor, and that you will enjoy
wearing your
suit." [See March 25, 1940.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.4cm. x 21.0cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from NEFF LAING,
Pennsylvania Farmer , Pittsburgh, Penn. , April 3. 1940.
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Has seen trade paper "announcement of your new connec
tion with Syracuse University..." Things FWG lost in fire
cannot be replaced. [FWG was appointed to faculty, School of
Journalism, Syracuse University. FWG's notation: 4/8.]
T.L.S. 1 P- 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, April 4, 1940.
FWG's suggestions and alterations will improve writer's
set-up for
"LOST" TYPES brochure. Will probably use an exist
ing FWG initial to save money. "I heard about a young lawyer
whom they were looking for and could not locate. They
finally found him in a hotel room with a girl, trying to
break her will. He said he would accept a fee of $25 with
pleasure. She told him that with pleasure he would have to
work for less." Glad to have FWG:s check since "March busi
ness was rotten and money is going to be hard to
get." [FWG
always had a good story to tell. FWG's notation: 4/9.]
T.L.S. 1 P< 26.7cm. x 18,4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
LAWRENCE GRANT WHITE, McKim, Mead & White, New York City,
April 4, 1940.
Thanks for FWG's prompt, explicit reply. "I can readily
see, from what you say, that a really good job is impossible
with 'constant spacing'; but I hoped that a genius like your
self might have been able to spread out the I's and squeeze
the M's - it would be easier in Italics wouldn't it? - and
produce something that would be considerably better than the
typography which you are now reading." Writer has "secret
ambition to have typewriter type face based on a sublimate of
my own handwriting, which will give a distinctly personal,
though possibly illegible touch to my
correspondence!"Will
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ask Remington about buying FWG's type face [Remington Type
writer, 1929, #67y [See April 1 letter from White.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, April 4, 1940.
"I have wondered if the Dean's [Spencer] magnificent
gesture is backed up by a substantial honorarium. If it is,
you will either have to turn it down, or else perform. If it
isn't, he has certainly cost you some real money. In any
case, my present sentiment is: 'To Hell With Him, anyway.'"
[FWG's appointment to Syracuse University Journalism School,
announced in March, referred to here.]
T.L. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13.8cm.
[on memo stationery]
FRED, from ELSEA THOMPSON, Chicago ["Washington,
D.C."
written in ink], April 4, 1940.
Sara and writer will see FWG at N.W. station on 12th.
Looked for FWG "in the printing exhibit in the Congressional
Library - but^so far they haven't gotten much beyond
Gutenberg." [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
L.S. 1 p. 17.8cm. x 15.3cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from HELEN ELDRIDGE,
Newburgh Free Library, Newburgh, New York, April 5. 1940.
Library Institute is planned for April 10. FWG is
expected 12:30 for luncheon. [FWG asked to speak about his
work, see March 16 letter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14.0cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
WILLIAM EDWIN RUDGE, Print, A Quarterly Journal of the Graphic
Arts, New Haven, Conn., April 5, 1940.
Fun to see FWG. "Here's a hundred dollars from PRINT
which I hope will add to the pleasure of your trip west. And
thanks again for the two delightful additions to my
library."
[FWG's notation: 4/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Georgetown, Conn.,
April 5, 1940.
Wants to see FWG again. "I hope you finished monogram
& introduction. I developed films [,] gown looks good ...
Have you an Oxford facsimile of Tyndales fragment of the
book of Matthew"?
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EDITOR of Redwood
Bark, Eureka, California, April 5. 1940.
Read "The Type Speaks" in P.C.W. Film Service. Would
like "permission to print it in the Redwood Bark, our weekly
high school
paper." [FWG's notation: 4/8.]
T.L. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SARAH A. BARTLETT, New York City,
April 6, 1940.
Has FWG received "'an evening with William
Morris'
sent by Mr. Harry W. Porte, of the Morgenthaler Linotype Co?"
First California exhibition of Albion Press, formerly writer's,
is announced. Writer would like to know about it. Where can
Dr. Bartlett's 33 European bookbinding tools be sold? Writer
has flowers, leaves, lines [for embossing], bookbinding ham
mers, polisher, large wheel press, knives, colored leathers,
a book sewing bench. Also in her possession: "cameras,
lenses, enlarging boxes, a large polisher for photographs."
Would also like to sell 97 year old china tea set in perfect
condition and 1823 unopened bottle of brandy. [FWG had ad
vised this widow on the sale of the press, see letters, July
21 and 29 and November 7. 1939. FWG's notation: 4/1O.J
L.S. 1 P- 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska,
April 6, 1940.
Will be waiting for FWG's arrival.
L.S. 1 p. 21.8cm. x 21.2cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from WALTER YUST ,
Encyclopaedia Britanniea, Chicago, April 8, 1940.
Correct information on physical locations of Village
Press was good to have. "These changes in our article 'Books'
will be made in a future printing." [See April 1 letter
concerning mix up of location.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28,0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from [GOUDY? ] , Risingsun, Ohio, April 9. 1940.
Read report of FWG's 75th birthday celebration in
Toledo Times. Could FWG be related to writer?
L.[lst page only] 1 p. 20.3cm. x 12.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from HELEN E. DAVIS,
Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York, April 9, 1940.
"What happened to the proof of the bookplate for the
University of Delaware... I have a letter from Mrs. Bryant,
sister of Miss Hawkins, who commissioned this bookplate,
telling me that she is leaving with her husband, a Commander
in the Navy, for two years or more in China and the Far East."
If job not finished May 1 work will be done elsewhere. "I
judge from what you told me that your design is made, so that
it is now merely a case of letting me see a proof and pro
ceeding with the
printing." [Work on this project was com
pleted by FWG and Howard Coggeshall in the nick of time, see
April 24 and 28 letters.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from GIOVANNI MASI, R. Biblioteca Palatina, Parma, Italy,
April 9. 1940.
City of Parma will soon celebrate second hundredth
[anniversary of birth] of Giambattista Bodoni, Ducal Printer
of Parma. A publication of articles will be edited by Prof.
Antonio Boselli. Would FWG, recommended by Chief Assistant
Librarian, Library of Congress, contribute an article on
Bodoni *s influence on American Typography?
T.L.S.
[in Italian]
2 PP. 28.9cm, x 16. 3cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SIDNEY DANN,
Brooklyn, New York, April 9. 1940.
Newspaper will be published by Student Council of
School for Printer's Apprentices of New York. Will FWG "give
us the honor of a personal interview for our first issue"?
Each issue will have interview of a famous man in printing.
[FWG's notation: 4/ll.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27=9cm. x 21 .4cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, April 11, 1940.
Proofs sent of bookplate [for University of Delaware,
see Vassar College, April 9], "Perhaps you'll get what you
want between the two. Mediaeval is very small in 18 and 24
will not go. After you have fussed with the thing, shoot it
back and I will put on the border and show you another proof.
Please return the layout if you can, for my archives. I'm
not getting very much Goudiana these days!
" Writer "would




'money, time and temper .'.. .But , to be optimistic, let us
hope that the Dean has something up his sleeve in the way of
substantial reward for what he expects you to do." ["Magnif
icent gesture" was apparently the arrangement of Syracuse
University to replace equipment FWG lost in Deepdene fire at
Syracuse and to have FWG on the School of Journalism faculty.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from MARGARET WALLACE,
Newburgh Free Academy, Newburgh, New York, April 11, 1940.
Appreciation and thanks for FWG's speech [April 10] to
Library Institute. "May I express too my own appreciation
of your reverent quotation of the Bible. We are in an age
when the majority of those who consider themselves educated
delight in scoffing at
it." Wants to get an FWG book for
their high school library.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.5cm. x 18. 3cm.
[letter to FWG from Alice Goudy on back]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from HARVARD COLLEGE LIBRARY, Cambridge, Mass.,
April 12, 1940.
"The President and Fellows of Harvard College, have
received and gratefully acknowledge your esteemed gift to the
Library." Signed - Edward L. Gookin, Regist[r?]ar. "Bertha
M. Goudy; A Memorial." [ . . .recollections by one who knew
her best. Library requested free copy in Jan, 20 letter.]
S. [printed acknowledgement] 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
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DAD [FWG], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], April 15. 1940.
Tailor sent suit by American Express collect [made from
Biltmore Industries Homespun], "P.S. a book came from Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance Co. about Dard Hunter. Think you
ought to send them a B'M-G book [Bertha M. Goudy , recollec
tions. . .] or
something?"
L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 18.3cm.
[on back of Wallace, April 11, 1940]
MR. GOUDY, from VICTOR HAMMER, New York City,
April 15, 1940. .
Writer hopes "Syracuse will not only be a gesture, and
I am very grateful to you that you offered me your help. -
This would perhaps make it possible for me to cast my Greek
type of which all the punches are ready. The type being such
that no commercial value can be attached to it I have to cast
it as cheaply as I can. The typefounders ask 8 dollars per
matrix, which I simply can not afford but if I would have the
equipment I could strike and justify the matrices myself the
cast will be not so frightfully expensive," Proofs of two
types writer has used are sent. FWG cannot keep them since
writer has very few copies. Going back to Aurora [New York]
and hopes FWG enjoys California. Would like to give FWG a
copy of Guerin if he can. [Le Centaure, par Maurice de
Guerin, set in Pindar Uncial type, 1939, printed by Hammer
at Stamper ia Del Santuccio.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
[letter to FWG from Alice Goudy on back]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Co., Philadelphia],
April 15, 1940.
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Notes FWG's article in February Modern Lithography.
"I am of course very much disappointed that in
^
your paragraph
covering your development of cutting matrices it would not
appear that Monotype was of any assistance to you at
all."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 12.0cm.
[letter sheet cut]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] WM. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-
Hudson, from RALPH F. MENG, St. Louis, Mo., April 15, 1940.
Writer has "a specialized collection of the Daye Print
ing Stamp, together with favor sheets..." Would like FWG's
autograph on sheet to add to those of "Mr. Giegengack and
Ortleb of Washington, D.C, and should like to continue with
famous printers." [Daye Press stamp was a Printing Tercente
nary Issue, 1639-1939. Stamp designed by William K. Schrage,
Alice Goudy 's notation: FWG can be reached c/o Sam T.
Farquhar, University of Calif. Press, Berkeley.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.4cm.
[notation of FWG's Calif, address by Alice Goudy]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
THOMAS J. TIERNEY, New England Editor and Printer, Dedham,
Mass., April 16, 1940.
Writer would like an informal picture of FWG. One he
had was borrowed and not returned. [FWG's notation: 5/5,1
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.4cm. x 17.6cm.
[original sheet cut]
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DAD [FWG], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], April 17, 1940.
Book has come. Should it be sent? Did FWG get cap
and gown [sent by writer]? What is name of boat and sailing
date? "How do you like Polly in the news." Wants $1.00
stamp off package and picture of Polly back.
L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
[on back of Victor Hammer, April 5. 1940]
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG], Los Angeles,
California, April 18 [l94o].
Has already sent copy of BMG [Bertha M. Goudy, recollec
tions. . .] to Columbia Library. Has seen numerous friends
since arrival. Will start work at Berkeley [April 22] at
[University of California Press], "So far I've dodged the
advert is ing c lubs . "
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from A.J. GREEN, Hotel New Yorker,
New York City, April 18, 1940.
Why hasn't writer seen FWG? Missed being in North
Adams when FWG spoke.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
[letter from Alice Goudy to FWG on back]
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DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 20, 1940.
Sends mail and will send sheets to FWG. Ricky [a pet]
misses FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
[on back of A.J. Green letter, April 18]
FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY - Care Northbound Daylight
[California], from [CARROLL T.] HARRIS, Palo Alto,
California, April 20, 1940.
"Get off at San Jose I shall meet you there - Harris."
Telegram 1 p. 20.3cm. x 14. 6cm.
FRED, from C. LAURON HOOPER, Chicago, April 21, 1940.
Sends Mrs. Maurice Le Bosquet's Honolulu address.
Writer visited Mr. Detterer [of Newberry Library, the place
where writer's Goudy material was given],
L.S. 1 p. 26.9cm. x 16. 7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
LEWIS CASS GANDY, Litho-Media, Inc., New York City,
April 22, 1940.
A publication writer has finished will be in FWG's
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possession, "...the text pages are set in Monotype Janson,
with A.T.F. initials which were not purchased but clipped
from a specimen book and pasted in position on the repro
duction proofs, the book being a lithographed production
throughout. . .it does give some indication of the possibilities
of lithographic reproductions of type matter, I am slowly
learning how to use this process, and I think the little book
let, 'The Story of Lithography,' enclosed herewith shows some
improvement." The proper type sizes were not available so
type was enlarged by lithography. "I would appreciate. . .[you]
giving your impression of the book which I could use for some
printed advertising Mr. Stephens is planning to send
out."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from SARAH CORWIN,
Newburgh Free Library, Newburgh, New York, April 22, 1940.
A thank you for FWG's talk to the Library Institute
[April 10 meeting, see March 16, 1940 letter].
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
[letter to FWG from Alice Goudy, April 23. on bottom]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from
RAY W. SHERMAN, Flushing, New York, April 22, 1940.
Writer is prompted by Herald Tribune story March 9.
"For some time I have gathered information about men who
changed careers in mid life and wonder if I might prevail
upon you to tell me a little more about how you changed
from a bookkeeper to a type designer."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from ALTHEA WARREN, Los
Angeles Public Library, April 22, 1940.
FWG's visit was an honor and writer is distressed she
was not in her office. "This year we are trying to center
our book fair and most of our exhibits around printing in
order to celebrate the 500th, 400th and 300th anniversaries
in printing
history."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
[letter to FWG from Alice Goudy on back]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough, from LEON V.
SOLON, The Architectural League of New York, New York
City, April 22, 1940.
FWG's attendance, wearing his medal, is requested for
dinner given for Mr. Frederick Keppel. "We expect this to
be a formal affair and are sending out invitations to about
400 people who are prominent in the educational, artistic
and social
fields." [FWG was a member of the Friedsam Fel
lowship having received the Michael Friedsam gold medal of
the Architectural League in 1927. Alice Goudy* s notation:
indicated FWG would not attend on enclosed card.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 22.2cm.
[notation to FWG from Alice Goudy]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EARL D.
BABST, New York City, April 22, 1940.
Stockton booklets from Beilenson were admired at
Director's Meeting. "The thought of printing, rather than
embossing, was especially appealing to my
associates." Books
will go to members of family in Boston. Writer has "great
pleasure and delight in the success of the
idea..." [Stockton
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booklet was the Philip Stockton Memorial discussed in April
25 letter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.8cm. x 19.8cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 23, 1940.
*
Man from Worlds Fair came for two drawings but writer
didn't give him anything. Marlboro High School girl returned
book.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
[on bottom of Newburgh Free Library letter, April 22]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from L.H. COPELAND,
Cleveland, Ohio, April 23, 1940.
Glad that type foundry will be reestablished and that
FWG will be connected to [Syracuse] University. "Now that
the copy is settled for my new alphabet design and finally
printed though not as clean and even as I like to see I am
enclosing a print for you. This approaches personal ideas
and my reasoning is completely explained in the copy but in
spite of this Bruce Rogers might say it is lousey. I had it
in mind to write a book of information on the design of the
alphabet to be printed in this design in cooperation with
Dard Hunter but he devotes all his time now to Paper in his
paper museum at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
To do this in the old methods I think the counter punch prob
lem would be simpler than in any design I
know." Writer glad
to have a copy of Goudy Number Monotype. He sees FWG's prob
lems in black letters. [May refer to FWG's articles in Mono
type A Journal of Compos ing-Room Efficiency, Philadelphia.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[two type specimens enclosed]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Mr. Will Ransom, The Print
ing Anniversary Committee, New York City, from FJERIL HESS,
Girl Scouts, New York City, April 23, 1940.
June 1940 issue of The Girl Scout Leader will "be a
part of our observance of the 500th anniversary of
printing..."
Writer would like permission to reprint Lanston Monotype
Machine Company's setting of "The Type
Speaks." Source of
the piece will be fully acknowledged. [Broadside first done
in 1931. FWG's notation: 5/3.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
[letter to FWG from Alice Goudy on back]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
J.L. FRAZIER, The Inland Printer, Chicago, April 24, 1940.
A subscriber asked for definition of typography. "How
ever, I have the idea of asking a number of people who think
about their craft how they would define typography briefly
yet
constructively." Will FWG define it?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from HELEN E. DAVIS, Vassar
College, Poughkeepsie, New York, April 24, 1940.
Proof for Dorothy Hawkins bookplate has not arrived from
Mr. Coggeshall. "As I told you, Miss Hawkins' sister was very
eager to have this bookplate completed by May 1st." [See
Vassar College letter, April 9, and Coggeshall, April 25,
concerning bookplate.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 20.6cm. x 14. 7cm.
[sheet trimmed]
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG], The White-
cotton Hotel, Berkeley, California, April 24 [l94o].
Details of visiting with friends and settling in at
hotel. Writer has temporary place to work in Library [for
University of California Press] and has met everyone at
Press. "Everything seems OK about the
book..." Wants fold
er of "U of C correspondence" sent. Farquhar sorry FWG
would not be allowed to go to special meeting of Roxburghe
Book Club May 19. "I took the wind out of his sails when I
told him I was the first honorary member of the Club & that
Bertha was the first woman ever entertained by the Club, so
I shall go." Big exhibit at [San Francisco] Fair being
arranged by Farquhar and "the Roxburghe is in
charge."
L.S. 3 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EARL D.
BABST, New York City, April 25, 1940.
Check of $50.00 enclosed "as an expression and appre
ciation of your helpfulness in preparing the Philip Stockton
Memorial, which has given everyone the greatest pleasure and
satisfaction." [Alice Goudy 's notation: Dad shall deposit
this on Monday it came today. FWG's notation: 5/5]
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.8cm. x 19.8cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from DAVE O'BRIEN, Monotype Company of California, San Fran
cisco, April 25, 1940.
Expecting FWG. "We were all pleased to learn that the
Syracuse University is to replace in its own Goudy Typograph
ical Library the master tools and precision machines destroyed
during the 'Deepdene' studio fire... I note in the April issue
of The Scientific American on page 332-3 a combined engraver
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and electric etcher was mentioned. It might be that this
would take the place of the old style tools."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[letter to FWG from Alice Goudy on back]
FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ., Berkeley, from HOWARD COGGESHALL,
Coggeshall-Sherwood, Inc., Utica, New York, April 25, 1940.
Bookplate proofs need only to be OK'd by Miss Davis
[Vassar College, Director of Bureau of Publications]. Writer
has not done revisions for "LOST" types piece yet. Fred Main
will provide the paper. [Bookplates for Library of the Uni
versity of Delaware in memory of Dorothy Lawson Hawkins,
Librarian 1923-27.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
[2 bookplate proof sheets enclosed]
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 26, 1940.
Does FWG wish anything sent other than shirts?
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
[on back of Girl Scouts, April 23 letter]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson,
from ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, April 26, 1940.
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Royalty credit of $16.53 and $1.27 for sale of
matrices during February and March.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 19.7cm.
[sheet has been cut]
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 27 [1940].
Domestic details. Will send books for FWG to look at.
Has not received letter from Mass. State yet. Writer has
not heard from Florence [Duvall],
L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
[on back of Los Angeles Public Library letter, Apr. 22]
MR. GOWDY [sic] , from HELEN E. DAVIS, Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, New York, April 28, 1940.
Mr. Coggeshall* s proof of the Dorothy Hawkins bookplate
is pleasing but too large. Photo etching will be made in a
size proportional to Hawkins' books that are being given to
University of Delaware. Needs FWG's bill for designing lay
out. Mr. Coggeshall will print 500 and send bill. "Please
accept my thanks for taking the trouble to do this small job.
I know that it would have pleased Miss Hawkins to have the
plate designed by
you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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[FWG] from L.C. LASATER, A.G. Beaman Agency, Ltd.,
Los Angeles, April 29, 1940.
Surprise birthday symposium planned by writer to honor
A. Gaylord Beaman. "As you know, his friends are his great
est treasures - there fore [sic], I am kindly asking you to
make your contribution among those of others who he is proud
to call his friends. Will you kindly forward to me a letter,
or verse, or whatever you may deem most appropriate to be
included in this proposed symposium. . .also kindly use sta
tionery which is distinctively your own."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
[form letter without addressee]
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
April 30, 1940.
Neighborhood news. Writer does not know boat and date
pf sailing [FWG's trip to Hawaii], Will have Florence
[Duvall] up.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[on back of Monotype Company of California letter,
April 25]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Whitecotton Hotel, Berkeley,
California, from DAVE O'BRIEN, Monotype Company of California,
San Francisco, April 30, 1940.
FWG should arrange to talk over K.S.F.O. with Mr. Robert
Dumm, head of their Advertising Department [Columbia's key
radio station in northern California, see KSFO letter May 8],
"I have flooded this department for the past few weeks with
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literature pertaining to your activities in printing circles
and, of course, Bob is eager to use your talents - this
should, of course, be to your advantage as well as to the
advantage of the radio station."
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21 ,6cm.
ALICE & FREDERIC [GOUDY , Deepdene], from DAD [FWG] ,
Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley, California, May 5 [1940].
Work slowed on [Typologia] until manuscript OK'd by
Editorial Committee. Farquhar has had financial problems at
Press due to transfer of funds by Comptroller. Social en
gagements. "[Carroll] Harris has arranged for me to give 4
weekly talks - at an Art School in June at $10 to 15 each."
Planning to see Florence [Duvall] 's concert and take "Mat-
sonia" [for Hawaii] July 12, returning July 26 on "Lurline."
General news.
L.S. pp, 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Lanston Monotype Machine Co.,
Philadelphia, from CLAY SMITH, Maury Print Shop, Norfolk,
Va., May 5 [l94o].
Commemorative booklet, "500 Years of
Printing," being
done at Maury High School. Would FWG write a short article
for it for "a more modern view"?
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from EDWIN B. HILL, Ysleta, Texas,
May 6, 1940.
Since 'Bulletin' sent to Marlboro may not have reached
FWG, another is sent. "I'm about out of material and I shall
be grateful if at any time you could send me
something."
[Material concerning Frank Holme.]
L.S. 1 P- 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton,
Berkeley, California, from JEANNE S. JONES, Theta Sigma Phi,
Berkeley, May 8, 1940.
Since FWG at Berkeley to design typeface for University
of California, the Berkeley Alumnae Chapter of Theta Sigma
Phi, national journalistic honorary for women, would like to
meet and talk to FWG. Could he speak to them May 21 or 23?
"We should be particularly interested in any sort of informal
discussion on the factors involved in designing type faces,
perhaps the story of some of your
own." [Tuesday's date has
been checked.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 28,0cm. x 21 .6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, University of California
Press, Berkeley, from L. BETTY MORRIS, Mills College,
California, May 8, 1940.
Mrs. Barr informed writer of FWG's presence. Would he
be willing to talk to Bibliophyle [sic] Society, Art Depart
ment, and students on May 17, 21 or 23? [FWG's notation
figuring days of week for that period.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.9cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, White Cotton [sic] Hotel,
Berkeley, California, from WILLIAM H. ADAMS, KSFO, San
Francisco, May 8, 1940.
Arrangements made to tape May 10 interview in San
Francisco between FWG and Mr. Hale Sparks of University
of California.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o University of California
Press, Berkeley, from FJERIL HESS, Girl Scouts, New York
City, May 9, 1940.
Lanston Monotype Machine Company's setting of FWG's
"The Type Speaks" has been reproduced for "The Girl Scout
Leader"
and rough proofs are enclosed. Writer has FWG's set
ting of broadside in Trajan type in the office. "I have been
a sincere admirer of yours for many years. I am, in fact, an
amateur printer myself and used to run what I called The
Thumbnail Press in California, My interest in typography has
produced a small section in the Girl Scout program devoted to
typography and I receive many interesting letters from the
girls who are learning something about printing." [See
April 23 letter concerning "The Type Speaks."]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, University of California Press,
Berkeley, from R.P. TOLMAN, Smithsonian Institution, Wash
ington,D.C, May 9, 1940.
Writer will gladly "help you in your exhibition at the
San Francisco Fair by returning to you the few specimens
which you left here in 1937 and which, therefore, escaped
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being destroyed, and I hope they will be of use to you.
Naturally, the Museum would appreciate a technical exhibit
from you on the designing and making of
type." Mr. P.C
Wilson urged writer to visit FWG. "I am very glad the Uni
versity of California Press has a distinctive Goudy type.
It is my
college." [FWG's notation: 5/19.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from F.P. WILBER, Frank Wiggins Trade
School, Los Angeles, May 9, 1940.
Writer is putting together a book of examples of typo
graphy and commercial lettering that will help students or
beginners in field. "I desire greatly to show in the first
part of this book an excellent example of early inscribed
Roman letter forms of about the first century, A.D. In look
ing about, I have found your excellent photograph of the
beautiful Trojan Column lettering to be exactly what I need."
May writer reproduce this photograph? Has FWG news from
Bill Gillies?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[details of Free Employment Service on back of stationery]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Whitecotton Hotel, Berkeley,
California, from A.R. ROBB, University of California,
Berkeley, May 10, 1940.
Invitation and tickets to Commencement exercises
May 25.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27-9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Whitecotton Hotel, Berkeley,
from DAVE O'BRIEN, Monotype Company of California, San
Francisco, May 10, 1940.
Writer missed FWG's visit since he was at San Quentin
trying to sell them equipment. "I submitted the samples of
'Books Before Printing' to the factory, and from the nature
of the reply received believe that they all went into a hud
dle on this matter." Would FWG like to go see proof press
he is interested in in Santa Cruz?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton, Berke
ley, California, from L. BETTY MORRIS, Mills College,
California, May 16, 1940.
Writer glad FWG will be coming to campus to speak
May 23. "We appreciate your generosity in coming to talk to
us and shall look forward with great pleasure to that date,
and to the surprise you mention." [See May 8 letter.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.8cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG, Hotel White
cotton], Berkeley, May 16 [l94o].
Checks enclosed for household. [University of Cali
fornia] Press delaying check.
L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Whitecotton Hotel, Berkeley,
California, from A.M. MUSSER, Lanston Monotype Machine
Company, Philadelphia, May 17, 1940.
FWG's check was sent to wrong hotel in San Francisco.
It was returned and sent to Marlboro. Mr. Hess also for
warded mail to Yates [Gates] Hotel so perhaps FWG should
check with that hotel.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 19, 1940.
Florence [Duvall] is visiting. Mr. Price from Pratt
Institute is coming but will come again in August or Septem
ber when FWG home .
L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
SHELBY M. HARRISON, Russell Sage Foundation, New York
City, May 20, 1940.
Dr. John H. Finley's memorial "was printed by Peter
Beilenson as you suggested in accordance with your layout,
I wish to thank you for the entirely satisfactory design
which you prepared for us, and I am enclosing the Founda
tion's check for twenty-five dollars, which Mr. Eaton has
suggested as an
honorarium."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm,
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PAPA GOUDY [California], from [C.] D0UG[LAS] BARNES,
McBarth, Inc. [Manhasset, Long Island], May 20, 1940.
Took some color movies of Deepdene if FWG would like
them to show friends in California. Writer trying to find
a suitable girl for office work. FWG's close location to
[University of California] Press sounds good. New Duschnes
catalogue has California Press books listed. "Is the name
'Typologia' definitely assured?" [it was the name of FWG's
book being printed by University of California Press.]
L.S. 4 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG] , Hotel
Whitecotton, Berkeley [California], May 20 [l94o].
Went with Dave O'Brien "to Santa Cruz to see the old
press I had the photo of - it's in pretty fair shape but I'll
not take it - maybe Scripps will." Dorothy Bevis begins as
publicity editor of [University of California] Press. News
of social activities and speaking engagements. Someone is
promising lots of publicity to FWG in Hawaii and writer
sending Vrest
Orton'
s book [Goudy, master of letters] to
him for background.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 21, 1940.
"Fred [Jr.] wrote Mr. [Norman T.A.] Munder about the
type," Florence [Duvall] would like nice underwear for her
birthday. Shall writer buy it for FWG? Wants to see
[Florence] off to the coast. [Florence accompanied FWG
from California to Hawaii for a vacation.]
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, c/o University Press,
Berkeley, California, from LEE L. STOPPLE, The Roxburghe
Club of San Francisco, May 21, 1940.
FWG's presence at June 10 meeting will be a great plea
sure. Any subject may be chosen for FWG's talk but meetings
are informal. "One of our members, Jackson Burke, has sever
al of the fonts of type which you have designed, and he has
agreed to set up the form for the meeting notice if you will
be so good as to roughly indicate the design you wish it to
take." [See Bevis letter, Nov. 19, 1940, for biographical
information on Jackson Burke.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27,3cm. x 20.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o University of Calif. Press,
Berkeley, from WILLIAM EDWIN RUDGE, Print, New Haven,
Conn., May 21 , 1940.
Print prospectus enclosed. "Have you run into any
interesting news about printing activities or personalities
that we could mention in the first issue of PRINT which is
scheduled to go to press June 4th? Also tell us something
about what you are doing, what you plan to do and when you
will be back." [FWG's notations: tel 5/24 6/30.]
T.L.S. 1 P- 26.6cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. L. FRANKLIN MOORE, The Stone Printing and Manu
facturing Co., Roanoke, Va., from P[AUL] A. BENNETT, Mergen-
thaler Linotype Company, Brooklyn, New York, May 21, 1940.
A set of completed bookplates of Mr. Stone's collection
in University of Virginia Library sent to FWG. "It was good
of Mr. Carter to carry through and invite Mr. Hess [Lanston
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Monotype Machine Co.] to provide the
design." Thanks to
Mr. Moore for sending writer copies.
T.S. [copy] 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
[copy to FWG, Village Press, Deepdene]
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
May 23, 1940.
Fuel oil prices will be rising due to war, should they
fill their tank? Strawberries [one of FWG's favorite foods]
may be good.
L.S, 2 pp. 21.5cm, x 20,2cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, University Press,
from ROBERT W. DESMOND, University of California, Berkeley,
May 27, 1940.
Dean Spencer of Syracuse [University] will be stopping
in San Francisco on way to Japan and would like to see FWG
and writer. Spencer also wrote that Laurance B. Siegfried
has been hired "'associate professor of journalism and
printer to the University.'"
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG], Hotel
Whitecotton, Berkeley, California, May 28 [l94o].
Went to [Scripps College?] graduation exercises. Saw
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Jane Grabhorn in San Francisco. Social activities. Reading
proof [from University of California Press, Typologia, 1940].
Have Vrest Orton' s book [Goudy, master of letters J for Hono
lulu publicity. Someone insisting FWG speak to University of
Honolulu. Going to see about upcoming article in S[an]
F[rancisco] News. Expects Florence Duvall [his companion
to Hawaii] Saturday.
L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley,
California, from TULSA FERGUSON, The Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts Department of Education, North Adams, May 29, 1940.
Regrets delay in scheduling FWG's bill. If he will
sign enclosed copies and return them bill will be scheduled
for payment. [$50.00 invoice for illustrated lecture,
April 3, 1940. FWG's notation: 6/3/40.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
[invoice attached]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
BEATRICE SCHAPPER, New York City, May 31 , 1940.
Writer glad her health now permits her to send things
FWG has patiently awaited. [See March 29 letter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
[note to FWG from Alice Goudy on bottom]
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FRED, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College,
Claremont, California [May, 1940?].
An account of wonderful May Fete at school. When
will first book be ready to be published? Will FWG come
in May and June?
L.S. 2 pp. 27.0cm. x 18.6cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG, Whitecotton]
Hotel, Berkeley [California, May 1940],
Has promise of check from [University of California]
Press [for Typologia], While in San Francisco "Columbia made
a record of an interview with me by the Univ. radio man, it's
to go on the air this week..." Going to visit with Jane
Grabhorn. Giving talks at Theta Sigma Phi sorority, at Mills
College and at Roxburghe Club June 3. "If the Smithsonian
returns my stuff in time to use in an Exhibition in the Fine
Arts Dept. of the [San Francisco] Fair, I'll have something
there." Would F[red, Jr.] send a copy of The Trajan Capitals
to Sam Farquhar? "I am trying to get the Press to buy the
remaining copies [The Capitals from the Trajan Column at Rome,
Oxford University Press , 1936J & add to The Alphabet & Typo
logia on its list." University Commencement is May 25.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley, Cali
fornia, from EMILIA HODEL, The San Francisco News,
June 1, 1940.
Writer hopes his enclosed story is accurate enough
for FWG. "The photograph, book and pamphlet are being re
turned under separate cover. I am deeply disappointed that
the new type, which Mr. Fahrquar [sic] so generously had
set up, could not be used. But editors WILL edit, when
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space is concerned." [New type is University of California
Old Style, #106, 1938.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from
WILLIAM H. STILES, The Argus Company, Albany, New York,
June 1, 1940.
FWG will "be pleased to have these little booklets in
your archives of treasured words. The body type is Aldine
Bembo, and the display - well - you are closely acquainted
with that beautiful contribution to the arts preservative."
FWG's friend Bill Mansfield, newly elected president of Al
bany Rotary Club, asked after FWG. [Alice Goudy 's notations
He sent 2 this is one.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm, x 21.5cm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
June 3 [1940],
Acknowledged things Beatrice Schapper sent FWG. Glad
to know F[lorence Duvall] arrived safely.
L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
[on bottom of Schapper letter, May 3l]
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley, from
E.W. CARPENTER, The First National Bank, Marlboro, New
York, June 3, 1940.
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FWG's check for $500.00 brings his balance to $4071.07,
"Mrs. Dunlop received word a few days ago that Malcolm had
disappeared from his ship at sea and had been lost. Evi
dently, he accidentally fell overboard or there is some foul
play involved. Too bad the poor fellow had such a tragic
end ing . "
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley,
from L. BETTY MORRIS, Mills College, California, June 4, 1940,
Audience at Mills College "enjoyed your excellent and
informal talk to us on the evening of May 25th. Also we
appreciated seeing the very fine examples which you brought
with you, both of the type designs and the photographs which
helped us to visualize your workshop in the
East."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough on the Hudson,
from J.B. KRAUSS, The College Press, South Lancaster, Mass.,
June 4, 1940.
In future FWG should address correspondence to "The
College Press, Union College, Lincoln, Nebraska." Writer
is "connecting with a larger printing office and I hope to
be able to take some work in the Nebraska University. . .When
I get in Nebraska I suppose I will become a member of the
Omaha Club, as there is no Craftsmens Club at
Lincoln."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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PAPA GOUDY [California], from C. DOUGLAS BARNES,
McBarth, Inc., Manhasset, Long Island, June 5, 1940,
Since broken lens of FWG's glasses is right lens writ
er can quickly fix it. Case sent separately to avoid break
age since case weight is often the factor in breakage.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.8cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG], Hotel
Whitecotton [Berkeley, California], June 5 [1940],
News of social activities. Will be guest speaker at
Roxburghe Club dinner, "...this afternoon I get a letter
from Mills College President asking me to be their guest on
June 10 - their degree day - and asking if I will accept an
Honorary degree which the Trustees wish to give me... [they]
don't say what degree - probably a
Master's." Reading
[Typologia] proofs.
L.S. 2 pp, 27,7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley,
from PHILIP N. McCOMBS, Allen's Press Clipping Bureau, San
Francisco, June 5, 1940.
FWG might like this item. Mills College talk was "most
interesting"
and writer enjoyed, meeting FWG. [Clipping sent
may be that article referred to in San Francisco Newsletter,
June 1 . ]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
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DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
June 9, 1940.
Writer wants to see what Mills [College] gave FWG.
"...how are you going to wear so many
hoods?" Will FWG
write some people, especially from Hawaii, since they would
like it so? [Doctor of Literature was given to FWG by Mills
College.]
L.S. 2 PP. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, c/o University of
California Press, Berkeley, from ROBERTSON MARTIN, New York
City, June 10, 1940.
Monthly publication the writer edits for Prior Chemical
Corporation enclosed. "I have recommended to my client that
it might be a nice gesture to the printing industry if they
would devote the August or September issue to the subject of
printing, since this year represents the Fifth Centennial.
I have prepared the story and shown it to Mr. Will Ransom
who says it is good." May "The Type Speaks" set in a Goudy
face be reproduced on front cover?
T.L.S, 1 P. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from C.C. WILLIAMSON, Columbia University, New York
City, June 11, 1940.
Acknowledgement card from Library for "Bertha M.
Goudy"
[recollections by one who knew her best], [in February _ 27
letter Columbia Library requested a copy for their Special
Collections. Alice Goudy 's notation: did you write them
that they had 2?]
T.L. [card] 1 P. 14. Ocm. x 8.3cm.
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PAUL [WILSON], from HARLOW S. WILSON, The First Na
tional Bank of Upland, Upland, California, June 11, 1940.
Writer, having been temporarily in Carmel, missed
seeing FWG at bank.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
[letter to Alice Goudy from P.W. on bottom and back]
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG] , Hotel White
cotton [Berkeley, California], June 12 [1940].
Visited Mrs. Duvall with Florence [Duvall], "F is
pretty well under her [Mrs. Duvall 's] thumb. I imagine she
has a comfortable income which will, of course, come to
F."
Social visits. Describes Mills College [honorary Doctor of
Literature degree] ceremony. Dr. Little, the Librarian, "read
a long essay about me & my work, about Bertha, the 2 fires,
etc & presented me to the Pres. who responded by reading a
citation & conferring the degree of Doctor of Literature,
(Litt. D.) I was afraid it was to be, maybe, anM.A." Went
to Roxburghe Club with Dean [M. Lyle] Spencer as writer's
guest; writer gave talk. Went to preview to see copy of
Gutenberg Bible loaned by Yale University to [San Francisco]
Fair. All type set [on Typologia] and writer proofreading.
Forty present at writer's first Art talk in San Francisco.
Going to F[lorence]'s Claremont recital July 8. Hears that
writer is expected to address University of Hawaii "so maybe
I won't get much rest except on the boat." "What does
Frederic do to kill time? Why doesn't he write once in a
while?" News of social activities.
L.S. 4 pp. 27.6cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, June 15 [l94o].
Gertrude [Robinson] left suddenly for East hearing her
sister had died. Dickie Doodad [writer's bird] and writer
want to see FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, June 16, 1940
[May, by letter contents].
Writer needs more work to earn something. Saw Frances
[Barginski] at their club. "Frances is still studying [art];
but the people she studies under don't know anything this
last one she chose because she (the teacher) is at present
studying under one of the talked about ones...F. is swerving
to the radical now, because she believes that is the most
fashionable now. I have a feeling she is tolerating, or pa
tronizing, instead of likeing [sic] me; and perhaps that is
because you and I have got on as friends for so many
years."
Writer's niece marrying man in book business. "A Typecutter
[a painting?] was exhibited last month, and I think I shall
submit it again in August. I heard some people saying it
should have had the prize in this last show." Has FWG "found
any old girls to play with in Berkeley yet? I gathered your
avoidance of any leap-year contracts had left you free to do
so. .
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG] , Whitecotton
[Berkeley, California], June 17 [l94o].
Went to Palo Alto with Hartley Jackson to see various
people. Visited Myers in Piedmont. "After a while we all
drove over to the house of a man named Cavilier who is a
wealthy book collector & when I say wealthy I mean the estate
& house etc just oozes money... It was worse in some ways than
the [Melbert B.] Cary's as it took three maids to feed us
besides the butler, but I didn't spill a drop and my spoons
& forks came out even. I sat at Mrs. Caviliers left & lots
of the grub I don't know yet what is [sic] was but I'm still
alive." Revising last proofs [of Typologia] and ordering
illustrations, "The dean [Spencer of Syracuse University] was
pretty apologetic but didn't say much that one can pin down
on." News of friends. Glad to get away from Berkeley, a
"terribly dead place." Anyone may be told about [honorary
Mills] degree.
L.S. 3 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene],
June 18 [1940].
Fred [Jr,] wrote [Harriett Gowdy] "asking if she would
like to come here even if you were not here." Have lots of
roses.
L.S. 1 p. 17.6cm. x 15.2cm.
[on back of Harriet Gowdy 's partial letter]
ALICE & F[RED GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG] , White
cotton [Berkeley, California], June 20, 1940.
Will have Exhibit [San Francisco Fair] items photo
graphed for [Typologia] book illustrations. Visiting plans.
"Ask Carpenter [First National Bank, Marlboro] if M[itchell]
Kennerley renewed or paid his note due Apr 30." Second art
talk went well; two more scheduled June 25 and July 2.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o University of California
Press, Berkeley, from MELBERT B. CARY, JR., Press of the
Woolly Whale, New York City, June 20, 1940.
Writer circulated FWG's postcard at Typophiles per in
structions. FWG's Hawaii trip enviable. "I shall fully
expect that your next postcard will be a photographic one
and will show you gracefully poised upon a surf-board, or
are you going to spend all your time with the hula
dancers?"
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.8cm.
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PAPA GOUDY [California], from [C.] D0UG[LAS BARNES,
McBarth, Inc., Manhasset, Long Island], June 26, 1940.
News of Litt, D. [Mills College] is great. Hopes FWG
gave Dean Spencer [Syracuse University] an earful. Bently
[Raak] is busy with typewriter people. "If work hasn't gone
too far on 'Typologia,' I hope you'll add Litt. D. to your
L.H.D, on the title page. And certainly so on the new edi
tion of the 'Alphabet.'" How can writer order copies? "Is
your Kennerley drawing [perhaps typeface #19, 1911 or sub
sequent additions to the family] etc. back at the N.Y. State
Building here this year?"
L.S. 5 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED [California], from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles,
June 26, 1940.
Congratulations for the honorary doctor [Litt. D. from
Mills College], [Florence Duvall and her mother] called on
writer. "It was a very pleasant call and I much appreciate
your influence in the matter." Would like to introduce FWG
to niece and her new husband, who is in book trade. "So it
will be your job to give the impression that their aunt is
some sort of desirable person to have for a relative. But he
has an A W F U L name - Hans Schmidt."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GLEN U.
CLEETON, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh,
Penna., June 27, 1940.
Permission requested to use figures 26 and 27 from FWG's
The Alphabet for writer's instructional material on printing.
Material will be used in junior high schools. [The Alphabet,
Fifteen Interpretative Designs Drawn and Arranged with
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Explanatory Text and Illustrations, was published by Mitchell
Kennerley, set by B.M. Goudy and printed by William Edwin
Rudge in 1922.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG, Hotel] White
cotton [Berkeley, California], June 30 [1940],
Page proofs [of Typologia] being made. Will be in
Claremont July 8 until sailing [to Hawaii] the 12th. [Uni
versity of California] Press will send out writer's books.
Going to see Grabhorns and will "get two or three little
blocks of type to use in the book." [Rosalind] Keep, of Mills
Eucalyptus Press, talking of new type if money can be raised.
Dorothy Bevis starts work at [University of California]
Press. "I suppose you sent the underwear [to Florence Du
vall]." Monotype [Company of California] has fired Dave
O'Brien after 20 years. "Grabhorn threatens to have me do
another type for him [first was Franciscan, #81, 1932] - I
will if he has the money to pay for
it." Writer autographing
300 deluxe copies of book [Typologia] to be sold for $10.00
each. Regular $3.00 edition will be 1500 copies. Future
mailing addresses.
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED AND ALICE GOUDY, Marlboro, from DAD [FWG] ,
Treasure Island, California [June 194o].
"Florence [Duvall] arrived yesterday well and sassy
At Fair today My back hurts me We wrote yesterday"
Telegram 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14, Ocm,
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG], Hotel White
cotton, Berkeley, California [June 1940],
Florence [Duvall] arrived. Will Alice mail a folder
marked "U of C proofs"? Book progressing and check for pre
liminary payment sent. FWG's [San Francisco] Fair exhibit is
nice, "quite a contrast between the NY showing and one
here."
[FWG's work was being exhibited at New York World's Fair.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
DAD [FWG, California], from ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene,
Spring 1940].
Florence [Duvall] will bring up things Leslie [Marchand]
had. Had a blow out on the Packard. Should writer buy two
tires for a sale price? Books have come: Litho-Media , A
History of Stone & Kimball.. .[see Kramer, Dec. 1, 1939] and
from Mr. Cary, The World Must Federate by Hans Kohn. Shall
she send the last? l_The World must federate! Isolation versus
cooperation, by Hans Kohn, Press of the Woolly Whale, 1940.]
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from PAUL WILSON, c/o Geo. B.
Hubbard, Warwick, N.Y. [June 1940],
Will Alice write Harlow so FWG will be contacted in
Los Angeles? Writer hopes FWG called on Henry Bruere.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
[on bottom and back of Harlow Wilson letter to Paul
Wilson]
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DR. GOUDY, Deep Deen [sic], from SAMUEL J. BANKS,
c/o Billboard Magazine, New York City, June 1940.
Very disappointed to have missed seeing FWG. Hawaii
trip of FWG's good news! Writer urges him to call on Don
Blanding, a poet and author, who lives in Honolulu.
L.S. 4 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley, Califor
nia, from E.W. CARPENTER, The First National Bank,
Marlboro, New York, July 1, 1940.
FWG's letter received "enclosing a renewal of Mitchell
Kennerley s note of $200.00 drawn for a period of two months
which you have endorsed." [Amount originally lent in October
1939. see Kennerley's letter Oct. 23, 1939.] Writer envies
FWG's Hawaii trip.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o Gates Hotel, Los Angeles,
from WILLIAM EDWIN RUDGE, Print, New Haven, Conn.,
July 2, 1940.
Writer thanks FWG for June 29 "newsy" letter [requested
by writer, see letter May 21], Print copies sent to Univer
sity of California Press. "No, I'm not an Indian giver, your
going away present had no strings attached. If you can write
some notes about printing in Hawaii, that will be
splendid."
Will come over for a "pow-wow" when FWG back in Ulster County.
["Going away present" may be $100 enclosed in April 5 letter
to FWG.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG] , Hotel White
cotton [Berkeley, California], July 5 [l94o].
Outcome of [birthday] arrangements for Florence [Duvall],
Packages being sent by [University of California] Press.
Social activities. May visit Jo[sephine Goudy Root] after
Hawaii trip, leaving Los Angeles August 15 for Marlboro.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ROSALIND A. KEEP, Mills College,
California, July 10, 1940.
Plans for Eucalyptus Press are awaiting possible finan
cial help. Would FWG give writer California address for his
return from Hawaii in case decisions are made by then? [Mills
College contemplated having a type face designed.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from FLORENCE [DUVALL,
Claremont, California, July 11, 1940],
Arrangements for boat sailing. Writer and "Dad" [FWG]
"have been on the jump..."
L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21,5cm.
[on back of letter to Alice Goudy from FWG]
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG] , Claremont
[California, July 11, 194o],
News of social activities. Describes Florence [Duvall] 's
concert.
L.S. 3 pp. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
[letter to Alice Goudy from Florence Duvall on back]
[ALICE and FRED GOUDY], Marlborough, from FWG,
Honolulu, July 17, 1940.
"Arrived well Wonderful reception Eight leis and a
number of friends at boat Love from Florence Am waiting
for clipper [airplane] - Dad."
Telegram 1 p. 21.7cm. x 14. Ocm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG], Moana Hotel,
Honolulu, July 19 [1940].
Writer is OK. News of activities. "Florence gets a
tremendous kick out of surf bathing - so do I, hers." Plans
to go to Tigard [Oregon] two or three days. "Sightseeing
isn't the thing for old folks, tho' I'm OK - better than for
a long time. . . "
L.S. 1 p. 25.5cm. x 20.4cm.
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from FLORENCE [DUVALL,
Claremont, California], August 2, 1940.
Writer and FWG's trip to Hawaii was great experience
with new friends made. Brilliant flowers and leis everywhere.
FWG is now at Gates Hotel and it is strange to be away from
him. "It will be great to be at Deepdene again. It is the
sweetest place I know."
L.S. 4 pp. 20.2cm. x 15.3cm.
DR. GOUDY, from [c] D0UG[LAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island], August 2, 1940.
Writer, [Bently] Raak and Don Cross visited Deepdene
where Fred Jr. entertained them. FWG's letter with Hawaiian
stamp is sought. Hopes FWG keeping up with politics this
election year. Bently [Raak] and writer visited [New York
World's] Fair and saw reproduction of Gutenberg press exhi
bit. "The least said about the printing turned out there
tho - the better." Two of them were unaware of bombing
til seeing newspaper headlines.
L.S. 4 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MRS. [ALICE] GOUDY [Deepdene], from WILLIAM KLAUS,
U.S.S. Wyoming, c/o P.M., New York City, August 4, 1940.
Has learned that Mrs. Goudy collects cachets. "The
enclosed U.S.S, Wyoming envelope with the State of Wyoming
stamp cancelled the date of the State's entry into the Union
may be of interest for your
collection."[Alice Goudy has
rewritten address by signature.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 20.4cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
August 6, 1940.
FWG will be very welcome to stay with them. [Joseph
ine Root is FWG's sister.]
L.S. 3 pp. 20.2cm. x 12.6cm.
ALICE GOUDY and all [Deepdene], from GRACE GRAY,
Omaha, Nebraska, August 14, 1940.
Apparently "the stern member of your family is going to
make an extended stay in
California..." Hopes he won't go
through Omaha without stopping. ["Stern member" being FWG.]
L.S. 2 pp. 22.2cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from ELAINE
RUSHMORE, Print, New Haven, Connecticut, August 21, 1940.
Second number of Print will be out in September. In
creased subscribers and enthusiastic letters received. "Mr.
[Harry L.] Gage is opening a discussion on graphic arts edu
cation, Mr. [Carl P.] Rollins is concluding his historical
survey and Mr. [John Taylor] Arms' department is starting a
series of articles on the various print mediums from both the
practical and historical angles." Introductory article on
color will be included. Any notes or information from FWG
would be appreciated for "Top Drawer" news department.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from DAD [FWG], Gates
Hotel, Los Angeles, August 1940.
Details of Honolulu trip and traveling plans for next
days. "No proofs from Berkeley as promised, have sent 2 hot
telegrams." [Book under way at this time at University of
California Press was Typologia which was issued in 1940.]
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.D. FARQUHAR,
North Hollywood, California, September 14, 1940.
Exhibit of FWG's work at San Francisco Fair was pleasure
to see. "The Fine Arts building of the Fair contained just
about the finest things on the grounds and was a very promi
nent feature of the Exposition." Thanks "for the copy of
Memorial [Bertha M. Goudy, recollections. . .] , of which I also
saw a copy in the
exhibit..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.1cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, South Main Street, Marlboro,
from G.L. ANDERSON, The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September 20, 1940.
A policy has earned $2.57 in an unsettled dividend
account. If FWG will supply the proper information a check
will be sent for this amount.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.4cm. x 18.4
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FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro, from JOHN HOWARD
BENSON and A. GRAHAM CAREY, John Stevens, Newport, R.I.,
September 30, 1940.
The writers' book title "The Elements of Lettering"
derived from their interest in Aristotle's definition and
in Euclid. Duplicate titles of other books mentioned.
"...in those cases the author's names distinguish the works
from each other." A copy of
writers' book is sent to FWG.
[FWG's own book was Elements of Lettering, 1922. FWG's
Sept. 23 letter to them evidently complained of duplication
of title. See Wroth' s letter, October 4, concerning this.
Benson's The Elements of Lettering was printed by D.B. Updike,
the Merrymount Press, 1940. J
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Lanston Monotype Machine Com
pany, Marlboro, from LAWRENCE C. WROTH, The John Carter Brown
Library, Providence, R.I., October 4, 1940.
Hopes FWG has heard from John Stevens since writer
sent them FWG's letter. "It was not necessary for you to
tell me that you had brought out a book called The Elements
of Lettering in 1922. I was one of those who bought the book
upon its appearance, and it has been one of my stand-bys in
the intervening years. I had it by me when I was writing my
review of Mr. Benson's book of the same title. I am glad to
know that it is about to be reissued." FWG's visit "to the
old Diocesan Library in Baltimore, about I909 or 1910, was
one of the things which was responsible for my interest in
the history and mechanics of printing."
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.8cm. x 20.0cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T.
FARQUHAR, University of California Press, Berkeley,
October 7. 1940.
Hopes the $1,000.00 check, final fee payment for book,
may partly be used for FWG to come West. Writer expecting a
telegram concerning suggestion that FWG be present at the
Press open house.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from HUGO STEINER-
PRAG, School of Book and Advertising Arts, Stockholm,
Sweden, October 8, 1940,
Writer has been offered position as lecturer, Univer
sity of New York, Graphic Arts Division. All plans were made
when U.S. State Department decided not to issue a nonquota
visa. Intervention on writer's behalf by Count Bernadotte,
nephew of Swedish King, and others has kept the case under
consideration. "Conditions in Europe are for me seriously
going from bad to worse and naturally it would be convenient
for me to leave this Continent as soon as possible. I still
hold the leadership of the school here, for how long I do not
know..." Could FWG intervene "at the State Department on my
behalf, in accordance with Mr. Fuhrmann [Director of Div. of
Graphic Arts] and the other gentlemen, (Rudolph Ruzicke,
Bruce Rogers, Ray Nash, Rockwell Kent, Thomas
Cleland)."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 29.6cm. x 21.0cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS], University of
California Press, Berkeley, October 8, 1940.
Everyone hoping FWG will arrive Monday, the 21st, in
time to join in Station KSFO's broadcast from the Press. It
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will be aired next day and will cover personnel from all the
departments. "Of course you are the big drawing card [and
experienced radioman] and it would mean a lot to have you
here to say a few
words." FWG, Mr. Gage and probably Mr.
Dawson and Mr. Van Sooy, will be Mr. Farquhar 's guests at
Folio Club, "...the entire Folio Club will go to Harry Gage's
lecture after dinner at the Faculty Club. I am entertaining
Mrs. Gage with a number of librarians at the Women's Faculty
Club and will see you later at the lecture." Writer is very
grateful to have the Bibliography [of the Village Press, by
Melbert B. Cary, Jr?] .
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from [LEURA] DOROTHY
[BEVIS], University of California Press, Berkeley, October 11,
1940.
Mr. [Robert] Shad gave second of Gutenberg Lectures on
"Book Collectors and Great Libraries." He is president of
Pasadena Library Association and "would call a special meet
ing if it were possible to obtain you to speak to them. The
Library Association is one of the most alive organizations
that I know in connection with books in Southern California.
Its membership ranges from about two to three hundred persons
...Active librarians, passive librarians, book sellers, book
collectors..." University Regents' meeting in Press Library
creating flurry. Catalogue for open house needs finishing.
[Mr. Shad was Curator of Rare Books at Henry E. Huntington
Library and Art Gallery, San Marino.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
DOCTOR GOUDY, from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth, Inc.,
Manhasset, Long Island, October 11, 1940.
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Since writer's secretary needs more work any typing,
such as an autobiography, FWG wants done should be sent.
Plans to go to San Francisco by air sound good [for opening
of University of California Press], "If you and Florence
[Duvall] would have dinner with Bently [Raak] and me Monday
night the 21st we could combine the christening of the press
(with champagne) and the publication of 'Typologia.'" Writer
is planning to call the press the Stone Stable Press.
[Bently Raak and C Douglas Barnes ran their Stone Stable
Press in Manhasset, New York.]
L. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T.
FARQUHAR, University of California Press, Berkeley,
October 14, 1940.
Writer has asked "Dorothy Bevis to see what can be done
about your Treasure Island materials," Verbal agreement for
author's copies of Typologia was: one numbered of limited edi
tion, four unnumbered of limited edition, five trade edition.
Matter of extra sorts left in FWG's hands. "I always felt
that the California Company [Monotype] had no business getting
into this whole matter and I resented their interference from
the start. We are wholly in agreement on that
subject."
Writer never thought FWG wanted to see B[ruce] R[rogers]
letter's proofs. "The introductory part is set in University
of California Old Style italics and the letter itself in
Centaur. It will make a very attractive
keepsake." Has
neglected to draw up Alphabet contract. Typologia order with
$10.00 check received in FWG's letter. "It would seem to me
that you are hardly entitled to discount on sales made direct
to you since we have already paid you a very substantial fee
for the book and we shall never be able to get anywhere near
all of our money back... I think you will quite readily under
stand my position and that it would be very awkward for me to
ask for commission checks for you on a book which has already
been so well paid for." New mats for 14 pt. Hadriano "will
not be ready until after you have left Berkeley [open house
of Press]." Sheets of each Typologia edition sent. [BR's
letter proofs refer to BR to FWG, Univ. of California Press,
1940.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from C.H.W. RUPRECHT,
Underwood Elliott Fisher Company, New York City, October 14,
1940.
Will meet with FWG Oct. 17 to discuss their problem.
[FWG having designed Remington Typewriter face #67, in 1929,
may have been approached for another typewriter face.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27,9cm. x 21 ,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
GLEN U. CLEETON, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh,
Penna., October 14, 1940.
Although Bernard Lebovit did good work in writing the
book [Behind the type ; the life story of Frederic W. Goudy] ,
his type composition of the work was poor. Job is being re
done by someone else and will be published that year. Mr.
Lebovit, having graduated, is working for Esquire Features,
Inc., Chicago, Illinois. [Book was issued by Carnegie Insti
tute of Technology, Department of Printing, 1941. A. I. G.A.
distributed 600 copies as keepsakes. FWG's notation: 4/13/41.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, October 14 [1940],
Received Typologia announcement. General news. A
visitor at same hotel told writer FWG "had the time of your
life in Hawaii..."
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, University of California
Press, Berkeley, from JACKSON BURKE, San Francisco,
October 15 [1940?].
Since FWG is coming to Berkeley shortly he is invited
to special meeting of Roxburghe Club October 21 "with Dr.
William B. Pettus, President of the American College in
China, as the speaker on 'Pre-Gutenberg
Printing.'"
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from [LEURA] DOROTHY
[BEVIS], University of California Press, Berkeley,
October 15, 1940.
Mr. [Robert] Schad will be delighted that FWG will
speak to Pasadena Library Club [see Oct. ll]. FWG should
soon have two copies in sheets of Typologia. "Jackson Burke
[book collector and printer] brought to the Press all of your
material from the Fair as well as all the University of Cali
fornia material about three days ago." Enclosing "article in
the Clip Sheet today for the newspapers of the State announc
ing your coming. The Post-Enquirer of Oakland telephoned
yesterday to find out about you and the Christian Science
Monitor is planning to run a big article on Typologia and
yourself." Writer hopes [Syracuse University J "matter of
the transference of the equipment has been arranged to your
satisfaction. It seemed like an excellent chance to acquire
the material that should so rightly be
yours." [Syracuse
University was to replace tools and machines FWG lost in Deep
dene fire after FWG appointed lecturer at School of Journa
lism.] Dr. Little, Miss [Rosalind] Keep, Warren Myers, Jr.,
and many others, "practically the whole Bay district and San
Francisco" invited to party [at University of California
Press.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
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FREDERIC GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro, from ROBERT 0. SCHAD,
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, San Marino,
California, October 15, 1940.
Will make announcement of FWG's speech, October 30, to
Pasadena Library Club. "The Club will be happy to have your
friends, Mr. Webster, Mrs. Norton, and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
as its guests at the supper. Miss [Dorothy] Drake is a mem
ber..." All eagerly awaiting FWG's paper, "The Type for the
Scholarly Press." [FWG has crossed out 'Press' and substi
tuted 'Book.'] FWG may "speak informally on any phase of
typography or printing history..." Hopes Huntington Library
printing exhibit will be ready to show FWG. [See Bevis letter,
Oct. 11, concerning origin of idea.]
T.L.S. 1 p, 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from
BERNARD F. HERBERICK, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York City,
October 16, 1940.
Copy of [Thomas B.] Stanley's Technique of Advertising
Production [l94o] sent. Would like FWG's opinion of it. Will
call on FWG beginning of next month. [FWG's notation: 10/18.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EDWIN H. STUART,
Edwin H. Stuart, Inc., Pittsburgh, Penna., October 17, 1940.
FWG's beautiful four page folder about his dog,
Freckles, "will have a treasured place in my library. We
are reprinting the sentiment in a coming issue of Typo
Graphic. Our October 'dog' cover aroused comment all over
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the country, and we had many requests for extra copies
for framing, and so forth."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm,
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, South Main Street, Marlboro,
from G.L. ANDERSON, The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, October 17, 1940.
Repeat of September 20 letter concerning credit bal
ance. Will FWG please reply? [FWG's notation: 10/19.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, October 18, 1940,
Writer has ordered a Cloister H initial for book. Proof
enclosed. "The swell reception accorded the little Christmas
booklet last year led me to use some more of this fool copy
for this year's effort. I don't know whether you'll want to
use this, but you can have all the books you want if you'll
let me know..." Will FWG get writer ten copies of $3 edition
of Typologia? "Frank Applegate has just left the office. His
firm (Hood-Falco) will give me about $3500 for the two press
es, so there's nothing to worry about - except that I'll
probably get much more for them in the end, by holding on for
awhile." FWG may be able to "sell the u[niversity] of Cali
fornia] on the idea of taking us both over and establishing
a Goudy 'Laboratory' or something." [On letter back is
written: Helen Atkinson, Rolla Bonnington Mathews, M.Harada.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ROBERT M. SMITH, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York, October 18, 1940.
Has FWG come to a decision about taking writer on as a
student? Dean Spencer suggested it, but perhaps not force
fully enough. Writer, after reading FWG's writings and hear
ing him speak, has "come to believe in your philosophy (if
you'll permit the use of such an academic term) and in its
importance to the graphic arts." [FWG's notation: 10/19.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GERRY POWELL,
American Type Founders Sales Corp., Elizabeth, New Jersey,
October 18, 1940.
Enclosed check for $250.00 is "to cover your work on
the blackletter sketches which we didn't use." New designs
occupying writer so FWG will have to wait for "an answer on
the other designs we were discussing." FWG should contact
Lewis A. Kingsley of Kingsley Gold Stamping Machine Company
while in Los Angeles if he has time.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, October 18, 1940.
Offset reproduction of FWG's hand lettered Greek letters
for "Disciples or Followers of Goudy" sent. "These are now
posted on the wall outside our main office and in the library
and we are quite proud of
them." Library copy of Typologia
received. Book will be a classic.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ROSALIND A. KEEP, Eucalyptus House,
Mills College, California, October 20, 1940.
Will be delighted to speak with FWG about "possible
plans for type." Writer pleased with type, content and gen
eral layout of Typologia. [Miss Keep was Editor of Publica
tions at Mills College. A type designed for Mills was
contemplated.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.9cm,
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from EDWARD
D. DOE, Printing, New York City, October 21, 1940.
Will FWG be guest of honor at Union County, New Jersey
Pageant of Printing Progress Dinner, November 7? "The plan
is to have Mr. Frederick Heitkamp of American Type Founders,
Inc., make an address on 'Printing - Gutenberg to Goudy.*
Following Mr. Heitkamp' s talk the chairman of the meeting
would introduce you and would expect a short address on the
career and work of Mr. Goudy." The 500th anniversary of
printing from movable type is celebrated by combined printing
trade and thus FWG's presence is greatly desired. Writer is
on organizing committee. [FWG's notation: arr 10/27.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC GOUDY, University of California Press, from
DOROTHY DRAKE, Pomona, California, October 22, 1940.
Writer and Mrs. D[uvall] will be there if they can
gate crash. Wrote Mr. Schad [about Pasadena Library Club
speech Oct. 22?]. Expects FWG on campus [Scripps College]
for an "informal talk."
Telegram 1 p. 20.2cm. x 14. 4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from FLORENCE
DUVALL, New York City, October 22, 1940.
Where can writer obtain a copy of The Alphabet? [The
1918 edition, printed by William Edwin Rudge, was probably
out of print at this time. A combined edition with Elements
of Lettering was being planned by University of California
Press. This edition was available in 1942.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ROBERT HAAS [The Ram Press], New
York City, October 22, 1940.
Hopes FWG will remember being introduced to writer by
Paul Standard and remember writer's visit. "I am trying to
apply for a Guggenheim fellowship in the field of hand press
printing and Type cutting and would like to ask you, whether
I could use your name as a reference." [FWG was used as
reference. See Henry Allen Moe's letter from Foundation,
November 20 and FWG's reference. Haas printed at Ram Press,
New York, A description of the catalogue of the Frick col
lection published on the founder ' s centenary 19 December
1949 by Paul
L.S. 1 p. 30.0cm. x 22.9cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., White Cotton [sic] Hotel,
Berkeley, from ROBERT 0. SCHAD, Henry E. Huntington Library
and Art Gallery, San Marino, California, October 23, 1940.
Sorry to miss [open house] celebration at University
Press. Congratulations on [Typologia]. "The new letter
[first use of California Old Style, #106, 1938] is colorful
and very pleasing on the
page." As FWG may know "[Daniel
Berkeley] Updike is giving two talks on printing at the
Athenaeum on October 31 and November 7- A small general
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exhibition has been installed at the California Institute,
and the staff of the Pasadena Public Library thought that
if they could have an exhibit of your
work..." it would add
to talk and general activities. Asked Miss [Dorothy] Bevis
if she and University Press would lend material. Friends
at Zamorano Club, including President Fred Williamson, would
like FWG to lunch there the 30th. [Zamorano Club is a Los
Angeles book collectors club mainly interested in Cali-
forniana.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 23, 1940.
Account credited $3.90 for Royalty on matrices sold in
September 1940.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlborough-On-Hudson, from HERB
STOECKEL, Bookbinding and Book Production, New York City,
October 23, 1940.
Sending enclosed [press sheets] from October Bookbind
ing and Book Production which appeared in "Touring the Supply
Field with Stock" column. [Article on new letterhead and
envelopes available from Munising Paper Co. on Goudy Bond.
Calson Bond had been a good seller for years.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.0cm. x 13.1cm.
[two press sheets of magazine included]
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MR. GOUDY, from RUTH S. HICKEY, East Hartford,
Connecticut, October 24, 1940.
Read from that evening's "Times" FWG would visit Hart
ford November 25. Will he please plan to stay with writer
and her husband? Writer's father, Albert Stillman, was very
fond of his cousin Bertha [FWG's wife].
L.S. 2 pp. 19.3cm. x 14. 5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from FRANCES B. DUVALL, Claremont,
California, October 24 [l94o].
Has heard of FWG's "new way of crossing the country...
[by plane?]" Will attend FWG's speaking engagement with
Dorothy [Drake] if she can get a pass.
L.S. 2 pp. 17.6cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, South Main Street, Marlboro,
from G.L. ANDERSON, The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, October 28, 1940.
FWG's October 18 letter satisfactorily established
his identity and therefore a check for $2.57 is enclosed.
[See Sept. 20 letter concerning unsettled dividend.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
[copy to New York City agent]
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MR. GOUDY, from ROBERT M. SMITH, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York, October 29, 1940.
Dean Spencer told writer "that there is no possibility
of my working with you -- and while I take his statement to
mean that such is the case as far as Syracuse University is
concerned, it has resulted in my resigning my appointment to
the University [Graduate Assistant, Journalism School], Back
in the farthest recesses of my mind, I am harboring a hope
that someday I will be able to spend some time working with
you." Would FWG be willing to criticize any type designs
writer may come up with in future?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS], University of
California Press, Berkeley, October 30, 1940.
Ernest Dawson's letter to writer informed her of tea
planned for FWG. "It tickles me to have you lionized in
town just as D.B. Updike is there. He probably is thinking
he can't escape you anywhere! " A copy of Typologia sent
to Mrs. Behymer.
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Los Angeles, from
I.L. NOGGLE, LaVerne, California, October 31, 1940.
Writer was very sorry to have missed FWG at Pasadena
[Library Club meeting October 30] and hopes to see him yet.
L.S. 1 p. 25,3cm. x 20.2cm.
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MR. GOUDY [Deepdene], from MELBERT B. CARY, JR., Press
of the Woolly Whale, New York City, October, 1940.
Reservation for a copy of Gutenberg and the Strasbourg
Documents of 1439 received October 9- Original $5.00 price
has been revised to $7=5 since "the text has grown 50%,
numerous illustrations have been commissioned, watermarks
reproduced in color and both a complete Bibliography and
Index added..." Orders will be filled unless writer is
notified. [Cary's notation: Dear Mr. Goudy: - Just disre
gard this - your copy is free.]
T.L. [form letter] 1 p. 28.0cm, x 21.7cm.
[notation to FWG from MBC]
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T. FARQUHAR,
University of California Press, Berkeley, November 1, 1940.
Draft enclosed of FWG's agreement with University Re
gents covering publication of "The Alphabet and the Elements
of
Lettering." FWG should sign and return it if he agrees
and it will be executed. A "satisfactory compromise" can
probably be worked out if there are changes. [Book was
printed by University of California Press, 1942.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, November 1, 1940.
Reproductions of Gutenberg Bible from FWG were "very
pleasant surprise" for delighted writer. Christmas booklet
pasted proof enclosed. "I have used Deepdene because I can
print direct instead of going to the expense of electros
[after Deepdene fire type supply was short for HC], and
you'll quickly note that I've followed the format of the




Cylinder [presses] sold for $3750 to Hood-Falco of New York
Oct. 18 letter]. Writer may move to new location.
Booklet is probably that mentioned in November 18 letter,
Wheel of Fortune."]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from [LEURA]
DOROTHY [BEVIS], University of California Press, Berkeley,
November 4, 1940.
E.W. Stenberg of Honolulu Star-Bulletin will review
Typologia and distribute prospectuses to Honolulu Club of
Printing House Craftsmen. Stenberg awaits autographed copy
of Typologia FWG promised him while in Honolulu [trip in
summer 1940],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
November 4, 1940.
Writer has received "check from Cincinnati and I am
enclosing check to take up the note. I am enclosing $5. to
take care of the interest and $50. which you overpaid me
when you returned the 200. I had advanced on the new edi
tion of 'The Alphabet.'" [Kennerley was not to publish a
second edition of The Alphabet; it came out in 1942 in a
combined form with Elements of Lettering by University of
California Press. See letter, Oct. 23, 1939, concerning
FWG's loan to Kennerley,]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
LEE AUGUSTINE, Greater Cincinnati Committee, 500th Anniver
sary of Invention of Printing from Movable Type, November 4,
1940.
Mr. [Douglas C] McMurtrie spoke at May banquet of 500
persons. Would FWG come and speak to December 12 banquet?
Could a trip be arranged with other meetings? "We have a
professional publicity man handling this celebration and
can assure you considerable local publicity."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ED. D. DOE, Printing [New York City],
Election Day [November 5, 1940],
Dinner Committee has decided speakers will sit at head
table, wearing tuxedos, at November 7 Elizabeth event.
[Union County, New Jersey Pageant of Printing Progress,]
Hopes this will not inconvenience FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 27.1cm. x 17,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from EDDIE and ROSE LORD, Honolulu,
Hawaii, November 7, 1940.
Gift of beautiful little book [Bertha M. Goudy, recol
lections. . .] was very kind of FWG. Writers enjoyed FWG's
visit [summer 194o],
L.S. 2 pp. 24.1cm. x 14. 5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
HUGH BROWN, 500th Anniversary of Printing, Hartford,
Conn., November 9, 1940.
Sending FWG program of events to commemorate 500th
anniversary in Hartford, "Printing in the world of Yester
day, Today and Tomorrow" booklet, program of Nov. 3
Trinity College Service and Employees Meeting Notice. Will
FWG mail the subject of his talk on Nov. 25? [FWG's
notation: 11/19.J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from LEE AUGUSTINE,
Greater Cincinnati Committee, 500th Anniversary of Invention
of Printing from Movable Type, November 12, 1940.
The subject of FWG's December 12 speech is his deci
sion but title of talk is needed for publicity. Would FWG
like to visit C inc innat i Times-Star, Cincinnati Post, and
Printing High School while in town?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JOHN A.
BACKUS, American Type Founders Sales Corp., Elizabeth,
New Jersey, November 12, 1940.
Tribute proof enclosed. Although title changed, copy
is as FWG prepared it. Twenty page folder planned of com
parative industrial statistics of nine major U.S. industries
including printing. "This material is quite similar to
that which was recently published in several issues of the
Inland Printer... I should like to use this tribute to type
which you have prepared, on the front inside cover of this
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folder, and shall appreciate it very much if you will give
me permission to do so." Folder will have free distribution
and "will be in very great demand in all of our schools,
especially in classes that are studying industrial condi
tions..." First printing 10,000 copies. Writer sorry to
have missed FWG's speech at 500th anniversary. [Union
County New Jersey Pageant of Printing Progress Dinner,
Nov. 7, in Elizabeth. See Oct. 21 letter from Doe.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. GOUDY, from DON WOODMAN, The Oregonian, Portland,
Oregon, November 12, 1940.
FWG's gift of a copy of "Bertha M. Goudy A Memorial"
[ . .recollections by one who knew her best] was a thoughtful
one. "I visited Treasure Island shortly after interviewing
you this last summer, and I spent a very enjoyable time be
fore your display in the Fine Arts building. I'm afraid I
did a rather amateurish job of explaining some of the tech
nical points to the others in our party." [FWG visited
relatives in Oregon in August 1940.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 18.2cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, November 13, 1940.
Writer has had letter from G.L. Graef , Superintendent
of School Supplies, New York City. Graef has been unable to
get an answer to request for quotation from Village Letter
Foundry. Will FWG inform writer? "We would still like the
type if we can secure it." [Since Deepdene fire in January
1939 little business went through Village Letter Foundry.
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FWG's notation: 11/15.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
November 13, 1940.
Grand to see FWG and old friends [at Typophile lunch
eon], "I have now paid all my 'just
debts' and you can
imagine how happy I am!" Has written Mr. Garrity [Munising
Paper Co.] for samples of Goudy Bond [company's new paper,
see Bookbinding and Book Production letter, October 23 J
L.S. 1 P. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from IDA HUGGINS,
Alms Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, November 13, 1940.
Hotel management inviting FWG to be their guest over
night when in Cincinnati speaking to Printing House Crafts
men, December 12, at Alms Hotel. [FWG's notation: 11/28.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from EDWARD
D. DOE, Printing, New York City, November 13, 1940.
Thanks for FWG's address which helped make November 7
dinner meeting [Union County New Jersey Pageant of Printing
Progress] so successful. Hopes FWG and Miss [Florence]
Duvall enjoyed Elizabeth [New Jersey]. Copy of Elizabeth
Journal article covering dinner will be sent.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough
on Hudson, from JOSEPHINE WHETFORD [Cummington, Mass.],
November 14, 1940.
Writer and husband appreciate FWG's lovely, unusual
gift of book [Bertha M. Goudy, recollections. . .] . Florence
[Duvall] has given them FWG's invitation. Close by writer's
house is "the printing press that you so kindly looked at
for Miss Frazier."
L.S. 4 pp. 18.7cm. x 14. 3cm.
[hand drawn stationery; envelope extant]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-Hudson, from L.A.
PETERSEN, Washington Junior High School, Green Bay,
Wisconsin, November 15, 1940.
Would FWG autograph block of stamps commemorating
anniversary of printing in colonial America? Writer has
fine collection of these. [Stamps may be Printing Tercen
tenary Issue of Stephen Daye's Press. FWG's notation:
11/18.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from FRANCES B. DUVALL [Los Angeles],
November 18, 1940.
Thanks for FWG's kind gift of the book [Bertha M. Goudy,
recollections. . .?]. Additional thanks for FWG's repeated
entertaining of Florence [writer's daughter], "It was a boon
to her during the election time to be able to run away
Florence does not push herself and would be lonely many times.
It worries me when I think of her future. Now with four
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more years with an orgy of spending I am less sure of the
future . "
L.S. 4 pp.- 17,3cm. x 13.6cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JACK FRYE, Trans
continental & Western Air, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri,
November 18, 1940.
Pleased that FWG has joined the Stratoliner Club.
Membership certificate enclosed. Remembrance medallion
will be mailed soon. "As the aviation industry continues to
progress, I believe you will find these Stratoliner Club
credentials interesting mementoes of the fact that you were
a pioneer traveler on the first transcontinental airplane
designed to fly at higher altitudes."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
PAPA GOUDY [FWG], from C. DOUGLAS BARNES, McBarth,
Inc., Manhasset, Long Island, November 18, 1940.
Sending on Bently' s [Raak] information: depth gauge cost
[Syracuse] University $48.00, microscope $85.00 net (list
$112.25). Can probably get same discount for FWG on micro
scope. Will show FWG and Florence the movies writer has
taken when they get together. Thanks for holiday invitations
.Thanksgiving]
which Bently [Raak] and writer cannot accept.
was being purchased probably in anticipation of
:?WG*s work on staff of School of Journalism, Syracuse Uni
versity.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
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FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Coggeshall-Sherwood,
Inc., Utica, New York, November 18, 1940.
Running Christmas booklet tomorrow but will keep colo
phon page so FWG can specify if he wants some copies. "I
had a long letter from Mitchell [Kennerley] this morning -
the first I've heard from him in a long time. It seems
that his idea of starting a galleries [sic] has been aban
doned. He seems to be feeling fine, and I presume from what
he intimates that he is hauling off to get ready to begin
to start something." If FWG doesn't "like the 'Wheel of
Fortune' (and I can't blame you if you don't), and would
like something else done for your Christmas [Keepsake], you
have only to let me know what it is. I would be glad to
get
going."
T.L.S. 1 P. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from [LEURA] DOROTHY
[BEVIS], University of California Press, Berkeley,
November 19, 1940.
News from Dorothy Drake that FWG may have torn liga
ments and not dislocated shoulder. Writer returned from Los
Angeles. "...the city is still resounding with your praise
and its pleasure in entertaining you. The Book Shop was most
enthusiastic, so was the Zamorano Club [see Schad, Oct. 23]
and so were the Pasadena people." Three copies of Typologia
sent so FWG can personally inscribe them to Bruce Rogers,
Dorothy Drake and Mr. Hynes, University Press proof reader.
"It would never do for us to let the matter of these three
copies
slip." Writer had "letter from Florence just before
she was to meet you at the airport. The story is all over
San Francisco that you are married, but Jackson Burke had a
long talk with me and said he would help to squelch it. He
is a nice person!" [Jackson Burke, a book collector, was
assistant manager at Stanford University Press, 1946-49, and
Director of Typographic Development for Mergenthaler Lino
type Corporation, 1949-63. FWG's notation: 11/28.]
1 L o 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from HUGH BROWN,
500th Anniversary of Printing, Hartford, Connecticut,
November 19, 1940.
Writer will meet FWG upon his arrival in Hartford
[November 25] for speaking engagement.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from LEE AUGUSTINE,
Greater Cincinnati Committee, 500th Anniversary of Invention
of Printing from Movable Type, November 19, 1940.
Would FWG send asked for material [November 12 letter
requested title of FWG's talk and plans for visiting print
ing establishments in Cincinnati] to Earl Winter, Cincinnati?
A photograph or halftone for Craftsmen's publication needed.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from
CHAS. L. NURSBAUMER, Dearborn Type Foundry, Chicago,
November 20, 1940.
Matrices are ready "except to cut for length and cham-
per the corners. We have been expecting you for the past
couple of weeks. What shall I do with font?" [Following
are included with letter: Dearborn Type Foundry invoice for
43 matrices 14 pt. Hadriano @ $1.25 each marked Pd 11/23/40
ck 8078. University of California invoice for 43 mats mono
14 pt. display Hadriano @ $3.00 each. Copy of FWG's Nov.
23, 1940 order for 43 Hadriano display matrices from U. of C
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FWG's notation on Dearborn letter: 11/23 ck 54o 53.75
250 post.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21=5cm.
[Dearborn invoice, University of California invoice,
claim for ticket refund and copy of FWG's order to
U. of C for Hadriano matrices attached.]
MR. FREDERICK [sic]W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from
WM. FREDERICK CALKINS, California Monthly, Berkeley,
November 20, 1940.
Hopes FWG pleased with outcome of "Type by Goudy" arti
cle. Copies of photographs made enclosed. "I have sent the
copy of your book [Typologia?] to Earnest, and I suppose
that you will hear from him soon. I know that I have enjoyed
my copy
immensely."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough, from HENRY
ALLEN MOE, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, New
York City, November 20, 1940.
FWG has been used as reference by applicant for Guggen
heim Fellowship, Robert Haas [see letter Oct. 22 from Haas].
"My questions are always the same...You know our standards.
Does Mr. Haas make the grade? Your usual careful opinion
will be appreciated, and it will, as always, be held strictly
confidential." [FWG's rough draft of his opinion concerning
Haas and his project is attached.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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[JOHN SIMON GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION, New York City,
from FWG.]
I have known Mr Haas for about eight years, not inti
mately, but by contacts at meetings of the Institute of
Graphic Arts & through his editorial work & writings. I
have no doubt as to his sincere interest in the graphic
arts and particularly in the art of the hand press if
art it is I prefer to think of it as craft rather. As to
his ability to design type and his new type The Officina or
his Greek I cannot say as I have never seen any of his draw
ings or proofs. His project, in the main, is sound enough
though too ambitious for one man to carry far & except by
example even to "revive the interest in fine typography",
an interest in America which it never had but which, as a
matter of fact, is greater today than ever before. His
plan might strengthen that interest. It is true there is
no place in the US where the apprentice or rather the begin
ner can go to learn the fundamentals of printing handicraft
all the schools I know of teach printing as a means of
mere livelihood with little stress on the qualities that Mr
Haas suggests is advisable.
I wish I knew Mr Haas more intimately since I do not
wish to make any statement which might not be fair & just to
him, but beyond what I say here I do not feel I would be
fair or just to the Foundation either were I to speak extra
vagantly of his work of which I know so little.
Such a project as he outlines I would like to see
promoted, whether he is the one to carry it out, frankly I
don't know.
[Rough draft] 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
DR. FREDERIC GOUDY, from SAMUEL J. BANKS, Berkeley,
California, November 21, 1940.
Writer very disappointed not to have seen FWG at Marl
boro last summer or in California recently. FWG's type for
U[niversity of] California] is beautiful, as to be expected,
Writer toured U. of C. Press with Miss [Dorothy] Bevis as
guide. It is a wonderful, completely equipped printing
plant such as former master printers would love. Writer
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almost recovered from automobile accident. Now writing
children's poetry he would like to set in a Goudy type.
Worked summer before last with type and did fairly well.
Hopes to find work in wonderful San Francisco.
L.S, 7 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Lanston Monotype Machine Com
pany, Philadelphia, from G. ELLIS MOTT, New England Editor
and Printer. Boston, November 23, 1940.
Would like copy of FWG's November 25 speech, to be given
in Hartford for 500th Anniversary of Printing, for use in
December issue. [FWG's notation: Tel 11/30 let ms 11/30.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[copy sent to Deepdene residence]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from LEE AUGUSTINE,
Greater Cincinnati Committee, 500th Anniversary of Invention
of Printing from Movable Type, November 26, 1940.
FWG's biographical information is needed for publicity,
including three glossy prints. Wants to give FWG a good
audience and "focus attention on Cincinnati's printing
industry."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ERNEST DAEWS , Berkeley, California,
November 28, 1940.
Action of autographing a copy of Typologia was very
kind of FWG. It is valued and shown to friends with pride.
Writer glad to have had small part in book's production.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from RICHARD W. ELLIS, Camden, New Jersey,
November 29, 1940.
It has been a hard year for writer "on top of" some
hard ones. Could writer come up to see FWG some weekend?
Chinese Book with Special Deepdene [characters, see Spring
and April 26, 1939 letters concerning Waley's Translations
from the Chinese, 194l] has been ready for press since last
April but is not yet printed. Wants to see FWG's book
[Typologia].
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LEE AUGUSTINE, Cincinnati, Ohio,
November 29, 1940.
If FWG can bring to Cincinnati [written] text of his
speech [for 50th Anniversary of Invention of Printing from
Movable Type celebration] it would help the newspaper
coverage.
L.S. 2 pp. 18.2cm. x 13.1cm.
[Hotel Statler, St. Louis, stationery]
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
HENRY ALLEN MOE, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation,
New York City, November 29, 1940.
Will FWG give his "careful judgment of Mr. Victor
Hammer's ability, of his proposal for work, and of him with
reference to that proposal?" Mr. Hammer is older than most
candidates. "...Is he first-rate?" [FWG's rough draft of
his endorsement of Hammer is attached. FWG's notation:
12/4/40.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[JOHN SIMON GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION, New York City,
from FWG,]
I first knew of Mr Hammer's work some ten years ago
while he was conducting a private press, in Florence, Italy,
through an article in the magazine Philobiblon published in
Vienna, later by his type "Hammerschrift" brought out by
Klingspor Foundry in Offenbach, A.M. I do not remember just
when Mr Hammer left Florence, but I met him personally some
two or three years ago & once or twice since then & I have
corresponded with him, mostly relative to his work as a type
designer & punch cutter. I have the highest regard for his
scholarship and his attainments, although I feel he is a bit
narrow like many others in his outlook on handicraft. Per
sonally I do not believe that handicraft is as circumscribed
as Updike, Rogers, Rollins or Hammer make out in Hammer's
case however he speaks with greater authority on the subject
than the others I mention in that he is a thoroughly prac
tical workman as well as an idealist.
His project as outlined in his statement I have known
of for some months and I believe his statement, in the main,
covers accurately what he has in mind, and furthermore, he
is [sic] probably there is no man in this country who is
better qualified to carry out the project as completely as
he. Of the value to the project itself, I think he covers
that point understandingly in the paragraph I have checked,
but if everything is to rest on a materialistic basis nothing
of esthetics or art can come.
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You say "The primary question is: is he first
rate?"
I have no hesitancy in answering that I think he is in every
way "first
rate"
and your help could not be better applied.
I believe in his complete sincerity of purpose as outlined
in his statement. And to substantiate my statement I would
be proud to be associated with him as helper and adviser.
Some weeks ago, without his knowledge, I recommended
him for a position similar [to] the one he now holds at
Wells, with the School of Journalism, Syracuse University,
in the Typographic Laboratory which the School kindly named
for me, but whether he has been approached or not I do not
know.
[Rough draft] 2 PP. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS. Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, November 29, 1940.
Credit for Royalty on matrices' sales during October
1940 is $11.54.
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY ("Uncle" Fred), Marlboro-on-Hud
son, from MELVIN LOOS, New York City, November 30, 1940.
The Memorial book about Bertha [Bertha M. Goudy, recol
lections. . .] is "beautifully written and very well printed...
I shall put it among my most cherished collection of
books."
T.L.S. 1 P. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from MARGARET W. STRONG, Rochester, New
York, November 1940.
FWG's bookplates are "a very delightful memento of a
pleasant evening at the Grolier Club...Thank you many times
for your thoughtful courtesy in adding to my interesting
hobby and
collection..." [Bookplate collection bequeathed
to Pierpont Morgan Library.]
L.S. 1 p. 18.7cm. x 13.0cm,
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from IDA HUGGINS,
Alms Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, December 3, 1940.
Reservations made for FWG for December 12, "which will
be complimented to you out of respect of our good friends,
the Craftsmen." [FWG coming to speak for 500th Anniversary
of Invention of Printing from Movable Type, banquet to be
held in Alms Hotel. See Alms Hotel letter, Nov. 13.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-the-
Hudson, from THOMAS J. TIERNEY, New England Editor and
Printer, Boston, December 3, 1940.
Manuscript [of FWG's talk Nov. 25 to Hartford 500th
Anniversary of Printing] excerpts used in story for Decem
ber issue. [See letter of November 23 for request.]
Sending manuscript back.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], December 4 [1940?].
Writer wants FWG to check notes made on their earlier
conversation about Frank Holme. Material may be sent to Mr.
[Edwin] Hill. Stories include: "The night McKinley was
elected, Cooper, Dwiggins, Reed, Harry Hirshfield and I went
with Frank... [to] old Hopkins Theatre on State St. We look
ed down right on the stage. Election returns were announced
frequently. During one of these, Frank got up in the box,
waved his hat and shouted: 'Hurrah for Goudy, - the friend of
the people! ' Cheers from the whole house! Later we stopped
in an East side saloon, and Harry hollered the same thing."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm, x 21.6cm.
MR. [SAMUEL] FARQUHAR [University of California Press,
Berkeley], from BRUCE ROGERS, Danbury, Conn., December 16,
1940.
Writer waiting to acknowledge receipt of FWG's Typologia
(just arrived) and "to thank you for the magnificent gift of
so many copies of your printing of my letter to Goudy a
delightful little book with one of Fred's happiest introduc
tions. . .Every detail seems to me admirably and beautifully
correlated: paper, type, ink and dimensions all seem made
for each other, and the binding is discreetly
gay." Finished
job looks better than it promised to in proofs and better
than two pages in Bookbinding and Book Production. "Of
course, in every fount of type, old or new, I would wish
some letters different, and this is no exception. But these
are only personal prejudices and there are fewer in this
fount than in any of Goudy 's other types
" [Gift was BR
to FWG, printed by University of California Press,
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from RAYMOND DaBOLL, Hinsdale, Illinois,
December 27, 1940.
A photograph of Mr. [Oswald] Cooper sent per Miss
Hotze's of Bertsch & Cooper instuctions "as a token of the
appreciation we all feel for your contribution to the Oz
Book... I can only regret that Mr. Cooper is never to see the
finished book. However, he knew pretty well what was going
into it and appreciated keenly your part in it. It meant a
great deal to him." Writer learning what sort of things
can postpone things "such extra-curricular projects as Oz
Books, Sta News Bulletins, Pan's Laments etc." [FWG contri
buted a chapter,
"Ozzie" Cooper, written July, .1938, for
The Book of Oz Cooper, An Appreciation of Oswald Bruce
Cooper, printed by The Society of Typographic Arts, Chicago,
1949. DaBoll contributed, An Appreciation of O.B.C Chap
ter, and also the format and incidental calligraphy.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.2cm. x 21.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SARAH A. BARTLETT, New York City [1940?]
Writer's press will be used at Quercus Press, San Ma
teo. She received proof drawn from press. "The Goudy
Antique type loaned by the Grabhorn Press, used. The press
was prominently displayed in their large office. *A nice
buffet luncheon was served, ' and the 'most representative
group of book collectors etc ever held in San
Francisco.*"
Writer has 23x17 piece of vellum used by William Morris for
a book. It is designed. What price should she ask? [This
widow had requested FWG's advice in sale of items.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY [California], from RICHARD STEPHENS [1940?].
Sent notice to FWG at University Press [of California]
but Mr. [Carroll T.] Harris "says you never received it.
We have quite a few people signed up." Notices in several
papers. Expects attendance will be 40-50.
L.S. 2 pp. 12.7cm. x 7.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from NELLY STENBERG, Honolulu [l94o].
Thanking FWG for lovely book. Will FWG give Florence
[Duvall] pictures from writer? [Duvall and FWG visited
Honolulu in July 1940.]
L.S. 1 p. 23.5cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ. D.H.L.i D.L.L.,; etc. ad
infinatum [sic], Marlboro, from A.J. GREEN, Hotel New
Yorker, New York City, January 8, 1941.
Hoping FWG's health is improving and he will soon pay
them a visit. "I haven't had any recent reports so would
appreciate it if you would have your blonde stenographer
write, telling news of you...Mr. Blackstone was sorry to
hear that you were laid up and sends his hopes for a speedy
recovery as do many of the Bellmen who have heard about
you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ANDREW R. BOONE,
Los Angeles, February 27, 1941.
Writer would like to interview FWG on Popular Science
Monthly's editor's suggestion for article "concerning your
work at the University of California and your experiences in
designing type... If such an article is written, I have no
doubt your files contain photographs of your past experiments
which would prove an interesting addition to any which might
be taken at Berkeley." University [of California] ' s mana
ger of news service, Mr. Harold Ellis, informs writer FWG
will be in Berkeley later. [FWG's notation: 422.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from BERT RENOUARD, c/o Fifth Avenue Hotel,
New York City, March 7, 1941.
Blanche and writer extend birthday wishes. Would
like to see FWG again.
L.S. 3 pp. 17.1cm. x 13.9cm.
MISS DOROTHY DRAKE, Scripps College, Claremont,
California, from WARD RITCHIE, Anderson & Ritchie, Los
Angeles, March 12, 1941.
Writer glad hand press will be appreciated at Scripps
College. "The press is a Washington Hand Press made in New
York probably in the '50's or '60's of the last century. It
might be possible to trace the exact date inasmuch as it is
numbered and the name of the firm manufacturing it is also
cast in the frame. I picked it up when I started my own
shop subsequent to returning from France, because over there
I had worked on a hand press and had acquired a great love
for them. Also because it was the type of equipment that
William Morris and Cobden-Sanderson and the other masters
of the private press had used producing their books. It was
the first press that I ever owned, and so in giving it to
Scripps, I feel that I am also giving a part of myself...
Cobden-Sanderson and William Morris felt that from 100 to
200 impressions were about all a man could be expected to
pull and still retain keen enthusiasm." Press, in good con
dition, will be very good for small books. It may need new
tympan and frisket later. [Press was later named Hartley
Burr Alexander Press.]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], March 14 [l94l].
Chicago art show catalog has used cut of the [writer's]
exhibited picture of FWG's shop. Writer requested catalog
be sent to FWG. he should look at it when it comes. How did
last birthday [March 8] come off? [FWG was 76 years old.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY,
Marlboro-on-Hudson,*
from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, March 18, 1941.
No reply to FWG's letter since writer busy gathering
"necessary information for submitting bids on U.S. Defense
manufacture. . .In the meantime we will of course make no
change in our present [financial] arrangement with you."
Sincere thanks for copy of Typologia which will join writ
er's "personal Goudy collection."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
HARVEY D. BEST & T. FRANK MORGAN, Lanston Monotype
Machine Company, from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine
Company, Philadelphia, March 20, 1941.
General analysis of possibilities of cutting additional
sizes of existing type faces. License agreement with A.T.F.
Company and competition from Bauer's foundry are influenc-
_
ing factors. Changes undergone to bring out face may detain
type's introduction until market has changed. Have copied,
with permission, desirable book faces of Monotype Corpora
tion, Limited. "The other day you handed me a booklet list
ing the names of some 112 type faces designed by Mr. Goudy
...it is a serious question whether it would pay us to man
ufacture any of them. As a matter of fact, Fred told me
not long ago that his own sales are very limited and I doubt
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if our experience would be much better. Printers it seems,
are more lavish in their praise of Fred than in purchase of
his product. Perhaps there might be something to our giv
ing consideration to reproducing his Goethe, or Newstyle,
or Marlborough, or Trajan Title faces [Newstyle and Marlbor
ough have been circled]. He lists these faces among those
which are unencumbered." Will Best and Morgan give advice
as to new matrix work? [Notation: suggestions for "30".]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JOS. T. BROWN,
JR., Atlanta Club of Printing House Craftsmen, Atlanta,
Georgia, March 22, 1941.
"...to say that we are elated over prospects of having
you visit us would be putting it mildly. We are very much
honored that you will visit us and our present plans call
for more of a celebration than just an ordinary
meeting."
Master Printers Club, Advertising Club and printers from
other cities will be invited. Need photograph and data for
publicity. [FWG's notation: Ortons (Goudy) Master of
Ketters, Black Cat press, 1939) Mackay Johnstone 4/14/.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.4cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EVERETT
SINGER, Adirondack Club of Printing House Craftsmen,
Gloversville, New York, March 29, 1941.
Has corresponded with Mr. [Howard] Coggeshall. Hopes
FWG's health permits his attendance. "For your information,
the other speakers are going to be Mr. Groet of the East
man Kodak Company, who will talk on 'Photography in print
ing' and Mr. Norm Kimball of Martin Cantine Company, whose
topic I have not as yet received." What will FWG's topic
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be? [2nd District] Conference is May 10. [FWG's nota
tion: 4/14,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], March 31, 1941.
Number of new type faces must be reduced to save ma
terials for replacement matrices. "Since aluminum is not
obtainable at all, we are compelled to conserve very care
fully what stock of material we have on hand for the manu
facture of driven display matrices." Eventually Goudy
Newstyle and "Marlboro Oldstyle" will be made. "I would be
willing to buy the exclusive rights to these two faces at a
price of $500.00 each, or a total of $1,000.00 to be credit
ed against your account with us. If this would be agreeable
to you, I would then want you to agree to a reduction in
your service fee of $50.00 per month, this reduction to be
credited against your account with
us." Monotype Co. would
have a "sentimental interest" in producing a tribute to FWG,
a type face called "Goudy 30." If FWG likes idea what sug
gestions does he have? Writer thinks there is greater "use
of full face Romans or Mediums with more than the amount of
color generally found in book
faces..." [FWG's "Goudy 30"
was a black letter,]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
AUGUST ANGEL, The Print Shop, Pine Mountain Settlement
School, Kentucky, March 31, 1941.
"The Type Speaks" has captured interest of beginning
typesetting students. May it be used "as a typesetting
project in a proposed typesetting workbook for beginning
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students. This workbook to be printed in our school print-
shop by advanced students and to be used exclusively at
Pine Mountain Settlement School on a non-profit
basis."
[FWG's notation: 4/11/41.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 17.9cm. x 14. 7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
R[ICHARD] N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Co., Atlanta,
Georgia, April 3, 1941.
Although. not active member of Craftsmen, writer likes
the group. Free, inscribed copy of Typologia with FWG's
bookplate is priceless gift. "Typologia is a swell book,
and your story is of absorbing interest to me. The type
face is a characteristic thoroughly good Goudy design, and
composes into a page I've never seen surpassed for even
ness of color. It is velvety smooth, but has a flavor that
even the acid- loving Updike would smack over." [First use
of California Old Style, #106, 1938.] Writer suggests FWG
stay at his home, spending time as he wishes. Craftsmen
Club members will visit and can show "the sights." "You
will find that your friends here are in a ratio of 100% to
the population of printers, artists and advertising profess
ionals." [See Atlanta Club of Printing House Craftsmen
March 22 letter concerning visit.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS, University of
California Press, Berkeley], April 5. 1941.
Note from Ben Grauer informed writer that FWG was better
[following illness], "Isn't he the radio man? We sent him
one of the B R [BR to FWG, Univ. of California Press, 1940]
books - at his request - but they are all gone, now. Hasn't
it been fun the way people have liked
them?" FWG's birthday
celebrations sounded wonderful. Bill Kittredge invited
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writer to a dinner with Sam [Farquhar], Carroll and Mrs.
Harris and Grabhorns. Couldn't go but just as well since
wine was probably flowing. FWG's trip to Atlanta April 25
and activities with Craftsmen [Club] sound strenuous. Will
Florence visit California that coming summer? Saw Albert
Bender in December at Mills [College] when judging book con
test and shocked at his death. [Bender was a prominent
member of Book Club in California, in San Francisco.] "I'm
delighted to hear that Scripps is to have its own type
[Scripps College Old Style, 1941, #110] at last. Dorothy
.Drake]
has been working so ardently for it, and I remember
the beautiful design you showed me." Hopes FWG won't suffer
financially on this job. Sam [Farquhar] won't commit him
self as to date for Alphabet [The Alphabet and Elements of
Lettering, printed by University of California Press, 19^2],
Writer bought copy of Grabhorn Bibliography, $35.00, from
David Magee on strength of FWG's "exceptionally fine" article
about it. Magee and Mr. Dawson going East for [A. Edward]
Newton sale. "Mr. Dawson will then attend the A.B.A. [An
tiquarian Booksellers Association] and is to be one of the
committee to present the new library to F.D.R."
L.S. 4 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., from DOUGLAS MORSE HOWELL,
New York City, April 9. 1941.
Has seen FWG's work through "Harrison Elliott, gen
tleman papermaker, who is being so kind and gracious as to
make some lovely paper for me out of pure linen..." Saw
several FWG catalogs and liked them, "Enclosed herewith
are various copies, as per list attached, of some illumined
capitals which I do for The Art of the Woodcut, and several
others, which also apply to the Graphic Arts. They are
numbered editions, and I shall be very happy if you would
like so much to accept them as a gift." Wants to "interest
the book publishers in illumined books, where a story or a
tale is illustrated, not with illustrations added on, but
with the very Art of printing in the tale itself, or like a
mother with a child in her womb." Which of FWG's type would
be suitable to cut in wood and print on hand made pages?
FWG will receive credit if idea succeeds and FWG's type is
cut in wood. Does FWG have "early
American" type? [A list
of seven items included,]
L.S. [with list] 3 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson from ROY
LeCRAW, Mayor, Atlanta, Georgia, April 9, 1941.
Has learned FWG will "be in Atlanta on April 25, to
address the Printers Club of our City. It is indeed an
honor to welcome you to our City... I am sure the members of
the Printing trade will benefit greatly by your visit here,
and I look forward to the privilege of meeting
you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, April 10, 1941.
Glad that FWG agrees with writer's suggestions [see
writer's letter, March 31, 1941], The 12, 14 and 18 pt.
Newstyle [#44, 1921] type "will be sufficient for our pur
poses for reproduction. I am glad to note that since you
do not have type for Marlboro you feel that by redrawing the
face you could make improvements and make a better fit for
the Monotype die case." Will "continue forwarding you
monthly
check" for retainer and FWG will send monthly $50.00
checks to be applied to his account. "It is entirely poss
ible that I have always mixed too much sentiment with busi
ness, but I do have a tremendous sentimental interest in the
thought of Monotype being able to produce a typeface to be
named 'Goudy 30.'" Has kept 125 copies Goudy number of
MONOTYPE for later distribution to FWG's friends. Purchase
agreement for Newstyle and Marlboro [#52, 1925] will be sent.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City,
April 11, 1941.
The razors [probably those described in Emmons Mss. as
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seven old-fashioned razors made by Wostenholm and given to
FWG by English friend. Several male guests admiring them
were amazed FWG did not use them] are "nicest present I
ever
had." [FWG collected razors.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Claremont, Califor
nia, April 11, 1941.
Dr. Jaqua is back from East [coast] but did not see
FWG. "He wanted to tell you himself about the gift that is
coming our way from Ward Ritchie. Since he could not I am
enclosing a copy of Ward's letter which explains the latest
thrill in our proposed Scripps press." [See Ritchie's let
ter, March 12.] A letter is coming from senior, Patricia
Morrison. Morrison's grandmother financing type. "Don't
be too disturbed over the evidence in this letter of a lack
of understanding or of her having the complete picture of
what's what. Very few of us do have." Could FWG be present
June 6 for Commencement and dedication services of [Hartley
Burr Alexander] press? [FWG was not present.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.9cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, April 11, 1941.
Enclosed "form of agreement covering our purchase of
the rights to the vNewstyle' [Goudy Newstyle, #44, 1921]
and 'Marlborough'" [#52, 1925] prepared by Mr. Ferguson.
Will FWG sign and return copies if in agreement? "You will
note the four different ways we have shown Marlborough. It
seems that this has been spelled both ways in the past.
Also I believe you have not used the word 'Goudy* as a part
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of the name of the type face. We of course would want to
call this 'Goudy Newstyle' and 'Goudy Marlborough' (or oro)
in accordance with information from you as to which is
correct
spelling," [Type was called Marlborough, named
after the New York town. War conditions prevented Lanston
Monotype's work on it at least until 1946. Goudy Newstyle
was similarly delayed. FWG's notation: 4/20/41. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, April 12, 1941.
Anxious not having received material from FWG for pub
licity. The photographs are fine and will be used. "Goudy
generosity"
seen in gift of "beautiful Memorial to Mrs.
Goudy" [Bertha M. Goudy, recollections. . .] . Writer met Mrs.
Goudy in June 1932 at Stowaways luncheon in New York. "I
know what a charming, friendly person she was, and I can
understand your deep grief over the great loss." Writer's
Goudy items will be exhibited for Craftsmen's Goudy Evening
before FWG comes to Atlanta. Bob Smith, new salesman of
firm "was at one time associated with your friend Howard
Coggeshall of Utica. Smith added a number of Goudy things
to our collection, all printed by Coggeshall." Radio report
er will interview FWG on arrival at Atlanta Airport. [The
Stowaways preceded the New York Typophiles. FWG's notation:
4/14.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from WILL AND JO[SEPHINE ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
April 14, 1941.
Writers will be glad to have FWG visit in July if he
can do so. Family news.
L.S. 3 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
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FRED, from MITCHELL [KENNERLEY ] , Sixty-fifth Street
Bookshop, Inc., New York City, April 15. 1941.
Called Grolier Club to find out meeting time. Will
pick up FWG at New Yorker [Hotel] and go with him. "I should
very much like to see the jacket of the book by Carl Jones,
giving the title and address where it can be obtained. My
deal is now in the hands of the lawyers for contracts."
T.L.S. lp. 24.7cm. x 15.5cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GLEN U. CLEETON,
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Penna.,
April 15, 1941.
Writer reassures FWG that Mr. Lebovit 's "Behind the
Type" is "comparatively free from error." Problems and de
lays have repeatedly hampered project but, "Our composition
and presswork is better than we rightfully could expect
students of limited experience to do. It seems to me to be
as good as that found in the general run of 'Fifty
Books.'"
Has Mr. Carey described difficulties of binding arrange
ments with A. I.G.A. recommended binder? "Incidently, Bernard
Lebovit has changed his name to Bernard Lewis. We have made
that change in the book." Writer thinks Lebovit 's text is
good and that job will be satisfactory to FWG, even though
FWG is worried. "We were anxious to make the book as rep
resentative as possible so we included the address which
you gave at our twenty-fifth anniversary. That address has
always appealed to me as being a masterpiece in its field.
In fact, I think it is the best statement of Goudy ideals in
existence." Wants book out on April 18 for Alumni Reunion.
T.L.S. 3 pp. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from M. LYLE SPENCER,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, April 15, 1941.
Writer and his wife will "be passing Deepdene sometime
around noon, about the time Alice should be cooking the ex
tra egg you claim to have in stock. If you will be home at
that time, we'll divide the egg and talk over a matter of
some importance that I want to bring up with you." Will
bring "one box that belongs with the engraving machine we
sent
you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Claremont,
California, April 16, 1941.
FWG's rough draft is good. "You certainly are a peach
to write out this fine manuscript for our Treasure Book of
Noted Visitors to the library." When Dr. Jaqua and Millard
Sheets meet Ward Ritchie's gift of the hand press will be
placed somewhere. Hopes FWG comes for Commencement. "We
can really make something of these dedication services if
you are
here." FWG's and Florence's [Duvall] "contributions
to my birthday celebration gloriously and gratefully re
ceived... I will treasure them in my Goudiana
collection."
[Press was named Hartley Burr Alexander Press.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.9cm. x 18.7cm.
MR. A. CERRUTI, New York, from J.A.B. SMITH, Underwood
Elliott Fisher Company, New York, April 18, 1941.
"Please use this letter as a confirmation to send to
Frederic Goudy, Marlboro, New York, the medals which he so
kindly loaned us for publicity
purposes."
T.L.S. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[copy to Mr. Frederic Goudy, Marlboro]
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from ELIZABETH
ABRAHAM, Withers Public Library, Bloomington, Illinois,
April 19, 1941.
Apologies for delayed acknowledgement of FWG's auto
graphed books and pictures of himself. "We are most grate
ful for this courtesy and these books and pictures will be
regarded as cherished
possessions." [FWG born in Blooming-
ton in 1865.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
the-Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, April 21, 1941.
Writer has seen Mr. Scottow "concerning the touching up
and finishing of negatives and the printing of single copies
from the finished plates. Mr. Scottow' s price to you will
be thirty dollars per dozen of any one
sitting." Single
price given. Three copies of sitting FWG likes will be gift.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, April 21, 1941.
Copies of agreement for [Goudy] Newstyle and Marlbor
ough type faces signed by FWG received. One "executed by
myself and Mr. Ferguson is attached for your records... I
note that you are securing two or three characters of the
'Newstyle' in 12, 14 and 18 pt. These will be very helpful
to Sol [Hess] in arranging for drawings and patterns."
"Marlborough"
spelling will be used. "Will you need any
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matrix case information in connection with your making of
the 'Marlborough' drawings? I note you will forward $50.00
check each month, beginning with April, for credit against
your account with us, and that if you find it possible you
may increase these amounts. I attach new statement of your
account, showing credit of the $1,000.00 for the 'Newstyle'
and 'Marlborough'
rights." Types will be named "Goudy New-
style"
and "Goudy Marlborough."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], April 21, 1941.
[See previous entry for contents. Note to Bancroft
brings attention to new agreement and financial arrangements.
Note to Hess informs him of acquisition of two Goudy type
faces.]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[copies with notes to W. Bancroft, S. Hess]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, on the Hudson,
from T.B. TRUL0CK, JR., Eastern Air Lines, Atlanta,
Georgia, April 21, 1941.
Ticket sent upon Mr. Brown's of Dittler Brothers request
for New York-Atlanta flight on April 24.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ETHEL CANADE "Blonde Braids,"
New York City, April 22, 1941.
Thank-you to FWG and Florence for kind wishes and
"generous gift." Writer wishes FWG "great success in your
new undertaking. .. it is wonderful that you have been able
to set up shop
again..." [FWG was acquiring equipment with
help of Syracuse University.]
L.S. 3 PP. 12.0cm. x 9.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Hotel New Yorker, New York
City, from RICHARD N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company,
Atlanta, Georgia, April 22, 1941.
FWG's telegram necessitated this letter explaining how
airline ticket has been purchased and sent to FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD N. McARTHUR [Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia], April 22, 1941.
FWG's package arrived and contents examined at "Goudy
Evening" [of Printing House Craftsmen], "The Caxton and
King James leaves are museum pieces of the first rank, as
are dozens of your own handiwork. The dis-Honor Roll was
of course a sensation for men only! The gang made me
read aloud the 'Chapeau Immortel,' [by Earl Emmons] and
later the un-Happy Birthday with your hands in
cement."
Georgia Barbecue planned "for the man who made 'Roast Pig'
famous in the world of type..." [A Dissertation Upon Roast
Pig..., by Charles Lamb, printed by Village Press, 1903-?]
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Airplane ticket sent by Joe Brown.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
[copy of letter also present]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlboro, from EVERETT
SINGER, Amsterdam Printing & Lithographing Co., Amsterdam,
New York, April 22, 1941.
Hoping FWG's health will be good enough for him to
speak on May 10. "Type and its Design" is a satisfactory
topic to Committee. Mr. H.M. Brower of Gloversville has
been asked. "I believe that whatever special types you can
bring along of early printing, will be interesting to the
gathering." [Adirondack Club of Printing House Craftsmen
meeting May 10, see March 29 letter concerning speakers,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EVERETT SINGER,
Amsterdam Printing & Lithographing Co., Amsterdam, New
York, April 25, 1941.
May 10 conference program being compiled. Writer
proposes to list "Fred W. Goudy, World Renowned Type De
signer, 'Type and its
Design.'"
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.9cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, April 30, 1941.
Royalty credit of $2.42 for March 1941 sale on matrices.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[FWG], from EDWARD LAWRENCE MERRITT, Kingston, New
York, May 12, 1941.
Talked about FWG, "your fine spirit and your work.
Kindly accept our sincere appreciation of your friendship..."
L.S. 1 p. [2nd page only] 17.8cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. [HARVEY D.] BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia], from F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, May 25, 1941.
Sending small, unused font of Marlboro that [Howard]
Coggeshall had. He would like it back. Proof [of Marl
boro?] enclosed. If Sol [Hess] finds that letters need
changes to fit unit rows FWG will redraw or improve them.
$50.00 check for supply account enclosed for May. Enjoyed
Atlanta visit. [FWG spoke to Printing House Craftsmen April
25. Letter notated: HDB 5/27 Hess.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], May 27, 1941.
FWG's [May] 25 letter acknowledged. Mr. [Sol] Hess
will handle matters. Thanks for check, [in note, tells
Mr. Monks to expect $50.00 checks from FWG, as one attached,
each month to be applied to open account balance between
FWG and company.]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
[note to Mr. Monks from HDB]
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from SOL
HESS [Lanston Monotype Machine Company], New York, May 29,
1941.
Received type for 16 pt. Marlboro, and 12, 14, 18 pt.
Newstyle. Will ask FWG for redrawing of Newstyle letters if
needed for die case arrangement. "As far as I know you have
only cut the 12, 14 and 18 pt. sizes of Newstyle. We pro
pose to manufacture 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 pt. sizes for com
position. There is a possibility we will also consider
cutting the face in 14, 18, 24, 30, and 36 pt. for display
sort casting. In this regard, we would appreciate having
your opinion as to desirable point sizes." Is FWG going to
redraw Marlboro or will 16 pt. type he sent be used? May
ask FWG to create an italic for Newstyle. "What do you think
about Kennerley Italic (with perhaps some modifications) as
a fitting companion?" A New York customer suggested "revis
ing Kennerley as a book face, if the fine lines and serifs
were made somewhat finer. Also if some of Kennerley were
toned down a bit." Kennerley is not selling well now in
composition fonts or display sizes. What does FWG think of
suggestion? [Kennerley Old Style, #19, 1911.] Atlanta's
The Constitution clipping [of FWG's April visit?] enclosed.
T.L. [copy] 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from J0[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
June 11, 1941.
Family was pleased receiving Behind the Type[; the life
story of Frederic W. Goudy, by Bernard Lewis, 19-fl], "I well
remember many of the incidents mentioned. Some of the
stories were often related, the pantograph was about the
house for several years but I don't remember ever hearing
where the money came for the lathe though I do remember it
and have some of your work done by the scroll
saw." Daugh
ter Merle has married. Family news. Hope FWG will visit
them on visit west next month.
L.S. 6 pp. 20.1cm. x 12.7cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from NETTIE BURTON CARR,
Printing Press Horace Carr, Cleveland, June 23, 1941.
Negotiations for sale of router have become complex.
An offer of $325 received after FWG accepted $100 sale price
should not be ignored since, "225. is a serious loss to us
as the estate is not large, consisting only of the plant and
good will. As executrix I have the responsibility of carry
ing on the business, with the possibility of losing one of
our men through the Draft (we have but two at present)."
FWG's check held until further communication received from
him. [FWG did not receive piece of equipment.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.4cm. x 20.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Howard Coggeshall, Inc.,
- Printing, Utica, New York, June 24, 1941.
Galley proofs and dummy of "Scholarly
Book"
sent. FWG
may do title page? "Any changes in your copy have been made
only in the interest of better spacing. I have queried the
Gutenberg sentence because that reference is the first made
to him by name." Will FWG pick an initial so zinc [plate]
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can be made? "And, you may want to write Farquhar for some
of the U of C type." If FWG puts Lost Types copy together
writer will go into production. Hold-ups are delaying most
work at writer's business. "In the meantime we will run out
of money if we aren't
careful."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Howard Coggeshall,
Inc. - Printing, Utica, New York, June 28, 1941.
Running "Scholarly" address and "Lost Types" in one
book would be good idea. "The former should be reset 32
ems, if that is not too wide for the 14-point type. One
page in the original is in 14-point Newstyle and does not
seem to look bad. I will be glad to run the matter over if
you think wise. There is nowhere enough of anything [type
face] else to set the 'Scholarly* copy in a larger size."
Writer sorry FWG cannot get "your gadgets and machines... I
presume any woman would consider it perfectly legitimate to
go back on her quotation if someone else offered her an
extra
dime." [See Carr letter, June 23.] FWG will probably
see Mitchell [Kennerley] before visiting writer or at writ
er's. Has heard from Earl [Emmons] who is "getting ready to
go to work and earn some money..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
SOL [HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], from FWG, Marlboro, July 12 [l94l].
Writer believes he sent 16 pt. Marlborough and 12, 14,
18 pt. Newstyle type, obtained from [Howard] Coggeshall. Ex
pected originally to only redraw Marlborough and "expected
you to reflect the 10 pt. from the type & I would go over
the tracings if you wish. The only changes I had in mind
were to increase length of lower serifs & add a little to
the upper . "
L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HOMER E. STERLING, Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Pittsburgh, Penna., July 14, 1941.
Other copies of prints of FWG sent. Hopes to receive
"the historical material that you are sending to be includ
ed in an article on the new Deepdene." [See Ellis, Nov. 29,
1940.] Could FWG give them pencil sketches of development
work on a type face? "Material like that seems to have
considerable inspirational value for the students."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from SOL HESS [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], July 15, 1941.
Marlboro in 16 pt and three sizes of Newstyle indeed
received, "...what I wanted to know was whether or not you
intended to redraw the face or whether we should make what
ever alterations you felt necessary and use the 16 pt. type
[Marlboro] as the basis for our design." Will FWG OK trial
drawings of serif changes? Severe metal shortage will delay
work beyond drawing stage. "The enclosed copy of a letter I
received recently from Kent Currie will no doubt interest
you." [Proof enclosed of fonts each of Marlboro, and 12,
14, 18 pt. Newstyle marked by FWG: By PP May 26 attention
of Hess.]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL [Utica, New York],
July 21, 1941.
Proofs of "Scholarly" revision and "Village Press Lives
Again"
enclosed. With "Ars Typo type from the Cary shop" and
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what writer has "we can pretty nearly show all of the faces
that were lost in the fire. Of course, some of them will
have to be shown without doing the history in one of the
sizes, as you planned with the stuff I have here; but enough
can be shown to make a good addition to the book." Earl
[Emmons] wants to get Maverick Press going. FWG might write
Earl since he feels "badly" not hearing from FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from MARIANA [ROACH, Dallas, Texas] , July 21 , 1941 .
Details of writer's trip through Washington [D.C.], Mt.
Vernon, and Blue Ridge [Mountains]. "The binding business
is getting off to a slow
start." Hopes FWG's new shop [work
area] gives him satisfaction.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.0cm. x 21.0cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
R[ICHARD] N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, August 8, 1941.
FWG's gift of inscribed "copy of the Pittsburgh
book"
[Behind the Type; the life story of Frederic W. Goudy. by
Lewis, 1941] greatly appreciated. Writer off as delegate
to [Printing House] Craftsmen's convention in Baltimore.
"One thing that persuaded me to go was the opportunity af
forded to see [Norman T.A.] Munder again. He is printing
the banquet program, and I'll try to swipe a copy for
you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm, x 21,5cm.
36o
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL [Utica, New York],
August 22, 1941.
Hopes FWG's operation was not serious as he seemed to
imply. No communication between writer and Mitchell [Ken
nerley], "I have been waiting to hear what you learned about
any knowledge he may have of the Village Type mats [#8,
1903?], or what he could do about rounding them up; also
what he thinks of the "Lost Types" book as we now propose to
do it," Any news on release of FWG types from [Melbert B.]
Cary [Jr.] estate? That will affect timing of production.
If FWG has not got pantographic machine yet "why don't you
ask Madame Perkins [Secretary of Labor in FDR's, cabinet] to
get a priority busted up some place and let you in for a
copy of the
machine?" Writer's [Christmas] holiday booklet
from "Book of Knowledge" again since these selections seem
popular. It is in 12 pt. Kaatskill and will soon be printed.
Would FWG like some copies?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ADA GERTRUDE [ROBINSON] , Gates Hotel,
Los Angeles, August 27, 1941.
Most of old hotel staff still present. FWG will have
room at old price. Writer will postpone trip to New York
State until FWG arrives.
L.S. 2 pp. 24.1cm. x 15.3cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS], University of
California Press, Berkeley, August 28, 1941.
Thrilled to know of FWG's future arrival. Carroll
Harris, now Major Carroll T. Harris, is delighted FWG coming.
"Although he is not actively connected with his own business,
[Mackenzie & Harris, Inc.] he is still able to keep an eye on
it and feels that it will be quite possible to cast the
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Scripps type for you." Writer will miss "Scripps shindig."
FWG, on his approval, will lecture October 1 for Extension
Division. Could he bring motion picture [FWG's notation:
Have it here] and some process material to show students?
"Sam [Farquhar] was happy to have the rubbing of the accent
pattern and will discuss it with you in detail." All of
Press eager for FWG to come.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE W. THOMPSON [Chicago],
August 28 [1941?].
Does FWG have a policy for
nieces' visits? Writer
would like to visit FWG in late September if convenient.
Her name will be on title page of Encyclopedia revision.
[Writer is employed by The United Educators, Inc.]
L.S, 4 pp. 15.5cm. x 10.4cm.
SIR [FWG], from RICHARD ROBINSON, Ithaca, New York,
September 3, 1941.
Writer's book is about to be printed by Cornell Uni
versity Press. There is no upright Greek face with accents
in proper sizes available to U.S. printers. Most printers
set occasional Greek words in Porson, "a sloping face that
harmonizes badly with the upright
English..." Will FWG do
something to help make a good Greek type available? [Writ
er's book was Plato's earlier dialectic, Cornell Univ.
Press, 1941.]
L.S. 3 PP. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Hotel Whitecotton, Berkeley,
California, from ERNEST J. JAQUA, Scripps College, Claremont,
California, September 3, 1941.
While FWG in California will he come to Scripps? Would
FWG address students September 18 at first College Convoca
tion? A twenty to twenty- five minute address would be good.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps
College, Claremont, California, September 3, 1941.
Hopes McKenzie and Harris have cast small font of [Scripps]
type for FWG. Since FWG probably has writer's letter con
cerning equipment still needed for press, what is needed so
FWG can make a proof? Frisket made but press needs cloth.
"The one that Ward [Ritchie] saw and approved was made of
parachute cloth which we probably cannot get. What do you
recommend in its place?" Writer has not seen Florence [Du
vall], Thanks for "the tribute booklet about Goudy The
Type-Maker." [Behind the type . . . , by Bernard Lewis may be
meant . ]
T.L.S. [2nd page only] 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
C.H.W. RUPRECHT, Underwood Elliot Fisher Co., New York
City, September 15, 1941.
Layout and text of advertisement featuring Underwood Co.
and FWG sent. Arrangements made with Los Angeles photogra
pher for ad pictures of FWG.
Telegram 1 p. 21,5cm. x 14. Ocm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
W.E. JOHNSON, Marschalk and Pratt, Inc., New York City,
September 15, 1941.
Writer met FWG through Mr. Ruprecht, Advertising Mana
ger of Underwood Elliott Fisher Co. Pleased to learn FWG
will be Company's Type Consultant. Text and layout of com
pany ad, planned for October 25 Saturday Evening Post, en
closed. "The copy for this ad, of course, was written from
the angle of what a man of your vast experience in the field
of type design might be expected to say about the typing
qualities of the Underwood..." Ad expected to "induce con
siderable reader
comment." Will FWG OK copy and layout and
return them? A photographer will take FWG's picture for ad.
[Marschalk and Pratt Inc. is a marketing and advertising
service.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, from
C.H.W. RUPRECHT, Underwood Elliott Fisher Company, New York
City, September 15, 1941.
Confirmation of telegram attached [see Sept. 15]. FWG
should receive layout and text of Saturday Evening Post ad
from advertising agents, Marschalk & Pratt [see Sept. 15
letter]. Time for ad is short, so writer hopes it is satis
factory to FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
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MISS DOROTHY M. DRAKE, Scripps College, Claremont
[California], from J.D. FARQUHAR, North Hollywood, Cali
fornia, September 15, 1941.
Writer regrets he cannot attend dinner honoring FWG
but hopes to see him while FWG is there.
L.S. 1 p. 24.2cm. x 15.4cm.
"FRIEND" [FWG], from LUCIE NIEMOELLER, Berkeley,
California, September 19 [1941].
Josephine [Goudy Root] informed writer of FWG's Berke
ley stay. Writer and son want FWG to dine with them. FWG
is receiving honors all the time. [Writer is friend from
FWG's youth.]
L.S. 2 pp. 19.4cm. x 14. 5cm.
FRED [California], from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Howard
Coggeshall, Inc. [Utica, New York], September 22, 1941.
Business is good since "many of the manufacturers are
going to spend money - some of them much more than last
year." Mitchell [Kennerley] writes "of being tied down at
the store, well drilled out at the end of the week - resting
every Sunday. He mentions particularly his inability to
even get to Deepdene for a Sunday." [Writer and FWG hoped
Kennerley could give information concerning Village Type
mats.] Writer has new Airedale puppy. [FWG had a house full
of animals.] Risque story Fred Main supplied is related.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
September 23, 1941.
Glad FWG will be visiting. They will meet him in
Portland. Will FWG see Lucy Niemoeller [see Niemoeller
letter, Sept. 19] who lives in Berkeley? News of relatives
and old friends.
L.S. 3 pp. 20.1cm. x 12.7cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Claremont,
California, September 25, 1941.
GOUDY DAY [Sept. 18] on Scripps campus was an occasion
no one will forget. FWG's convocation talk was "just right."
Writer heard Dawson [Book Shop] party with FWG was "a happy
occasion." Sorry to give FWG worry over the movie. Mailing
run-offs of Scripps [College Old Style, #11 o] type, original
drawings of that and University of California [#106] type,
and characters of type FWG wanted. Dorothy [Bevis] must be
very busy with her course. "When you see Jane Grabhorn will
you please tell her 'hello' from the Hartley Burr Alexander
Press of Scripps College???" FWG has last week's Claremont
Courier from Florence? "We are looking forward to her con
cert Friday night." Thanks for housewarming gift.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BESS MANNING, Dawson's Book Shop,
Los Angeles, September 25, 1941.
FWG gave everyone a fine evening. Large numbers of
people in Los Angeles speak with admiration and affection of
FWG. Gay Beawan regretted he could not attend.
L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ELIZABETH ABRAHAM, Withers Public Library, Bloomington,
Illinois, September 27, 1941.
Since FWG has kindly autographed books for Library
would he help writer by giving exact address in Blooming-
ton where he was born and his age when the family moved
from the city? [FWG's notation: 10/15.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.0cm. x 13.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, September 29, 1941.
Royalty notice for August 1941. FWG's account credit
ed $4.62 from matrices sold.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough on Hudson, from
BETTY DRURY, The Emergency Committee in Aid of Displaced
Foreign Scholars, New York City, October 2, 1941.
Will FWG give "a statement concerning the scholarly
ability and personal
qualifications..."
of Dr. Robert Haas?
[FWG had already given a reference to John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation for Haas, see Nov. 20, 1940 letter con
cerning that application.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ERNEST J. JAQUA,
Scripps College, Claremont, California, October 3, 1941.
"Your presence at the Convocation [Sept. 18] and at the
inauguration of the type and [Hartley Burr Alexander] press
and at the dinner were all a benediction to us and we en
joyed them exceedingly." FWG always welcome there.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14.Ocm.
FWG [Deepdene], from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College,
Claremont, California, October 10, 1941.
Everyone was pleased to have FWG teach Dorothy [Bevis] 's
class [Extension course on books], Hopes FWG had luck with
Sam [Farquhar and University of California Press] on his
book [The Alphabet and Elements of Lettering] . Writer agrees
with FWG "that Mr. Graeser [of Claremont Courier] had caught
the true spirit back of your work [Scripps College Old Style,
#110, 194l] better than any other newspaper writer I had read.
The new graphic arts magazine PRINT has written for some in
formation. Of course they are particularly interested in
your new
design." Will look for [ad of Underwood Elliott
Fisher Company] October 25 issue of Saturday Evening Post.
Dr. Jaqua [of Scripps College] and writer planning fund
raising for Press. Will send FWG $25 as soon as possible
and will pay their portion of McKenzie and Harris bill [for
font of Scripps College Old Style, FWG ordered for use by
Press], Hope to start printing week after next. FWG has
done a great deal for Scripps College. [Press is Hartley
Burr Alexander Press which was beginning at Scripps.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.9cm. x 18.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Howard Coggeshall,
Inc. [Utica, New York], October 11, 1941.
Writer's correspondence with Mitchell [Kennerley] about
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Village mats not encouraging. "Paul [Bennett] will tell
you about his proposal to run a Chap Book carrying extracts
from your writings." Writer suggested School of Journalism
[Syracuse University] should print "a Goudy piece of some
sort at least once a year, just to convince themselves that
your name was connected with the institution," Idea "well
received." Project would be good start "if [Laurance]
Sieg[ fried] is going to break out with a Syracuse University
Press. .
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , Rutgers University,
New Brunswick, New Jersey, October 16, 1941.
Writer sorry to be unable to attend [October] 23 meet
ing of Grolier Club. "I hope to be able to get in some time
to see the Stevenson exhibit. I trust that the card you
sent will give me
entrance." Times clipping enclosed. Writ
er presently dining with Florence. [Florence Duvall comments
on large meal just eaten in writer's company at "Lion and
the Lamb," New York City.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
[postscript written by Florence Duvall]
MR. GOUDY, from ANDREW R. BOONE, Los Angeles,
October 20, 1941.
Thanks for Typologia. Writer has letter from Mr.
Waltz, Popular Science Monthly managing editor, and assumes
pictures will be taken at FWG's home for PSM article he has
written. [Boone's letter of Feb. 27, 1941, requested an
interview to cover FWG's work for University of California.
FWG's notation: 1/30/42.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
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FRED, from L[EURA] DOROTHY B[EVIS], University of
California Press, Berkeley, October 22, 1941.
Pictures of FWG and writer enclosed. Library Conven
tion at Del Monte ended for most with food poisoning. Gave
John Lund FWG's message. Writer's class visiting lithography
plant that night. Mitchell Kennerley in letter to writer
wants to be remembered to FWG. Thanks for bookplates.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.8cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE] , Scripps College, Claremont,
California, October 23, 1941.
Heard Dorothy [Bevis] speak at California Library Asso
ciation meeting. FWG has given "up some of your own prec
ious brass to finish our matrices! " [For Scripps College
Old Style, #110, 1941.] Ward Ritchie will inspect press
[he sold this to Scripps, see March 12 letter] and will
"make the final list of what we need for a dozen girls to
begin actual work." Money will be found to pay Scripps share
of Mackenzie-Harris bill [for type]. Photograph of FWG draw
ing Scripps type in writer's office,
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from H. ROBINSON,
Mackenzie & Harris, Inc., San Francisco, October 24, 1941.
FWG's check sent to Mackenzie & Harris, Inc. returned
by bank for discrepancy. Amount listed as $44.31 and $41.34.
[This amount was partial payment for font of Scripps College
Old Style, 1941, #110.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ROBERT HAAS, The Ram Press [New
York City], October 26, 1941.
Writer has opened small press and would be honored to
have FWG visit. Has plenty of work and is learning. "I got
a teaching appointment at Fieldston School in Riverdale and
am very excited about it. Printing and lettering. I am go
ing to try again to apply for the Guggenheim." Will FWG
again be a reference [see Guggenheim Foundation, November 20,
1940]? Project will be "the type only." [FWG's notation:
11/11.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.8cm. -x 22.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from ROSA
LIND A. KEEP, Mills College, California, November 3, 1941.
"I hope to have some encouraging news ere long about the
Aurelian type but to date have had no luck in getting anyone
to give the initial $1000, although I have several people
still in mind." [A new type face was discussed, see Oct. 20,
1940 letter,] Saw colophon note about Deepdene type [some
special characters were created for this use of Deepdene by
R. Ellis] in Arthur Waley's Translations from the Chinese.
"Also I have just finished reading Mr. [Earl Schenck] Miers'
Composing Sticks and Mortarboards, [1941] that quotes freely
from you. It seems to me a most practical book for all of
us."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.A. B.SMITH,
Underwood Elliott Fisher Company, New York City,
November 5, 1941.
Company personnel have failed to locate a Gorton Model
D. Engraving Machine which FWG might use. Secondhand
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machinery dealers will be consulted. [FWG acquiring equip
ment with which to run a foundry.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS ], University of
California Press, Berkeley, November 13, 1941.
Clipping of Saturday Evening Post [ad for Underwood
Elliott Fisher Co. with FWGJ is saved as is Jacob Blanck's
write up. of writer's class meeting with FWG in Publisher
'
s
Weekly. Would be very pleased to have a FWG-designed book
plate. Jackson Burke gives Morris Mendelson's San Francisco
address. "Jackson is putting up a big California printing
exhibit at the San Francisco Museum for December. He has
promised to help me get some fine bindings for my last class
lecture on November 26." Will be glad when work for teach
ing class is over. Harold Small wrote FWG about the Alpha
bet [The Alphabet and Elements of Lettering. . . , printed by
University of California Press, 1942], Sam [Farquhar] wants
to read the job's proofs. [FWG was anxious for this book
to be out, but publication was delayed,]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS] , University of
California Press, Berkeley, November 19. 1941.
Another copy of "The Record of Goudy
Types" is need
ed for reference [at the Press], Can FWG spare one?
L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13.8cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ELIZABETH
G. ABRAHAM, Withers Public Library, Bloomington, Illinois,
November 21 , 1941.
In seeking precise information about FWG's past resi
dence in Bloomington, writer has questions. Reference to
Lewis' biography of FWG [Behind the Type . . . , by Bernard
Lewis, 194l] appreciated.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, November 28, 1941.
FWG's account credited $.33 for Royalty on matrices
sold in October 1941.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from J0[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
December 22, 1941.
Christmas and New Year Greetings to whole family.
Various acquaintances sorry to have missed FWG [who visited
Oregon in fall]. Family expected home for Christmas.
L.S. 2 pp. 23.5cm. x 15.0cm.
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FWG [California], from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps
College, Claremont, California [1941],
Wishes Florence could join writer in visiting FWG.
"Miss Chapin is the bearer of the precious Goudy-Scripps
type [Scripps College Old Style, 1941, #110], and I trust
that Miss Mary Treanor will prove an adequate type-setter.
I feel that this is going to be a gala morning at the Ward
Ritchie Press [called Hartley Burr Alexander] -- why do I
have to miss out on it??" Writer will go with FWG looking
for press equipment. "Sorry, no Fleurons out here. Guess
you'll have to call the Public Library."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 14. lcm.
MR. GOUDY [California], from KATE STEINITZ, Berkeley,
California [1941?].
Writer had to wait for Mills College people, thus could
not come to [University of California?] Press. Will try to
see FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14.0cm.
MR. GOUDY, from EDWARD LAWRENCE MERRITT, Kingston,
New York, January 1, 1942.
FWG's Christmas gift of Edmund Waller's Songs and
Verses meant much "because I was in need of the affectionate
thought behind it." Writer's brother, last of his siblings,
died recently and the loss is difficult. FWG knows these
things from loss of his wife and his life's work. [The
Village Press published Songs and verses of Edmund Waller,
1911.]
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS, Berkeley,
California], January 1, 1942.
Prizes the photographs of FWG including one with the
"chapeau immortal" and 1925 picture at Deepdene. Appreci
ates as well Songs and Verses of [Edmund] Waller, Women's
Home Companion article,
"Spinach" [from Many Gardens, 1935],
and "Story of Deepdene." Giving Tommy [at University of
California Press] old copy of list of FWG's types. Work
progressing on The Alphabet [The Alphabet and Elements of
Lettering. . . , 1942]. Parents visited for Christmas. Before
New Years exhibited University Press books at a national
science convention.
L.S. 4 pp. 20.3cm. x 12.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-On-The-Hudson, from
LEE AUGUSTINE, The Printing Machinery Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio, January 14, 1942.
Heard about FWG's Atlanta Craftsmen's Club meeting
[FWG spoke April 25] and thinks of "the very successful
meeting we had here in December 1940 for the 500th anniver
sary
celebration."Would FWG autograph [photographic]
prints of himself for writer and Joseph Mertle, of Photo
Engravers Union, who secured them? [FWG's notation: l/30.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Utica, New York,
January 16, 1942.
Since no one has taken up idea of Chap Book with FWG's
writings, writer suggests printing FWG piece on type design
ing for Scholarly Book [may be FWG's address, see Oct. 15,
1940 letter] printed in time for FWG's birthday. Paul [A.
Bennett] will probably acquiesce. The lead to piece might
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be changed and "You might like to delete the stories in
order to keep to the serious side...Then, if you think you
have been perfectly clear about the connection between the
design of scholarly books and your well-founded flair for
legibility, why not
shoot?" Will need a layout and choice
of 14 pt. Village or Deepdene type. "We have had some work,
still have a little, but are in the same uncertain fix as
everybody else as to what is going to happen in this trou
bled world. We hope to keep on eating, but cannot be sure
that we shall."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL [KENNERLEY], Sixty-fifth Street
Bookshop, Inc., New York City, January 19, 1942.
Writer "sorry to say I was not in on the Columbia deal,
which by the way was closed some months ago. I had an option
to buy for one hundred thousand dollars and the N.Y.P.L. set
out to raise the money. Due to politics on their part they
did not get the gO-ahead signal until after the option had
expired. Meanwhile Columbia had been wakened up by my op
tion and got an agreement that if I did not exercise it,
they could buy for $75,000. cash. [Thomas Roy] Jones was
much upset about it, but some of his directors were Columbia
men and naturally they pulled to get it. It was just one of
those unlucky things, due to dealing with an institution."
Since December 7 [attack by Japanese on Pearl Harbor] busi
ness bad. [The repository of the Typographic Library and
Museum of the American Type Founders Company was uncertain
for a period of almost ten years. Kennerley was apparently
acting on behalf of the New York Public Library in his bid
of $100,000.00 but Columbia University purchased the Library
after years of being involved as a possible buyer and after
having the collection deposited with them in August 1936.
For detailed information, see David Walker Mallison's Henry
Lewis Bullen and the Typographic Library and Museum of the
American Type Founders Company, Columbia University, D.L.S.,
1976. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.8cm. x 15.6cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, January 19, 1942.
Notification that "graduation exercises must be held
in the afternoon and must be over before five o'clock and
must not exceed one hour in duration. This is for safety
and protection in the interests of Civilian Defense." Most
graduates are working and they with adult male relatives
probably would not be present. Exercises postponed until
June if conditions then are favorable.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JAMES F.
BARNETT, The Meriden Gravure Company, New York City [office],
January 24, 1942.
Writer is to discreetly learn if FWG should be billed
for collotype reproductions of FWG's portrait photograph.
"I know you want us to bill you for this work but I can think
of numerous reasons why we shouldn't, not the least of which
has been your great service to all printers and, more per
sonally, your many kindnesses and hospitality to the men in
our
firm." Hopes to see FWG at Typophiles. [Photograph of
FWG with Marmalade, his feline. FWG's notation: 1/30. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, January 30, 1942.
FWG's account credited $2.85 for Royalty on December
sales of matrices.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlbor[sic]-on-the-Hudson,
from HOWARD T. HOVDE, University of Pennsylvania, Phila
delphia, February 3, 1942.
Writer astonished to see himself called in print a
collector of ampersands. Ampersands are a mental hobby,
his knowledge of which is generally from "Diggings from
Many Ampersandhogs ,
" 1936 [Typophiles Christmas book]. A
member of Philadelphia's Graphic Arts Forum, he has been
asked to address Forum's February 27 meeting at Sketch Club.
Could FWG send an ampersand exhibit to be displayed since
writer's subject will be "Ampersands - Pedagogic, Typo
graphic, and Economic"? "Sol Hess, an officer of the For
um [and art director of Lanston Monotype], has agreed to
cooperate." Also, writer wants a statement to explain
selection of best ampersands for book or average reading
type and best for advertising and display type. "Of course,
I would be flattered if you would contribute an autographed
ampersand suitable for framing to my
collection."If FWG
in Philadelphia then he should be writer's dinner guest.
[FWG wrote "Ands + ampersands" for Typophiles book.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten note]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Village Press, Marlborough,
from ANN MYERS, Piedmont, California, February 13. 1942.
Gives Veronica [Emoukhvari]'s new address in Santa
Barbara, California. Will answer FWG's long letter soon.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.3cm.
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FRED, from ESTHER [TAYLOR MANGAN, Los Angeles,
February 1942?].
May writer be FWG's Valentine? Hopes FWG will be well
soon. WAVES "women are very essential
sometimes." [jLock
of light red hair has been inserted into card. See writer's
letter of Dec. 6, 1942.]
L.S. [Valentine card] 2 pp. 11.3cm. x 11.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], March 4, 1942.
Writer's March 31, 1941 letter with suggestions for
"Goudy 30" excerpted. FWG seems never to have written on
the suggestion. Since he has not been required to "devote
any of your time to the interests of
Monotype,"
will he work
on this new face, for which pattern cutting could be done
and production later. "It may become necessary because of
our practically going out of our commercial business for the
duration to suggest smaller monthly payments but not a dis
continuance of our arrangement with
you." Matrices for Marl
boro and Newstyle will need to wait until after the war.
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.7cm.
[marked cc for Mr. Sol Hess]
HARVEY [D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia], from FRED W. GOUDY [Deepdene], Marlboro,
March 9, 1942.
Under the impression that "Goudy
30"
matter was settled
but that the work was not needed immediately. Writer works
slowly now to avoid repetition in a face. Will work seriously
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on the face and wants to cut one size, as with California
Old Style, to satisfy himself. Will furnish patterns or
type. Is embarrassed in matter of his monthly payments.
"I have no other income as the Elliott-Fisher honorarium
ceased because of their doing war work and no typewriter
designs or advice was needed. I have a tentative order for
a design from a Western College [Mills College] but they are
having trouble raising the money to pay for the drawings and
matrices. With my imperfect sight I can't do much in the
way of miscellaneous designing so I have to meet the expense
of this place as best I can. I can't sell or I would do so,
even at a loss, but there's no market. My son is physically
unable to do heavy work and about all I can get out of him
are the simple things about the place for which* I employed
a man up to last fall. His wife takes care of the house for
me." Suggests methods of slightly reducing writer's salary.
"I shall have to figure pretty close to meet Federal & State
inc. taxes this year & I shudder to think of the next year's,
only maybe I won't be here to worry about
them."
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
[FWG, Deepdene?], from ANN [MYERS, Piedmont, California],
Easter [1942?].
Easter wishes.
S. [Easter card] 11.2cm. x 11.2cm.
[FWG, Deepdene], from FLORENCE [DUVALL] , Easter [1942?].
Easter message of love.
S. [Easter card] 17.8cm. x 14. 2cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from VLADIMIR N.
KOSITSIN, San Francisco, May 4, 1942.
Has spent time studying in Industrial Department of
Carnegie Institute of Technology and worked in lithography
plants. Chief hobby is typography and now trying to design
a foreign alphabet. What books could FWG recommend on book
designing? Does FWG have mats for 72 pt sizes of his types
or does anyone have fonts of his type? Can tools be pur
chased ready-made for handcasting of type? Would FWG in
scribe writer's copy of The Alphabet [with FWG's corrections
inscription is to read: Inscribed for Vladimir N. Kositsin,
who I understand is an incurable admirer and slave of good
typography by Frederic W. Goudy, place and date]? Could
writer obtain photostatic copies of designs of FWG's type
faces? [FWG's notations: 5/12 5/8.]
T.L. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 20.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
HANNAH D. FRENCH, Wellesley College Library, Wellesley,
Mass. , July 11, 1942.
A printing press has been secured for college. Wants
to "enroll you as a Friend of the Wellesley College Library.
Since you are admittedly 'a specialist in women's
colleges'
we are encouraged to hope that you will accept our invita
tion." [FWG had close connections to Vassar College. FWG's
notation: Waller,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED, from MARY [D. ALEXANDER, Chicago], August 3, 1942,
Loved going to movies with FWG. Will cherish The Alpha
bet because "it is a soul-satisfying
thing." Writer going
without stockings! Sending "When Egypt Ruled the
East," [by
G. Steindorff and K.C. Seele] one of their [Univ. of Chicago
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Press'] interesting books that had good reviews.
L.S. 3 pp. 23.4cm. x 15.8cm.
MR. HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company],
from SOL HESS [Lanston Monotype Machine Company] , Phila
delphia, September 8, 1942.
Since six months have gone by "without further corres
pondence"
on "Goudy 30" writer reviewing FWG's words on sub
ject from his March 9. 1942 letter. FWG states there he
will "get at it seriously..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[copy included]
MISS [HANNAH D.] FRENCH [Wellesley College Library,
Wellesley, Mass.], from FWG, Marlboro, September 8, 1942.
Writer proud to be Friend of College Library [see French
letter, July ll]. Wants to send "some unbound sheets of the
first issue of the Village Press after it burned on Jan 10,
1908 of "Songs & Verses" of Edmund Waller..." Through
Mitchell Kennerley' s generosity and gifts from writer,
Vassar has "probably the largest collection of my simple
efforts in the country..." [at that time], Scripps and Mills
Colleges are favorites of writer's too and U[niversity] of
C[alifornia] just gave him an LL. D. Glad [Wellesley] has
press. Writer happy to speak to class about book making or
printing sometime.
L. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
[1st page and envelope]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], September 14, 1942.
Agrees with FWG about "Goudy 30", that FWG will make
patterns and cut one size, as with California Old Style. He
will furnish patterns for punch cutting or cut matrices and
give the company type . Trade papers inform writer that FWG
sees "Goudy 30" as [Lanston] Monotype's memorial to him.
"My original thought in connection with 'Goudy 30' was that
because of the long years of your connection [since 1920]
with Monotype it was fitting and proper that Monotype should
put into matrices your final type design [so called "30"].
This would not mean the last design you had made, but the
last Goudy design to be produced by Monotype."
T.L. [copy] 1 p.
[cc for Mr. Sol Hess]
28.0cm. x 21 ,6cm,
FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, September 30, 1942.
About seven years ago writer talked about Frank Holme
to FWG. Mr. [Edwin] Hill has wanted information [about
Holme] and is making final plea. Will FWG look over writer's
notes of early conversation? What can be sent to Hill?
Writer suffering with an ear and her doctor is at war.
Typologia is interesting and "beautifully
written." [See
Hill's letter to Dean, Jan. 15. 1940, and Hill to FWG, May 6,
1940. FWG's notation: 10/26.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, Danville [Illinois],
October 13 [1942?].
Enjoyed FWG's visit and hopes he arrived home safely,
L.S. 4 pp. 12.6cm. x 10.0cm.
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"DR." FRED, from MARIANA ROACH, Dallas, Texas,
October 18, 1942.
Wants to hear about FWG's trip and celebration in his
honor. Took Defense Course in Engineering and then Advanced
Aircraft Drafting at S.M.U. [Southern Methodist University]
School of Engineering. Working to get "this new place
started in the desired direction." Started negotiations to
work in Lockheed plant.
L.[lst page only] 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , Rutgers [Univer
sity, New Brunswick, New Jersey], October 24, 1942.
Hippocratic Oath transliterated by Rutgers' Prof.
Clayton M. Hall into Greek capitals, enclosed. FWG might
send Hall a printed copy. Writer finally made Assistant
Professor of English. "After this long delay I feel like a
mistress who has at last been made respectable by holy wed
lock." Wants FWG's Preface and copy for "Goudy
Modern."
L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
MARX REIMERS, St. Paul, Minnesota, November 2, 1942.
Although received assurances in July 16 letter that
writer would receive FWG's autographed picture, it has not
come.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.1cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, November 5, 1942.
FWG's notes about Frank Holme sent [to Edwin Hill, see
Jan. 15 and May 6, 1940 letters], "Do you remember the N.Y.
Evening Sun's feature during the first World War, entitled:
Letters From Our Boys Over There which was one of the
features I suggested to them.[?] It was very successful.
But it seems to me the letters the boys are sometimes writh
ing this time are masterpieces beside those of twenty-odd
years
ago." Would give a prize for the best ones and pub
lish them if she could. What does FWG think? "Some of them
are as simple and grand as the Gettysburg speech. If you
like the idea - most any publisher would listen to you...That
old man in Columbus who has a complete collection of Frank
Holmes books- Banderlogs- and also a lot of F.H. books that
he wants to sell - (Not the Banderlogs) has been trying for
a year to get me to decorate a Rubiyat that he got Mr. [Ed
win] Hill to print for him specially[.] I have refused, but
he won't take NO." Spaces left for narrow side designs and
pictures on Rubiyat page bottom. Should designs "correspond
with the subject of the type"? [FWG's notation: 11/18.]
T.L.S. 2pp. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. GOUDY, from BILL REICHE, SPOT, New York City,
November 9, 1942.
Reluctantly regrets that FWG's invitation to Grolier
Club meeting cannot be accepted due to work at magazine and
at Air Raid Warden Service. Writer "would have difficulty
right now guaranteeing an appearance at my own
funeral."
Glad FWG likes pictures. 15 or 20 [magazine] copies can
be sent free to whomever FWG wants. "I shall look forward
to hearing your reaction to our 'Goudy
story'..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.7cm.
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FRED & FAMILY, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard,
Oregon, November 13. 1942.
Sorry FWG did not visit or write when in California
during summer. Family news. Writer and husband work a
three-hour shift on Observation Post to report planes.
[Daughter] Merle and her husband will be allowed out of
Canada for Thanksgiving if she promises "not to come again
for a year unless the fare money is sent up from
here..."
and she does not visit for another year.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 17.7cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Utica, New York,
November 16,1942.
Thanks for autographing two copies of The Alphabet [and
Elements of Lettering, 1942], Enclosed program done in
Goudy type. Tried to do Ned Jordan's book in 14 pt. Vil
lage #2 [1932, #84], hand set, but writer does not have time
or type enough. "I certainly wish we were working on a
Christmas book this year, as we have done in the
past."
Writer has done something from The Book of Knowledge. May
not be [snow] plowed this winter. "If we have to walk down
to the bus - exactly one mile - it will be just another
chance to say what we think of Mr.
Hitler."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from FRELING
FOSTER, Collier's, New York City, November 20, 1942.
Thanks for Typologia. "Being the son of a printer and
publisher and appreciative of fine type faces, I think a great
deal of this book." Story about FWG in Nov. 28, 1942 issue.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-
on-the-Hudson, from FRANK T. STEEL, Philadelphia,
November 22, 1942.
SPOT magazine article [Nov. 28, 1942] on FWG's activi
ties brought type face design to writer's attention. Al
though a Customs Inspector, writer interested in letters and
sending FWG his letter designs. Could FWG comment on them?
L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from PHIL GOLDSTEIN, Bronx, New York,
November 22, 1942.
FWG thanked for considering writer's proposal. Sorry
to hear of FWG's state of health.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from JOSEPH HARNIK [Bronx, New York],
November 23, 1942.
Read SPOT article [Nov. 28, 1942], A student at New
York School of Printing, writer "was very proud to think
that I stood next to you in front of the Post Office while
the rest of the school was singing." Would FWG send his
picture and autograph? [FWG has written 'Bronx' next to
partial address.]
L.S. 1 p. 20.5cm. x 12.7cm.
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FRED, from MITCHELL [KENNERLEY], Sixty-fifth Street
Bookshop, Inc., New York City, November 23, 1942.
Writer pleased [Melbert B.] Cary's books [his collection
of FWG's Village Press work] at Grolier Club. FWG's collec
tion "may eventually endup [sic] there. Why not make it a
condition that they buy the Jo Davidson bust [of FWG, which
Kennerley may have owned] to make the collection unique and
distinguished from all others?" Sidney Kramer took signed
photographic print of bust to Library of Congress. "He
seemed to think that they had the money tucked away some
where." "Laurence Gomme was quite pleased to hear about the
Carey [sic] books, which includes his own collection." [FWG
had shared space with Gomme, a bookdealer, in New York ca.
1907 and Gomme had pieces done by the Village Press later.
The Jo Davidson bust of FWG was created at urging of Kenner
ley in 1939.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm, x 15.9cm.
[handwritten postscript]
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS ], West Liberty, Iowa,
November 25, 1942.
Letter and check from FWG very welcome. Glad that FWG
liked writer's review of The Alphabet [and Elements of Let
tering]. Copyright to article is magazine's. Writer has
no objection to it being republished. Florence [Horn] and
writer have been married. They are trying to treat writer at
home [for tuberculosis] so he won't have to enter sanitor-
ium. Writer trying to make a living writing since he tires
"out quite easily and am not much good at sustained
effort."
Recalls Pilgrimage [to Deepdene, 1938] piece done of
"Bertha's letter regarding that long-ago Thanksgiving at
your house." Has heard bad news about Mitchell [Kennerley] 's
business. Thankful for friends like FWG.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro on Hudson, from AVARD P.
GOUDEY, Richmond Hill, New York, December 2, 1942.
FWG allowed writer to use FWG's name as a relative in
matter of writer's son's college scholarship. Schepp Foun
dation sending out questionnaire "regarding the prospective
recipient, and it occurred to me that if they sent one to
you, you might not have sufficient information. I shall
give you a little more." [Writer and FWG became acquainted
March 29, 1940 through the mail.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
MISS [DOROTHY] DRAKE [Scripps College, Claremont,
California], from RUSSELL BENEDICT, December 2, 1942.
Sending "The Sundering Flood" by [William] Morris,
printed by Kelmscott .Press] after his death, for the
H.[artleyJ B.[urr] A.[alexander] Press at [Scripps College].
Wanted to purchase Morris' Beowulf [The Tale of Beowulf,
1895, Kelmscott Press] but too expensive. "This volume
[Sundering Flood] should serve to illustrate, for teaching
purposes, most of the features for which Morris is well-
known. It is a representative work of his, if not one of
his super-works. I hope the aspiring printers of Scripps
enjoy looking it over." Also giving first book from Green
wood Press. "The book shows exceedingly good taste in de
sign - the illustrations were done by the boy's brother;
the subject matter seems well chosen. Perhaps the H.B.A.
printers will be able to gain something from seeing this
little book printed by another student printer [jack Werner
Stauffacher]." Ritchie's partner, Anderson, in army and
Ward Ritchie may soon follow. Does Scripps have "the ma
trices which would permit larger fonts of Scripps Old style
[1941, #110]?" Would Miss Drake support idea of starting a
library of representative printers' work for Press? Books
would be totally accessible to students "so that student
printers could readily trace the development (and decline)
of printing through direct reference to the various presses
...I will start the collection off with the loan of a two
volume Vulgate Bible from the Ibarra Press if you can get
any enthusiasm up for the Library of Representative Printers
[The Sundering Flood was seen through press by May Morris,
issued Feb. 25, 1898. First book of Greenwood Press, Three
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Choice Sketches by Geoffrey Crayon, Gent, by Washington
Irving, 1941. Stauffacher was away in Army 1942-44.
Joaquin Ibarra, I725-I785, Spanish printer.]
T.L. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS], "The Office" [Uni
versity of California Press, Berkeley], December 2, 1942.
Too busy to write FWG but thinks of him constantly.
SPOT [Nov. 28] article and picture splendid as is all the
publicity FWG gave University of California Press. Typologia
copy has been sent to Freling Foster [see Foster, Nov. 20 ]7
Will be looking in Collier ' s to see if FWG mentioned. Wants
to hear about Regional Conference of the National Graphic
Arts Association. Thanks for inquiring about Christopher
M[orley?] rumor of Mitchell Kennerley. "How is the Rutgers
book coming
on?" Writer's roommate Eleanor now working as
"'editorial assistant' to Royce Brier, who is foreign affairs
columnist and acting editor of the San Francisco
Chronicle."
Very happy that writer's bookplate, designed by FWG, pro
gressing.
L.S. 4 pp. 27.6cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
December 3, 1942.
Stay in St. Luke's Hospital for FWG's checkup is re-
gretable. Will FWG or Frederic Jr. send University of
California patterns [University of California Old Style,
#106, or Italic, #107, 1938] to writer as soon as possible?
[Notation: Rec'd 12.8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from PETER BEILENSON, Mount Vernon, New
York, December 4 [1942?].
Can FWG supply Earl Emmons' address and forward this
letter? Writer hasn't been to Typophile meetings. "Talk
ing of California, they did a nice job indeed on your book,
which reads well, too. Phil Duschnes tells me that he has
sold a lot of copies, and I hope other dealers have gotten
on the band-wagon too." Edna sends love. [Book may be The
Alphabet and Elements of Lettering, University of California
Press, 19If2?]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from ESTHER TAYLOR MANGAN, Los Angeles,
December 6, 1942.
Red Cross work takes FWG's "red-headed gal friend's"
time. "A lot of our driving is in dim out area and add to
that our usual fog at this time of year..." Sweet of FWG
to send SPOT article with wonderful pictures of himself.
Helen Rising's trip has become reality. Writer hopes to
visit FWG at Deepdene some day. "Did you hear of the Scotch
man who said to his friend, 'Aye, Lad, I've found a place
where you can get two bottles and a woman, all for a dollar! '
'Huh,' replied his Scotch friend, 'Pints or quarts?'" Is
FWG's style cramped by gas rationing? [FWG's notation: 8/21.]
L.S. 4 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY M. DRAKE, Scripps College, Claremont,
California, December 10 [1942?].
Hopes FWG will be home for holidays with Florence [Duvall]
at Deepdene. Showed SPOT article in Library and to Ward
Ritchie. "He is coming out one Sunday a month to help us in
our Printing, comes for dinner at one o'clock, gives an
hour'




learning but do not want to show work yet to FWG. Will
soon have 130 lbs. more type, a lead cutter, 150 lbs. leads
and 50 lbs. slugs. What does FWG recommend for another font
of type, what about an italic? [FWG designed Scripps Col
lege Old Style, #110, 1941 for them.] Long days of work at
College. Had dinner at Mrs. Ester ly's, place where FWG and
Florence met .
L.S. 4 pp. 17.6cm. x 11.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from [ROSALIND KEEP], Mills College,
California, December 11, 1942.
Get well wishes for FWG's hospital stay. Hopes to see
article in SPOT about FWG.
L.[lst page only] 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13.9cm.
DR. GOUDY, from CLASS E 104 [34 signatures], The New
York School of Printing, New York City, December 17. 1942.
Class E 104 sending season's greetings and wishes for
FWG's recovery.
L.S. 1 p. 25.1cm. x 17.7cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from MADGE, PAUL AND DONALD BENNETT, December 20, 1942.
New Year's greetings and health wishes.
S.[card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.2cm.
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FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Utica, New York,
December 24, 1942.
So many friends and acquaintances thinking of FWG
should make Christmas a good one for FWG. Has had much
communication concerning writer's [Christmas] booklet. Peo
ple collecting them [series] and "they all are set in Goudy
types..." Lawrence Barrett leaving for war. Writer will
need someone to help in [print shop].
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
[FWG, Deepdene], from ELSEA & HARRY WHITMAN,
December 25, 1942.
Season's wishes.
S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 15.3cm. x 12.4cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS, California],
December 27, 1942.
Writer hopes FWG will recover from second operation
[scheduled Dec. 28] as well as he did from first. Writer
and family visited Dorothy Drake's family Christmas Day.
Is "awaiting orders from Washington. All my papers are in
and being considered for a commission in the Spars. I just
can't sit on the sidelines any longer if there is a place
where I really can be
used."
L.S. 5 pp. 12.4cm. x 10. Ocm.
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DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. AND MYRA S. LOVELL, Moores-
town, New Jersey, December 27, 1942,
"Motto" Calendars, originally started by a Quaker,
sent to FWG since he may be interested. One for FWG, one
for Fred Jr. and Mrs. Alice, "and if you would like to give
one to your nurse, Ms. Duvall it would please us for her
kindness in writing..." Hopes FWG's health will be re
stored. Mr. [Richard W.] Ellis of Kingsport [Press] is very
loyal to FWG.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
F.W.G., from THE MENDELSONS, San Francisco,
December 28, 1942.
Best wishes for New Year and FWG's health.
--.S. 1 p. 20.3cm. x 15.3cm.
FRED, from L. ELLSWORTH BEHYMER, Behymer Concert
Courses, Los Angeles, December 29, 1942.
John Majeski, writer's friend, "getting up a Brochure
of articles letters & telegrams to be illustrated with cuts
to send to my old
friends..." Asking Leverett Webster,
Charley Wagner and FWG to write something about their early
days and lasting friendship. Pictures and notices [of
Behymer 's career?] sent to FWG. [These three men were boys
together in Shelbyville, Illinois.]
[A business-like card exists in Cary collection with
reproduction of early photograph of FWG and Behymer. Under
halftone: Shelbyville Illinois May 30, 1881. Below FWG's
name is printed "World Renowned Type Impresario"; below
Behymer 's name, "Music and Drama Impresario."]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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DR. GOUDY [Deepdene], from MYRA S. AND PERCY B. LOVELL,
Moorestown, New Jersey, Christmas, 1942,
Christmas wishes. Ms. Duvall, FWG's "nurse," told
writers of FWG's operation.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 19.1cm. x 13.4cm.
[FWG, Deepdene], from FRANK W. LAPHAM, St. Paul,
Minn., Christmas [1942?].
Christmas wishes. Writer, at 82 years, is "Happy in
my
work." Hopes old schoolmate is well.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 14. 5cm. x 12.0cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from FRANCES AND MAX BAR-
GINSKI [Hollywood, California], Christmas [1942],
Season's wishes. Eva Dean has told them news of
FWG's impending operation.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 15.2cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. GOUDY [Deepdene], from MARJORIE PAXSON,
Christmas [1942?].
Likes Lincoln, where writer working for the United Press.
Thanks for FWG's gift of little book. [Notation: 2/23-]
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 13.3cm. x 10.8cm.
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[FWG, Deepdene], from PAUL AND FRANCES, Christmas, 1942.
Christmas greeting.
S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 12.3cm. x 12.3cm.
[FRED], from CONSTANCE WARD, New York [City, Christ
mas, 1942?].
Paul Wilson told writer of FWG's hospital stay.
Holiday wishes.
L.S. [Christmas card] 2 pp. 15.2cm. x 9.7cm.
[FWG], from ANN [MYERS, Piedmont, California,
Christmas 1942],
Enjoyed Spot magazine. Holiday wishes. Has heard
FWG is not well.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 16. 2cm. x 10.5cm.
FRED, from ESTHER [TAYLOR MANGAN, Los Angeles,
December 1942],
Hopes FWG's health is better. Season's greetings.
L.S. [Christmas card] 2 pp. 15.6cm. x 12.0cm.
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[FWG, Deepdene], from CLASS 1506 [16 signatures], The
New York School of Printing [New York City], Christmas 1942.
Christmas greetings.
S. [Christmas card] 15.2cm. x 12.3cm.
[FWG, Deepdene], from FLORENCE C SCHRAMM [1942?].
Wishes for good health.
S.[Get well card] 14. 9cm. x 11.4cm.
[FWG, Deepdene], from FLORENCE [DUVALL, 1942?].
Wishes for good health.
S. [Get well card] 13.1cm. x 11.2cm.
[DR. GOUDY], from PERCY BISHOP AND MYRA STOKES LOVELL,
Moorestown, New Jersey [Winter 1943?].
Has issued two postals for Moorestown. Local history
given. Wants to print "Le Chapeau Immortel." "Richard
[Ellis] gave me a copy of his 'Five Hundred Years of Printing
from type '...and I was delighted to read that you named your
first new type 'Pabst' [Pabst Roman, #5, 1902] for we have
that type in a series from six to twenty-four point and still
find it very
useful." Writer's experience has been in
country newspaper office.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from FANNY BORDEN, Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, New York, January 2, 1943.
Glad to hear from [Florence] Duvall that FWG is improv
ing [after surgery. . "Have you read Murder Must advertise
[by Dorothy Sayers] the detective story which mentions Goudy
types?" Writer "thumbed" to Poughkeepsie from Marlborough
last week [probably after visiting FWG].
L.S. 2 pp. 18.4cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ., New York, from HOWARD COGGESHALL,
Utica, New York, January 3, 1943.
Florence [Duvall] has informed writer and Marie of FWG's
progress. With Lawrence Barrett at war writer will be short-
handed. "It seems to be a foregone conclusion that Mr. Hit
ler is beginning to wonder where he will go from here, but
that the Japs will take quite a while to kill off...At least,
it is a good sign that an end is in sight when they all begin
to scrap about who is going to get what after it is
over."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska,
January 5, 1943.
Hears that FWG is in New York hospital and knows many
friends must be coming to see him. Heating and food short
ages. Among other roomers writer has "a. refugee from
Berlin [,] an acress, that was married to a German baron.
Hitler put price on her head, she got to Prague and from
there here." FWG's man Hamilton Fish will be back in
Congress.
L.S. 3 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard,
Oregon, January 5. 1943.
Hopes for FWG's quick recovery. Will look for letter
from Alice or FWG's friend. General news. Writer's family
will have food from their canned fruits, vegetables and meats.
L.S. 3 pp. 26.5cm. x 17.7cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., New York Hospital, New York
City, from T. FRANK MORGAN, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, January 5, 1943.
Good wishes for FWG's health and coming year. "I re
member quite well when you were over in Philadelphia and had
quite a serious attack [l923 illness?] and were removed to
the hospital here for an operation. You weathered the storm
magnificently and all will be well with you
now."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS], University of
California Press, Berkeley, January 5, 1943.
Thanks for Florence [Duvall] 's news. Writer has sent
books to Bertha Hill, Newburgh, and Mr. Mendelson, San Fran
cisco; sent notes to Mrs. Blanche Morris and Carroll Harris
as Florence asked. Awaiting orders from Coast Guard Spars.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.4cm. x 13.9cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, New York Hospital, New York
City, from HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Com
pany, Philadelphia, January 5, 1943.
Saw Mr. [T. Frank] Morgan's letter from Miss Duvall.
Glad FWG's health is progressing well.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from ELMER ADLER , Princeton, New Jersey,
January 5, 1943.
Thanks Miss [Florence] Duvall for writing. "Whether
we will be able to get a group together, after this month
is quite another question. For as yet we do not know how
many boys will be around in
February." Hopes FWG will
"make a historic occasion of the reading..." regardless.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm,
FRED, from FREDERIC W. MAIN, Springfield, Mass.,
January 7, 1943.
Learned of FWG's condition from Howard [Coggeshall],
Writer retired from Hurlbut [Paper Company] and uses his
eyes for Sue who had retinal hemorrhage. "She is delighted
with our Christmas present of Bertha's setting of Weneslas
[Good King Wenceslas, 8 page folder printed 1904 and 1932],
bound as I wrote you. It is a beautiful little book now,
and we are so grateful to you for your fine thoughts of
us.'
Best wishes.
L.S. 1 P- 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
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FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Utica, New York,
January 7, 1943.
As writer predicted, FWG will come out of illness in
better form than ever. Writer has copy for Syracuse [Univer
sity] professor's book, a presentation copy to be printed
only. "I have set it in Goudy Newstyle, 18-point, and out
of the fifty pounds that George Moore gave me I have got
exactly one lower case w left in the case. I guess I told
you I had about the same experience with 18-point Kaatskill
a short time back." [Both faces were among the "Lost Types"
so supply was very short.] Saw [Laurance] Sieg[ fried] at
[Syracuse University], Writer now hears "pleasure driving"
is banned.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
FRED, from EDNA BEILENSON, The Peter Pauper Press,
Mount Vernon, New York, January 7, 1943.
Glad to know FWG's health better. "I remember not so
long ago when your eye travelled to every pretty leg on Fifth
Avenue, and believe me, you didn't miss a thing! Now don't
you let them put any monkey glands into you while you're at
the hospital, or we girls won't be safe in the same room
with you!" Peter and writer will try to visit FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.9cm. x 15.8cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN, Los Angeles], January 7 [1943].
New Year's wishes. Food is difficult to obtain.
Striking plane makers should be "shot at sunrise." Hopes
FWG will recover soon.
L.S. 4 pp. 20.9cm. x 13.3cm.
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FRED, from FRANCES [BARGINSKl], Hollywood [California],
January 8, 1943.
FWG has had everything now [with his illness]. Writer
and Max will not be cold but "may be without coffee[,]
bacon[,] beef and
butter..." Max works for Columbia Pic
tures and... I am still with Buzza Cardozo doing designs,
color plates, borders, and even lettering - and liking it
more each week.
"
L.S. 3 pp. 19.6cm. x 15.7cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, New York Hospital, New York City,
from GEORGE GRADY, George Grady Press, Inc., New York
City, January 8, 1943.
Just learned from Paul Bennett of FWG's hospital stay.
Writer and wife send best wishes,
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.0cm. x 18.4cm.
F.W.G. .from M[0RRIS] M[ENDELS0N], San Francisco,
January 9, 1943.
Miss [Dorothy] Bevis' news of FWG's two operations a
shock to writer. Many thanks for gift of an
"Alphabet"
[The Alphabet and Elements of Lettering, University of
California Press, 1942 J copy. The Grabhorns "have moved to
new and, I am told, very attractive
quarters..."
L.S. 3 pp. 20.3cm. x 15.3cm.
[postscript dated Jan. ll]
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DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. AND MYRA S. LOVELL,
Moorestown, New Jersey, January 10, 1943.
News of FWG's recovery, sent from Ms. Florence Duvall,
very good. Sent FWG "a copy of the Chronicle containing a
poem on Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker ' s Old Felt Hat as I thought
you would be interested, having an OLD HAT of your own."
Would like to print "Le Chapeau Immortel" [Earl EmmonS'
tribute to FWG's hat], Moorestown still has a company "or
ganized for apprehending horse theives [sic]... it does
protect the members from other thievery." Richard Ellises
now in Kingsport, Tennessee. "Both Richard and Esther think
so much of you. He had a copy of a type specimen pamphlet
which you issued when you were near the Little Church Around
the Corner [New York City]."
T.L.S. 3 PP. 28.0cm. x 21 .6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, New York Hospital, New York
City, from THOMAS N. FAIRBANKS, Thomas N. Fairbanks Company,
Inc., New York, January 11, 1943.
"Today Mitchell Kennerley and I have been browsing
around lower New York, that is in the neighborhood of the
Bible House, looking at books and naturally he told me of
his visit with you and how philosophically you are accepting
your enforced
idleness." Writing same information to Howard
Coggeshall.
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.2cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from B. HILL, January 14, 1943.
Wishes for 1943 and FWG's health. Thanks to Miss
[Florence] Duvall for her card. "She is a very remarkable
person - so kind - tender and gentle."
L.S. 2 PP, 25.4cm. x 16. 8cm.
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FRED, from MILTON B. GLICK, Darien, Conn.,
January 15, 1943.
Writer adding "my personal testimony to the fact that
the Typophiles' pre-Christmas eggnog party was not com
plete without you. Quincy Emery tells me that you are now
well on the road to recovery." Best wishes.
L.S. 1 p. 25.5cm. x 17.8cm.
FRED, from LEVERETT S. WEBSTER, Pasadena, Califor
nia, January 16, 1943.
Tells of a friend, Oscar McMurray, who successfully
fought for instituting a press at Teacher's College, Chica
go. Once given the money he bought Goudy type "because [he
thought] it was the finest in the country." Congratulations
for FWG's [honorary] degree [LL.D. University of California,
1942]. "Of course you heard from Behymer of the big cele
bration of his eightieth birthday by the Symphony Society at
the Biltmoer[sic] attended by over 500 persons...No doubt
Ellsworth has sent you copies of the Musical World and the
Opera News giving the story of his amazing
career." Gas re
striction and dim out enforced. Opinions of unsatisfactory
political situation. "We are greatly in need of a war coun
cil to help win the war. It is going to be long and hard and
will probably take the live[s] of a million of our finest
boys."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.2cm. x 17.8cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro on Hudson, from A[VARD] P.
GOUDEY, Richmond Hill, New York, January 17. 1943.
Hopes FWG recovering well. "We looked up the items you
mentioned in Colliers and another periodical [SPOT?]. I
never had my name in anything more than the Yarmouth [Nova
Scotia] Herald, or the Local Items of the Yarmouth
Light."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. & MYRA S. LOVELL,
Moorestown, New Jersey, January 18, 1943,
Sending FWG a book with quiet, peaceful pictures that
may interest him. Wishes for his recovery.
L.S. [card] 3 pp. 14.0cm. x 10.2cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL [KENNERLEY, New York City,
January 20, 1943].
Received FWG's "special." Richard Ellis' letter told
writer of FWG's hospital stay. "Richard wrote me that Palm
er and his head men in New York were meeting to come to a
final decision about the type but I have not heard since."
Paul Bennett "does not expect you in today [to Typophile
luncheon]. My best to you and to Florence and to Alice."
L.S. 1 p. 21.8cm. x 14. lcm.
MR. J. HENRY HOLLOWAY [The New York School of Printing],
New York City, from CHARLES E. F0LS0M, JR., "88750" [Sing
Sing Prison], Ossining, New York, January 20, 1943.
Holloway'
s "most generous gift, 'Alphabet and Elements
of Lettering' by Frederic
Goudy" is treasured. Writer has
"always regarded Frederick [sic] Goudy almost as legendary.
In fact before I knew of the man, I had known of his types
and I had associated them in my naif [sic] way with Jensen,
DeVinne, etc...From the publications you had sent over the
years I almost felt I knew him. Many little items I came
across I've noted of his biography made me realize in my sim
ple way some of the fundamental lessons life presents
us."
Hopes FWG may autograph book sometime. Read Holloway held
the annual ceremonies at the statue of [Benjamin] Franklin,
last Saturday and that Mayor LaGuardia spoke on Sunday over
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the radio. .
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[letter to FWG from J.H. Holloway, Jan. 22 attached]
DR. FRED W. GOUDY, New York [Hospital, New York City],
from RICHARD AND ESTHER [ELLIS], Kingsport, Tenn. ,
January 21, 1943.
Happy "all is well with" FWG. Will write.
Telegram 1 p. 20.3cm. x 14. 6cm.
GOUDYS [Deepdene], from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska,
January 22, 1943.
Hopes everyone taking care of themselves. Includes
Omaha prices for food items. Probably there are shortages
in New York.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.7cm. x 14. Ocm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, New York Hospital, New York
City, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of Print
ing, New York City, January 22, 1943.
Sure FWG will be interested in [enclosed] letter. "You
will recall of course that Mr. Folsom is in Sing Sing Prison
and you will be glad to know also that you have been the
means of making his life there brighter than it otherwise
might have been." [See Folsom letter, Jan. 20, 1943.]
T.H.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
[letter to J.H.H. from Charles E. Folsom, Jr. attached]
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FRED, from MARY [d. ALEXANDER, University of Chicago
Press], January 22, 1943.
Hopes FWG's health better. Paper shortage will mean
fewer books and increased type per page. Writer "just had
a present of Johnson's Typographia Vols I & II done in 1824.
I am very pleased to have it even if the type is so small
it's practically
unreadable." [Typographia, or the Printers'
instructor: inc lud ing an account of the origin of printing,
with biographical notices of the printers of England . . . ,
by John Johnson, 2 vol., l"824.]
L.S. 4 pp. 18.4cm. x 13.6cm.
FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ., New York, from HOWARD COGGESHALL,
Utica, New York, January 22, 1943.
Hopes FWG may be home from hospital soon. News of
Coggeshall'
s employees. Sends proof and "Florence's small
device." Severe cold in Utica "makes one's heart ache for
the soldiers on the Russian front."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
FRED [Deepdene], from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS, New
London, Conn.], January 30, 1943.
Writer has Spars [Coast Guard] commission and is in
training January 13 - February 6 in New London. Not sure
where she will be assigned "for
enlistment."Hopes FWG is
better. Took a leave of absence [from University of Cali
fornia Press] instead of resigning at insistence of S[amuel].
T. F[arquhar] .
L.S. 4 pp. 12.5cm. x 9.5cm.
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FRED, from FRANCES [BARGINSKl], Hollywood [California],
January 31, 1943.
Hopes for FWG's strength and health. Writer thinks
of FWG, more than ever, now she is beginning work on script
lettering at Buzza [Cardozo]'s. She is paid little.
L.S. 2 pp. 19.5cm. x 15.7cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Utica, New York,
January 31, 1943.
Grateful for news of FWG's recovery. "And I know how
much it must have meant to have Florence's [Duvall] devotion
during your trial." Lawrence Barrett, in training, is "at
what the boys are pleased to call a concentration camp be
cause of the rigid restrictions and seemingly Axis type of
discipline..." Writer sees "your friend from across the
Hudson [Hyde Park] has been having a bit of an outing for
himself. I am surprised that he did not put a stop to the
war right on the spot, while he was there. Now he will
probably have to go
again."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
DOCTOR GOUDY, from PERCY B. & MYRA S. LOVELL [Moores
town, New Jersey, January 1943].
News of FWG's recovery from [Florence] Duvall. Sent
current Chronicle with comments on writer's old hat. Still
hopes for a copy of "Le Chapeau
Immortel"
so it can be
printed.
L.S. [card] 2 pp. 16. 5cm. x 12.7cm.
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MR. HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
from SOL HESS. Lanston Machine Company, Philadelphia,
February 1, 1943.
Attached specimens show "a few trial cap and lower case
letters cut in the 10 point size of Mr. Goudy s Marlborough
series. The specimens also show the same characters of Mr.
Goudy *s original 16 pt. face (he cut it in only that size)
and the same characters in the 10 point size of Deepdene,
Monotype series 315E, and Bembo, Monotype series 405E. Com
paring 10 point Marlborough with the same size of Deepdene
and Bembo, you will note a certain resemblance between all
three faces. In fact, it's so marked that it's questionable
whether you would want us to proceed with cutting Marlbor
ough... In the original 16 point size characteristics natural
ly are more apparent than when reduced to 10 point. In mass,
the face may look different .. .If you decide on cutting at
least 10 point, then I recommend we make the face a trifle
heavier, more particularly the
caps." [Best's notation:
Withdraw specifications (for other sizes) and hold for future
consideration.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[type specimens attached]
MISS [FLORENCE] DUVALL, from PERCY B. L0VELL, Moores
town, New Jersey, February 1, 1943.
Thanks for keeping them informed of FWG's condition.
Would she inform them when FWG returns to Deepdene?
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.7cm.
FRED, from J0[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
February 5, 1943.
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Could Alice [Goudy] let them know of FWG's condition?
Point rationing will be hard for people without their own
garden produce. Family news.
L.S. 3 PP. 20.3cm. x 12.7cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Utica, New York,
February 8. 1943.
"We have a rumor that Hitler is dead. If he isn't, he
probably wishes he was; if he doesn't, he will. I have said
all along that he would kill himself, if someone didn't beat
him to it." Writer would like to get out a booklet for FWG's
birthday [March 8] in Friar type. Does FWG have any manus
cript, some of his writings, that would do? "Perhaps Paul
[Bennett?] would send it to his mailing list." Later writer
thinks something "might be done as a Village Press item just
to perpetuate The Press and observe its fortieth anniversary,
if nothing
more."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R.B. HENLINE,
M.D., New York City, February 9. 1943.
FWG's doctor assures him of improvement in his condi
tion. The bill may be paid in any way.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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FRED AND FLORENCE [DUVALL] , from [LEURA] DOROTHY
[BEVIS], February 12, 1943.
Writer has been assigned to recruit in Seattle.
Stopped at Ohio State University for recruiting on the way
to west coast. [Bevis was newly in SPARS.]
L.S. 4 pp. 12.5cm. x 10.0cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from ALFRED C. HOWELL,
Friends of the Princeton Library, Princeton, New Jersey,
February 13, 1943.
Sufficient funds to pay expenses of "Forty Mercer
Street project of the Princeton University Library..."
until July 1. A meeting is called February 24 for Friends
of Forty Mercer Street. Can FWG attend? [Forty Mercer
Street was residence of Elmer Adler,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. AND MYRA S. LOVELL,
Moorestown, New Jersey, February 14, 1943,
Will soon print "Le Chapeau Immortel" in the Chronicle
and later writer hopes to do a limited edition of it. FWG
will have copies of both without cost. Writer's wife had
picture of FWG and "Marmalade" [his cat] framed as Valentine
present. It hangs among other treasures. Hopes FWG enjoys
these letters during his convalescence.
T.L.S. 3 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlsboro [sic], from
EDWARD W. STITT, JR., Walton, Bannister & Stitt, New York
City, February 17, 1943.
FWG invited to Ulster-Irish Society of New York's
banquet, February 26, where Ma jor-General Frank Ross McCoy,
U.S. Army, will receive the medal.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.3cm. x 20.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from LOUISE H.
ZIMM, Woodstock, Ulster County, New York, February 19, 1943.
Has used Peter Beilensen's 1939 book [The Story of
Frederic W. Goudy] and "Types and Type Design, 1936" from
Syracuse University in writing account of FWG's life and
work for writer's new history of Ulster County. Will FWG
supply information of Village Press and foundry subsequent
to 1939 and about history of his mill?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from ARTHUR L.
GALE, The Grolier Club, New York City, February 19, 1943.
Exhibition planned of FWG's work "that has been given
to the Grolier Club..." [Melbert B. Cary, Jr.'s collection
of Village Press work.] Could FWG address the club April 15
and give advice now for arrangement of exhibition? [Nota
tion: 3/2.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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MISS [FLORENCE] DUVALL, from PERCY B. LOVELL, Moores
town Chronicle, Moorestown, New Jersey, February 21, 1943.
Writer thanking "you for the long letter you wrote
telling us a great many facts about "Le Chapeau
Immortel,'
the Saks Fifth Avenue type [Saks Goudy, 1934, #91 ] and the
matrix cut in solid gold. We published the poem [by Earl
Emmons], what you wrote, and Dr. Goudy 's 'foreword' in last
week's
Chronicle..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27-9cm. x 21.5cm.
DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. LOVELL, Moorestown Chronicle,
Moorestown, New Jersey, February 21, 1943.
Twenty-five copies of Chronicle's February 18 item of
FWG's Foreword, and "Le Chapeau Immortel" and Miss Duvall 's
notes, sent. "I was greatly interested in everything in the
booklet, and also in the Saks Fifth Avenue type [Saks Goudy,
#91, 1934] and the solid gold matrix now in the library at
Vassar College." Chronicle well printed on Babcock Optimus,
36 x 50 bed. Interest created by "Le Chapeau Immortel."
Wishes for FWG's health.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from DUDLEY GEER , New York City,
February 22 [1943].
Pleased FWG is "getting
better." Nurses wish "to
be remembered to you." Help hard to get.
L.S. 2 pp. 20.3cm. x 12.9cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, February 22, 1943.
School closed beginning of month for fuel conservation.
Advisory Board meeting postponed. Mr. Tagle now acting
principal of the McKee Vocational High School.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from FRANK SHERMAN,
Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia, February 25,
1943.
Would like to have news of FWG's present health to
answer questions concerning it. FWG "very much missed by
friends who expected to see you at the 'Fifty Books' open
ing the other night
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MARIANA [ROACH, Dallas, Texas, February 1943].
Two hospital visits are ambitious of FWG. Writer work
ing as "Junior Map Draftsman at Atlantic Oil Refining Com
pany"
not for Lockheed. Writer's bookbinding shop closed.
L.S. [Valentine card] 1 p. 14. lcm. x 11.2cm.
MR. HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine
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Company, Philadelphia, March 1, 1943.
The matter of "Goudy 30" is a year old. Publicity
such as December 1942 SPOT article has come out about the
face. "Perhaps you may want to write to Mr. Goudy again
because the years slip by quicker than we think. The face
may be a fitting memorial to a fine artist, I doubt if it




MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , Rutgers Univer
sity, New Brunswick, New Jersey, March 2, 1943.
[Earl S.] Miers unsuccessful thus far in finding money
to publish book. "He first tried the paper people...but they
felt that a book which ought to be published well or not at
all should not be attempted for the duration, what with the
paper shortage. He is now going to approach Wilhelm of the
Kingsport Press to try to get them to do it as a Christmas
book and give Rutgers the trade rights. If that fails he
suggests that I take it to Princeton [University Press], for
he knows that they have the paper to do it if they want
to."
T.L.S. 1 P, 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], March 2, 1943.
How far along is FWG on "Goudy 30"? Has seen clipping
from December 1942 SPOT which "shows the capital and lower
case *G' of 'Goudy Unnamed' and says this is a new type
which you now have in production."
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[cc for Mr. Sol Hess]
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MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from THOMAS NAST
FAIRBANKS, New York City, March 3, 1943.
Sending FWG an individual scroll and birthday greetings
since writer unable to attend Typophile 's gathering. At
meeting there was "under preparation a scroll containing
various signatures commemorating another one of your annual
anniversaries, .
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, March 3, 1943.
FWG's account credited $31.39 for Royalty on January
1943 sales of matrices,
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLES E. PONT, Gilbert Memorial
Church, Georgetown, Conn., March 6, 1943.
Birthday wishes.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BENTLY [RAAK] , Ralph C Coxhead
Corporation, New York City, March 7. 1943.
Birthday wishes. "We're developing some special
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transmission equipment for the Signal Corps and I've been
out of town quite a bit of the time. I have charge of the
inventing and development of the equipment..." [Coxhead
Corp. sold the Vari-Typer.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY
[The New York School of Printing], New York City,
March 8, 1943.
Birthday wishes from pupils, faculty and principal of
New York School of Printing. [See Holloway's March 9 letter.]
Day letter 1 p. 20.3cm. x 14. lcm.
[FWG], from [0. ALFRED] DICKMAN, New York Herald
Tribune, New York City, March 8, 1943.
Birthday wishes.
L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-
on-Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, March 9, 1943.
Enclosing telegram. "Western Union gave the informa
tion that all congratulatory telegrams are taboo for the
duration, and that is the reason for which you did not
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receive
it." [See March 8 for the Day letter.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing, New York City, March 9. 1943.
Western Union would not allow writer's (enclosed) con
gratulatory birthday message to FWG. Hopes FWG enjoying
himself. [Similar experience to J. Henry Holloway.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[Telegram blank attached]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R.B. HENLINE, MD.,
New York City, March 9. 1943.
Congratulations to FWG on 78th birthday. Predicts
improvement in FWG's condition. "Thank you for your invi
tation for April 15th and, if possible, I should be delight-
ed to accompany you on that
evening."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from H.L. DOWNS, Downs-Smith
Brass & Copper Co., Inc., New York City, March 16, 1943.
"If, under CM.P. inventory restrictions, you find that
you have an excess of certain items of BRASS and COPPER, rod,
sheet, tube, wire, etc. while at the same time you are hand
icapped for others, we can offer assistance in cooperation
with W.P.B., Copper Recovery Corporation by securing prompt
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authorization to take from your hands any of these materials
which may be put promptly into war production." Company
can send stocks from warehouses.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript; lists of products verso]
FRED, from EVA D[EAN] , Los Angeles, March 16 [1943?].
Received Times paragraph, "A Man of Letters," about FWG
from Mrs. Seidman. "I have a little half-tone plate of the
watercolor of you[r] shop that didn't have you in. It was
in a Chicago show, and they used it for a catalog illustra
tion, so let me have the plate afterward." Sold a watercolor
"to a fraternity house in my old college - Univ. of Akron.
Got a big price for it - more than I asked." Writer has been
trying different vitamin regimens. "Have you started the
vitamin fad yet?"
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE A. MARCHAND, Rutgers University,
New Jersey, March 18, 1943.
[Earl Schenck] Miers, having requested more time, is
seeking [funds] for [Type Designer Speaks] manuscript publi
cation. Belated birthday greetings. "I was sorry to hear
from Florence of the death of Alice's mother and of Alice's
illness, though I am glad to know that you are improving,
though slowly."
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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F.W.G., from DOROTHY [DRAKE, Scripps College, Clare
mont, California, Winter 1943].
Hopes FWG home from hospital. News includes Dorothy
Bevis* SPARS commission. Printing progressing [at Hartley
Burr Alexander Press, Scripps College]. Does FWG remember
Russell Benedict "who followed you around like a shadow that
day you were here for the dedication of the type and press.
He had taught Printing at some secondary school, & looked
upon you as
god." Writer enclosing Benedict's letter. [See
Benedict's letter, December 2, 1942.]
L.S. 4 pp. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
C.E. MOLDRUP [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], from T. FRANK MORGAN [Lanston Monotype Machine
Company], Philadelphia, March 24, 1943.
Order placed by Thormod Monsen & Son Company for 6, 8,
10 and 12 pt. News Gothic. "These matrices are required for
Government Map Making..." Overtime authorized to deliver 8
pt. in sixty days. Order for manufacture: Russian, News
Gothic, Franklin Gothic Condensed, Glamour Light, Glamour
Bold, Glamour Extrabold, Bulmer and Newbold. "I think since
Mr. Best has decided not to bother with Goudy Marlboro at the
present time you can close it up." [Hess' notation: speci
fication withdrawn from factory 3/25/43]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
[notation by Hess: Copies to Hess and J.A. Mullarkey.
Factory worksheets for Goudy Marlboro attached]
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R.J. ROBERTSON,
Houston, Texas, April 5, 1943.
Writer gives general but comprehensive information
about his construction of a pantograph and engraving mach
ine on which he produces name plates. "Like you I am not
a machinist (I am an electrician from the school of experi
ence) but am fool enough to think I can do anything if I
have the proper equipment, and not being able to get the
proper equipment I try to make it. What little I know
about engraving I have learned by doing it. When I started
to build my machine I had never seen but one and then only
for five minutes and not in operation." [Similar to FWG's
situation initially.] Suggests sources of materials to FWG.
Learned of FWG's work [punch cutting, matrice engraving] in
The Popular Science article [Vol. 140, no. 4, April 1942].
Would be interested in receiving
"items" from FWG.
L.S. 6 pp. 28,0cm. x 21.6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ARTHUR L. GALE,
Movie Makers, New York City, May 4, 1943.
Writer sorry to have missed FWG's successful address
at Grolier Club. FWG thanked "for your courtesy on behalf
of the Committee on Arrangements [Grolier Club, see Feb. 19
letter]. Against the event that you did not see the report
which appeared in The Sun I am enclosing it herewith for
your
file."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. F. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R.B. HENLINE, MD.,
New York City, May 28, 1943.
"Delighted and thrilled" to see exhibit of FWG's work
at Grolier Club.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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SOL [HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], from FWG, Marlboro, June 2, 1943.
#30 drawings, revised for unit rows, sent. Drawings
for ff, fi, ffi, ffl, some points and figures still need to
be done. "Have started tracings for master patterns and
hope I have enough 4 ply drawing board for all...Please
send me 3 or 4 of the printed sheets showing 'set arrange
ments' for unit rows etc."
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.8cm.
[indication for copies to Best, Morgan, Hess]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from SOL HESS [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia], June 4, 1943.
Goudy 30 drawings arrived and the "Gothic Roman
letter"
is interesting. Should they cut some trial characters for
FWG? "I assume the height of the face from the bottom of the
descenders to the top of the ascenders should be as tall as
possible in respective point sizes." Enclosing copies "of
our standard book C arrangement, also a few blank arrange
ments...Of Course, we have made up special arrangements, for
example for Deepdene, Italian Old Style, Garamont, etc. but
I do not think you refer to these." Does FWG plan an Italic
for Goudy 30? Writer does not think it would need one.
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, June 7. 1943.
Would like to meet FWG at Typophiles, June 9. "If I do
come will bring your [Goudy 30?] drawings along with me, and
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if I do not will send them to you." Wants to see FWG "show"
at Grolier Club.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ELTA LOUISE CAMPER [California],
June 8, 1943.
Met FWG when he spoke to Dorothy [Bevis]' s rare book
class. Hopes for his good health and a return visit to
[California],
L.S. 3 pp. 12.4cm. x 10. lcm.
DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. LOVELL, Moorestown Chronicle.
Moorestown, New Jersey, June 9, 1943.
Thanks for gift of autographed "The Atlantic Charter."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
June 9, 1943.
Would like to have FWG visit. Family well provided
with food. Writer interested in Gowdys who might be relat
ed [people often writing FWG to that effect], "Do wish we
could find the missing link between great grandfather and
some one further back." Sending FWG's clipping [of Grolier
Club exhibit?] back.
L.S. 3 pp. 27.1cm. x 17,5cm.
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MR. HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine
Company, Philadelphia, June 11, 1943.
FWG's pattern work for "Goudy 30" could be assisted.
"He was desirous of knowing whether it would be possible for
you to secure a priority order for him to purchase a [en
graving] machine from the H.P. Pre is Engraving Machine Com
pany, 159 Summit Street, Newark, New Jersey. He says he
would pay for the machine (cost around $400.00) and that it
could be shipped directly to his home at Marlboro," Design
of "Goudy 30" is "evidently one of his designs 'that was
started a number of years ago but never progressed much
further than preliminary sketches. He stated if you would
be interested he has another design of a roman letter that
you might care to use in place of 'Goudy 30'. My own opin
ion of 'Goudy 30' is that it is not representative of FWG's
best work, that's hardly to be expected anyway when one
reaches near
80." Visited at Mr. McKay's invitation [Grolier
Club] exhibit of FWG's work, "...judged from the show his
most prolific years appear to be from about 1905 to I925."
Exhibit material from collection of late Melbert Cary. Jo
Davidson's bronze bust of FWG exhibited. "By the way, Fred
told me his son is now employed at war work at Linotype and
is doing very well indeed financially."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough, from R. ROCKER,
Who's Who in the Western Hemisphere, New York City,
June 16, 1943.
Will Ransom recommended FWG be included in new edition
of Who's Who in the Western Hemisphere. "This volume is in
tended to aid in bringing about closer ties between the peo
ples of North and South America through a more intimate
knowledge of their leaders in the arts and sciences, commerce
and industry, politics and public
welfare."Will FWG fill
out questionnaire? FWG's sketch will be sent for approval.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
[questionnaire FWG filled out enclosed]
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marloboro-on-Hudson [sic],
from JOSEPH I. KITCHIN [Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia], June 26, 1943.
Has not found "priority orders covering engraving ma
chines..."Writer suggests FWG order from manufacturer and
if rating is necessary they will do anything necessary. "How
ever, we cannot buy a machine tool of any kind unless it is
used directly on Government war work, and therefore we could
not get a priority for you for this
machine."
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MISS EVA DEAN, Los Angeles, from FREDERICK CROMWELL,
University of Arizona Library, Tucson, June 26, 1943.
Will send FWG at Miss Dean's request "the little booklet
[on School of Illustration] which you mention so that he may
use it for informational purposes. We are, of course, keep
ing our interest here in Frank Holme and add an item now and
then to the Holme Collection whenever we get the opportunity."
[FWG's notation: Rec'd 8/12 reg mail.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.7cm. x 14.0cm.
UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE [THOMPSON], Chicago, July 1, 1943.
Thanks FWG for roses and message at death of writer's
mother. Dropsy is medical diagnosis. News of children in
family. "I hope you got Ruthie's announcement of the arri
val of your
namesake."
L.S. 4 pp. 20.4cm. x 15.4cm.
[note to Uncle Fred from Sally on bottom]
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FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, The Cary Hotel,
Chautauqua, New York, August 9, 1943.
Visiting Chautauqua for "second season in thirty years"
to escape Illinois summer's heat. Program, while not as
good as last year's, is very good with guest conductors.
Howard Hanson, Eastman School of Music, has conducted past
two weeks and was popular. Hopes to have news of state of
FWG's health. [FWG's notation: Julius Schaier solo violist.]
L.S. 3 PP. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ADELE JENNY, William L. Sadlier, Inc.,
New York City, August 9. 1943.
Reminds FWG of old days "when William Edwin brought to
gether an odd assortment of people, some of whom found their
way to your bucolic place on the Hudson. And it was bucolic,
for one Sunday afternoon you offered us some milk with apol
ogies: your cow had eaten onions that
day." Writer and her
husband, Edmund Garrett, would like to visit FWG. [FWG's
notation: 8/16.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21=5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, August 10, 1943.
Enclosing the promised "photostats made of the original
drawings of Bruce Rogers' Centaur and Frederic Warde's
Arrighi." Copies of "Paragraphs on
Printing" booklet sent.
Hopes FWG gets the engraving machine. Nothing will be done
on University of California Old Style accents "until we hear
from you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from WILL R, University
of Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma, August 14, 1943.
M & L [Monsen?] people in Chicago are supplying "Forum
in hard metal." "Your suggestion of the Imperial Metal Com
pany is also very helpful, since we have a caster here and
may be able to do some small
jobs..." Glad "ms. for Typo
philes book is moving along so well. We have been waiting
for it a long time, as you know, and are going to be mighty
grateful when it is finished." [May refer to A Half-Century
of Type Design and Typography, 1895-1945, 1946.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm.- x 14. Ocm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, August 16, 1943.
General worries of heat, money shortage, travel restric
tions. "We miss you like the dickens this summer ... [FWG had
made several summer trips to the coast.] Why not design a
hell-hitler[sic] type - to print all the peace treaties with.'
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
August 17, 1943.
Will FWG be coming west for the proposed visit? News
of family and garden and food concerns, [FWG's notation:
9/6.]
L.S. 4 pp. 17,5cm. x 13.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from [ADA] GERTRUDE [ROBINSON], Wm. Penn
Hotel, Los Angeles, August 18, 1943.
Story of how [rumor about FWG's demise] came about
from a Newburgh man. Hopes order comes for type design for
Virginia Print Shop. "Florence [Duvall] must be in Clare
mont by this time, - and you'll be counting the weeks and
days before her return, - as you did three years
ago."
[Wartime] problems in the area of lack of housing, poor
food, and crowded transportation.
L.S. 6 pp. 22.8cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, August 19, 1943.
FWG's account credited $3.81 for Royalty on matrice
sales during July 1943.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from RUTH S. GRANNISS , The Grolier Club,
New York City, August 19. 1943.
Thanking FWG for addition to Library's [Melbert B. Cary,
Jr.] collection of his work. FWG's motto, printed by Maver
ick Press [Earl Emmons] in a Goudy type, is much appreciated.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, The Cary Hotel,
Chautauqua, New York, August 21, 1943.
Hopes FWG will visit writer in Danville if he visits
Chicago. [Florence] Duvall would enjoy Chautauqua since
there are so many Julliard [School of Music] students there.
Saw SPOT article about FWG, Writer has problem keeping up
her house due to increasing age of her longtime help. Rem
inisces about Shelbyville acquaintances. Glad FWG has had
autobiographical story of his types [a Half-Century. . .] to
keep him occupied during convalescence.
L.S. 11 PP. 26. 8cm. 'x 18.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , Encore ,
Hoboken, New Jersey, August 21, 1943.
Writer working at Associated Press and editing Encore.
Could "The Type Speaks" set in Goudy Old Style Italic [1915.
#26] be printed in November number? Would pay $5.00 for it.
L.S. 2 PP. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [B. BARGINSKI, Hollywood, Californ
ia], August 22 [1943].
What is the news? Information of writer's lettering
job. Max does "paint jobs" at Columbia Pictures.
L.S. 3 PP. 24.0cm. x 15.2cm.
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MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlboro, from E.W. CARPENTER, The
First National Bank, Marlboro, New York, August 24, 1943.
Have received $100.00 amount "covering your note of
$150.00 due today. As requested, we have charged your
account with
$50.75..."
T.L.S. 1 P. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, fromM.F. MARTIN,
Encore , Hoboken, New Jersey, August 24, 1943.
$5.00 payment sent on [Leslie] Marchand's request
"for the right to reprint in ENCORE the one-page item 'The
Type Speaks. *"
T.L.S. 1 P. 21.5cm. x 13.8cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R.J.
ROBERTSON, Houston, Texas, August 26, 1943.
Writer surprised and pleased to have FWG's book, "the
work of a master like you. Have studied only one part, and
that was the chapter dealing with
cutters." Delighted FWG
will get "another machine, however I would
heard that you were getting a
Gorton' [.]
believe they make the best machine of all..
name plates since they are greatly needed?






Glad FWG has AA2 rating like writer so he can "buy operating
supplies." Did a $250.00 [name] plate job for Houston Light
ing & Power Company. FWG might do orders for ships. [Writer
had urged FWG to earn an income by manufacture of nameplates.]
Thanks for Typologia copy.
L.S. PP. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from ELMER ADLER , Princeton, New Jersey,
August 27, 1943.
Returning "Craft of the Printer" manuscript, after
making a copy, since "little chance of getting the desired
action these days..." Only few civilians about and "it is
very difficult to get groups
together." Plans for fall
meetings must wait.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T. FARQUHAR,
University of California Press, Berkeley, August 27, 1943.
Unlikely to be able to print FWG's book now. They "are
in much the same position as Princeton and Rutgers. Demands
on us for publication of war books, including textbooks in
such widely divergent fields as language and mathematics,
have forced us to neglect our general publications program.
As it is, we shall have to apply to the W.P.E. for an addi
tional quota of paper..." FWG's two outstanding books [Typ
ologia, 1940 and The Alphabet and Elements of Lettering,
1942] meant "that we have made a reputation for promoting
the art of type design and printing." If something can be
done at Chicago FWG should talk to Rollin Hemans, manager of
Press. Writer obtained draft deferments for men in plant so
far. "BR's book 'Paragraphs' is one of the most useful books
on book design which has ever been published. It is extra
ordinarily well done and entirely practical. My only quarrel
with him is in his use of decoration although I must say that
he is a master in using it... I believe that for a University
Press plain dignity is best." [Rogers' book is Paragraphs
on printing; elicited from (the author) in talks with James
Hendrickson. . ., I943.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, August 30, 1943.
Gertrude [Robinson] entered hospital and "there is no
hope that any of us will ever talk with her
again." She
refused "periodical radium treatments" prescribed after her
illness seven years ago. Writer will miss her Aunt Gertrude.
[Second page contains prose tribute to FWG from Eva.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
[tribute to FWG on second page]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, September 1, 1943.
Will be interested to see proofs of [Victor] Hammer's
roman type FWG is to send. "Yes, I agree Hammer is appar
ently a peculiar sort of chap...You say he thinks everybody
is out to appropriate his type faces. Certainly he must
think they are pretty good..." Glad FWG finally able to
order engraving machine.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SIDNEY KRAMER, The Homestead, Carmel,
New York, September 3, 1943.
Would like to visit FWG while writer on vacation.
Could writer come 15th and bring "along a colleague from
the Library of Congress, who has been wanting to meet you
for years." [FWG's notation: 9/6.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
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FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, South Main Street, Marlboro-
on-Hudson, from DOROTHY THOMAS, Ridgewood, New Jersey,
September 3, 1943.
Wrote an article about FWG's work at National Arts
Club exhibit years ago for writer's New York Post column,
"The Gothamd Gadabout." Is FWG the famous typographer?
Wants information for "another article at this time for
another
newspaper." [FWG's notation: 9/6.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from ESTHER [TAYLOR MANGAN, California],
September 5. 1943.
FWG must expect long recovery period. Helen very good
as Red Cross Nurses Aide. Gives FWG some suggestive stor
ies. Glad FWG has "written the autobiographic story of your
type designs. I'll never forget some of such you have told
me on different occasions. . .Let 's hope nothing prevents
it[s] completion at an early date." Did FWG get engraving
machine? Writer works for Red Cross Motor Corps and as
Forest Fire watcher. [FWG's notation: 2430 Ocean View Av,]
L.S. 6 pp. 26.5cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from JAMES E.
GARABRABT, The Biow Company, Inc., New York City,
September 7. 1943.
Schenley "people" will continue "using their present
name plate
design." Photostats of FWG's three designs and
$100.00 check enclosed. If one of FWG's designs used addi
tional $100.00 will be paid. Enjoyed seeing FWG at Typophiles.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from DOROTHY THOMAS, Ridgewood, New
Jersey, September 7. 1943.
Glad "to have found THE Frederic Goudy [see Sept. 3
letter]." Will visit FWG's exhibition at Grolier Club and
look at books FWG mentioned as background. "I will be
honored if you will read my copy before it goes to the
editor. This is for the Philadelphia Inquirer, and I know
that editor will want the human interest angle -- the story
which will be so heartening to many readers of how you
started life at the age of forty I mean your real career
Writes for many newspapers and magazines. [FWG's
notation: Look up Los A article.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, Danville, Illinois,
September 7, 1943.
Will meet FWG Sept. 23 for his visit to writer. FWG
being honored again with Honorary member[ship] in Society
of Typographic Arts.
L.S. 3 pp. 19.4cm. x 14. 6cm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, September 8,[l943].
Gertrude [Robinson] does not cooperate with doctors.
She does not want to live. News of personal troubles.
Writer's opinions of FDR. "I do feel some responsibility
to my six (known) Mayflower
ancestors." Has not sold any
poetry since living in [California], FWG should "cultivate
Dr. Vernon Tati" of Washington who "might get you favors -
such as paper."
L.S. 8 pp. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from B.R.
HEDGLIN, Hedglin's Insurance Agency, Eddyville, Nebraska,
September 8, 1943.
Original deed of 160 acres sold 1935 to H.E. Ash by
FWG and Mr. Thomas P. Allen is lost. A Quit Claim Deed en
closed for FWG to sign before Notary Public so Ash can "make
the chain of title complete." Where is Mr. Thomas P. Allen
living? Writer "knew your father, quite well."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from C[LARA] A.
TINCHER, Danville, Illinois, September 17, 1943.
Will meet FWG's train September 23.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.8cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, West Shore, Marlboro, from
A.MALLOY, H.P. Preis Engraving Machine Company, Newark,
New Jersey, September 1?, 1943.
Shipment will be made of "panto Engraver with equip
ment ordered on the date of August 26... upon receipt of your
check in the amount of $332.00 in accordance with your in
structions." [FWG's notation: Certified ck 9/20 33200.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from
B.R. HEDGLIN, Hedglin's Insurance Agency, Eddyville,
Nebraska, September 20, 1943.
Repeats requests of Sept. 8 letter concerning Quit
Claim Deed on property for which "on February 13th, I936
Mr. Henry E. Ash paid the money to the Fort Kearney State
Bank and on Febr. 15th, I936 the bank issued a draft in
your favor for $653. 40 and a draft for $1960.19 in favor
of Thomas P. Allen"
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. *x 21.4cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborro [sic], from B.R. HEDGLIN,
Hedglin's Insurance Agency, Eddyville, Nebraska, September
22, 1943.
FWG's cooperation in Quit Claim Deed for Mr. Ash appre
ciated. If Thomas P. Allen cannot be located "Mr. Ash will
have to commence an action in District Court of Custer
County, Nebraska to Quiet the Title..." [FWG and Allen were
co-owners of land until 1935.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, c/o American Institute of Graphic
Arts, New York City, from J. HORACE McFARLAND, Mount Plea
sant Press, Harrisburg, Penna., September 24, 1943.
Read of FWG in American Institute of Graphic Arts News
Letter, "It seems to me that I would be. better off if I
could put on that wall somewhere a photograph of the man
who was the basis of what I think is a woodcut at the head
of the page of the periodical referred to surmounting 'Goudy
Gaudeamus.'" [FWG's notation: Pont proof - Weber photo,
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Davidson photogramme & Marmalade 9/29,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, September 29, 1943.
Returning proofs of [victor] Hammer's uncial face. It
will have limited use. "Hammer mentions Dwiggins is playing
around with an uncial, but I am inclined to question whether
Griffith [CH. of Mergenthaler Linotype] would be any too
enthusiastic about cutting the face. Of course, the ques
tion of prestige has to be considered, but there are times
when prestige may come a little too
high." Writer prefers
the earlier uncial proof with "more of the handlettered feel
ing..." Lanston is not interested in cutting this face.
Hopes FWG has received the engraving machine so work on
"Goudy 30" can progress. "Hammer's remark 'It is the machine
which ruins every form ultimately I mean the
Linotype' was
certainly of
interest." [First uncial referred to is prob
ably Samson, 1928. Hammer's fourth uncial was called Ameri
can Uncial, cast by Charles Nussbaumer at Dearborn Type
Foundry in 1945. R. Hunter Middleton' s chapter "Victor
Hammer/Punchcutter" in Victor Hammer A Retrospective Exhibi
tion April 4-25. 1965. North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, September 29. 1943.
FWG's account credited $15.65 for Royalty on August
sales of matrices.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from J. HORACE
McFARLAND, Mount Pleasant Press, Harrisburg, Penna.,
September 30, 1943.
Both FWG [at 78] and write [at 84 years] plan to do
new work. Will value proofs mentioned [see FWG's notation
on Sept. 24 letter].
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
DR. GOUDY, from [c] D0UG[lAS BARNES], 3rd S.O.T.C
Ordnance School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
September 30, 1943.
Writer in school, now finally taking an optics course
[is an optometrist by profession]. Received Chap Book VIII
and
"Commentary" [Thomas Bewick, Engraver , by Rudolph
Ruzicka, The Typophiles, 1943], "...the notes on your Chap
Book manuscript surely sound good. I hope Paul [Bennett]
doesn't take too long in publishing it." [A Half-Century of
Type Design and Typography, 1895-1945. was printed as Chap
books XIII and XIV by Peter Beilenson, 1946.]
L.S. 2 pp. 25,9cm. x 17-5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
WILLIAM B. MAYER, Weequahic High School, Newark, New
Jersey, September 30, 1943.
Will FWG comment on booklets set in Goudy types and pro
duced by writer's classes? Will FWG autograph two copies?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.1cm.
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FRED, from MARY [ALEXANDER], University of Chicago
Press, Chicago [September 1943?].
Arrangements, including going to movies with FWG, for
FWG's visit. Bob [Middleton?] will organize people for a
dinner. [FWG's notation: 9/l3.]
L.S. 2 pp. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from J. HORACE
McFARIAND. Mount Pleasant Press, Harrisburg, Penna.,
October 2, 1943.
May writer give some portraits of FWG to friends? "Of
them all we here like best 'Marmalade' [with FWG's pet]
which is even better than the Pont engraving, because it
is really
you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from WINIFRED SNEDDEN, Richmond, California,
October 4, 1943.
A year ago writer was wonderfully cared for on her
visit to [Deepdene]. Now she tries "to instill some sense of
beauty and permanent values to the children here through the
Children's Department of the Public Library. We have stiff
competition from the funny books, and from the movies, which
are open 22 hours a day, but we can always
try."
L.S. 4 pp. 12.4cm. x 10.0cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JOHN T. McNEILL,
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, October 7, 1943.
Writer "seeking expert advice about its [FWG's manus
cript] suitability for our Press...The earliest date at
which it may be possible to indicate our decision would be
about the end of October."
T.L.S. 1 P. 24.1cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JOHN T. McNEILL,






Committee of the B
they also prove us
take the publicati
T.L.S.
it abstract of his manuscript The Type
"briefly describe the contents of the
1 contributions in its field, and its place
of the subject." FWG should know "that
re submitted to members of the Publication
oard of University Publications and that
eful for publicity purposes when we under-
on of
manuscripts."
1 P- 27,5cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlboro, from RAY F. STATZ ,
S.S. Rubber Cement Company, Chicago, October 14, 1943.
Has heard FWG interested in Dazor Universal Model
Fluorescent lamp. Holding one for FWG, priced $20.39.
until hearing from him. [FWG's notation: 10/19.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27,5cm. x 21.2cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS. Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 19, 1943.
FWG's account credited $17.94 for Royalty on September
sales of matrices.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , New York City,
October 19, 1943.
Writer answered questionnaire [for University of Chicago
Press]. "I didn't see how I could summarize all of the arti
cles and hold the thing to 300 words, so I am enclosing my
copy of the contents page, which should be
adequate." Will
send Encore copy [with reproduction of The Type Speaks],
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ELIZABETH E.
KITZMAN, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
October 21, 1943.
FWG's Oct. 20 letter and editorial questionnaire [see
Marchand Oct. 19] "will be very helpful to Mr. McNeill in
reaching a judgment on your manuscript, The Type Designer
Speaks."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.3cm. x 13.7cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from GEORGE McKAY, The Grolier
Club, New York City, October 25, 1943-
Missed FWG at Grolier meeting October 21 when "Miss
Granniss read a paper on the history of the Club's exhibi
tion..." FWG's material in Club's show will be returned.
L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm,
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough, from RUTH S.
GRANNISS, The Grolier Club, New York City, October 27, 1943.
Hundreds of items in Cary collection will be searched
for missing Louise Acres Christmas card, 1931. The rest of
FWG's items [loaned for exhibit] will be sent tomorrow.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Howard Coggeshall, Inc.,
Utica, New York, October 27, 1943.
Is FWG's equipment assembly far enough to cut mats?
Writer needs mats in 18, 24, 30 and 36 pt. of specially de
signed star. "If you can, I should then like the drawings,
patterns, etc., for that display we have so long talked about
and which in all the time we worked together I never got
assembled." News of former employees overseas. Lew Alliger
will recover health. [Writer's wife] Marie runs Red Cross
Canteen.
T.L.S. 1 P. 26.9cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from RUTH GRANNISS, The Grolier Club,
New York City, October 28, 1943.
Notification of one package sent registered mail and
one insured express. [Material FWG had lent to Grolier
Club for exhibit is returned.]
L.S. 1 p. 20.0cm. x 12.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from GEORGE McKAY, The Grolier
Club, New York City, November 1, 1943.
"Thanks for autographing the copy of your Ethics and
Aesthetics of Type and Typography, which I am returning to
Jesse Merritt."
L.S, 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
DOCTOR GOUDY, from [c] D0UG[LAS BARNES], 3rd S.O.T.C,
A[berdeen] P[roving] G[round] , Maryland, November 2, 1943.
Upon notification from FWG, writer will send Truesdell
type [#74, 1930 and Truesdell Italic, #75, 1931] for Chap
Book manuscript. "All the pages of 'As the Spirit Moves'
are still in type. . .Therefore if you can use any part of it,
just designate page and lines."
L.S. 2 pp. 26.8cm. x 18. 5cm.
[Stone Stable Press Stationery]
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from SOL HESS. Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, November 2, 1943.
Although ruptured blood vessel in FWG's left kidney has
been troublesome it is not very serious. Wants to progress
with "Goudy 30" as soon as FWG can give them material. Pur
chased November Encore magazine with pages set in Goudy Mod
ern [#35. 1918] and Old Style [Goudy Old Style, #25, 1915].
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from RUTH S. GRANNISS, The Grolier Club,
New York City, November 5, 1943.
Thanking FWG for his kindness in matter of mislaid
Christmas card [see October 27 letter].
L.S. 3 pp. 20.0cm. x 12.6cm.
FRED, from ANN [MYERS], Piedmont, California,
November 13 [1943?].
Fishing is good at Blue Lake [California] where family
is vacationing.
L.S. 4 pp. 17.1cm. x 14. 3cm.
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FRED, from ANITA, Santa Barbara Biltmore, Santa Barbara,
California, November 24, 1943.
Met FWG in 1935 and this is the first year she has
not seen him. General news.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from [LEURA] DOROTHY [BEVIS], December 12, 1943.
Christmas Greetings. Writer's full schedule of Spar
Coast Guard activities related.
L.S. 4 pp. 12.7cm. x 10.0cm.
F.W.G., from MORRIS M[ENDELSON], San Francisco,
December 16 [1943?].
Christmas Greetings. Received SPOT article. Wants a
copy of
"Alphabets" [The Alphabet and Elements.. .]. Will
FWG visit [west] soon?
L.S. 1 p. 22.8cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from FANNY BORDEN [Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, New York], December 22 [1943?].
Weather prevents writer's visit. Christmas greetings.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. Ocm. x 8.8cm.
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FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER [Danville, Illinois,
Christmas, 1943?].
Hopes lack of correspondence does not mean FWG is
ill. Best Christmas wishes.
L.S. 4 pp. 12.6cm. x 10.0cm.
ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from AUGUSTA [COTTLOW , New
York City, Christmas, 1943?].
What is the news of FWG? Would he visit writer in
New York City? Greetings from writer and Edgar.
L.S. [Christmas card] 3 pp. 12.4cm. x 10.6cm.
FRED, from CLARA TINCHER, Danville, Illinois,
January 9, 1944.
Thanks for gifts of "Behind the Type" [Bernard Lewis,
1941], Encore magazine article with "The Type Speaks." Writ
er's Christmas plans went awry from family illness and
troubles. Thrilled "the Library of Congress is to be the
final resting place of your valuable library, Collection
etc. for a permanent exhibition - and place for study for
those most interested." Hopes FWG will give his lecture in
Washington as planned. Writer wants FWG to attend Christmas
Typophiles luncheon and "meet the representative of the
Hebrew U[niversity] of Jerusalem. You would have a wonderful
time delving into the mysteries of the Jewish
alphabet."
[FWG designed Hebrew, #114, in 1944.] Writer's "copy of 'The
Bible' has on the last page a story of your type
'Deepdene'
Does FWG hear from [their mutual old] friends?
L.S. 6 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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F.W.G., from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College,
Claremont, California, January 20, 1944.
Congratulations on deposit of FWG's material in Library
of Congress. "It seems to me that this is truly a fitting
honor. It is right that you should be happy about it."
Spencer Kellogg [Jr.] sent "treasure chest of Goudiana, for
it contained the proofs of type you designed for him long
ago [Aries, #54, 1926, for Aries Press] with some notes from
you about it. The package also contained some important
autographed letters from such interesting people as May
Morris, Powys, etc." Glad FWG's and Florence's Christmas
was good. News of California friends. Dr. Frederick Hard
is new [Scripps College] President. Writer proud "we are to
have the original drawings for our Scripps type [Scripps
College Old Style, #110, 1941]!"
T.L. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [B. BARGINSKI, Hollywood, Cali
fornia], February 6 [1944].
Good to "hear of your Wash[ington] trip, and that the
Congressional Library [Library of Congress] will have, or
has, your valuable material." FWG must find doing Hebrew
type interesting. His output of types is "a living example
to us lazy creatures." Will give Eva D[ean] news of FWG.
Writer showing fellow worker in Art Dept. her Goudy Collection.
L.S. 6 pp. 20.9cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from ALTON H. KELLER,
The Library of Congress, Washington, D.C, February 14, 1944.
FWG should receive payment for his bill shortly. List
enclosed "of items which Mr. Haykin and Mr. Kramer stated
that you wished to retain for your own use." Arrangements
about individual items. "We appreciate very much your offer
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to add other items to the list of material which is to come
to us and we shall be glad to have any additions which you
may wish to make to the collection. . .The items presented to
the Library by Mrs. Alice Goudy are being acknowledged by
the Librarian."
T.L.S. 2 pp, 26.7cm. x 20.2cm.
FRED, from CLAIR [HELLER?], Windsor, Ontario,
February 23, 1944.
What is FWG's news? Writer's "life in art is expand
ing at the present time and I'd love to tell you..." [Writer
may be sculptor who did a bust of FWG.]
L.S. 1 P. 25.5cm. x 16. lcm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J. TOWNSEND CASSEDY,
St. Luke's Hospital, Newburgh, New York, February 24, 1944.
Appeal for continued financial support.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLES E. PONT, North Bergen, New
Jersey, February 28, 1944.
Wants to buy or borrow FWG's Gutenberg page. Writer
"laboring hard to get a series of about 20 slides of pages
for lecturing and I have about eighteen now. The Gutenberg
is the most famous of all and I'd like to get
one." Will
talk to FWG "about the press and tell you what has happened
to me to make me so scarce and
silent."[in December 1945
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Pont writes about delivering a press to Deepdene and about
his religious activities.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.8cm.
F.W.G-, from DOROTHY M. DRAKE, Scripps College,
Claremont, California, March 1, 1944.
Is it possible FWG would design an italic for their
Scripps Goudy [Scripps College Old Style, #110, 1941]?
"You know that as one progresses in printing and approaches
bookmaking he begins to feel the need of different sizes of
type." What would it cost? [FWG has figured costs on verso
and written "letter 3/7 2496oo.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLES E. PONT, North Bergen, New
Jersey, March 1, 1944.
Explaining his own acceptance of Jesus Christ, writer
strongly counsels FWG to accept Jesus also, before it is
too late.
T.L.S. 4 pp. 28.0cm. x 21,8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
March 2, 1944.
FWG's news that he will soon furnish 16 pt. matrices
for "Goudy
30" is good. Since FWG may cut a Hebrew type,
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writer can lend "a book issued a number of years ago by H.
Berthold of Berlin and showing nothing but Hebrew types. I
also have some examples of Hebrew letters cut by early Dutch
founders." Company will lend Italian Old Style mats for the
"Chap Book" [A Half-Century of Type Design. . . , Typophile Chap
Book XIII, 1946]7 Company is now "endeavoring to duplicate
a type face made for Montgomery Ward Company and originally
by the photolettering process. We have been instructed to
purposely reproduce all the distortions that would necessar
ily occur by this process." Photolettering samples enclosed.
Does FWG have comments?
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
[handwritten postscript]
[FWG], from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, [The New York School of
Printing, New York City], March 8, 1944.
Birthday wishes from a "dear
friend,"
S.[card] 15.1cm. x 12.2cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from THOMAS
PERRY STRICKER, New York City, March 12, 1944.
Bibliographical information given for Bonibooks the
Novels and Fairy Tales of Oscar Wilde, by Albert and Charles
Boni, decorations and type designed by FWG, 1915. Birthday
Dinner successful. "It will likely be necessary to take a
ballroom at the Waldorf for your next birthday [80th] cele
bration. And for your eighty-fifth, Paul [Bennett] had
better start planning now for a gala fete in Madison Square
Garden."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from R.J.
ROBERTSON, Bedford, Virginia, March 14, 1944.
Apologies for lateness in responding to FWG's letter.
Book received and enjoyed.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. lcm. x 9.0cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company, New
York City, March 14, 1944.
FWG should indicate where additional manuscript pages
are to be inserted into [A Half-Century. . .] Introduction.
If there is more material will FWG send it? "Believe it or
not, I send this with fear and trepidation that you may re
write it again... but, if it will help, better now than in
the type! "
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED W. GOUDY, ESQ.,
"Deepdene," Marlboro, from WEBER
de VORE, Ambler, Penna., March 18, 1944.
FWG's "fine manuscript"appreciated. "I know though,
that as a friend of Wilbur's [M. Stone], you are happy to
have a hand in a memorial to him." Regrets he was not
present at FWG's last birthday party.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
[Carteret Book Club, Newark, N.J., stationery]
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FRED, from ERNIE [TROTTER] , Port Jefferson Station,
Long Island, March 22, 1944.
Anxiously waiting to see results of FWG story in March
Printing. Heard "they used Bob Ripley's sketch of you on
our
cover..." FWG's possible assignment for Hebrew Univer
sity sounds very interesting. [Writer recovering from
appendix operation. FWG's notation: 3/26.]
L.S. 3 pp. 18.1cm. x 13.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T. FARQUHAR,
University of California Press, Berkeley, March 22, 1944.
Carl Wheat told writer of FWG's address at Library of
Congress. "I know of no better place for your typographical
material than that institution." FWG has permission to use
material from Typologia [University of California Press, 194o].
Gives sales figures, edition size, gratis copies and number
in stock, for Typologia trade and limited editions and Alpha
bet [and Elements of Lettering, University of California
Press, 1942] . FWG will receive royalty statement.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 2l=5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, March 23, 1944.
FWG's account credited $1.65 for Royalty on February
sales of matrices.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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[FWG, Deepdene?], from [GEORGE T. BAILEY], President
[The American Institute of Graphic Arts, New York City],
March 24, 1944.
Only four of past fifteen presidents are represented
by photographs in Institute headquarters: Arthur S. Allen,
FWG, H.W. Kent and J. Thomson Willing. Would like photo
graphs of remaining men "the over-all mat measurements to be
10 to 11 wide by 14 inches high."
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.




FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro on the
Hudson, from NORMAN P. ROSS, BOQ , Naval Air Station,
Brooklyn, New York, March 24, 1944.
Dr. Henry M. Wriston, President of Brown University,
speaking at dinner said no President "will ever give us the
clarification of purpose that Lincoln gave to Americans in
his Second Inaugural Address." Where can writer obtain
FWG's printing of the excerpt? [FWG printed Second Inau
gural Address 1932, reprinted in 1934 and 1936. FWG's
notation: 3/18.J
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. VERNER W. CLAPP, The Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C, from HARVEY D. BEST [Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia], March 24, 1944.
Writer interprets Library interested in FWG type face
designs "made for Lanston Monotype Machine
Company." Sending
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original drawings of "Goudy Italian Oldstyle" [#46, 1924
and Italian Old Style Italic, #47, 1924] and "Kennerley
Bold" [#48, 1924 and Kennerley Bold Italic, #49, 1924].
"With these pages of drawings we also include a. copy of our
Monotype house organ on which Mr. Bruce Rogers did the de
signing, the layout and supervised the printing. The copy
you are receiving (now extremely rare) is the first edition
of this booklet and was arranged by Mr. Rogers to put into
convenient form for placing in the hands of printers through
out the world. Since you have the Bruce Rogers Oxford Bible
and maybe other Rogersiana, we felt you might be interested
in this Goudy Italian Oldstyle booklet." [Note to Public
Printer Giegengack states Lanston has additional original
FWG drawings which are kept for future use in face varia
tions. "I hope this takes care of the request made to you
(Giegengack) by the Library."]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
[copies to Sol Hess, FWG and A.E. Giegengack, note
to Giegengack]
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from SIDNEY KRAMER, The
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C, March 27, 1944.
Millward's does not have "appropriate materials in
their collection to be added to the Goudy collection, nor
has our correspondence with Mr. [C Lauron] Hooper been pro
ductive, as he left his materials at the Newberry [Library]
before he moved to Michigan. But the inquiry at Lanston,
with the hearty cooperation of Mr. Giegengack [Public Print
er], looks as if it will turn out quite
well." [See March
24, 1944 letter from Best for Lanston' s cooperation.] Can
a label from a FWG design be printed? Mitchell Kennerley
sent some of his FWG-made labels. [Library staff] talks of
"ways in which we can make sure that the collection is going
to be properly
used."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from DOROTHY A. PLUM, Vassar College Library, Poughkeepsie,
New York, March 27, 1944.
Copies sent of student articles in "Miscellany" and
"Chronicle." Promised FWG "photostats of the 'Miscellany'
picture and the Goethe celebration broadside..." from
exhibit.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company, New
York City, March 30, 1944.
Sending additional typed manuscript pages for FWG to
indicate insertion. Proofs have gone to Howard [Coggeshall]
for electros. Lew Alliger's health is better.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from BILL [WILLIAM] EULER, Reno, Nevada,
April 5, 1944.
Belated birthday wishes. "I wrote to Paul [Bennett] to
find out if any Keepsakes remained of your
celebration."
[Typophile Monograph VIII was issued as a birthday Keepsake.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
GEO. T. BAILEY, The American Institute of Graphic Arts,
New York City, April 5, 1944.
Will FWG attend special meeting of the Board, April 13?
Past presidents of Institute asked to give advice on pro
gram and policy of Institute. Activities are in response
to a circulated letter, March 1, from "the self-styled and
self-appointed 'Critical Committee'..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRANK LUTHER MOTT , University of Missouri, Columbia,
from FREDERIC W. GOUDY [Deepdene], April 5, 1944.
"I shall be pleased to receive in person on May twelfth
the high award tendered me by Faculty and Curators." [Honor
Medal for Distinguished Service to Journalism given.]
L.S. [rough draft] 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. SIDNEY KRAMER, The Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C., from GERRY POWELL, American Type Founders, April 6,
1944.
"At the request of Mr. Frederic Goudy we are shipping
you the matrices for his 48, 60 and 72 [pt.] Kennerley which,
I believe, are to be included in the Goudy
collection."
T.L.S. [copy] 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
[cc to FWG]
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MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , New York
City, April 6, 1944.
Writer rewriting "a history of the alphabet written
and illustrated by Oscar Ogg for the Thomas Y. Crowell Co."
Using FWG's Alphabet and Trajan Capitals [The Capitals from
the Trajan Column at Rome, 1936] to check facts. Would FWG
check over the manuscript? Writer may "get a cut on the
royalty and have my name on the title page, so I want it to
be right, even if it is only a book for
children." [The 26
letters, by Oscar Ogg, 1948, Thomas Y. Crowell Company. No
mention of Marchand.J
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 15.8cm.
[on The Associated Press, Newark, N.J. stationery]
FRED, from [c] LAURON [HOOPER], Ann Arbor, Michigan,
April 8, 1944.
FWG should "stop over" for a visit. Both are getting
old and will not have many opportunities. News of old
acquaintances and state of health.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from DOROTHY M. DRAKE, Scripps College,
Claremont, California, April 10, 1944.
Things look good for "new commission for the designing
of an italic and different sizes of type for us... I think
Mrs. Morrison, the daughter of Mrs. Phillips, is going to be
our guardian
angel." Was FWG birthday dinner held by Typo
philes reported in New York Times? [While several FWG birth
day celebrations were written up this, his 79th, does not
appear to have been. Commission for type was to join that
of 1941 Scripps College Old Style, #110. FWG's notation:
4/18/44.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlborough-
on-the-Hudson, from JOHN A. BACKUS, American Type Founders
Sales Corp., Elizabeth, New Jersey, April 11, 1944.
Used some of FWG's photographs for lantern slides
during a talk at Foremen's Club. In talk "referred to Dr.
Goudy as the most noted living typographer of today."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Lanston Monotype Machine Co., New
York City, from L.O. DOTY, The Stevens, Chicago,
April 11, 1944.
Writer recalls having issued a Gold Credit Card [for
New Yorker Hotel use] to FWG. Would like to issue a Stevens
Hotel Credit Card to him. [FWG's notation: 4/l4,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
GEO. T. BAILEY, The American Institute of Graphic Arts,
New York City, April 14, 1944.
Board of Directors appreciates FWG's advice "on plans
for the future of the Institute." [See April 5 letter for
invitation.] FWG may be asked to join a special committee.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from ERNEST F.
TROTTER, Printing. New York City, April 1?, 1944.
Writer found typographic errors in March Printing arti
cle too but "in view of the circumstances under which the
issue was produced [very shorthanded staff] no one can say
very much about
it." Wants to see FWG at Typophile meetings,
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
GEO. T. BAILEY, The American Institute of Graphic Arts,
New York City, April 17, 1944.
A Resolution will be sent to Arthur S. Allen's widow.
"You could do it so well and I am sending you this line to
ask if you will draft a statement to be sent in the form of
a Resolution. You are familiar with Mr. Allen's early con
nection with the Institute and his contribution of time and
effort." Allen's article in March News Letter shows his
contributive spirit.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
April 18, 1944.
Saw Bob Middleton, Raymond F. DaBoll and Kittredge, who
is in very poor health. Quotes from appreciative letter,
April 5, 1944, from Library of Congress about gift of FWG
original drawings and 1924 Italian Oldstyle brochure.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from DOROTHY M. DRAKE, Scripps College,
Claremont, California, April 18. 1944.
Instructed by [Scripps] president "to give you the
formal commission to proceed with the designing of type as
outlined for us in your letter of March seventh, a copy of
the details of which is enclosed." Initial $600 payment was
given by Mrs. Morrison. Writer would like a 10 pt. Roman
and some ornaments. [Commission was for italic companion
face to Scripps College Old Style.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro on the Hudson, from H.D.
TRESIDDER, Mundy-Goodfellow Printing Company Limited,
Toronto, Ontario, April 19, 1944.
Met FWG in 1922 at International Convention of the Print
ing House Craftsmen, Boston, Massachusetts. Writer was Adver
tising Manager of Canadian Printer and Publisher. Would FWG
visit Craftsmen in Canada? "I was very much interested in
the historical article run in the January 1943 issue of
'Provincial's Paper,' which was most interesting."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.2cm. x 18.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from SIDNEY KRAMER,
The Library of Congress, Washington [D.C.], April 19, 1944.
Matrices received from American Type Founders Company.
FWG's idea for their addition was good. [See American Type
Founders, April 6 letter.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
L[EWIS] C[ASS] GANDY, New York City, April 20, 1944.
A second edition of writer's Litho Media is being
planned by Roger Stephens, publisher. "I will probably de
sign the book, and hope to include a chapter dealing with
your type faces, as well as few words about your career."
Will FWG send a letter to Stephens? Letter should "Dam it
with faint praise, if you
choose..."
and will be used for
publicity. Writer would like book done in Goudy type. Has
been writing a "war
manual." Went to Arthur Allen's funeral.
[April 22, 1940 letter with gift of this book to FWG.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.2cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, from L.O. DOTY, The Stevens, Chicago,
April 24, 1944.
Enclosing "Courtesy Credit Card for THE
STEVENS."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
F.W.G., from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College,
Claremont, California, May 29. 1944.
Check for $600 [initial payment for type designing]
should arrive soon. Writer's congratulations for "initia
tion into Kappa Tau Alpha! " Has found "the address of Miss
Edith Diehl, the owner of one of the Morris [Albion?]
presses. I am writing to her today to see what the possi
bilities are." [Scripps College purchased a hand press from
Ward Ritchie in 1941.] Wonderful that Florence [Duvall]
has her degree [from Columbia?].
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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GOUDY [FWG], from OLIVER C SHEEAN, Portland, Maine,
June 6 [1944?].
Writer has 4-5 thousand bookplates including three he
knows FWG did: Fanny Borden [1934], Mitchell [Kennerley] and
Howard Coggeshall. "I have tried to impress it on Cogge
shall that he should bring out a little brochure on your
bookplates - perhaps if I can gather all the dope to-gether
he might do it with persuasion." Goudy book prices going
up in catalogues. Does FWG have a bookplate?
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SIDNEY KRAMER,
The Library of Congress, Washington [D.C.], June 17, 1944.
Drawings arrived from FWG. He should "go ahead as
planned." (A label was planned at this time, see March 2?
letter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
August 1, 1944.
Will FWG finish any remaining "Goudy
30" drawings and
send them to be photostated? "Any figures you have con
cerning the height, alignment, fitting, weight, etc. of at
least one point size would be
helpful." Have not found a
trimming machine [for FWG],
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.7cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
August 3, 1944.
Drawings for approximately 30 missing characters of
"Goudy 30" are needed. Enclosing smoke proof of some Roman
cap characters on which Victor Hammer is working. The mat
ter is confidential. Would appreciate FWG's comments.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.7cm. x 21.6cm.
[marked Personal]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
JOHN A. FERGUSON, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, August 4, 1944.
As writer understands it, FWG wishes "to transfer all
rights, title and interest in and to the royalty type face
designs and also the names, giving the Company exclusively
a free hand to utilize the designs in any manner desired. . .
this assignment [to] take effect at your death. In the
meantime we will pay you
royalty..." Royalty is paid on:
all Kennerley faces, Forum, Hadriano, Lombardic Capitals,
Goudy Text, Goudy Village, Goudy Open, Goudy Modern, Deep
dene, and Goudy 30 (in future). English Monotype and Caslon
have some European rights.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23,7cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from LYNN WHITE, JR.
Mills College, Oakland, California, August 4, 1944.
Miss [Rosalind] Keep gave writer FWG's sketches for
"the Kingsport face of type on which you have been working."
Donors were sought but "I am reluctantly forced to the
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conclusion that for the present, at least, we are unable to
offer you such a commission, much as we should like to do so,
A typography course is taught by Miss Keep and "we have
established a very small fund to provide capital to enable
Miss Keep to continue publications on the Eucalyptus Press
which she does so exquisitely."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE [THOMPSON], August 5, 1944.
Writer's copy is to printer's but now worry about
proofs begins. Have incorporated FWG's make-up suggestions
for cover of next [World Topics] Quarterly. Will try and
visit FWG during her vacation.
L.S. 6 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, fromE.W. CARPENTER, The
First National Bank, Marlboro, New York, August 7, 1944.
Payment has been stopped on lost check No. 10319 to
Ketterson Oil Company. Will FWG sign enclosed orders? [FWG's
notation: 8/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 18.5cm.
[Stop Payment notice attached]
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro-on-Hudson, from JOHN
H. HAZELTON, New York City, August 7, 1944.
Writer pleased with FWG's copy of Typologia. "It has
been a long time since we have been able to go
anywhere."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
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FRED, from RICHARD ELLIS, Kingsport Press, Kingsport,
Tennessee, August 10, 1944.
Feels that writer's work does not "get anywhere, but
go round and round in a squirrel cage. I fear I am too much
of a craftsman, too considerate of the old adage that 'what
is worth doing at all is worth doing well' to overlook the
careless aspects of the present day methods of
bookmaking."
Writer interested in FWG's [A Half-Century. . .] manuscript
"concerning your types and their history... I know that it
[book printed by writer] would have more loving care and be
more
'bookish' than it probably will
be..."
T.L. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[first page only]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from ROSALIND A.
KEEP, Mills College, Oakland, California, August 15, 1944.
Reluctantly returns FWG type designs since no funds
available at Mills College.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21, 5cm.
FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, The Cary Hotel,
Chautauqua, New York, August 15, 1944.
Enjoying Chautauqua activities and plans a St. Lawrence-
Saguenay River trip with friends. Hopes writer will be home
to have FWG visit when he comes to Chicago.
L.S. 4 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
August 15, 1944.
"Goudy 30" drawings received. "In addition to the com
plete cap and lower case alphabets you have drawn two shapes
of cap B, C, J, S, Z, &, lower case a, and three shapes of
cap T; also, st and
ct." Would FWG like Company to cut some
trial characters in 14 or 18 pt? "Concerning the Jersey
Type Foundry. I understand they have long since been out of
business at least as a type foundry. I hear they are now
operating as dealers in
printers'
supplies. The address is
Damon & Peets, Inc., 56 Beekman Street, New York, N.Y. Per
haps they still have the trimmer which you state was made by
Mr. Nussbaumer." Quincy Emery's death sad news. Dick Ellis
"sorry you had so much trouble with the pattern material."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 23.6cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from ALLEN
EATON, Russell Sage Foundation, New York City,
August 17, 1944.
Since no Deepdene Bold can be found could FWG obtain
some from Sol Hess [Lanston Monotype Machine Company]? Copy
and layout for Bulletin sent to FWG. Specific notes for
point sizes and copy changes added. Wants Deepdene type
"used in the Rural Arts Book and this Bulletin in order to
preserve the continuity..." but another Goudy type can be
used. "Government people" printing brochure.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, August 21, 1944.
FWG's account credited $19.51 for Royalty on July
sales of matrices.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.5cm. x 21.6cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Clare
mont, California, August 24, 1944.
Thanks for precious gift Why Go Modern [Diamant Classics
#2, 1944. An address given to Advertising Typographers
Assn. of America, Virginia Beach, October 4, 1938.] Flo
rence [Duvall] in California for a vacation is going to give
a concert. News of friends. Is FWG sending Ornaments?
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
[PAUL OPPERMANN], Federal Housing Administration, Washing
ton, D.C, August 25, 1944.
Will visit FWG August 30. Appreciates "Why Go Modern"
essay [Oct. 4, 1938 address, see August 24]. "I have come
to the conclusion that the Deepdene type is what we should
try for and I have asked Mr. Bender, our Managing Editor [of
The Planners' Journal] in Boston, to select a printer if
possible who has this typeface." Going to Library of Con
gress to see Dr. Kramer and the Goudy collection [recently
acquired FWG and Village Press items]. Likes Rural Arts
brochure [see Russell Sage Foundation letter, Aug. 17] with
Deepdene type. [Notation: Oppermann.]
T.L. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
[American Inst, of Planners, Cambridge, Mass.,
stationery, first page only]
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from
ARTHUR L. RUPP, Charles Bruning Company, Inc., New York
City, August 25, 1944.
Company will supply two and three ply Strathmore White
Drawing Board as requested. [FWG has made calculations for
size and price on this letter.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, September 7, 1944.
FWG's attendance at June 22 graduation ceremonies was
greatly appreciated. "I enjoyed receiving a copy of your
1938 Virginia Beach address to the Advertising Typographers
the second in the Diamant Classic Series. It has been add
ed to my collection of
Goudiana." [Address was "Why Go
Modern,"
printed by Diamant Typographic Service, 1944, to
spread the ideas therein and as a piece of Goudyana.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
LEONORE & MORRIS M[ENDELSON] , Carmel [California],
September 10, 1944.
Thanks for "Why Go Modern." Used FWG's remark "about
your brains sitting down when your legs stood
up..." in
a talk.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.6cm. x 8.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, fromWM. S. RALSTON,
Ralston, Brookes & Clark, Detroit, Michigan, September
12, 1944.
Saw that FWG received Honor Medal for Distinguished
Service to Journalism from University of Missouri as re
ported in July Inland Printer. Writer's congratulations.
Al Zenner interested in this news. "The Hebrew type
[Hebrew, 1944, #114] you are now working on must be espec
ially interesting." [FWG's notation: 9/14.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from [C.] LAURON [HOOPER], Ann Arbor, Michigan,
September 17, 1944.
News of physical ailments and limitations. Is FWG
"attempting the humorous role after the manner of Mr. Clar
ence Budington Kelland who seems to like to collect bright
sayings of famous authors, to wit, snappy comebacks, wise
cracks and so on. You have given birth to a few in times
past..." Has news of friends. Writer trying to have book
of fiction published without success. Curious about the
Hebrew type.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from MARJORIE PAXSON, Omaha, Nebraska,
September 20, 1944.
Writer feels lucky to have job with press association
just after graduation. [FWG's notation: 9/25.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[United Press Association's stationery]
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DR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from LYNN WHITE, JR., Mills College, Mills College, Cali
fornia, September 25, 1944.
Writer very satisfied with Alphabet [The Alphabet and
Elements of Lettering. University of California Press, 1~952].
"The attention which you devote to the form of letters in the
middle ages naturally appeals much to me who am, as you know,
a renegade mediaevalist. Many times I have talked with pal
eographers, notably E.A. Lowe, about the strange fact that
scholars
_
in that discipline have spent infinite pains on the
peculiarities of hands in order to date manuscripts and deter
mine their place of origin, but have paid very little atten
tion to the esthetics of writing and more particularly to the
relation of changing forms of hands to the gradual modifica
tion of the concept of beauty as seen in the other arts...
At several points in your volume you touch upon a problem
of the relation of functionalism to beauty which has some
times disturbed me."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27,9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
September 28, 1944.
Writer thinks "it is questionable when you would re
ceive the camera lucida [from Weber] and in the circumstances
I agree it is better they refund the
money." Writer looking
into the matter of Crystolon Brick for FWG. "...Diamant re
ceived the Deepdene Bold type and everything appears to be
now straightened
out." Electrotypes of Goudy faces [for spe
cimens in A Half-Century of Type Design...] will be sent to
Paul Bennett. Mr. Ferguson [of Lanston Monotype] waiting for
information from FWG about Goudy Lanston [#22, 1912], Has
FWG received photostats of "Goudy 30"? [Camera lucida - a
device often used with microscope for tracing.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from M. LYLE SPENCER,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, October 3. 1944.
Hopes FWG will come to reception and cocktail party
[Oct. 6], given by New York Press Association, where he
will meet publishers and others.
T.L.S. 1 P. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
COUSIN JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT, Tigard, Oregon], from
HELEN JOHNSTON, Dayton, Ohio, October 5, 1944.
Writer has news from Grace "saying that your brother
Fred had come to Newsweek to see her; she appreciated it so
much and thought it was lovely for such an Important Person
as your brother is to be so thoughtful and kind to an insig
nificant Little Person...he invited her out to his home and
she is looking forward with a great deal of pleasure to
accepting his invitation quite
soon." Family news.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska,
October 8, 1944.
Is FWG neglecting writer? Thinks Dewey will be next
president. [FWG's notation: and her a FDR'er,]
L.S. 1 P. 22.6cm. x 18.3cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from L.D. DOVER, The College Fraternity Editor's Associa
tion, New York City, October 25, 1944.
Would FWG agree to speak to their organization of col
lege fraternity magazine editors November 25? "Some of our
members have had the pleasure of hearing you lecture, not
ably early this year in the Library of Congress." [Notation:
11/2.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN] , Los Angeles, October 30, 1944.
Writer glad FWG's "little booklet on the requirements
for becoming a good type designer" may keep people from
starting type design without knowing what is involved. Ill
ness won't keep writer from voting for [Dewey], Mr. [Frank
Rea] Sloan tried to buy things from Mrs. [Frank] Holme but
"she had died and all her things been sold for debt. She
was some sort of a cultist - with a following - as I under
stand it . "
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EARL ENGLISH,
The State University of Iowa, Iowa City, November 1, 1944.
Additional details of FWG's visit, November 16-18, his
banquet address and Saturday morning talk. "I have seen a
proof of your
'Comments' and it isn't half bad. He [the
printer] has used Forum, Medieval and Deepdene to good advan
tage, I feel." Earl Emmons will be visited. [FWG's
notation: ll/lO.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ALTA BOOTH DUNN, Downers Grove,
Illinois, November 5, 1944.
Writer pleased with [Bertha M. Goudy, recollections. . .] .
"You both did such a fine job of lifting yourselves by your
own boot-straps that it inspires all who read." News of old
acquaintances. Enclosing "Corn Belt Autumn," writer's poetry
that was printed in October Breeder's Gazette.
T.L.S. 3 pp. 17.9cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from CARRIE ROWLAND, Rich's Inc., Atlanta, Georgia,
November 10, 1944.
Would like an appointment with FWG to explain the
nature of Rich's Department Store since "we are contacting
you in regard to the possibility of your designing a signa
ture] cut for our
store." C.W . McNelley, past president of
Atlanta Craftsmen's Club suggested FWG. [FWG spoke to Print
ing Craftsmen in 1941.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,8cm. x 21.5cm.
DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. LOVELL, Moorestown, New
Jersey, November 12, 1944.
Sending a Wedgewood plate of St. Peter's Church,
Spotswood, New Jersey, one of an Episcopal plate series.
History of church and plate series given. News of Richard
Ellis' family. Interested in Hebrew type face.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlborough, from M. LYLE SPENCER,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, November 24, 1944.
FWG may "have already heard that Carnegie has been
gunning for Larry Siegfried. . .Larry will be going to Car
negie the first of July for considerably more money than we
could pay and for what he considers a better
opportunity."
Can FWG recommend someone? [Notation; Return.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Newburgh, from EDWIN J. KECK,
Dayton, Ohio, November 27, 1944.
Glad FWG speaking to Ad Club December 7. Train arrange
ments will be made. "Undoubtedly you received my wire re
questing photographs and biographical material for publicity
in the Sunday papers here...we feel that your experiences in
designing so many outstanding type faces is your best sub
ject and... hope that you will also be able to inject your
ideas on how various type faces should be used in present
day advertising and also what developments in type are indi
cated for the near future."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18. 5cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BOOTH BARGINSKl], Hollywood,
California, November [1944?].
Is FWG still a part of writer's life?
L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
GEORGE WELP, Interchemical Corporation, New York City,
November 30, 1944.
Judges of Essay Contest will be: Harry Gage, A.E.
Giegengack [Public Printer], Howard T. Hovde [Univ. of
Penna.J, Webster N. Jones, Beardsley Ruml. Will FWG com
plete certificate? [FWG's notations 12/2.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GEORGE L.
McKAY, The Grolier Club, New York City, November 30, 1944.
John Archer has proposed Frank R. Sloan, Jr., The Nor
wood Press, 50 Union Square, New York, for membership. "As
you know, Frank is an old timer at the Typophiles lunches,
and is greatly interested in books and printing. If you
felt inclined to write a letter seconding him for membership
in the Club, I should be gratified." Writer wants to talk
to FWG "about the writings of FWG, and complete the biblio
graphy." [McKay compiled bibliography of FWG's published
writings for A Half-Century of Type Design and Typography,
1895-1945, by FWG, 1946. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
JOHN A. FERGUSON, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, December 6, 1944.
Returning November 10 agreement executed by Mr.
[Harvey D.] Best.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ERNST F. DETTERER,
The Newberry Library, Chicago, December 7, 1944.
Trying to find FWG an overlay knife such as he saw
there. "Do I remember correctly that you said you have a
copy of Typographica No. 1 [first Village Letter Foundry
announcement, 1911] which we might buy to complete the
Newberry file?"
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlborough-On-Hudson, from CHAS. L.
NURSBAUMER, Dearborn Type Foundry, Chicago, December 9, 1944,
Nineteen mats and "ten type of each character" sent.
Writer "cast these mats in the 36 pt. Mold[,] for after fit
ting them to the sets you requested they were too narrow to
cast on the 48 pt. Mold...We had trouble with metal sticking
to this [mat] material. The [Lanston] Monotype must treat
the mats before casting. I heated the mats in tallow and
brushed them out with graphite." Talked with FWG's niece.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,8cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from EARL H. EMMONS, West Liberty, Iowa,
December 12, 1944.
Would be grateful for FWG's recommendation for Syracuse
[University] job [see Spencer's letter, November 24], Writer
wonders "if I would fit the job. I never have done any teach
ing and also I recall the fact that six or seven years ago
Spencer thought I was too old for Syracuse. . .Referring back
to the Syracuse matter, being editor of the daily paper
appeals to me as a very nice
thing." Saw "young Monson. . .
he hinted quite openly that in case I didn't join Forgue we
would like to discuss my doing some work for them as you said,
on their proposed house organ." Health problems.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 21.7cm. x 14. Ocm.
1944.
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FRED, from ANITA [Burlingame, California], December 14,
i
Domestic details. Season's Greetings.
L.S. [Christmas card] 3 pp. 12.4cm. x 10.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from FREDERICK HARD,
Scripps College, Claremont, California, December 15, 1944.
Second payment of $600.00 enclosed "for the work you
are doing in supplying us with additional type [Scripps Col
lege Italic, #115, 1944]." Business Office wants "a complete
statement of the total contract showing the amount paid to
date..." [This face was commissioned to be used with Scripps
College Old Style, #110, 1941, at the Hartley Burr Alexander
Press, Scripps College.]
T.L.S. 1 P- 21.5cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. GOUDY "AND ALL YOUR LOVED ONES." from GRACE GRAY,
Omaha, Nebraska, December 17, 1944.
Voted for F.D.R. "Haven't the Ladies been passing
Elliot [Roosevelt] around." Gives food prices and comments
on shortages. Hopes Frederic [Jr,] will be home for
Christmas.
L.S. 3 PP. 27.9 x 21,5cm.
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MR. FRED GOUDY "COUSIN FRED," Marlboro, from
HELEN D.J. JOHNSTON, Dayton, Ohio, December 18, 1944.
Thanking FWG for his kindnesses to Grace. Sorry not to
have seen FWG when he was visiting Dayton [Ad Club dinner
December 7]. "I must confess too that I did deeply regret
being unable to bask in the reflected glory of a famous
relative!
"
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.3cm.
REV. G.W. PLAYFAIR, Sudan Interior Mission, New York
City, from C GORDON BEACHAM, Sudan Interior Mission, Inc.,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, December 19, 1944.
Matrices need to be cut of Amharic type for use in
Ethiopia. Copies of Amharic alphabet and numerals enclosed.
"Also enclosed is a letter to Dr. Arthur Charles Watkins of
Washington, D.C, from his daughter, Mrs. F.G. Leasure, who
is here in Addis Ababa...Dr. Watkins knows personally Mr.
Goudy, probably America's foremost type artist, who does
work for the American Type Founders Association [FWG did
very little for ATF during his last years]. It is hoped
that Dr. Watkins will communicate with Mr. Goudy, through
our New York office, with a letter of introduction on our
behalf, and that Mr. Goudy will interest himself in helping
to rproduce[sic] the matrices for this Amharic
alphabet."
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company, Brooklyn,
New York, December 21, 1944.
Proof of Globe Gothic will be sent by John Archer.
"We have checked this type carefully against the specimen
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in [E.M.] Diamant 's office and it seems to be the same face.
Therefore we plan to make a plate of the composition after
you approve
it." Colish does careful work, FWG should not
worry. They "hope to have proofs for you on the whole busi
ness, with all specimens of type included, shortly after the
first of the year." [Text composition of A Half-Century of
Type Design and Typography. . .was done by A. Colish, New
York."] Writer will write material for back of book. "Do
take it easy, and why not make a New Year's resolution of no
more speeches at places more west north or south than Times
Square!" 14 pt. Globe Gothic caps and lower case proof
sheet. "Paul and Gerry Powell both say this is your type,
list as no 12 in work order, 13 in number. You rejected this
once, and now if you think it should be included please
OK...'
[Globe Gothic does not seem to have been included in A Half-
Century of Type Design. . .]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27-9cm. x 21,5cm.
[proof attached with note to FWG from John Archer]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GEORGE L.
McKAY, The Grolier Club, New York City, December 21, 1944.
Missed FWG "at the Typophiles Christmas party: 33
turned up, including Larry Siegfried and Oscar Ogg, and
we had a jolly time." Gave Paul Bennett FWG's message.
Christmas wishes.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from HARRY A. RIDER,
The Delta, Sigma Nu Fraternity, Indianapolis, Indiana,
December 21, 1944.
Heard about FWG's talk at Interfraternity Conference
[November 25, see L.D. Dover's letter, October 25]. Send
ing issue of The Delta. "I wonder if you would be glad to
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give us a few comments on its make-up and typographical
appearance?"
T.L.S. lp. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EARL ENGLISH,
The State University of Iowa, Iowa City, December 22, 1944.
Writer and wife pleased and proud to have The Alphabet
[and Elements of Lettering, 1942 and Bertha M. Goudy recol
lections... , 19391? Will send FWG a Sigma Delta Chi Key for
Christmas. Writer's students still talk of FWG [he visited
November 16-18 to speak twice, see November 1 letter]. Will
be doing study of Chicago Daily News "present headline types
[condensed gothic caps] along with two proposed faces [one
Bodoni bold]." No communication from Earl Emmons. "Assume
that he went to Chicago and hope that he is working on the
job that you suggested for him [with Monsen, see Emmons,
December 12], Have had many fine comments on his
exhibit,"
[FWG was made a Sigma Delta Chi member, probably on the Iowa
trip.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from L. ELLSWORTH BEHYMER, Los Angeles,
December 25, 1944.
Reminisces about their old Shelbyville friends. Family
news. Gypsy Baron opens tonight [writer an impressario].
[FWG's notation: 2/27.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. PERCY, Sudan Interior Mission, New York City,
from C. GORDON BEACHAM, Sudan Interior Mission, Inc., Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, December 26, 1944.
Sending Alphabet Sheets from Government Printing Press
for Amharic type. "Great care needs to be taken in the cut
ting of the matrices, that each character be clear cut, to
distinguish the varying marks in characters that are other
wise similar. All characters need to be BOLD. This is
particularly essential for the production of literature in
connection with literacy campaigns, as is planned for Ethio
pia." Proofs should be sent and quotation for all costs
involved. "Because of censorship, these will have to be
sent in the Ethiopian Diplomatic Pouch." Additional instruc
tions given concerning point sizes, proofs, quotations and
use of Diplomatic Pouch.
T.L. [copy] 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
December 29, 1944.
Will FWG return Typographic Printing Surfaces [Legros
& Grant] and book on Berthold Hebrew types? "I believe the
hebrew job was cancelled at a later date so I assume you will
not require the book any
longer." Read that FWG attended
"'house warming' at Monsen's new plant." Original drawings
of "Goudy 30" are needed!
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
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[FWG, Deepdene], from THE WARREN MEYERS [Piedmont,
California, Christmas 1944?].
Family news. Season's greetings.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 12.4cm. x 12,4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson,. from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, January 2, 1945.
Check for $44.54 covers Royalty [on matrices sales]
for May - November 1944 less a charge of $3.34 on October
30, 1944.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
F.W. GOUDY, ESQUIRE, c/o The American Type Founders
Sales Corp., Elizabeth, New Jersey, from M.C. MODI &
COMPANY, Bombay, India, January 2, 1945.
Anticipatory birthday wishes [March 8], "We take
this opportunity to offer to you sincere and heartfelt
congratulations not only from ourselves, but, also from
typographers of this
country."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.3cm. x 21. 3cm.
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FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, Danville, Illinois,
January 3, 1945.
Writer happy at FWG's greetings and Christmas gift of
linen handkerchiefs. Widower of an old Shelbyville friend
sent writer a "Burma amathyst necklace beautifully set in
gold he had had made to order for her [man's wife] in
Philadelphia..." Did FWG make Chicago trip in fall as
planned? Family and general news.
L.S. 9 pp. 19.3cm. x 14.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
January 8. 1945.
Writer and Mr. Best glad for FWG's improved health.
FWG welcome to borrow [LeGros & Grant] "Typographical Print
ing Surfaces" to consult for his encyclopedia article [for
United Educators, Inc.]. Wants Goudy 30 drawings if finished.
"No doubt you know we sent matrices and equipment to A.Colish
for use on your Typophile Book [A Half-Century of Type De
sign. . .] Did FWG receive the Crystolon brick?
T.L.S. 1 p. 23,4cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , New York
City, January 8, 1945.
Mr. Brown encouraging about [Type Designer Speaks]
manuscript. Editorial staff would like to do book but pro
ject should be postponed for a year until it can be done
first rate. Writer wants to approach other publishers
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for their opinion.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
[The Stevens, Chicago, stationery]
MR. GOUDY, from JAMES P. MURPHY, Philadelphia,
January 14, 1945.
Would like to add FWG's autographed photograph to
writer's collection of "distinguished Artists." Writer com
poses "poetry and keep busy writing since being disabled at
Salerno and since I can't own any of your work, I would like
this from you but dont mean to be of any undue trouble to
you." [FWG's notation: 50.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
January 16, 1945.
Monotype Corporation Limited had "inquiry from Meir
Sherman of PALESTINE ECONOMIC CORPORATION OF NEW YORK, 570
Lexington Avenue. It appears this concern is interested in
Monotype Machines for use in Palestine and the English
Corporation states they will probably make a new Hebrew face
for this customer." Is this the Hebrew face FWG is working
on? [FWG was approached by Hebrew University of Jerusalem.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GEORGE WELP,
Interchemical Corporation, New York City, January 16, 1945.
Writer and Mr. [Ed] Diamant will discuss certificate
proof with FWG at Typophiles. [FWG's notation: 2/8.]
T.L.S. 1 P. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from MYRON T. [MONSEN],
Monsen-tChicago, Chicago, January 19, 1945.
Writer wants to see FWG and is "still interested in
what we were talking about..." Has "received a letter this
morning from Earl Emmons telling me that his deal with Norman
had blown up [see December 12, 1944 letter]. We do not know
what happened. From where I sit it looks to me as though it
was for the best."
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.7cm. x 21 .lcm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN] , L[os] A[ngeles], January 20,
1945.
Received present of a. song bird from a soldier. Has
part of Aunt Gertrude [Robinson] 's estate which comes at a
useful time. Writer cannot go out. Might sell copies of
FWG's The Alphabet [printed by William Edwin Rudge, 1918]
but it would be first time writer sold any Goudyana. News
of writer's former Tucson boss.
L.S. 4 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
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FRED, from JOSEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard [Oregon],
January 21 , 1945.
News of all the family. Writer will be 75 [years] in
April. Clippings were sent about FWG's Dayton [trip],
L.S. 3 pp. 27.0cm. x 17.7cm.
SECRETARY TO MR. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD BARON, Los Angeles, January 23, 1945.
Would like an autographed picture of FWG for writer's
collection of "prominent artists" and FWG's autograph on
enclosed card.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED GOUDY, from BEN GRAUER, New York City, January
23, 1945.
Will FWG sign enclosed pamphlet for writer's brother,
Captain Alvin Grauer, an admirer of FWG and a Typophile?
Will FWG send it to Washington, D.C. address? Wants FWG to
visit writer some Monday. [FWG's notation: 2/8/45.]
L.S. 1 p. 22.9cm. x 15.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from E.A. THOMPSON, JR., Hand Bookbinder,
Mineola, New York, January 23, 1945.
Finished war department work at West Point and now
doing bibliographical work and articles. FWG's late start
in typography an inspiration to writer.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.3cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from HARRIE E. BROOKE, Claremont, Cali
fornia, January 25, 1945.
Writer will accept FWG's generous gift, although it is
undeserved. "I have a lot of sympathy for Florence [Duvall],
in this case as in many others. She is a loyal daughter and
sometimes under very trying conditions." [Writer has helped
in a Duvall family emergency and FWG has sent a gift.]
L.S. 3 PP. 20.4cm. x 12.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from ARTHUR CHARLES WATKINS, Washington, D.C, January 25,
1945.
Writer's daughter in Ethiopia suggested to Rev. C Gor
don Beacham, Field Director of Sudan Interior Mission, that
FWG might design and make matrices for Amharic type. Type
will be used in literacy campaign. Will FWG contact Mr. J.O.
Percy at Sudan Interior Mission's New York address? Project
seems to be "an exceptionally interesting and important one."
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from FANNY BORDEN, Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, New York, January 28, 1945.
Regrets not attending upcoming. AIGA [American Institute
of Graphic Arts] "supper in honor of the
medalists..."Ex
hibition "now of illuminated books and manuscripts lent by
Beatrice Bishop Berle - books from her father's
library."
Wants Goudy exhibit in March. Are Typophile Keepsakes for
sale?
L.S. 2 PP. 18.4cm. x 13.9cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EARL ENGLISH,
The State University of Iowa, Iowa City, January 30, 1945.
Sending FWG's Christmas present, a Sigma Delta Chi key.
Saw Dean Spencer [Syracuse University] in Chicago. [FWG's
notation: 2/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.O. PERCY, Sudan
Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, February 1, 1945.
Sending FWG "correspondence received from our Field
Director, Rev. C Gordon Beacham, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in
accordance with our conversation on your recent visit to
our office."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
DEAN M. LYLE SPENCER, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
New York, from PAUL A BENNETT [Mergenthaler Linotype
Company, Brooklyn, New York], February 1, 1945.
"I am glad that you agree with me about the recognition
to Mr. Rogers being omitted at the Goudy Birthday Dinner, and
instead being presented at a dinner for him on May 14 next."
Thinks FWG will agree. Ambassador Hotel reserved for March 9
and sponsors will be American Institute of Graphic Arts, Ty
pophiles and Distaff Side. Recommends Paul McPharlin to
succeed Larry Siegfried [position at Syracuse University, see
Nov. 24, 1944 letter]. Can see McPharlin' s background in
Roman Numerals Chap Book [Roman Numerals , typographic leaves
and pointing hands..., New York, 1942, Typophile Chap Book
VII]. [Bennett's note to FWG: Thinks FWG looked sixty-five
and Melcher did fine job talking of medalists.]
T.L.S. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
[note to FWG from PAB on top]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, February 2, 1945.
Will probably miss FWG's eightieth birthday celebra
tion March 9. Early congratulations.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from CARRIE ROWLAND, Rich's, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia,
February 3, 1945.
Happy that FWG "interested in designing a signature cut
for this store...We also feel, that a signature designed ex
pressly for Rich's by Goudy, will have a story that would be
of interest throughout the country." Could FWG finish it for
use in anniversary ads the first week in May? Enclosing
editorial ad tear-sheets to show type of advertising.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BARBARA CHAPIN, New York City,
February 4 [1945].
Would FWG and Florence [Duvall] dine with writer
March 2 before the exhibit? Some mutual friends might
be invited.
L.S. 2 pp. 20.0cm. x 12.5cm.
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PETER [BEILENSON?], from ARTHUR [RUSHMORE] , Golden
Hind Press, Madison, New Jersey, February 4, 1945.
Writer answering request for FWG poem by "matter for a
poem..." "Fred is painted in bright colors on the back-drop
of my life. Naive, kindly, unselfish and urbane his win
ning smile spreads more warmth than a hunter's campfire.
Through rough weather and through sunny days he has paddled
his way like the gentleman he is, leaving hosts of friends
everywhere; giving more than getting. His types speak for
him and will keep his name in print - but it is the man that
matters most, and there he is immortal. You write the
poem."
L.S. 2 pp. 14. 3cm. x 11.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EARL F.
SCHOENING, The Signet of Phi Sigma Kappa, Chicago,
February 5, 1945.
FWG's article will be published in March, 1945, Signet
with title "The Strangeness of Familiar
Things." Writer
proud to have FWG's autographed photograph. January and
March, 1945, copies of Signet will be sent. [Signet is
national fraternity magazine.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from ANN [MYERS], Piedmont, California,
February 5 [1945].
Apologizes for being poor correspondent. Read pamphlet
FWG sent with "A Type Designer
Speaks." Family news. FWG
has taught writer to see beauty in type work.
L.S. 8 pp. 17.1cm. x 14.3cm.
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FRED, from ANN MYERS, Piedmont, California,
February 8 [1945?].
Enjoys FWG's letters and is conscience striken for not
replying. Writer's son "flying a B-29 - Superfort, based in
the Marianas..." FWG always getting medals and traveling on
airplanes. Sorry [Dorothy] Bevis is ill. FWG will see his
book [A Ha If-Century of Type Design. . . .] published.
L.S. 3 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
February 9, 1945.
"Evidently misfortune seldom comes singly with you. Your
letter of February 7 states that recently you had an attack
of 'inter-costal neuralgia' (whatever that is), then to top
it off you dropped your glasses and walked on them." Will
FWG return [LeGros & Grant's] Typographic Printing Surfaces
so it can go back "to our Typographic Library because it has
been out now the better part of a year." Enclosing negative
of William Clowes Limited page showing 12 pt. Amharic type.
Writer intends to come March 2 to Fifty Book Show. May see
FWG then at New York Public Library. [FWG's notations:
Typo Ptg Surfaces Hebrew Cat #30 drawings 2/13/45.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GEORGE WELP,
Interchemical Corporation, New York City, February 9, 1945.
Pleased with certificates. Fee of $500.00 satisfactory
to writer if it is so to FWG. "In connection with making use
of the credit line I had planned to release a little story
about the certificate and wonder if you could give me the
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essential
information?" Can they have good photograph of
FWG? FWG's work load makes writer "feel like a sluggard."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., from GEORGE [L. McKAY], The
Grolier Club, New York City, February 9, 1945.
Since FWG proposed Sidney Kramer [Library of Congress]
his name will "be presented at the March meeting of the
Council,"
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GEORGE WELP,
Interchemical Corporation, New York City, February 13. 1945.
Check enclosed for FWG's $500.00 fee "for designing
the IPI Essay Contest Certificate."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from THOMAS S. SHAW, Washington, D.C,
February 14, 1945.
Writer is appreciative of FWG's types after hearing
him speak at Library of Congress.
L.S. 1 p. 20.4cm. x 16. 3cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from A.J. GREER, The
Stevens, Chicago, February 14, 1945.
Writer's Geraldine heard a radio "program which fea
tured you in the old days. Much to her regret she has never
met you but because of the numerous autographed books which
you have given me she figured that you two had established
an acquaintance and in fact you might hear from her regard
ing the broadcast."
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from RICHARD ELLIS, New York City, February 14
[1945?].
Sorry not to see FWG after "Medallist" dinner [probably
A. I.G.A.]. Hopes FWG's "Type Biography" will be ready for
Birthday celebration. Would like to contribute something
for a Keepsake if one is planned.
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
LIEUT. N[0RMAN] P. ROSS, Naval Air Station, Brooklyn, New
York, February 15. 1945.
Where can writer purchase broadsides of "I am
Type,"
"Excerpt from Lincoln Second Inaugural
Speech"
and other
Lincoln pieces? [Several broadsides and John Drinkwater's
The World's Lincoln, 1928, were printed at the Village
Press between 1916 and 1934.]
L.S. [card] 1 P. 14. Ocm. x 8.3cm.
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FRED, from ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing, New York City,
February 15. 1945.
Ruth Emmons is in St. Vincent's Hospital and is in
good condition. Writer wants a recent photograph and one
with Marmalade. Also wants whole, up-to-date list of FWG's
type faces for publication "In connection with your 80th
[birthday]..." Wishes for household and "also Xanthippe,
or whatever it was you named that poor kitten."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlborough, from M. LYLE SPENCER,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, February 16, 1945.
Paul Bennett thinks "the matter of the medal for BR had
better be postponed for a later date, probably his own birth
day celebration [see Bennett's letter, February l]. Paul
seems to want to make the March occasion one all for you."
No one knows about new type [Spencer Old Style?]. Could
writer have "a statement about it from you for release to
press the morning after. I think we can make a national
story of
it."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Clare
mont, California, February 19. 1945.
Writer "working on some original letters of Richard
Doddridge Blackmore, author of Lorna Doone but more gardner
and fruit-grower than author, to hear him
talk." When FWG
sends statement why doesn't he make it "worthy of our Goudy-
ana Collection?! .. .One of the treasures of the Perkins Col
lection is an original bill of Roger Payne's. Why not plan
now for yours to be a 'treasure'?" Can FWG come west?
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Mrs. Duvall is "remarkably recovered" from operation.
L.S. 4 pp. 21.7cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
February 19. 1945.
Received "Goudy 30" original drawings, "Typographic
Printing Surfaces" and Berthold Hebrew type specimens. Glad
Amharic negative print [see Feb. 9 letter] may be useful.
"Of course I will be pleased to take this up with you at a
later time provided it is finally decided for you to go ahead
and whether or not Monotype would manufacture the mats. As
far as the Hebrew matter [Hebrew University of Jerusalem
type] is concerned, I understand you will keep us posted..."
Giving FWG information for 42 and 48 pt. "standard line faces
and the mat line of both sizes is equal to .6576, the type
line of the 42 pt. size is .4565 and the 48 pt. size
Will be in New York March 9, not March 2, and will attend
birthday celebration and talk with FWG. "Quite a few chan
ges have taken place in the Monotype Organization and you will
no doubt be interested in the enclosure,"
T.L.S. 2 pp. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
[printed announcement of company personnel changes
attached]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, February 19. 1945.
Check enclosed for $16.89 covers [Royalty] on January
sales of [matrices].
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
February 19. 1945.
Will FWG's book "be out on your birthday [A Half-
Century oj: Type Design. . . it was hoped would be ready as a
Keepsake of the celebration but publication was delayed]?"
How many near relatives did Bertha have? "You have mention
ed her sister Elsea dying and that she had two daughters
Eunice and Sally - were there others?" Would like more
genealogical information. "Since you are getting particular
about your looks in your old age and have the wen removed
better get you some new teeth." Is there news of [Douglas]
Barnes? Birthday greetings.
L.S. 3 PP. 27.1cm. x 17,5cm.
FRED, from MARY D. ALEXANDER, Chicago], February 21,
1945.
Writer wishes she could be at FWG's birthday dinner.
Paper situation has upset [University of Chicago] Press work.
Fifty Books [of American Institute of Graphic Arts] will be
there March 2.
L.S. 2 PP. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro on Hudson, from SIDNEY
KRAMER, Washington, D.C, February 21, 1945.
Will be unable to attend FWG's Eightieth Birthday dinner
since writer's wife and [premature] baby girl, Constance





MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from 0. ALFRED DICKMAN,
New York Herald Tribune, New York City, February 21, 1945.
Missed FWG at Typophiles. "Most of the regulars were
present and best of all, Bill Euler was in from New Mexico."
Editorial department wants to interview FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EARL ENGLISH,
The State University of Iowa, Iowa City, February 22, 1945.
Has FWG received Sigma Delta Chi Key [writer's belated
Christmas present to FWG]? "I have heard rumors of some
kind of festivities in celebration of your birthday next
month." [FWG's notation: 2/27-]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], February 24 [1945?]-
Sending clipping. Keeps to home by necessity. Saw
Florence [Duvall], Political comments.
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EDWARD L. DALBY,
Central School District No. 1, Marlborough, New York,
February 26, 1945.
FWG's address to student body well received. Would
like photograph FWG offered.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from
CHARLES W. WAGNER, New York City, February 26, 1945.
Will enjoy attending FWG's [birthday] dinner March 9 at
Hotel Ambassador. "Your mention of Clara Abel brought up
many old time
memories." [Wagner, an impressario, knew FWG
during boyhood days in Shelbyville, Illinois.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 18.2cm.
MRS. [ALICE] GOUDY, Deepdene, from BEATRICE WEAVER
REESE, Newburgh, New York, February 26, 1945.
Thanks for inscribed Typologia and for delivering "the
manuscript in Arctic weather." Enjoyed seeing Mrs. Goudy
"on the evening when Mr. Goudy spoke before the Historical
Society." [Manuscript was that of FWG's address, see
Albert Reese's letter February 26.]
L.S. 2 pp. 12.7cm. x 10.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ALBERT REESE,
The Historical Society of Newburgh Bay and the Highlands,
Newburgh, New York, February 26, 1945.
FWG's manuscript will be printed in [Society's] Year
Book in September. Could cut in Typologia be obtained and
used as "an interesting personal touch to your article"?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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REV. J. P. PERCY, Sudan Interior Mission, New York City,
from C. GORDON BEACHAM, Sudan Interior Mission [inc.],
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, February 27, 1945.
Since FWG has asked for "samples of each character in
the three sizes of type [8, 10, 16 pt] which has been asked
for, so that moulds could be made instead of matrices..."
samples in 10 pt. of 340 characters sent, 8 and 16 pt. not
available. "In my return cable, I asked if moulds would be
serviceable for future use. We desire to have a permanent
source in the States...We are also grateful to know that Mr.
Goudy is lending his assistance as an expert." .
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from CHARLES
L. WAGNER, New York City, February 28, 1945.
Happy Augusta Cottlow [a Shelbyville, Illinois, friend]
and husband will be [at FWG's 80th Birthday Dinner]. Memo
ries of old times.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LT. ROBERT M. SMITH, U.S.S. Petrof
Bay, c/o San Francisco, California, February 28, 1945.
Can FWG tell writer where he can obtain a supply of
foundry type in a Goudy face, in all its sizes, "suitable
for the majority of the work of a private press[?] I favor
something like your Village [#8, 1903?] or Bertham [#100,
1936]." Writer also wants copies of "Goudy
items"
men
tioned in Publisher's Auxiliary article about FWG's Iowa
visit. What has happened to Bently Raak?
L.S. 3 pp. 22.7cm. x l4.7cm.
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"PAPA GOUDY" [FWG], from 'GENE [EUGENE] PATTBERG
[Philippines], February 28 [1945?].
Hopes to be home for FWG's next birthday. "Health
to the Lord! ! "
L.S. 1 p. 20.4cm. x 13.4cm.
MR. JOHN A. STEVENSON, Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Company, Philadelphia, from HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype
Machine Company, Philadelphia, February 28, 1945.
Appreciation that promotional brochure was well set in
Monotype Stymie Light. "As one of your policy holders of
reasonable size, I have also appreciated the fact that the
typography of my Penn Mutual insurance policies was specially
arranged by our Typographic Counsel, Mr. Frederic W. Goudy,
and that the type face is Goudy Deepdene .. .put into matrices
for typecasting and typesetting by our
Company."
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
[cc to FWG]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from 0. ALFRED DICKMAN,
New York Herald Tribune, New York City, February 28, 1945.
Editorial department will meet FWG March 2 at A. I. G.A.
rooms [for interview, see Feb. 21 letter], "This noon at
Typophiles there were all the regulars present except your
self. B.R. came out of the woods for the first time for
some weeks. And we wrote a round robin letter to Captain
Eugene Pattberg in the
Philippines."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13.9cm.
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FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER [Danville, Illinois,
February 1945].
Regrets being unable to attend FWG's eightieth birthday
dinner hosted by American Institute of Graphic Arts. With
enclosed check will FWG buy himself a book in remembrance
of his old friend?
L.S. 4 pp. 12.6cm. x 10.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from PAUL OPPERMANN,
The Planners' Journal, American Institute of Planners,
Washington, D.C, March 2, 1945.
Apologizes for delay in sending FWG enclosed check.
Birthday congratulations.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm,
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
'GENE [EUGENE M.] ETTENBERG, The Gallery Press, New York
City, March 3, 1945.
Thanks for slides. Could FWG identify them?
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. Ocm. x 8.3cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from HOWARD [COGGE
SHALL, Utica, New York], March 4, 1945.
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Sorry to miss FWG's Eightieth Birthday Dinner Party.
"There are a number of reasons, chief of which is that I am
subject to headaches that come upon me without warning or
reason and lay me out in a horizontal position." Sorry book
[A Half-Century of Type Design. . .] not finished yet.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BARGINSKl] , Hollywood, California,
March 4, 1945.
Birthday wishes from writer and Max.
L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.3cm.
FRED, from AUGUSTA [COTTLOW, New York City] , March 4, 1945.
Looking forward to seeing FWG [at 80th birthday dinner],
L.S. 2 pp. 19.7cm. x 12.3cm.
FRED, from JO[SEPHINE] and WILL [ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
March 4, 1945.
Since writer and husband cannot be assured of plane
reservations through to New York from Portland, and fare is
$634.12 they will have to miss FWG's birthday celebration.
"Seems as if it would take some nerve to refuse a $10,000
job, if one was capable of doing it, but think you were wise
not to take on more." Genealogical information.
L.S. 3 PP. 27.1cm. x I7=5cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro, from WALDO H. DUNN,
Scripps College, Claremont, California, March 4, 1945.
Birthday congratulations. FWG will be remembered at
Scripps College "with gratitude and affection." Includes
Reader's Digest, March issue, story of late Cardinal Gibbons
at 80 years meeting Jacob Epstein, merchant and philanthro
pist.
L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED GOUDY, from BEN GRAUER, New York City, March 5,
1945.
Happy to possess autographed copy [Bertha M. Goudy,
recollections. . .] . Admires way FWG wrote it. When does
FWG want ticket for "It Pays to Be Ignorant" [apparently
a radio program]?
L.S. 1 p. 22.8cm. x 15.8cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from L. E[LLSW0RTH]
BEHYMER, Los Angeles, California, March 5, 1945.
Writer and wife "feel that we are going to miss a whole
lot on that 'shindig' they are giving you on the 9th, your
80th Birthday!" News of old mutual friends and writer's
relatives. "The Library of Congress wants my collection of
books and pictures, program books, dramatic and musical li
braries, and everything I have, and will guarantee to photo
stat anything anybody wants anywhere in
America." Read of
FWG's lecture in Iowa City. "I am still doing about 50,000
miles a year in travel. Just finished a very excellent en
gagement of Hurok's Ballet Theatre in L.A. Saturday night,
16 performances, and artistically and financially success
ful. Zimbalist tomorrow night and Igor Gorin next week."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21=5cm.
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THE MANAGER, Hotel Plaza, New York City, from
GEOFFREY R. HIGGINS, The Higgins Press, New Orleans,
Louisiana, March 5, 1945.
Sending package to FWG care of addressee. It is to be
given to FWG during AIGA birthday banquet March 9. ["Eugene
Head Waiter Ho. Ambassador" written on back of sheet.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.3cm.
FRED, from RICHARD ELLIS, New York City, March 5, 1945.
Sorry not to have seen FWG and Florence [Duvall] after
[AIGA] 50 Book Show. Looking forward to FWG's 80th [Birthday
Dinner]. Picture and write up in Herald-Tr ibune were good.
FWG is always welcome to stay in writer's home.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from FANNY BORDEN, Vassar College
[Poughkeepsie, New York], March 7 [1945].
Sorry to miss FWG's birthday dinner but [Library] is
very short staffed. Wants FWG to visit campus when Goudy
exhibition is in place. Will try some writing after
June 30 retirement.
L.S. 2 pp. 17.3cm. x 13.2cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from ROSALIND A KEEP [Mills College,
California], March 7, 1945.
Birthday wishes. Sending a student setting of some
lines from Typologia.
L.S. 2 pp. 13.9cm. x 13.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SARAH A. BARTLETT, New York City,
March 7, 1945.
Birthday congratulations. Writer would like to sell
"a large wood book binding press, and the brass tools, from
London and Paris, for working in gold on leather which Doc
tor Bartlett did." [FWG aided writer in sale of Albion
press, see 1939 letters.]
L.S. 2 pp. 19.6cm. x 14. 7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from WILLIAM J. MEENEGHAN, March 7, 1945.
Birthday congratulations. "I recall with vividness the
pleasure your visits to the Marlborough School gave the boys
and it is with sincere regret that time did not give more
lads the benefit of association with men like you." [FWG
spoke to students of Central School District No. 1, Marl
borough in February 1945, see Feb. 26 letter,]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from EDWARD LAWRENCE MERRITT, Kingston,
New York, March 7, 1945.
The Merritts glad to hear from FWG and "to know that
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there is no Goudy black-list, even though the Merritts have
been remiss in contacting
you." Their attendance at [80th
Birthday] dinner "this year is impossible."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.5cm. x 20.2cm.
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], West Liberty, Iowa,
March 8, 1945.
Writer certain FWG will live many more years while his
own condition is not good, "Well, whatever happens I am very
glad that I chanced to know you and that we happened to be so
close for so long. If I accomplished anything of any value
to the world or anything that may be remembered it was accom
plished after I met you and was made possible largely through
my association with
you." [Writer suffering from tubercu
losis. FWG's notation: 3/26.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SELAH[,] DRAKE[,] ESTARLY[sic]
Ltd., Claremons[sic], California, March 8 [1945].
"Regret not being able to be with you on March 8th
this 80th Consignment typed by Goudy Bold enhances value
of Goudy Modern crowned with Scripps Goudy
Characters"
[Dorothy Drake behind this communication.]
Telegram 1 p. 20.4cm. x 14. 8cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Care Distaff Typophiles, Hotel
Ambassador, New York, from L.E. BEHYMER, Los Angeles,
March 8, 1945.
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Authorization for FWG's "122nd type design for use in
printing research volume subject, 'Genius of Shelbyville,
Illinois.'" Detailed instructions for volume's content in
cluding: Slim-Jim Skaggs' eccentricities; Ellsworth Cooks'
female impersonations; and Ebbie Goldstine's horse Bucepha
lus.
Telegram 2 pp. 25.4cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ROBERT MANTELL, Bronx, New York,
March 8, 1945.
Birthday wishes. FWG is writer's favorite type designer.
Grew up on Goudy Oldstyle type family. Does small printing
jobs on a hand press and hopes to obtain more Goudy type.
L.S. 2 pp. [cut] 26.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from "THE EIGHTH GRADE" [Armonk Public School],
Armonk, New York, March 9, 1945.
Birthday congratulations. Interested in FWG's work and
"Would sincerely appreciate a sample of your work to display
in our schoolroom if it is convenient for you to send one."
Hope FWG enjoys banquet.
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from WAYNE
GARD, The Dallas Morning News, Dallas, Texas, March 9, 1945.
Enclosing writer's editorial concerning FWG's birthday.
"I still recall with pleasure a brief visit to your home and
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type foundry in the summer of 1928 and a still briefer con
versation with you in the office of House and Garden in the
summer of 1932. I was working on Vanity Fair that summer
and was using a picture of you on the page headed, 'We
Nominate for Fame . ' "
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[FWG], from ANN McNEATH MYERS [Piedmont, California],
March 9 [1945?].
Birthday wishes. News of writer's son and his military
orders. [FWG's notation: 3/15.]
L.S. 4 pp. 12.7cm. x 9.8cm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, care Distaff Typophiles,
Hotel Ambassador, from L E BEHRMER [sic], Los Angeles,
March 9, 1945.
Additional subject information for ["Genius of Shelby
ville,
Illinois"
volume, see preceeding day's telegram].
Telegram 1 p. 25.4cm. x 20.3cm.
MOM AND DAD [ANN and WARREN MYERS, Piedmont, California],
from "JAKE," LT. W.F. MYERS, JR., Marianas [islands],
March 9, 1945.
News of Iwo [Jima] invasion and experience of a [B-29]
forced to land there for refueling, "...it turned out to be
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a pilot and crew from the next door tent in our squadron."
T.L. [copy] 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from B.A. C0TTL0W , Oregon, Illinois, March 10,
1945.
Saw sister [Augusta] 's invitation from FWG. and writer
regrets not attending [FWG's 80th Birthday Dinner]. Family
news. Birthday congratulations. [A Shelbyville, Illinois
acqua intance . ]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD COGGESHALL, Utica, New York,
March 11, 1945-
Sorry to have missed FWG's [birthday] party. "I am in
terested that you saw Earl [Emmons] , and would very much
like to know how he is and what he is doing." Writer glad
[Laurance] Sieg[ fried] going to Carnegie [institute of Tech
nology]. "Library of Congress flirted around for a price on
my collection of your intimate stuff, but finally faded out
...I am still of the opinion that it should go where it can
do some good - perhaps Carnegie is the proper place. Not
only the collection, but the type, could find a place there,
perhaps." [Coggeshall* s "intimate
stuff" is now in School
of Printing, Rochester Institute of Technology.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.A.B. SMITH, Underwood
Elliott Fisher Company, New York City, March 12, 1945.
Having seen article about 80th birthday celebration,
writer extends personal and Company congratulations.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro on
Hudson, from JOHN A. BACKUS, American Type Founders Sales
Corporation, Elizabeth, New Jersey, March 12, 1945.
Saw report of FWG's eightieth birthday celebration in
New York Craftsman's news. Writer's congratulations.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GORDON J. LAING,
The United Educators, Inc., Chicago, March 13, 1945.
Will FWG give approval of his article edited by Editor
ial Committee? "Moreover, in order to make our articles
easier reading for our readers, so many of whom are young,
we insert side heads for sub sections of the article... I want
to add that it seems to us all to be an excellent article.
We do not believe that there is anything in our closest
rivals (namely the Compton Encyclopedia and the World Book)
that approaches it in its quality. We are very glad to have
a contribution by you in this revised
edition."$50.00
check enclosed. [FWG's niece, Eunice W. Thompson, was work
ing for this company and may have suggested an article by
FWG. FWG's notation: 3/27.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
GEORGE WELP, Interchemical Corporation, New York City,
March 13, 1945.
Birthday dinner a great success. Will FWG send the
"story about the production and design details on the Certi
ficate of Honor"? [See Feb. 9 letter with initial request.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18. 5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ERICK LEIPPRAND, The Bauer Type Foundry, Inc., New York
City, March 13, 1945.
Birthday wishes.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from E[ARL] D.
B[ABST], New York City, March 13, 1945.
Regrets having missed FWG's [birthday] dinner. New
York Times editorial [March 10] "perfectly delightful."
Sent clipping to "the Michigan Farmer with a little note
calling their attention to the fact that their fame was
still riding
on." [FWG worked briefly, 1897-99, for Michi
gan Farmer as bookkeeper-cashier after he was married.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.7cm. x 19.2cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
March 13, 1945.
FWG may have received letter from C.W . McNelley, hand
ling Rich's Department Store account "inquiring about the
new and exclusive type face wanted by Rich's." [Correspon
dence indicates that a signature was wanted by Rich's.] A
quoted price sent of $3000.00 for FWG's work of drawings
and patterns of roman and italic. FWG should quote this
figure as well. Two pattern sets should cover sizes 8, 10,
12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36 and possibly 42, 48, 60,.and 72 pt.
sizes. "However, as far as your end of the work goes, one
set will be sufficient and if a. larger size set of patterns
is necessary we can make them
here." [Birthday celebration]
a tribute.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.3cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MARY HUNT, New York City, March 15, 1945.
New York Times editorial [March] must be inaccurate
since FWG was 27 last time writer saw him. What is Hebrew
alphabet project? Heard from Max Weber.
L.S. 4 pp. 18.8cm. x 13.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
March 16, 1945.
Will FWG give his opinion of sales possibilities of
type face on photostats enclosed? "You will note the de
sign bears some resemblance to Bauer's Weiss Roman
Bold."
[FWG's notation: Re'd 5/10.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from ANN [MYERS], Piedmont, California,
March 16 [1945].
News of writer's son, based on Taiwan. FWG's [birth
day] dinner must have meant a great deal to people. Wants
promised photograph of FWG. "That hurt [you] I'll bet to
have to turn down that order for type for the 'Imperial
Ethiopean Government' but what an honor!!"
L.S. 4 pp. 17.2cm. x 14.3cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JOHN N.
TAYLOR, Dayton's Typographic Service, Dayton, Ohio,
March 16, 1945.
Typologia is great. "Your meeting at the Advertising
Club remains by far the best put on this year." [FWG's
notation: 4/7.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from KENT D.
CURRIE, Baltimore, Maryland, March 16, 1945.
Illness forced writer to miss FWG's "Graphic Arts
dinner." Hopes to see FWG "because a friendship of even
twenty-five years does need renewal by occasional
contacts."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.9cm. x 20.3cm.
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MOM AND DAD [ANN and WARREN MYERS, Piedmont, Califor
nia], from JAKE [WARREN MYERS, JR.], Marianas Islands,
March 17, 1945.
Received packages, clippings, and letters from Joe Jr.,
Elizabeth and Mr. Goudy. Pilot in writer's squadron righted
his plane which flipped over target. "The cause of the flip
was an updraft from the terrific thermals from the terrific
fires. By golly, if these raids continue as successfully as
they have [on Japanese cities], we're going to run out of
cities to bomb." [Notation* do not return.]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from ELIZABETH ABRAHAM, Withers Public Library,
Bloomington, Illinois, March 17, 1945.
Read of FWG's [birthday celebration] in Christian
Science Monitor and local Pantagraph . Birthday congratula
tions. Writer interested in FWG's childhood times in
Bloomington and has contacted old acquaintances of FWG.
[FWG's notation: 4/3.]
L.S. 4 pp. 17.5cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from GLENN C
C0MPT0N, The Inland Printer, New York City, March 19, 1945.
Writer wants copy of Ernest Elmo
Calkins' letter that
was read at FWG's birthday dinner March 12[?] by [Paul]
Bennett "in connection with a story about the
dinner." Now
New York editor of Inland Printer, writer's career at Print
ing News began and ended with Goudy news items. [FWG's
notation: 3/29.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from ALFRED A. KNOPF, New York City, March 19, 1945.
"Just a line to remind you that I would be very much
interested in seeing that manuscript of yours." [FWG's
notation: 3/26.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14.0cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
JOHN McCARTEN, The New Yorker, New York City, March 20, 1945.
Since magazine's last report of FWG's work was some time
ago [Jan. 14, 1933, profile article], editorial offices want
"to visit you at Marlborough in order to do what we call A
Reporter at Large on your activities." Writer would be
reporter. [FWG's notation: 3/27.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.1cm. x 17.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from JOHN E. ALLEN, The Linotype News, Brooklyn, New York,
March 20, 1945.
Enclosed clipping of Mrs. Allen's article of FWG's
"anniversary dinner" in Forest Hills and Kew Gardens Post.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from MARY [D. ALEXANDER, Chicago], March 21, 1945 ,
Read of FWG's birthday dinner in Publishers'] w[eekly]
and hopes writer's telegram arrived. Sending [University of
Chicago Press] spring list if FWG wants some books [as a
gift].
L.S. 2 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
March 21, 1945.
Has Hebrew type face job been held. up?
Will'
the design
"be available to anyone else outside of the party [Hebrew
University of Jerusalem] who commissioned you to make it...
if you have done work on the job and the customer decided
against going any further, I have another party in mind who
I believe would be interested."
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.3cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, March 21, 1945.
Enclosed check for $27.57 covers [Royalty] for February
sales of [matrices].
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. F.B. WILLIAMS, Bakersfield, California, from
M. LYLE SPENCER, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York,
March 22, 1945.
Thanks Williams for copy of pamphlet
"Speed" in
[Goudy] type face. Suggests Williams send a copy to FWG
and ask him for specific information.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro on the Hudson, from
RANALD [sic] SAVERY, Bookbinding and Book Production, New
York City, March 22, 1945-
Having attended FWG's birthday dinner, writer has an
account of it for April issue. May writer have permission
to use photograph of FWG at work, obtained from [George]
McKay of Grolier Club? [FWG's notation: 3/29.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.1 x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
VERNER W. CLAPP, The Library of Congress, Washington, D.C,
March 23, 1945.
Bookplates sent for "the Frederic and Bertha Goudy
collection." [Plate was designed by FWG for collection he
sold to L.C in 1944.] Plates, available at FWG's [birth
day] dinner, are lighter in color than originals due to
lighter stock.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.3cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from LEE AUGUSTINE, Cincinnati Club of Print
ing House Craftsmen, Cincinnati, Ohio, March 24, 1945.
Contributions asked of no-longer-needed printing books
to be professionally auctioned, proceeds to "assist the
Graphic Arts High School." Writer explains to FWG "it would
be an honor to have an autographed book from you for the
auction." [FWG spoke to this Craftsmen's Club in 1940 as
part of 500th Anniversary of Printing.]
T.L.S. [form letter] 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.7cm.
[handwritten note]
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, American Institute of
Graphic Arts, New York City, from J. RAYMOND TIFFANY, Book
Manufacturers' Institute, Inc., New York City, March 26, 1945.
Birthday congratulations.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from FREDERIC
B. WILLIAMS, Bakersfield, California, March 26, 1945.
Encloses Dean M. Lyle Spencer's letter [see March 22]
and copy of
"Speed"
pamphlet. Writer thinks type, used by
permission of The Bakersfield Californian newspaper, might
be one by FWG. "I hardly think you drive an automobile,
thus you would not be especially interested in reading the
pamphlet [FWG probably very interested]." Would FWG pass
it on to those interested with the letters so as to provide
additional interest?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, March 28, 1945.
Will look for [Fred T.] Singleton reference missing
from manuscript. "What bothers me most is the fact that we
have plates for 52 faces, while you talk of 115 or so!... I
can't fathom what's off until the cuts get with the type..."
[A Half-Century of Type Design and Typography, published by
Typophiles in 19^6 is discussed. As many type faces as
possible were accompanied with plates, gleaned from a
variety of sources.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, c/o Printer's Ink Pub
lishing Company, New York City, from NEFF LAING, Capper-
Harman-S locum, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, March 28, 1945.
Saw paragraph in Printer's Ink about FWG's 80th birth
day "although I still think of you as of about I898 when we
were both laboring on the old Michigan Farmer in
Detroit."
News of [publishing] company that produces [The Ohio, Michi
gan and Pennsylvania Farmers], Family news.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from H.L. DOWNS, Downs-
Smith Brass & Copper Co., Inc., New York City, March 29, 1945.
Enclosing descriptive card of products and facilities
of company. "Yours for Speedy
Victory."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
March 29, 1945.
Writer will talk to [Lanston Monotype's] customer since
he has information and patterns of Hebrew type from FWG.
Will advise FWG of developments. [Hebrew type commission for
Hebrew University of Jerusalem apparently fell through so an
alternative customer is being sought.] Writer will "not
write Mr. Schooken [sic] without first consulting with you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm." x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. GOUDY, from FREDERICK ANDREWS, New York City,
March 29, 1945.
Enjoys "this Trojan I am writing on, with its Forum
[Forum Title, #20, 1911] type face, is a constant pleasure
to me. (Marchbanks Press.)" [Writer's stationery may have
been printed by Marchbanks Press.] Writer is designer of
fabrics woven on Jacquard looms. New York Times editorial
enclosed. [FWG's notation: 3/31.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, c/o American Institute of
Graphic Arts, New York City, from W.H. HOBART, Hobart
Brothers, Troy, Ohio, March 30, 1945.
Saw Herald-Tribune March 3 FWG article. What is "the




and most of his types? [FWG's
notation: 4/7/45.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.4cm. x 17.8cm.
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UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE [W . THOMPSON], Chicago,
March 31, 1945.
Many people called writer's attention to [Christian
Science] Monitor write-up of [FWG's 80th birthday party],
FWG's manuscript and cooperation were much appreciated
[see United Educators, Inc., March 13 letter]. News of
writer's job on Quarterly and family.
Ls 6 pp. 24.9cm. x 17.0cm.
FRED, from EVA DEAN [Los Angeles, March 1945?].
Birthday wishes. Enclosing "the last thing I have
that was done-by-hand by F[rank] H[olme] - but it is not
his best." [Last book of Bandar-Log Press was Her Navajo
Lover , by W.H. Robinson, December 1903.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from MARIANA [ROACH, Dallas, Texas, March 1945?].
Birthday greetings. Writer wants "to say again how
much I love you and hope for your happiness - "
L.S. 1 p. 12.0cm. x 8.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ALICE B. VanSANTVOORD , Hotchkiss
School, Lakeville, Conn. [March 1945?].
Birthday congratulations. Saw report of celebration by
Institute of Graphic Arts, Typophiles and Distaff Side in
N.Y. [Herald] Tribune. Remembers visiting [Deepdene, when
writer was Mrs. Thaddeus R. Beal], Family news.
L.S. 3 pp. 13.1cm. x 9.3cm.
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FRED, from LUCIA [March 1945?].
Heard reports of FWG's [birthday] party. Thanks for
giving Bertha a "delightful visit." Sending "my calling card,
quite in the style of 'other days.' I think the envelope
dates back nearly to Civil War days. I found just this one
among mother's papers. How she cherished your
memory..."
L.S. 4 pp. 10.1cm. x 7.6cm.
FRED, from EMILY [March 1945?].
Sorry to have missed FWG's birthday [activities] due
to extracted tooth.
L.S. 2 pp. 13.6cm. x 10.8cm.
UNCLE FRED, from MERLE [ROOT CROSBY], Vancouver,
B.C., Canada [March 1945?].
Birthday congratulations. Remembers good time writer
had when visiting FWG.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 12.6cm. x 10.5cm.
FRED, from PAUL [A. BENNETT, New York City],
April 1, 1945.
Will FWG lend [Ernest Elmo] Calkin's birthday letter?
May want to use extract of it. Appreciates Alice [Goudy 's]
kindness to [son] Don. [Bennett read Calkin's letter at
80th birthday celebration.]
L.S. 2 pp. 15.3cm. x 10.1cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GORDON J. LAING,
The United Educators, Inc., Chicago, April 2, 1945.
Thanks for revised manuscript of FWG's Encyclopedia
article. Will FWG "sign the enclosed memorandum of agree
ment?"[The American Educator Encyclopedia and Wonderland
of Knowledge were published by The United Educators , Inc . ]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
April 2, 1945.
Enclosing Philadelphia Inquirer's article by Chester
R. Hope. Discussed Hebrew type face "with our customer, Mr.
Maurice Jacobs, Secretary, Jewish Publication Society of
America. I took the liberty of showing him your letter of
March 27th along with correspondence with Mr. Salman Schocken
...It is not Mr. Jacobs intention of corresponding with Mr.
Schocken [Hebrew University of Jerusalem?] at this time
about the new Hebrew type. He is desirous of letting it
ride for the present..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro, from ALFRED A.
KNOPF, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York City, April 5, 1945.
Will give "a frank
opinion"
on FWG's manuscript after
he has read it.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14.Ocm.
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FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], West Liberty, Iowa,
April 5, 1945.
Perry Strieker "did live a rather wild life, I believe,
and was likely to burn the candle at both ends as well as in
the middle." Writer selling magazine articles and "my books
curio collections and various art
objects..." Glad FWG has
contributed to an Encyclopedia since printing coverage is
often scant. Health is poor so writer has applied to a san-
itorium "to get help." "Paul [Bennett] sent me the Birthday
Book. . s contribution especially pleased me and Pete's
also was very good as was the bit from Rogers, but aside
from these and the rehash of Morley's and my own, I thought
there was some pretty sad tripe
included." [Emmons in years
past had been coordinator and contributor of such keepsake
books.] Saw [80th birthday] party guest list.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough, from
PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company, Brooklyn,
New York, April 6, 1945.
Has used excerpts of [Ernest Elmo] Calkins' letter [for
FWG's 80th birthday] in matter for back of FWG's book. In
formation unclear about AIGA medals given to FWG in 1920 and
1927. Details of Perry Strieker's death, March 9. No proofs
of FWG's book. Type specimens will be checked to find those
missing [for A Half-Century of Type Design...]. Does FWG
want a specimen page from Peter [Beilenson]? Returning
Calkins' letter.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from LAWRENCE HEYL,
Friends of the Princeton Library, Princeton, New Jersey,
April 6, 1945.
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Will FWG attend "annual meeting of the Committee on
Forty Mercer Street" April 24 in New York City?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
UNCLE F[RED], from EUNICE [W . THOMPSON], The United
Educators, Inc., Chicago, April 9 [1945],
General news.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from W.H. HOBART ,
Hobart Brothers, Troy, Ohio, April 9, 1945.
Will FWG send "copy of the limited signed edition, and
also the ALPHABET AND ELEMENTS OF LETTERING from Mr. Dusch-
ness." $15.00 enclosed. "Beautiful typography is as stimu
lating as good Liquor." Would like recommendation of good
books. [Hobart first wrote March 30, see letter for requests.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT, Tigard], Oregon.
April 9, 1945.
Sorry to have missed FWG's [birthday] celebration.
News of family and friends.
L.S. 6 pp. 20.1cm. x 12.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro on the Hudson, from
ERNEST F. TROTTER, Printing. New York City, April 9, 1945.
Sending prints of party photographs, and Herald-Tribune
clippings. Using in April Printing "photo showing Alice
[Goudy] out in front with her big, broad smile... and photo
with Irving Lutz and Paul Bennett, this photo going in the
New York section with a cross-reference to the story which
appears in the National edition..." and Library of Congress
bookplate. Story will show that "despite the fire, some 90
or more of your design[s] have been cut into matrices and
actually cast into type." Sending March issues to friends
per FWG's wish.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. B[ENNETT] , Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, April 12, 1945.
Does FWG want to add Kennerley Open to list? "It could
fit in as an addition to the Kennerley mention in 1911, or
the italic mention in 1918? It ought to be included, I'd
say, unless it's a face done by Sol [Hess] that you don't
want to talk much about." [Kennerley Open Caps was used in
A Half-Century of Type Design and Typography, #19A, 19H.]
"I'd appreciate your setting down several paragraphs about
the type for the title page. That ought to include the facts
about the doing of it, any proposed name you may be thinking
of for it, any and everything of interest about it, in fact,
The reason for a new face for the purpose is, to my notion,
much worth
stating." Need specimens of Village, Aries, Deep
dene Text, Goudy Book and Murchison for reproduction. "Mean
time, I'll be after ATF, Scripps [College] and [Lanston] Mono
type to get what else we need." [Type was secured for the
reproductions mainly from Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
American Typefounders Company and Howard Coggeshall.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HUGH FERRISS, The Architectural League of New York,
New York City, April 12, 1945.
Friedsam Medal in Industrial Art will be awarded post
humously May 2, to "Irene Lewisohn, a founder and president
of the Costume Institute and for eleven years Director of the
Museum of Costume Art [Metropolitan Museum of Art], The
Friedsam Medal is awarded to the person who has made the
greatest contribution to art in industry, not as producer of
industrial art or as professional designer, but by advancing
the cause of design, along broadly educational lines." Of
30 guests invited, FWG is one. [FWG received the Michael
Friedsam gold medal of the League in 1927.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 22.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from TED F. GENSAMER,
The Powgen Press, New York City, April 12, 1945.
Writer going "to start a series of reprints of early
Americana mostly minor authors of both prose and verse
from 1639 to 1750 planned for sale to libraries and stu
dents of American literature." Can FWG recommend one of
his types and where can "20 to 30 lbs. of 14 pt. and job
fonts of other sizes for display
uses" be found? ["Kaats-
kill"
noted by FWG.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 25.5cm. x 17.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from JOHN N.
TAYLOR, Dayton's Typographic Service, Dayton, Ohio,
April 14, 1945.
Thanks for Alphabet and Elements of Lettering. Mr.
Keck left company and starting a typesetting business.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
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FRED, from PAUL STANDARD, New York City, April 14, 1945.
Writer's "friend John Linnell (great-grandson of the
painter who commissioned Wm. Blake to illustrate the Book
of Job) " would very much like proof of FWG's Hebrew type.
FWG's Deepdene italic is praised by "Alfred J. Fairbank the
British calligrapher (designer of Narrow Bembo for London
Monotype)." Would FWG design an italic with 7 slope for
Fairbank? Writer recently acquired B[ruce] R[ogers]' Euclid
[. . .Elements of Geometry, book I. . . , 1944, printed by A.
Colish, designed by Bruce Rogers] and has had the T.E. Law
rence letters set in Deepdene [Letters from T .E. Shaw (Law
rence) to Bruce Rogers, set by Bertha Goudy in Deepdene
Italic, printed by W.E. Rudge, 1933.]
L.S. 2 pp. 21.7cm. x 16. 8cm.
FRED GOUDY, from BEN GRAUER, New York City,
April 19 [1945?].
FWG thanked for letter of introduction. Writer hopes
conference schedule will allow time for "book- talk."
L.S. 1 p. 20.2cm. x 15.4cm.
MR. FRANK [sic] GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.O. PERCY, Sudan
Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, April 19, 1945.
Will FWG give opinion as to advisability of recasting
type from Ethiopia? [FWG had declined a $10,000 commission
from Ethiopian Government to design a font of Amharic
characters.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from ANN MYERS, Piedmont, California,
April 20 [1945].
Enclosing copies of [son] Warren's letters. Hasn't
heard from FWG since "the big Fete Day."
L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from WINNEFRED W. BROWN, Carlisle,
Penna., April 20, 1945.
Interested in Easter issue Philadelphia Inquirer's
article concerning FWG's 80th birthday. If FWG's autobio
graphy is finished from which publisher is it obtainable?
Has studied type since seeing Arch of Titus, Rome, in 1925.
Writer wants to bring the autobiography to club meeting for
study and increased awareness of type. [Publicity of an
autobiography may refer to A Half-Century of Type Design
and Typography 1895-1945,
1946"?]-
L.S. 3 PP. 18. 4cm. x 14. 3cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, April 20, 1945.
Received Sans Serif Light Italic and Goudy Open Italic
proofs from Sol [Hess, Lanston Monotype]. Goudy Stout must
be found elsewhere. "Rushmore has the Truesdell and Italic
and will set. [Type specimens were reproduced in A Half-
Century of Type Design.. .] Will FWG approve his text on
black letter? Does not have anything to reproduce Inscrip
tion Greek [#68, 1930] from.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from MARY [D. ALEXANDER, Chicago], April 23, 1945
Hopes FWG's silence does not mean illness. "We cer
tainly are going to town on our 'two best sellers' -
Hageki's Road to Serfdom and Marshall Field: Freedom is
More than a Word - but we have no more paper!"" [writer
employed at University of Chicago Press.]
--S. 2 pp. 21.3cm. x 13.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
April 23, 1945.
Wants to find a copy of regular catalog of H. Berthold
Foundry to see if "they carry a showing of an 8 pt, face
called Medieval Half Fat. It is a face used in an Oxford
(English) Bible. It appears very tall for its point size,
but actually only measures 8
pt." Could FWG comment on ro
man face sent to FWG in photostats [see March 16 letter]?
It has "been submitted to us for consideration."
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.2cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T. FARQUHAR,
University of California Press, Berkeley, April 24, 1945.
Typologia copy already sent to Mr. Hobart [see April 9
letter]? Sending circular supply for "The
Alphabet" [The
Alphabet and Elements of Lettering, University of California
Press, 1942J. Carl Rollins has reported about FWG's birth
day dinner to writer. Trouble at University Press with
shortages of employees and paper. "I am already in some
difficulty with the War Production Board because they think
we have used more paper than we ought to have. I don't think
I shall go to jail, but they have told me I must
behave,"
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Type Designer, Marlboro, from
RALPH E. RICHMAN, The Casualty Insuror . Boston, April 24, 1945.
Would like to know "whereabouts of [mutual friend]
Garnett Gail Dodds?" [FWG's notation: 5/3.]
T'L*S* 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from RABINOVITCH, New York
City, April 25, 1945.
Writer wishes to use quote from The Alphabet "Compara
tively few people care anything about Art, and when they do
it is because they mistake it for something else." on entrance
placard in his exhibition gallery. Are words those of FWG?
[See Farquhar 's May 25 letter to FWG about this. Refers to
a statement set in Caps and lower case 18 pt. Goudy Modern
in Chapter 8, p. 80, of The Alphabet by FWG. The words are
Goudy 's own apparently.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from CHESTER W.
CLEVELAND, The Magazine of Sigma Chi, Chicago, April 25, 1945.
Writer prizes FWG's April 16 letter "sent in acknow
ledgment of a copy of our current issue in which a photograph
of you appears. Our George Ade Memorial Issue is now a col
lector's item, as you will note from the enclosed form let
ter." Will send complimentary copy. Enclosing "photographs
taken of us at the editors' dinner in New York last Thanks
giving time [National Interfraternity Conference, November
25]." Will FWG inscribe them? [FWG's notation: 5/2.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
[form letter & reprints of news articles included]
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FRED, from BRUCE [ROGERS], Danbury, Conn. , April 26, 1945.
Writer wants word "Apocrypha" set in FWG's Gothic type
used in Bibliography of Village Press headings. Is it Tory?
[Tory Text, #97, 1935 was used.] Needs 48 or 60 pt. but
could have setting in smaller size blown up. Health and fam
ily news. [William A.] Kittredge is dangerously ill. He and
writer "are working on a. book of John McCutcheon's Cartoons
for the Caxton Club." [FWG's notation: 4/27.]
L.S. 2 pp. 20.3cm. x 12.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ALTA B. DUNN,
Downers Grove, Illinois, April 27, 1945.
Thanks for "Printing" copy.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14.Ocm. x 8.9cm.
FRED, from CLARENCE PEARSON HORNUNG, New York City,
April 28, 1945.
Returning "Notes on
Legibility" brochure. Wants to use
it for introduction of writer's book if FWG will add a note
to it. Book "will be called 'Lettering from A to Z , ' and
that it will be published by Ziff-Davis, of Chicago. The
work is essentially a compendium of useful alphabets, con
taining some 85 to 100 plates, including also a chapter on
monograms and trade-marks. . .the selection [sic] covers the
works of FWG, Bernhard, Rudolph Koch, Percy Smith, Chappell,
C.P.H. etc. There are quite a few types shown, but essen
tially I am not making the distinction between lettering and
types..." Enjoyed Deepdene visit. [Book published 1946 with
introduction by FWG and foreword by Louis Grudin. FWG's
notation: 5/2.]
T.L.S. 3 pp. 21.4cm. x 14. 6cm.
532
FLORENCE [DUVALL] and FWG, from ELLEN [SHAFFER],
United States Army, Dutch New Guinea, April 30, 1945.
Describes beauty of New Guinea, working and living con
ditions. Keeps track of "Signal cargo on boats and planes.
They are as elusive and unpredictable as rare book customers."
L.S. 2 pp. 26.3cm. x 15.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.O. PERCY, Sudan
Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, April 30, 1945.
Wants to meet FWG in New York. Enjoyed reading Typolo
gia and "sending it on to our Mr. Beacham in Addis [Ababa,
Ethiopia]."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
F.W.G., from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Clare
mont, California, May 1, 1945.
Glad to have copy of FWG's bookplate for Library of
Congress collection, New York Herald-Tribune write-up and
Printing article with pictures. Will writer be reading about
FWG in New Yorker's "Profiles"? [An article was planned,
see March 20 letter.] "In last week's Claremont Courier I
read that Florence [Duvall] will be coming out a bit late
this summer since she is staying to do some
teaching."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
533
F.W.G., from MORRIS M[ENDELSON], San Francisco,
May 3, 1945.
Belated birthday greetings. Three new types in 1944
show FWG must be in good health [Hebrew, #114, Scripps
College Italic, #115, and Marlborough Text, #116], San
Francisco is extremely crowded,
L.S. 3 pp. 20.3cm. x 13.7cm.
FRED, from B[RUCE] R[0GERS], Danbury, Conn.,
May 7, 1945.
Using proof FWG sent and having an enlargement made [of
Goudy Newstyle], Was interested in FWG's mention of Amharic
type [a commission which he refused], "You know, perhaps,
that for a long time I have been interested in Haile Salassie
press, which he has run for years in the royal palace - have
even seen some of its productions (pretty bad) that [Melbert
B.] Cary had. I even proposed to T.E. Lawrence that we go
to Abyssinia and become the Royal Printers." Writer might
want to make a type if FWG will not. "I am only half serious
about this, but it would be interesting to look into." Has
seen first book printed in Amharic type, in Venice, about
1500. Could FWG send information about the project?
L.S. 2 pp. 20.3cm. x 12.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GEORGE WELP,
Interchemical Corporation, New York City, May 7, 1945.
Thanks for FWG's "letter about the [PIA] 'Certificate
of Honor '...I would not have dared to say some of the things
you did and my thought now is to send out a release embody
ing your letter which I think will give the publication
editors enough material on which to prepare their
story."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
534
FRED, from ANN MYERS , Piedmont, California,
May 8 [1945].
Enjoyed Printing article and will send it to [son]
Warren Jr. Will "try to get in touch with your friend Ben
Grauer of N.B.C. particularly so to hear news of your latest
appearance."
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18. 3cm.
FRED, from PAUL [STANDARD], New York City, May 12, 1945.
Writer preparing "a show of Lettering & Calligraphy with
George Salter for the A-D Galleries." Sending enclosed let
ter from Mr. Schooken [sic] of [Hebrew University of] Jerusa
lem. "...I shall tell John Linnell of Nosul to look up Mr. S.
in Jerusalem, so he is sure to learn what the authorities
are doing with yr. drawings." Writer believes secrecy about
Deepdene Italic is characteristic of Lanston [Monotype Mach
ine Company]. "It bears out the theory long since propounded
to explain Lanston' s weird self-tortures - namely, that
'Linotype must own Lanston! ' How else cd. Lanston' s output
be so consistently debased as by executive
decree?" Allen
Lane of Penguin Ltd. glad to have met FWG.
L.S. 1 p. 22.7cm. x 19.7cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro on the Hudson, from JOHN
HERITAGE, Victoria, B[ritish] C[olumbia], May 14, 1945.
Belated birthday greetings. News of friends and
family from old Illinois days.
L.S. 2 pp. 25.5cm. x 20.2cm,
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough on the Hudson, from D.B.
EISENBERG, The Graphic Arts Monthly, Chicago, May 14, 1945.
Tear page with article concerning FWG's 80th birthday
enclosed. Would like a. proof sheet of "Hebrew type face for
the University of Palestine [originally plans were made with
Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem which may be
meant]." Writer read
of type in National Graphic Arts Educational publication.
"I, personally, still remember with a great deal of pleasure
the day we spent together at the Century of Progress in
Chicago during 1934." [FWG's notation: 6/25.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm, x 21.6cm.
[magazine tear sheet attached]
FRED, from MARY [D. ALEXANDER, Chicago], May 14, 1945.
"I loved all the items. Earl Emmons certainly is quite
a guy. I'm not throwing away anything!! I was overjoyed
to receive them all." [Emmons was selling his library at
this time.] Sending Mentor Graham book and spring [Univer
sity of Chicago Press] list.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.O. PERCY, Sudan
Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, May 15, 1945.
Writer has "no reply from Ethiopia to the letter which
you wrote to Mr. Beacham. The type arrived, as you saw, but
we have no explanation about
it." Wants to "discuss further
what possibilities there might yet be to reproduce the sam
ples of
type..." Enclosing Mr. Beacham's letter. [Letter
arrived before writer had sent his.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
536
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from GORDON J.
LAING, The United Educators, Inc., Chicago, May 16, 1945.
Will FWG send a brief bibliography of additional books
which readers of FWG's article might wish to read? Type of
reference required is indicated. [FWG had written an article
apparently for The American Educator Encyclopedia or Wonder
land of Knowledge . see letter, April 27]
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 21=5cm.
FRED, from VERONICA EMOUKHVARI, Santa Barbara [Cali
fornia], May 17, 1945.
Writer's telegram with regrets for missing FWG's birth
day dinner and congratulations was not sent by W.U. Has put
Printing copy with Goudiana . "I had the pleasure of meeting
Alfred Noyes the other day and spoke of you. He admires
your work tremendously. . .1 felt frightfully set up, being
able to claim you as a friend."
L.S. 4 pp. 19.7cm. x 14.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
May 17, 1945.
FWG's comments on "the suggested new roman design...
practically confirms my original opinion and I do not think
we should do anything with
it..." Writer "not surprised to
hear that like most Germans [Victor Hammer's] art is not con
fined to letter designing, but applies to a number of other
things including portrait painting. Also, again like most
artists I question whether Victor Hammer ever accumulated
much filthy lucre out of his painstaking efforts."
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
537
UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE [W. THOMPSON, Chicago],
May 18 [1945].
Writer gave up editing the [World Topics] Quarterly
and "became revisions editor of the American Educator and
Wonderland of Knowledge encyclopedias." Family news.
[Writer works for The United Educators, Inc., Chicago.]
L.S. 2 pp. 24.9cm. x 17.0cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from CHESTER W.
CLEVELAND, The Magazine of Sigma Chi, Chicago,
May 22, 1945.
Treasures Typologia and "Why Go Modern." Writer also
Indiana Society of Chicago secretary. Sending "a souvenir
cartoon booklet we issued in honor of John McCutcheon a
couple of years ago. I will tell him about Bruce Rogers
the next time I see him..." [May refer to news in Rogers'
letter to FWG, April 26, 1945.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.O. PERCY, Sudan
Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, May 23, 1945.
Writer accepts FWG's invitation to visit [Deepdene]
"to talk over a little more fully the matter of the Amharic
type . "
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
538
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from SAMUEL T. FARQUHAR,
University of California Press, Berkeley, May 25, 1945-
"The enclosed correspondence [see April 25 letter] from
Rabinovitch explains itself... I rather suspect that you
quoted from somebody, but I do not know
whom." Will FWG
write Rabinovitch?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, May 25, 1945.
Writer complains of slowness in [rounding up type speci
mens from various sources to be reproduced in A Ha If-Century
of Type Design. . .] . Sending samples for FWG's approval on
DeVinne, Globe Gothic, Globe Gothic Condensed, and Deepdene
Medium. "...we'll be seeing you real soon at the Salle du
Bois, which BR terms the Woodshed [meeting place of Typo
philes]."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. LEVERETT WEBSTER, Pasadena, California, from
L. E[LLSWORTH] BEHYMER
"BEE" [Los Angeles], May 30, 1945.
Reminisces on anniversary of his 1881 graduation from
Shelbyville High School [officiated] by "Dr. Goudy, Fred's
father." Writer will give "annual Memorial Day address in
the chapel at Hollywood Cemetery."
T.L.S. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
539
FRED GOUDY, from BEN GRAUER , New York City, May 31, 1945
Writer, in San Francisco to broadcast the [Peace] Con
ference, met Colonel Harris through FWG's letter of intro
duction. Harris then "heading up the Army Intelligence
Operations for the entire Bay area." Visited Grabhorn Press
where FWG's name was "a most powerful open-sesame." "The
Press is now housed in a rambling, spacious building. The
second floor is full of mementos, curios - an ollapodrida of
Nineteenth Century American furniture, Mexican paintings,
folio Audubons, typographica and such like." Given Grabhorn
ephemera and California map by Ed Grabhorn. Did not see Mr.
Mendelssohn but talked with Sam Farquhar at University of
California. All send FWG "best wishes."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro on the Hudson,
from LEE AUGUSTINE, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 5, 1945.
Happy to have "A Garland for
Goudy"
printed for FWG's
80th birthday. Will FWG autograph enclosed book for writer's
friend? "You will note the information at the back which
states that a limited number of copies of the book were
printed on Bertham type [#100, 1936] created by you."
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro on the Hudson,
from LEE AUGUSTINE, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 12, 1945.
Will FWG autograph writer's copy of "A Garland for
Goudy"
obtained at Cincinnati Club book auction? Writer's bookplate
and that of Cincinnati Club auction added. [Writer requested
a book donation from FWG for Cincinnati Club of Printing
House Craftsmen auction in March 24 letter. "A Garland for
Goudy"
was a keepsake at FWG's 80th birthday celebration. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
540
MR. GOUDY, from DOROTHY PLUM, Vassar College, Pough
keepsie, New York, June 13, 1945.
Invitation for FWG and Alice [Goudy] to attend informal
supper June 24 for [Fanny] Borden's retirement. Miss [Flo
rence] Duvall welcome, if [at Deepdene],
L.S. 2 pp. 20.0cm. x 15, 3cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
GERTRUDE FULLERTON WORCESTER, Hartford, Conn., June 14, 1945.
Daughter of an old Hingham [Massachusetts] neighbor,
writer asking advice to get a job. Interested in commercial
advertising. Writer wants advice about possible apprentice
openings or necessary schooling.
L.S. 3 pp. 19,7cm. x 13.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, June 14, 1945.
Wants FWG's decision on "Scripps type which Miss Drake
in California will be needing to have electrotyped and sent
on to me." Page proofs soon will be ready. Wants to visit
[Deepdene] with Madge to clean up final book details [A Half-
Century of Type Design. . .].
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, June 14, 1945.
Graduating Class invites FWG to Commencement June 20.
Dinner arrangements explained.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
[with handwritten note]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS. Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, June 15, 1945.
Check for $8.91 covers [Royalty] on April sales
of [matrices],
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from [New York School of Print
ing] GRADUATING CLASS [New York City], June 21, [1945].
"One Thousand missed you last night. Graduates at
Exercises voted to telegraph regrets because of your ab
sence, regards, come in when you are
able."
Telegram 1 p. 20.3cm. x 14. 7cm.
542
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, June 25, 1945.
Where is best source of Goudy types? Writer will order
Goudy Medieval [Mediaeval, #71, I930J. Has commission from
Atlanta Craftsmen's Club "to write and print a message of
congratulation to you on haveing attained your 80th year.
This I hope to do before you reach your 81st birthday."
FWG is designing "a special type face for our biggest depart
ment store's advertising [Rich's Inc]..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm? x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro on Hudson, from
CLARENCE P. HORNUNG , New York City, June 26, 1945.
Writer very pleased with FWG's manuscript for intro
duction to writer's book. [See April 28 letter concerning
book.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY "AND YOUR LOVED ONES," from GRACE GRAY,
Omaha, Nebraska, June 26, 1945.
Heard that "San Francisco Peace conference notes were
on it [their] way to the Printing Shop in the University of
California [University of California Press]." General news.
Remembers trip to Hyde Park with Alice [Goudy. Writer is a
devout FDR supporter,]
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
543
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from J.O. PERCY, Sudan
Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, June 27, 1945.
Could FWG give decision concerning Amharic type? [it
was debated whether to recast from existing type or not;
see earlier letters.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from 0. ALFRED DICK-
MAN, New York Herald Tribune, New York City, June 28, 1945.
Missed FWG at New York School of Printing ceremonies.
Recently saw Franklin Woodruff and met Charles Peignot of
Paris at Typophiles. Bought Reginald Orcutt's Merchant of
Alphabets and Frederic Nelson Phillips* Old Fashioned Type
Book [Phillips' old-fashioned type book . . . , 1 9^5 . ]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, July 2, 1945.
Check for $20.85 covers [Royalty] on May sales of
[matrices] .
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.7cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, July 2, 1945.
Peter [Beilenson] is shorthanded [at Peter Pauper Press]
and with vacations proofs [of A Half-Century of Type Design
...] will be delayed. "I've gotten a note or two from BR
and have told him of your interest."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from D.B. EISENBERG, The Graphic Arts Monthly, Chicago,
July 11, 1945.
"It is too bad that with all the preliminary work you
have done on designing the Hebrew face [for Hebrew Univer
sity of Jerusalem] that the cutting of it should be held up."
[May 14 letter by writer requested a proof sheet of the type.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, ESQ., The Village Press,
Marlborough, from ALEXANDER FOWLER, St. Patrick's Priory,
Bloemfontein, S. Africa, July 11, 1945.
Writer has "made my first Excursion in
'Typographia'
and it has caused much searching of Conscience. I have been
three hours in consequence on two miniatures already drawn,
which usually would have taken one hour to colour... I have
been four years working on a French & English Pontifical
for the Bp of Mauvitius, and I dread nothing so much as an
accident to it."
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14.4cm. x 8.5cm.
545
MR. GOUDY, from LEE WOODWARD ZEIGLER , "Fanewood,"
Newburgh, New York, July 11, 1945.
Apologizes for not returning [material] sooner. Used
FWG's suggestion in writer's supplementary notes. Hopes
FWG in better health,
L.S. 1 p. 17.6cm. x 15.2cm.
F.W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro, from PAUL STANDARD [New
York, July 14, 1945].
Enjoyed visit. Writer has "special weakness for music-
makers..." Alfred Fairbank thinks Deepdene Italic and Narrow
Bembo Italic have 5% inclination. Wants a letter 7 or 8.
Fairbank may design one himself about time FWG designing his
200th face. [See April 14 letter concerning Fairbanks'
interest.]
L.S. 1 p. 21.0cm. x 17-5cm.
[last page only]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from [WINNEFRED W.]
BROWN, Carlisle, Penna., July 16, 1945.
Writer has gathered information from clippings, Typologia,
and [University of] California Press catalogue to Gutenberg
Anniversary exhibit for her Club talk on FWG's life and work
Oct. 18. Could FWG give information about honorary degrees
and any exclusively owned Goudy types? Writer's outline of
talk included. [FWG has written - BMG Elliott Fisher
Types Syracuse Philobiblon, For Mrs. B. Ulster Irish
Mono Year book 1928. FWG's notation: 7/19.]
L.S. 6 pp. 18. 5cm. x 14. 3cm.
546
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ALBERT REESE,
New Haven, Conn., July 20, 1945.
Gave Mr. Moore manuscript of FWG's article. Moore
wants Baxter & Spencer, Inc. to set it in Deepdene and sup
ply him with printed material not galleys as FWG suggested.
Booklet printing need not be done until September. Moore
"seemed to favor some printer in Utica (Coggeshall, I be
lieve) with whom he had had dealings." [see Feb. 26 letter
concerning Historical Society booklet.]
L.S. 2 pp. 24.8cm. x 20.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, July 20, 1945.
Grieved to know of FWG's spinal neuritis. Writer takes
"Squibb 's Basic Formula Vitamin Tablet." Sending FWG crate
of Georgia peaches which are eaten all the time in Georgia.
McNelley may vacation in New York and stop in Marlboro.
['Treasurer' typed under writer's signature but postscript
explains writer is not Morgenthau's successor,]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from HOWARD [COGGE
SHALL, Utica], July 22, 1945.
Never hears from FWG. Busy with work and short of
employees.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26,8cm. x 18. 5cm.
547
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from J.O. PERCY, Sudan
Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, July 24, 1945.
Will FWG give name and address of Chicago man [FWG rec
ommends for recasting of Amharic type], "You can use your
own judgment as to whether to send the correspondence, etc.,
which you have to him or to me. Your friend will have to
know the amounts of each character that have been requested
by Mr. Beacham." Mission wants to compensate FWG for his
"time and experience." [FWG suggested Dearborn Type Foundry,
see their correspondence.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cnu x 21.6cm.
FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, The Cary Hotel, Chau
tauqua, New York, July 26, 1945.
Enjoying summer in Chautauqua. Proud of FWG's honors
such "as being made a first honorary member of the College
Fraternities Editorial Assn." Unhappy at "defeat of Winston
Churchill's party..." Was the play "The
Banker"
written "by
someone in collaboration with Charles Wagner"? And is "the
Col. Goudy in the play..,your father"? Friend Frances Per
kins must be "happy to be back in private life once
more."
L.S. 7 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, July 30, 1945-
Check for $12.45 covers [Royalty] on June sales of
[matrices] .
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.4cm. x 21.6cm.
548
MR. GOUDY, from WINNEFRED W. BROWN, Carlisle, Penna.,
July 31, 1945.
Thanks FWG for books and letter. After making notes
those books to be returned will be. Enjoys "Why Go Modern."
"No art, is static and the right kind of of [sic] modernism
appreciates the past and builds for the future." [Writer
preparing informal club talk on FWG's life and work.]
L.S. 4 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 3cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from AMELIA K. BUCKLEY, Lexington, Kentucky, August 1, 1945.
Writer and Carolyn Reading "have small private press on
which we are printing a series of historical monographs
about interesting Kentucky personalities," Need brackets,
parentheses and asterisks in a face which will harmonize
with 12 pt. Goudy Oldstyle [#25, 1915] used for text. Would
FWG suggest something?
T.L.S. lp. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from J.O. PERCY, Su
dan Interior Mission, Inc., New York City, August 2, 1945.
Thanking FWG for his letter, Mr. Mussbaumer's [Nurs-
baumer] letter, the [Amharic] type and his help. Sending
$75 for FWG's "counsel and advice." [FWG recommended Dear
born Type Foundry to recast the type for use in Ethiopia.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
549
FRED, from RICHARD ELLIS, New York City, August 4, 1945.
Writer overworked, with health suffering. Returning
drawings. "What with Col. Palmer having lost his son in
action, Arthur Barlow being away, and all other interrup
tions, I have not been able to get anywhere with the Type
idea, other than to know that they have not lost interest...
I do want to have this fine type approved! ! " [Writer appar
ently working for Limited Editions Club.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
FRED, from W. ARTHUR COLE, Photo-Engravers Board of
Trade, New York City, August 5, 1945.
FWG is to autograph a copy "One-Half Century of Type
Designing" [A Half-Century of Type Design and Typography,
1895-1945] and send to writer . 5pTo check enclosed. [FWG's
notations: 8/6/45 Retd ck with Duschnes annc't 8/10/46
Retd Books autographed to Cole.]
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
[FWG], from FLORENCE [DUVALL] , August 11, 1945.
"To the best friend I've ever
had."
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. Ocm. x 9.1cm.
FRED, from ANN MYERS, Piedmont, California,
August 12 [1945].
News of writer's son. FWG remarkable in bringing out
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new "autobiography of your types" when he has had so many
illnesses. General news. "I'm glad Florence [Duvall] is
so continually with you at times. Its wonderful for you
both..." [FWG's notation: 9/9.]
L.S. 3 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from PAT AND GENE [EUGENE] ETTENBERG,
August 12 [1945?].
Writers reminisced about their visit to Deepdene.
"Gene misses seeing you at the
Typophiles..."
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
FRED, from PAUL STANDARD, New York City, August 14, 1945.
Miss [Florence] Duvall *s ticket refund from C.P.R. has
been sent. Writer will want full report on FWG from P[aul]
A. B[ennett] tomorrow. Hugo Steiner-Prag intends to visit
with his wife "the maitre in his milieu." [Steiner-Prag had
requested FWG's help in matter of immigration, see Oct. 8,
1940 letter.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.2cm. x 16. Ocm.
FRED, from PAUL A. BENNETT, Jackson Heights, L.I.,
New York, August 15, 1945.
"It's been wonderful news, at last, that the Japs have
finally quit." Enjoyed visit with FWG and Alice [Goudy],
Writer "was as discreet as I judged you would wish me to be,"
in answering Sol
Hess' inquiries about FWG's health and book
status. [Bennett and wife took river boat to Newburgh for
visit.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.8cm. x 18.6cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
August 20, 1945.
Received picture from FWG in fine condition. News of
family and gardening activities.
L.S. 3 p. 18.1cm. x 13.0cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
B. ALSTERLUND, American Notes & Queries, New York City,
August 22, 1945.
Assures FWG that no one else can give writer the answer,
"Specifically, the query, which we published a few months
back, had to do with the old game known as jeffing, throwing
quads instead of dice, once popular in printing offices.
Evidently em quads only were used, with the nick sides repre
senting one and the other sides nought . The toos -- accord
ing to our inquirer was known as a 'mary' or 'mollie' if
none of the nicks appeared uppermost in the throw." Could
FWG give information with book sources? [FWG's notation:
8/29.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. J.D. PERCY, Sudan Interior Mission, Inc., New York
City, from CHAS. [L. NURSBAUMER] , Dearborn Type Foundry,
[Chicago], August 22, 1945.
Received Amharic type from Mr. Goudy but find it used
with some worn and dirty. Writer "quoted my price on the
assumption that we would not have so much work on the type,
now this requires about a half hour on every
character."
[The Amharic alphabet discussed includes 340 characters.]
New molds will be necessary since type is deeper [Didot
measurement] than [American] type. "If you can use the 12
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pt. body which measures body size .166 for the Didot and
could furnish us new type the price I quoted Mr. Goudy would
stand $ $2.25 per character. If you cannot furnish new type
the cost of the matrices would be $3.25 each character; plus
the cost of the molds."
T.L. [copy] 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BERTHA C. VOGEL, Sloatsburg, New
York, August 28 [1945?].
Writer accepts luncheon invitation. Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Weller will accompany her. News of friends.
L.S. 2 PP. 20.4cm. x 12.0cm.
F.W.G., from RICHARD McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company,
Atlanta, Georgia, September 1, 1945.
Fruit probably spoiled in shipment; it may have been
dumped. [Crate of Georgia peaches sent to FWG.] Will have
writer's nephew send crate of New Jersey peaches to FWG or
will send Florida Temple oranges himself. [FWG's notation:
H/17.]
L.S. 1 P. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from PAUL MORRIS,
Type Talks. New York City, September 5, 1945.
Asks for 300 word statement for "contribution to a
symposium on 'Trends in Typography' which will be a feature
of the October issue of TYPE TALKS. This new publication,
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sponsored by the Advertising Typographers Assn. of America
(New York Group) is devoted to production problems in the
graphic arts. The symposium will include statements by art
directors, editors, typographers, type designers and type
founders." Lists questions that might be answered in a
statement. [FWG's notation: 9/10.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from B. ALSTERLUND, American Notes & Queries,
New York City, September 6, 1945.
Thanking FWG for letter on game of "jeffing." Writer
has found very little information except in two dictionaries
and has not followed up FWG's leads. [See Aug. 22 letter
concerning game.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 14.0cm.
MR. GOUDY, from KENNETH W. WEATHERBY, North Senior
High School, Binghamton, New York, September 6, 1945.
Writer asked FWG to speak to Craftsmen's Club some years
ago. Will FWG give writer the publisher's name for FWG's two
books [apparently means University of California Press,
Berkeley]? [FWG's notation: 9/10.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], West Liberty, Iowa,
September 11, 1945.
Writer making necessary arrangements for his entry into
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a sanitorium and needs "a home for Skipper and really I know
of no one else in the world whom I would trust to give him a
square
deal." Of Skipper's good points, "he is a very nice
looking dog from some angles, yet he is also very funny look
ing and maybe he knows it and tries to live up to it because
he is a natural comedian and clown, always good for a lot of
laughs any time... he can travel quite a distance hopping on
his hind legs like a kangaroo. . .Also he will put out matches
with his paws and it occurs to me, in view of all the fires
you have had that this alone ought to be a great asset."
People in [iowa] have strange ideas about dogs "as the man
told me personally 'I always like dogs, but I'll be godamed
if I'm going to pay taxes on
them!*"
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from C.W. AIKMAN, The
Ronalds Company Limited, New York City, September 13, 1945.
The Company printed a book "Here's Your Good
Health" for
Montreal Health Club, years ago, and FWG received a compli
mentary copy. A copy is needed for a reprint. Might writer
have FWG's copy if he no longer has use for it? [FWG's
notation: 9/24.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.4cm. x 20.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLOTTE WOHLHIETER , Philadelphia,
September 15, 1945.
Having read of FWG in a Philadelphia Sunday newspaper,
writer would like to visit FWG to "see some of your drawings
and how matrices are
made." Writer proofreads and operates
a Ludlow machine in typesetting plant.
L.S. 2 pp. 19.8cm. x 14. 7cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from PAUL MORRIS, Type Talks, New York
City, September 17, 1945.
Writer "shocked to hear about your physical condition...
It may comfort you somewhat to know that a handwriting expert
whom I know, took a quick glance at your letter and judged it
as written by a man of forty odd." A quote of FWG's essay
will be used [see Sept. 5 letter concerning writer's request.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough, from ALLEN EVARTS
FOSTER, The Grolier Club, New York City, September 18, 1945.
A number of Club members oppose election to membership
of Sidney Kramer, proposed by FWG. "Under the circumstances,
you may wish to withdraw his name as a candidate rather than
have him blackballed. This situation is very embarrassing
to the Council and I have no doubt that it will be embarrass
ing to you." [FWG's notation: 9/22.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[ALLEN EVARTS FOSTER, The Grolier Club, New York City]
from [FWG, September 1945],
"In reply to your letter of the 18th I can only say that
I desire, of course, to withdraw my [nomination] of Sidney
Kramer's name for membership in the Grolier Club. I trust
however that the Council will accept my assurance that in mak
ing the nomination my statements regarding him were absolutely
sincere and that I am in ignorance of any facts (with excep
tion possibly that he is Jewish) which the members opposing
his election may have.
"I regret very much that I have been the cause of any
embarrassment on the part of the Council and hope that this
action on my part will relieve the situation
somewhat."
L. [rough draft] 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, September 18. 1945.
Check for $1.44 covers [Royalty] on July sales of
[matrices] .
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.2cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], West Liberty, Iowa,
September 19, 1945.
Skipper will arrive at Poughkeepsie Express Office
September 21. Many thanks.
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from EARL [EMMONS ], West Liberty, Iowa,
September 22, 1945.
Hopes that Skipper and FWG will become very close. "Be
fore he left I showed him some of your original drawings and
some patterns and mats and some type, in an attempt to con
dition him a bit, but he seemed greatly bored by the whole
thing except the type, which he ate with apparent great
relish... If he really gets adjusted and becomes your dog
and he was my dog, you really will have something pretty
special." Sold car for money for Florence [writer's wife]
to live on. Earl English has good job at "the School of
Journalism in Columbia, Mo." Writer will send FWG Iowa City
Book when it is found,
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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ALICE [GOUDY], from EARL [EMMONS ], West Liberty
[Iowa], September 26, 1945.
If the arrangement is to liking of the Beilensons and
Skipper [Emmons' pet], he should surely stay with them. Writ
er's health demands some strong measures in a sanitorium.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
"DEAR MEMBER" [FWG] , from WALTER FRESE, The American
Institute of Graphic Arts, New York City, September 26, 1945.
Reduced rates to newly reorganized Print Magaz ine are
offered to Institute members. This is part of plan "to main
tain a closer contact with the members of the Institute who
live outside of the New York area, who more or less are iso
lated from metropolitan activities and who depend for their
contacts upon traveling exhibitions and publications sent
out by the Institute." Will members give opinions to pro
posed rates?
T.L.S. [form letter] 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLOTTE WOHLHIETER, Philadelphia,
September 26, 1945.
Writer delighted to come for a visit and to have help
in planning travel arrangements. [She had requested a visit
in Sept. 15 letter. FWG's notation: 10/1.]
L.S. 1 p. 19.8cm. x 14. 7cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, September 28, 1945.
Will FWG indicate what material is to be reproduced
from Ed Diamant' s photostat of Globe Gothic [#14, 1905?]
specimen page? Index matter for back of book [A Half-Century
of Type Design. . .] enclosed. Writer needs "a paragraph or
two on your feelings about the specimen showings not doing
justice to the individual types in the mass - a point per
fectly sound, of course, but one which some readers may not
realize." Might go to West Point by boat to see Army play!
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine
Company, Philadelphia, September [1945?].
"The attached booklet was sent to me about a half dozen
years ago by Mr. Goudy. It is printed in one [several types
represented] of his private types. I thought you would be
interested because the pages give a general idea of how
Goudy 30' is going to
look."
Best comments, "If Goudy 30 is a design similar to the
attached booklet, then I feel that you should go over Mr.
Goudy 's drawings with me, because I feel we would find it
necessary to make certain changes
ourselves."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 14. Ocm.
[1938 Village Press type specimen book attached;
note to S.H. from H.D.B.]
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F.W.C, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College,
Claremont, California, October 2, 1945.
Florence [Duvall] *s playing while in Claremont was sat
isfying to writer. Can FWG predict when [Scripps] will get
their type? [Type was planned to accompany Scripps College
Old Style, #110, 1941.] Has asked Mr. Van Vecten if he will
sell his Albion press? [Ward Ritchie sold his Washington
hand press to Scripps in 1941. FWG's notation: 10/25/45.]
Ls 2 pp. 21.7cm. x 14.0cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLOTTE WOHLHIETER, Philadelphia,
October 2, 1945.
Pleased to accept FWG's invitation for visit [October]
14. [For writer's background see Sept. 15 letter.]
L.S. 1 p. 19.8cm. x 14. 7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ALBERT REESE, The Historical Society
of Newburgh Bay and the Highlands, Newburgh, New York,
October 6, 1945.
Writer finally getting "around to
things." Song
verses and the "story of the Meanest Yankee" included.
[FWG's notation: bring back Sat.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro, from BIRUTA SESNAN,
The American Printer, New York City, October 11, 1945.
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The American Printer will have series of monthly articles
on book typography in 1946. Eugene M. Ettenberg, the writer,
wants
^
"to include with his articles recent specimens of the
best in book typography with the designer's own comments as
to why he considers them his best and any other pertinent in
formation." Will FWG write fifty word comments on "three to
five books, title-pages or text-pages -- done in the last
two years..." and give FWG-biographical material?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 12, 1945.
Check for $.33 covers [Royalty] on August sales of
[matrices] .
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
COUSIN LAURON [HOOPER, Ann Arbor, Michigan], from [ED
FULWIDER], Indianapolis, Indiana, October 14, 1945.
Now teaching at John Herron Art School, writer has done
study in Typography. "In this connection I was very pleased
to find your name among those present in Goudy 's acknowledge
ments to his book TYPOLOGIA." Writer going to use "TYPOLOGIA
for an outline" for lectures on history and development of
type. Could [Hooper] contribute "something personal about
the man, additional bibliography, or perhaps you know some
thing about the production of some of his
types..."
T.L. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.4cm.
[first page only]
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MR. GOUDY, from WINNEFRED BROWN, Carlisle, Penna.,
October 15, 1945.
Enclosing copy of writer's manuscript [about FWG's life and
work]. Lists books, articles and pictures concerning type
that will be exhibited. [See April 20 letter concerning
project.]
L7-. 3 PP. 18.4cm. x 14.3cm.
FRED, from [c] LAURON [HOOPER], Ann Arbor, Michigan,
October 16, 1945.
Enclosed letter of Ed Fulwider explains his request.
Has told Fulwider that writer's Goudy material is in New
berry [Library] ; told him "about The Chap-Book and about
your drawn advertisements. . .and that you might be in Cali
fornia." Fulwider is "a painter of growing reputation. . .If
you can give him some help I am sure that He will do his
best to extend the Goudy tradition."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough, from ALLEN EVARTS
FOSTER, The Grolier Club, New York City, October 17, 1945.
FWG's September 22 letter to Council. "The Council has
instructed me to make it clear to you that the question of Mr.
Sidney Kramer's race was not taken into consideration [for
membership] and was, in fact, not mentioned at the meeting
at which his candidacy was discussed. As you know, we have
a number of Jews in the Club and we have counted some of them
among our most valuable
members." [Sept. 18 letter predicted
Kramer would be blackballed unless his name was withdrawn.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, October 19, 1945.
Thanking FWG for his visit to school. Reminding FWG
"to send the photograph to be used in the Centennial of the
Founding of the Republic of Liberia. As soon as your photo
graph is received, I shall send it, with the photographs of
Mr. Gage, Mr. Friedman, and my own, to Mr. Nathaniel Rich
ardson, Public Printer, Monrovia, Liberia." [FWG's
notation: 10/30/45.]
T.L.S. 1 p. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 22, 1945.
Check for $19.16 covers [Royalty] on September sales
of [matrices],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
SECRETARY TO MR. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD BARON, Los Angeles, October 23, 1945.
[Repeat of request in January 23 letter]. Writer met
FWG and reads his publications. "If Mr. Goudy has no photo
graphs available for distribution, I should be most grateful
if you would be willing to suggest the name and address of
some photographer from whom I might be able to purchase a good
portrait-type
photograph."Has tried to get one this way.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOWDY [sic], Marlboro, from OTTO S.MITLER,
F.A. Brady, Inc., New York City, October 24, 1945.
FWG's "Indicator together with the table and your collar
has been fixed, compliments of Federal Products. Writer
suggests keeping table top covered with "a little machine
oil"
when not in use. [FWG's notation: 10/27/45.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLOTTE WOHLHIETER, Philadelphia,
October 26, 1945.
En-joyed visit with FWG. Writer met FWG's friend, [Sol]
Hess who is working on new type face "for contracts and spe
cifications
work." Enjoys things FWG gave writer including
Irish Ulster leaflet. Writer set two jobs in Goudy types
on Ludlow that week.
L.S. 3 pp. 19.8cm. x 14. 7cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., American Institute of Graphic
Arts, New York City, from BROR ZACHRISSON, Stockholm [Sweden],
October 26, 1945.
Belated birthday congratulations. Remembers three year
stay in U.S. and FWG's "attendance at a talk on Swedish book
art that I had the audacity to give at the American Institute
of Graphic Arts in connection with an exhibition of Scandi
navian
printing." Sending copies of writer's article con
cerning FWG in Grafiskt Forum magazine and some "prints from
the Graphic Institute..." [Helen Woodruff of AIGA requests
Mr. Zachrisson' s address from FWG in attached note.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 29.8cm. x 21.0cm.
[attached note to FWG from H. Woodruff, AIGA]
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MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlborough, from OTTO S. MITLER,
F.A. Brady, Inc., New York City, October 29, 1945.
Happy with book from FWG, Writer broke needle off
Indicator when packing it. Sending company catalogs.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlborough, from O.S. MITLER,
F.A. Brady, Inc., New York City, October 29. 1945.
Enclosing one set of catalogs.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ROBERT HAAS, The Ram Press, New York
City, October 31, 1945.
Will FWG return "hebrew scroll and a sheet of hebrew
printing"
writer loaned FWG "for studies with the hebrew
type"? [Hebrew, #114, 1944, was begun for Hebrew University
of Jerusalem. FWG's notation: 11/7/45.]
L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 15.9cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlboro, from JAMES OLIVER
BROWN, Little, Brown & Company, New York City, November 2,
1945.
Has FWG considered writing an autobiography? "As an
editor, who also is a fellow member with you of the American
Institute of Graphic Arts and The Typophiles, I would be
particularly
interested."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 14. 9cm.
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FRED, from EARL [EMMONS], Oakdale, Iowa, November 3,
1945.
Writer has been in sanitorium three days and is confined
to bed. Coleman will send book to FWG that "he did for your
Iowa City visit..." Earl English is at the School in Colum
bia, Missouri. "Peter [Beilenson] writes me that Skipper
has settled down in his new home and seems contented and
happy." [FWG's notation: 12/20.]
L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from LEWIS CASS GANDY, New York City,
November 5, 1945.
"My old boss, Pettengill, lost his last contract in
1943, and so I thought I'd broaden my field and took to
writing war manuals. For nearly three years I've slaved
over the most god-awful mess of slush all about how to take
'em apart and put 'em together again. Now that is over, and
Pettengill is hot on the trail of a huge contract..." Sees
Tom Cleland is saying "'typography has never in its history
reached a lower point of taste.' He must be confining his
reading to the 'POLICE
GAZETTE'..." Writer would loan him
a copy of Ars Typographica, 1934. Believes typography will
improve. "We must give the people the best to look at, and
they will, like the teller in the bank who is shown the
real bill in order to distinguish the counterfiet [sic],
know and appreciate that which is right and good."
T.L.S. 1 P. 27.7cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, November 6, 1945.
Sol [Hess] will visit Deepdene to discuss type faces.
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"It seems that Bruce Rogers has definitely decided on Goudy
Newstyle for the American Lectern Bible and we have agreed
to make whatever changes in some of the characters he feels
necessary for the Bible job. Of course we are greatly inter
ested in seeing the Rogers American Lectern Bible because of
the prestige which would arise from it, since it would be a
fine piece of printing." 18 pt. size will be used but other
sizes may be developed later for some market. [FWG's nota
tion: 11/8.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from WINNEFRED W. BROWN, Carlisle, Penna . ,
November 6, 1945.
Did FWG receive books which he loaned to writer? Re
peated writer's talk [about FWG's life and work]. Much
interest in the talk and items writer has shown. [Dickinson]
College Library wants to include Typologia [FWG's book. Uni
versity of California Press, 1940 J in new purchases. [FWG's
notation: ll/8.]
L.S. 3 pp. 18.4cm. x 14. 3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
November 7, 1945.
Does FWG have new 18 pt. Goudy Newstyle type [#44, 192l]
to be used in cutting composition style matrices for Bruce
Rogers? The type secured from Mr. Coggeshall is not in best
condition [having been used],
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.3cm. x 21.6cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, November 7, 1945.
Will FWG agree to honor of having graduating class
dedicate the Year Book to him?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, November 7, 1945.
Writer wrote Fred Hartman who investigated Library of
Congress' Goudy Collection. Hartman reported '"I discovered
that it (the collection) was in the Rare Book Room and still
in the process of being catalogued. I saw the material on
the shelves but in no sense on exhibition. I asked if they
planned to make a permanent exhibit of it, but that was not
known. One thing is sure; the material is safely guarded,
and it requires a guide to lead one through the winding and
safely-locked passages of the Rare Book Department.""
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
HARVEY D. BEST, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Phila
delphia, November 9, 1945.
Comments on both FWG's and writer's poor health. Hopes
to help in "post-war
readjustment."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED W. GOUDY, So. Main St., Marlborough, from GEORGE
P. KLEIN, The State Tax Commission, State of New York Depart
ment of Taxation and Finance, Albany, November 10, 1945.
Full documentation requested in ten days for $750.00
medical deduction claimed for 1943 State income tax. If
amounts were paid by insurance, workmen's compensation or
suit, details should be included. [FWG's notation:
Nov. 16/45 Cancelled cks amounting to 1497,56]
T.L. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
CATHERINE O'DEA, The Book of Knowledge , The Grolier Society,
Inc., New York City, November 12, 1945.
FWG is mentioned in printing article in next edition of
The Book of Knowledge . Could FWG supply picture of himself
to illustrate article?
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GEORGE VAN VECHTEN, Metuchen, New Jersey, from
SOL HESS [Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia],
November 13, 1945.
FWG suggested writer's asking for loan of unused font of
18 pt. [Goudy] Newstyle. "It is Mr. Bruce Rogers' intention
of getting out a new Lectern Bible, using the 18 point size of
Mr. Goudy 's
'Newstyle.'" Type, if loaned, would be returned.
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
[cc to FWG, letter attached to Hess* Nov. 13 letter to
FWG]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
November 13, 1945.
Writing George Van Vechten (letter enclosed) to see if
he can supply newer [Goudy Newstyle] type. Writer thinks
type [from Coggeshall] now in their possession is "the orig
inal Weibking cutting." Travel arrangements for writer's
trip to Marlboro November 29. As FWG says in his case "it
is a handicap to look pretty good but feel like h
[FWG's notation: 11/18.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 23.3cm. x 21.6cm.
[newspaper clipping, type proof and copy of Hess'
letter to George Van Vechten attached]
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , New York City,
November 15, 1945.
Writer pleased to accept Thanksgiving dinner invita
tion. Travel arrangements. [FWG's notation: 11/17.]
L.S. [card] 2 pp. 13.9cm. x 8.8cm.
FRED, from BEN GRAUER, New York City, November 16, 1945.
Wanted to visit Marlborough with Phil Duschnes. "You
know that we're always anxious to have you at the Toscanini
program on Sunday, or Information Please on Monday, for
instance." [FWG's notation: 12/21.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
November 20, 1945.
Writer's visiting arrangements for November 29. "It
would be fine if B.R. could manage to get over on Friday the
30th. No doubt there would be some matters we would want to
discuss about the Newstyle type." George W. Van Vechten, Jr.
supplied newer type of Newstyle [Goudy Newstyle, 1921, #44]
than [Howard] Coggeshall. "However, I am sure it is not the
cutting that B.R. is desirous of having. A specimen is en
closed. You will note it's heavier than the one I recently
sent you and does not match the sample B.R. left with me.
His sample matches the type sent by Mr. Coggeshall, and
that's the one we intend duplicating." Regrets death of Mr.
Epstean. Would like to see "good examples of Scotch
Roman"
if FWG has them.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 23.1cm. x 21.8cm.
[notated proof of type attached]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from JOHN R0BS0N,
The College Fraternity Editor's Association, St. Albans,
Long Island, November 20, 1945.
Invites FWG as "only honorary
member" to annual
dinner-meeting November 23.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27-9cm. x 21,5cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, November 20, 1945.
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Wants complete information concerning FWG's honorary
degrees. "I thank you sincerely for the photograph which
with four others is on its way to the Republic of Liberia
[see October 19 letter]." [FWG's notation: 11/21.]
T.L.S. 1 p. [cut] 21.7cm. x 16.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND] , New York City,
November 22, 1945.
Thanks for wonderful [Thanksgiving] dinner. Writer
ill get an appointment to talk with Mr. Brown [see Little,
Brown & Company letter, November 2, 1945],
--S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
w
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marloborough [sic], from
CATHERINE O'DEA, The Grolier Society, Inc., New York City,
November 23, 1945.
Thanking FWG for loan of photographs.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14.0cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND], New York City,
November 27, 1945.
Mr. Brown [of Little, Brown & Company] seemed interest
ed in manuscript. Final decision concerning it will be made
in Boston. "If it comes back, I have several other ideas
for it. We'll keep peddling it until we find a
publisher."
Robert Crowell says [Oscar] Ogg book [The 26 letters, 1948]
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is in press. "Whether he is putting my name on the title
page I don't know; a great part of the text is in my ownwriting."
L.S. [card] 2 pp. 13.9cm. x 8.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, November 27, 1945.
Check for $16.50 covers [Royalty] on October sales
of [matrices],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.2cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from F.A. BRADY, Inc.,
New York City, November 28, 1945.
Shipment of FWG's order will be made between December
18 and 26.
T.L. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ROSALIND A. KEEP, The Eucalyptus
Press, Mills College, California, November 30, 1945.
Received FWG's greetings through Mrs. [Ann] Myers. Wish
es that FWG would visit West [coast]. Writer wants to see
Goudy Garland (A Garland for Goudy; being verses, old and new,
gathered for his eightieth birthday, March 8, 1945]. Enclo
sing a little book writer's Mills* students have just finished,
L.S. 2 pp. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
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DAD [FWG], from FRED [T . GOUDY, November 1945?].
Gives address and order information for good quality
carbide bits, "the answer to an engraver's prayer." [FWG's
notation: ll/2 5 ck 2.50.]
L.S. 1 p. 22.8cm. x 15.2cm.
FRED, from FRANCES [BARGINSKl] , Hollywood,. Cali
fornia, December 1, 1945.
Price of Eva [Dean]*s watercolor of FWG's workshop too
high but worth it. Max quit job and now goes "out to the
desert in the Death Valley district to hunt silver, gold and
copper." Writer sells a few designs. "After all, with the
atomic future we are facing, what can anything matter except
just to enjoy life from day to day?" Los Angeles very crowd
ed with "all the servicemen who passed thro [sic] here..."
coming back to live.
L.S. 4 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.5cm.
FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, Danville, Illinois,
December 2, 1945.
Hopes lack of communication from FWG does not mean he
is ill. Writer found an autograph book with FWG's father's
entry Jan. 16, 1882, Shelbyville, Illinois. News of
activities. [FWG's notation: 12/8.]
L.S. 4 pp. 19.3cm. x 14. 5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
December 3, 1945.
Comments on health of FWG and writer. Returning Bruce
Rogers' November 10 letter. "He is still uncertain about
what height to make the lower case. Anyway I have sent him
photostats showing the lower case letters raised a trifle
under half a point." May want a meeting to discuss Rogers'
changes.
T.L.S. 1 p. 23.3cm. x 21.6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, December 3, 1945.
Writer renews FWG's membership "in the National Graphic
Arts Education Association, which is honored by your interest
and your
membership."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
[membership card to National Graphic Arts Education
Assn. for FWG attached]
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from NEFF LAING, Capper-
Harman-S locum, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, December 4, 1945.
Saw news of FWG's 80th birthday in November 30 Printer's
Ink. Writer does not anticipate normal
"until early in
1947..." Family news
Alp & Typolog 1/1/46.]
printing] market
FWG's notation:
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from CLARENCE PEARSON HORNUNG, New York City,
December 5, 1945,
Writer will visit [December 9] with "my friends Al
Schiller and Louis Grudin. Mr. Grudin, you may recall, wrote
a brief note for me on the Lettering book [foreword, in Let
tering from A to Z, for which FWG wrote introduction. See
April 28 letter^, and is the inventor of the Reprotype
Lettering Machine." Will take "back that machine for
Gene Ettenberg."
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.4cm. x 14. 5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from GEOFFREY R. HIGGINS, New Orleans,
December 8, 1945.
Writer shocked to hear of FWG's indisposition. "You
have had such a profound effect on my whole career since I
first laid hands on 'Typologia'..." Writer uses Kennerley,
Goudy Text, Forum and Hadriano; has ordered Deepdene which
has "especial interest to me as I was reared near Deepdene
village in Surrey, England,"
L.S. 4 pp. 20.3cm. x 12.9cm.
FRED, from WILL, JOSEPHINE] , & NEVA [ROOT], Tigard,
Oregon, December 11, 1945.
News of family and general events. Has FWG heard
rumor that Roosevelt is not dead but insane?
L.S. 4 pp. 20.0cm. x 12.8cm.
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MR. BRUCE ROGERS, Danbury, Connecticut, from SOL HESS,
[Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia], December
12, 1945.
Enlargements of all characters of 18 pt. Goudy Newstyle
sent for Rogers' corrections. Lighter cutting of type face
was used in making enlargements. Proposed and existing set
widths indicated and Rogers' changes listed. All changes can
be made except lower case y. "In making our enlargements we
found that Mr. Goudy had made the lower case round letters
project almost twice as much below the straight letters as
he did in the capitals. No doubt this was intentional..."
Paper scale with proposed unit widths enclosed. "The scale
also shows the minimum amount of side bearing we can make to
the end of a serif or any other part of any
character."
Pattern work will proceed after drawings returned. Lower
case height has not been raised.
T.L.S. [copy] 2 pp, 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
[cc to FWG, with note]
MR. GOUDY, from ABIGAIL AND EDWARD LAWRENCE MERRITT,
Kingston, New York, December 16, 1945.
Writer pleased that people have shown sustained interest
in historical matters [a club?]. News of health, "...in the
words of Charles Dickens let me add, 'I will honor Christmas
in my heart and try to keep it all the
year.'"
L.S. 2 pp. 26.4cm. x 20.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT] , Pipersville, Penna. ,
December 18, 1945.
Will FWG give advice as to moving the press by truck to
Marlboro the beginning of January? Writer has left "my New
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Jersey pastorate to go into this new work. See enclosed cir
cular. Soon, in 1946, my book on The Wilderness Tabernacle
of Israel will be published with full color illustrations
but before 1946 is over I want to see my story on F.W.G.
under way. How to get your introduction and a check on re
cent material is still the question." [FWG book was never
published. Manuscript may be found in Cary Collection,
Rochester Institute of Technology.] Writer will not be able
to attend FWG's 81st Birthday Dinner.
L.S. 2 PP. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
RICHARD N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, December 19, 1945.
Has not learned what happened to peaches [gift sent to
FWG that did not arrive]. Enclosed letter shows other efforts
to send peaches from New Jersey. FWG should continue with
the vitamin tablets. [Enclosed letter informs Uncle Richard
that it is doubtful if peaches can be obtained but they are
trying.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[enclosed letter to R.N.McA. from K. Chandler]
MR. GOUDY, from GRACE JOHNSTON, December 20 [1945?].
Appreciates FWG's holiday invitation. Working "for
the production department at Newsweek on a free-lance basis
General news .
L.S. 1 P. 21,5cm. x 15.2cm.
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FRED, from B[RUCE] R[0GERS], Danbury, Conn.,
December 20, 1945.
Has enlargements from proof of FWG's recut [Newstyle]
type from Sol [Hess, Lanston Monotype Machine Company].
Writer will do nothing without consulting FWG, Original
cutting of design may be better since new one is lighter.
"I want the final page to appear as heavy as possible with
in the limits of good press-work..." Enclosing "snap" of
VanVechten's setting. Combination leaf and V ornament will
be cut to replace parentheses. Are "Sol's [set width] set
tings entirely governed by the mechanical limitations of the
machine? And can they be altered in any way? . I suppose
they can't split the unit - as we now can the atom - "
Could letters "be made a little wider to fill the body -
or would that ruin the design?"
L.S. 3pp. 18.3cm. x 13.9cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from LOUISA SOHIER MET-
CALF, The Public Library of the City of Boston, Boston,
December 20, 1945.
Library is linking Fifty Best Books of the Year [AIGA]
exhibition and free public lecture program. FWG's talk
will be scheduled April 18 with subject of Modern Type De
sign. "We shall be most happy to hear from you as to the
general scope of the talk and the nature of the illustra
tions which you will plan to
use."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, fromRICHARD [ELLIS, NewYork City], December 22, 1945.
Sorry "Kingsport folks were delayed in getting to New
York. I will mail your drawings back to you - registered.
Have written Kingsport to send me a few of each of the 14 pt
Deepdene g and g that you wanted - and will send them along
. . .[for use in A Half-Century of Type Design. . Christmas
and New Year's wishes,
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. 8cm. x 10.5cm.
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FRED, from NATHAN [BRAQUETTE Inc.], December 22, 1945.
Enclosing print of writer's snapshot. It does not have
proper light "- but then there never has been a clear light
shed upon you - else little men would not twitter about your
significance as a type designer but accept you as I do -
unreservedly, as my favorite human." Will write piece on
FWG and Hebrew type and would like photographs of the type.
L.S. 1 p. 22.9cm. x 15.4cm.
[FWG, Deepdene], from COLONEL CARROLL TIMANUS HARRIS
[Christmas, 1945?].
Hopes to be civilian after 4 or 5 months. Bought out
Mackenzie's business interest [in their Mackenzie & Harris,
Inc.] after Mackenzie died in July 1944.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 15.8cm. x 11.7cm.
FRED, from VERONICA EMOUKHVARI [California, Christ
mas 1945?].
FWG's "Why Go
Modern" is interesting and witty.
Domestic crises in writer's life.
L.S. [Christmas card] 2 pp. 13.3cm. x 10.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson, from
L.E. BEHYMER, Los Angeles, December 29. 1945.
Writer did not enjoy FWG's description of himself as
"confirmed invalid" on FWG's card. News of writer's family
and old friends.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Brooklyn, New York,
December 29, 1945.
Understands what FWG is suffering [from ailments].
Writer should be informed as to which Saturday he can come
to [Marlboro to deliver press, see Dec. 18 letter].
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from NEFF iAlNG, Capper-
Harman-S locum, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, December 31, 1945.
Glad to have photographs of FWG, Bertha memorial [Bertha
M. Goudy, recollections. . .] , and "Why Go Modern" booklet.
May have a photograph framed for composing room.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, December 31, 1945,
Check for $23.11 covers [Royalty] on November sales
of [matrices],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from CHARLES L. WAGNER, New York City,
December 31 . 1945.
New Year's wishes. News of old [Shelbyville, Illinois]
friends.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 18.5cm.
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[FWG], from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND, Christmas 1945?].
Writer "had a letter from Mr. Brown who said that Little,
Brown would not make an offer for the MS. [Type Designer
Speaks], but he wants to talk it over with me this coming
Saturday, so he may have some suggestions as to where to
peddle it next." [Writer trying for considerable time to
find a publisher for FWG's manuscript.] Season's wishes.
L.S. [Christmas card] 2 pp. 8.5cm. x 6.6cm.
DR. GOUDY, from PERCY B. & MYRA S. LOVELL, Moorestown,
New Jersey, Christmas, 1945.
Thanking FWG again for all the lovely things he has
given writers. General news. Season's greetings.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 19.1cm. x 13.4cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL [KENNERLEY, New York City, 1945?].
"Enamoured"
with FWG's "SWING" type. Bought second
hand copy of "Aucassin &
Nicolette," The Golden Books, Owing
Publishing Company, inscribed: To F.W.G. from C.U.E. Decem
ber 25th 1907. Sending book to FWG. Was it his?
L.S. 1 p. [paper torn] 15.9cm. x 14. 6cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL [KENNERLEY], New York City [1945?].
Glad to have F.W.G. mystery solved [see earlier letter
about initials in book]. "I remember F.W. Gookin
dimly."
Wonders if Arthur Hosking was involved with publication of
"Aucassin and Nicolette" when working for Outing Publishing
Company.
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. lcm.
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FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City [1945?].
Richard [Ellis] 'a letter to writer was enthusiastic
about the type. "He hopes to get Palmer's approval so you
can go right ahead. I wrote him my enthusiasm for the draw
ings." [See Ellis* letter Aug. 4, 1945.]
L's 1 P. I7=5cm. x 15.9cm.
FRED, from ANN [MYERS ], Piedmont, California [1945?].
Wonderful to talk to FWG and Alice on the telephone.
Interested in Chap Book [A Half-Century of Type Design...,
1946J. General news.
L's. 7 PP. 17.1cm. x 14.3cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY PLUM, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie,
New York [1945?].
Glad FWG plans to come to F[anny] B[orden]'s party.
L.S. 2 pp. 20.1cm. x 15.3cm.
FRED, from DICK [ELLIS], New York City [1945?].
Sorry FWG missed "evening at Delmonicos [restaurant]...
and the Auction was a great success. Good prices prevailed,
and I believe the Institute is the better for at least a
thousand dollars." Bruce Rogers looked healthy despite
hard winter work. "You can reach me between 9 and 5 on the
private wire I have from my study to Limited Editions Club
which private wire from 595 Madison to here was installed
by George Macy to facilitate our business - I am acting as
his Consulting Art Director you
know." Wants to talk of
FWG's manuscript and writer's meeting with Knopf. [The Won
derful Adventures of Paul Bunyan , designed by Richard W.
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Ellis, Limited Edition Club, 1945. This was Ellis' first
book design for Limited Editions.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 21.6cm. x 13.9cm.
UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE [THOMPSON, Chicago, 1945?].
Working hard on Quarterly "and the Wonderland of Know
ledge Encyclopedia..." and interviewing. News of friends
and family. New art editor for Quarterly.
L.S. 4 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from PETER BEILENSON, The Peter Pauper
Press, Mount Vernon, New York [1945?].
Has made up FWG's book [A Half-Century of Type Design...]
and sending proofs to FWG and Paul [Bennett]. Wants to visit
[Deepdene] with Paul, possibly 22nd.
L.S. 1 p. 24.0cm. x 15.8cm.
MR. PERCY [Sudan Interior Mission, Inc., New York City],
from [CHAS. L. NURSBAUMER, Dearborn Type Foundry, Chicago, 1945].
If font of [Amharic] type is unworn and unbroken "a ma
trix could be made from them which would exactly duplicate
the face of the type but the question of height of type is
something which [we] shall have to ascertain as it differs
so much from the type used in this country." Explains dif
ferences between mold and matrix. A complete set of [34o]
characters will be needed for each point size. Could Mr.
Percy visit writer to see the type making process? [FWG
recommended Dearborn Type Foundry to produce matrices and
type for Sudan Interior Mission after he declined to design
a new type face.]
L. [rough draft] 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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SIR [FWG], from LeROY E. KIMBALL, The Grolier Club,
New York City, January 1, 1946.
recluested E$25 annually]. [FWG's notation: Mar. 8
1 c. - 75 U . J
T.L. [form letter] 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
MR. FRED GOWDY [sic], Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from CHAS. L. [WAGNER] , New York City, January 8, 1946.
Concert announcement for Glauco D'Attili playing with
Toscanini and N.B.C. Symphony Orchestra January 20. "Our
latest find." [FWG's notation: who from I wonder?]
S.[announcement card] 1 p. 14. Ocm. x 8.3cm.
BRUCE ROGERS, Danbury, Conn., from SOL HESS [Lanston
Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia], January 9, 1946.
Unit width changes for individual letters [of Goudy
Newstyle] noted. Suggests deciding on small caps 0 R D place
ment after "we have finished all the drawings and made up a
revised keyboard arrangement..." Photostats enclosed of
Rogers black-and-white drawing of figures. Drawings, reduced
to type size, are not satisfactory "largely due to the great
amount of
reduction." Have tried "to retain throughout Mr.
Goudy 's original side-bearings and width of letters. Natur
ally we placed the characters on the closest unit rows of
17 set. In this regard we have certain mechanical limita
tions...You understand that as far as display matrices are
concerned, we have a much greater flexibility and can match
the original set sizes." For figures, enlargements sent "of
the print showing part of a page of the Oxford Bible... In
making reflected enlargements of any print the characters
come out reversed, also due to the spread of the ink they be
come much heavier. Perhaps you will want to re-draw all the
figures, so we are therefore enclosing tracings of the Goudy
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Newstyle cap H, lower case g and m, to assist you in the
average color, length of descender, etc." For trial cutting
will caps HOMED and lower case d e m o p be acceptable?
FWG has suggested A H 0 and lower case d p o m s as trials.
T.L.S. [copy] 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[copy for FWG]
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from EUGENE M.
ETTENBERG, The Gallery Press, New York City, January 17, 1946.
Picked up FWG's Baloptican at Clarence Hornung's request
but writer found it cannot show slides. Does FWG want it sent
to Marlboro or sold to a photographic store and the money sent?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, January 18, 1946.
Peter [Beilenson] putting book [A Half-Century of Type
Design...] to press. Text should be modified in Spencer
[Spencer Old Style] and Scripps College Italic sections.
McKay bibliography is set but not made up yet. "I am pretty
sure the book is going to be very much in demand and I
haven't the slightest doubt you will be seeing it in a few
months .
"
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
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FRED, from FRANCES [b. BARGINSKl], Hollywood, Cali
fornia, January 20, 1946.
Cannot find clipping of [L.E.] Behymer 's 50th [wedding]
anniversary. What does FWG mean "confirmed invalid"? Max
prospecting.
T-L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from E. BARNARD
WELLER, Robert Kenilworth Associates, West Medford, Mass.,
January 23, 1946.
Belated thanks for wonderful summer visit with FWG.
Seems to have lost signed photograph of FWG and Marmalade
in writer's move. Booklets enclosed explain business
[export business management?].
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough, from
RODGER L. SIMONS, The Nautical Gazette, New York City,
January 30, 1946.
Writer offering one copy of FWG article "Our mutual
friend, Bror Zachrisson of Stockholm. . .wrote for the Swed
ish printing magazine, 'Grafiskt
Forum.'" Writer's wife
"cherishes the pleasure of having met you at your [80th]
birthday party a year ago..." [See Zachrisson' s letter,
October 26, 1945. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27^ 9cm. x 21.6cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from JOSEPH AGNELLO, The New York School of Printing,
New York City, February 1, 1946.
Year book has been dedicated wholeheartedly to FWG.
Missed FWG at graduation. "'Dr. Goudy is a legend in the
New York School of Printing and every graduate feels that
he knows you personally." [Letters of Principal J. Henry
Holloway kept FWG informed of most school activities, many
of which FWG attended.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from JOSEPH ANGELLO [AGNELLO] ,
Class President, New York School of Printing, New York City,
February 1 [1946],
"One hundred of your Disciples send you greetings on
this night of their graduation. Best wishes and devotion,"
Telegram 1 p. 20.2cm, x 14. 5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from GEORGE L. McKAY,
The Grolier Club, New York City, February 4, 1946.
Sorry FWG and Ben Grauer were unable to attend annual
dinner. Reimbursement for "the price of two
covers."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from ARTHUR J. GREER,
The Stevens, Chicago, February 5, 1946.
Has not heard from FWG in some time.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
EUGENE M. ETTENBERG, The Gallery Press, New York City,
February 7, 1946.
Clarence Hornung can use [FWG's] Baloptican since writer
cannot. [See writer's earlier letter, Jan. 17, 1946.]
TL.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
JAMES W. FOSTER, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore,
February 14, 1946.
Seeking FWG's advice on Maryland Historical Magazine's
new cover design. Changed cover illustration will be used.
Enclosed photostat of proposed design shows tint block form
ing a frame and title in Lombardic [Lombardic Capitals, #64,
1929] "some think too much liberty has been taken with the
Lombardic face..." Suggestions for complete layout are out
lined. "If not definitely bad in some respect, we want to
use this design. . .Historical magazines have been notoriously
wretched in design and printing. . .appearance [of our's] must
be above reproach. Can you let us have your reactions in a
brief word?"
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[tearsheet of magazine and new layout enclosed]
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from ALLEN EATON,
Russell Sage Foundation, New York City, February 14, 1946.
Approval given "to print the Bulletin on Rural Handi
crafts in the United States for which you arranged the Deep
dene type for the cover. I hope we can get the text done in
one of your types too." [See Allen Eaton, Russell Sage
Foundation letter, Aug. 17, 1944.] Writer in working on
New England handicraft book has "come across your tracks
several times in connection with the arts and crafts move
ment...You have made a very great contribution to art in
its broad sense..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from FREDERIC W. MAIN,
Springfield, Mass., February 15, 1946.
Saw Paul Bennett "barnstorming on the T & H Calendar
Circuit..." [Tileston & Hollingsworth Paper Company].
Writer misses Typophile lunches.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from PERRY S.
WILLIAMS, New York City, February 15, 1946.
Writer researching "a proposed book dealing with the
greeting card, its beginnings, those who contributed to its
remarkable growth,
etc." Could FWG give information or sam
ples of his work for Alfred Bartlett in Boston? [FWG had
printed a Rudyard Kipling book for Bartlett in 1905.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from BINCIE, February 15, 1946.
Enclosing pictures of FWG's house. "Gaff works hard at
his books and gadgets. The latest is a new bellows for his
cook-oo' windmill." Pinkie and Ipsie [pets?] fine.
L.S. 2 pp. 19.9cm. x 12.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from EDWARD
DeWITT TAYLOR, San Francisco, California, February 19, 1946.
Enclosing announcement and write-up from "Pacific Print
er." These do not tell writer's debt to FWG. "Dr, Johnson's
Prayers"
which writer designed was a "Fifty Books" [of the
Year, AIGA], [Writer announced his retirement from Taylor
& Taylor on February 8, 1946.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
February 20, 1946.
Writer intends to visit FWG February 22. Sorry FWG
entering hospital for operation. "I hope you will be able
to go over several matters with me, including the Scripps
College Italic face." 16 pt. mats not received from FWG
yet. Wants to discuss "modified Goudy Newstyle."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from GEORGE WELP [New York City], February 21 , 1946.
Heard of FWG's illness when writer went "to hear Paul
[Bennett] give his appraisal of the 1946 T & H Calendar..."
Sorry illness "may forestall any recognition of your forth
coming birthday on March 8th..." [Tileston and Hollings-
worth Paper Company arranged for calendars to be printed,
each month designed by a different individual or firm and
each printed by a different concern. Calendar recipients
judged results and speakers on the circuit tour defended
their own winners.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from MARIE SCHAMING, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, February 21, 1946.
Acknowledges FWG's February 20 letter since Mr. [Paul]
Bennett away.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND], New York City,
February 22, 1946.
News of FWG's neuritis from Florence [Duvall], Columbia
Press seriously considering manuscript. "I wrote Coykendall
and he turned the matter over to the chief of the Publica
tions Division, a. Mr. Wiggins, with whom I had a conference.
He thought the book was a good idea... [but] the cost of such
a book would be more than that of the average trade or schol
arly book because it would have to be finely printed, etc.
He thought offhand that 1500 copies would have to be sold
to break even." Writer thinks market is that large.
L.S. 1 p. 23.0cm. x 15.3cm.
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DR. GOUDY, from [c] DOUG[LAS BARNES], APO New York
City, February 24, 1946.
Writer stationed for duty in Germany where he is "re
sponsible for the technical training (so they tell me) of
about 350 students." Has FWG's Chap Book been published
[A Ha If-Century of Type Design. . .]?
L.S. 5 pp. 20.4cm. x 12.7cm.
MRS. ALICE GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
February 25, 1946.
Was FWG taken to hospital? Returning drawing writer
may have acquired by mistake. 16 pt. [Scripps College] Ital
ic matrices have not arrived. Writer wants to trace them.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from KITTY B. VEASEY, Philadelphia,
February 25, 1946.
Writer's appreciation for photograph. Wishes for
improved health.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.2cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, February 26, 1946.
Glad to know FWG over operation. Peter [Beilenson]
"making every effort to have it [A Half-Century. . .] done for
your birthday - at least to the extent that we can show you
all the letter press, even though some of the Collotype may
be missing." Cannot now make "corrections in the Italian
Old Style that Sol [Hess] has asked about..." Scripps Italic
type sent to Peter. Will reproduce FWG's inked characters
for Spencer. "The gravure frontispieces can easily be im
printed..." Strike [at Mergenthaler] is being called.
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
MRS. ALICE GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
February 26, 1946.
Received 16 pt. Scripps College Italic mats. After
casting type will be sent to FWG. Missing mats of hyphen
and single closing quote.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL, Utica, New York],
February 26, 1946.
Wishes for FWG's recovery. Very good business kept
writer from finishing Christmas booklet. Sending Adam and
Eve book. Sorry FWG's book not out [A Half-Century...],
all his friends impatient for it.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 18.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
February 28, 1946.
Hopes operation "resulted in relieving or taking away
entirely the pains which you complained of having in your
chest and
back." 41 matrices of 16 pt. Scripps College
Italic cast. Matrices, type and set size sheet sent to FWG.
"As I mentioned to you, the question of our manufacturing
electro-display matrices of the remaining point sizes is
something I'll have to discuss with Mr.
Best." Writer wishes
copy "you wrote for the faces you designed for [Lanston]
Monotype had been presented to us before you put your final
O.K. on it [for A Half-Century...]."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of Print
ing, New York City, March 4, 1946.
Surprised to have Miss [Florence] Duvall' s news of
FWG's hospital stay. Glad FWG well enough to be home.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.5cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], c/o Loizeaux Bros.,
Inc., New York City, March 4, 1946.
Praying for FWG's health. Still wants to come over to
deliver press. Hopes FWG up and around [by his birthday],
L.S. 1 P 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from ANN [MYERS], Piedmont, California,
March 6 [1946?].
Birthday wishes. Warren [writer's son] back in school
to finish engineering degree, then a business administra
tion [degree] on G.I. Bill of Rights.
L.S. 3 pp. 17.1cm. x 14. 3cm.
F.W.G., from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College,
Claremont, California, March 6, 1946.
News of FWG's illness from Florence [Duvall]. Has had
various ailments after writer broke three ribs in October
taxi accident. Dorothy Bevis poorly since November opera
tion. Bevis wants to enter U.S.C Library School. "Aside
from being already famous for our Scripps-Goudy Type [Scripps
College Old Style, #110, 1941], Scripps is becoming famous
for receiving unusually fine gifts of art
treasures."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
FRED, from GEORGE McKAY, The Grolier Club, New York
City, March 6, 1946.
Wishes for FWG's health and birthday.
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from RICHARD ELLIS, New York City, March 7, 1946.
Birthday wishes. Writer moving to Madison; glad to
settle down.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
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ALICE [GOUDY, Deepdene], from MARIANA ROACH, Dallas,
Texas, March 8, 1946.
"Mr. John Archer, at the 42nd Street library [New YorkPublic Library], told me about Mr. Goudy 's operation..."
Writer wanted to see FWG and wants news of him.
L.S. 1 p. 20.2cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LUCIA HOWE, New York City, March 8, 1946,
Writer's friend, Richard McArthur, told her of FWG's
birthday. McArthur sent writer Behind the Type [by Bernard
Lewis, 1941], Writer is "a struggling young book designer
and artist, member of the A. I.G.A. and daughter of Will D.
Howe, the former Editor of Scribners. . . " Birthday wishes.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.3cm. x 18.4cm.
FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-
Hudson, from RALPH B. BENNETT, The Dalles Optimist. The
Dalles, Oregon, March 10, 1946.
John E. Allen, The Linotype News editor, suggested FWG
to make new nameplate for writer's paper. "Enclosed is a
typical front page showing our Bodoni headdress in case you
decide to make us a nameplate."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
March 11, 1946.
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Glad FWG's condition is good. Hopes FWG received
Scripps Italic type. Manufacture of mats for other sizes
will be decided "pending the return of Mr. Best [from a
serious
illness]."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from PAUL C WILSON, New London, New Hampshire,
March 12, 1946.
[Birthday] congratulations.
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21. 7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BARBARA CHAPIN [New York City],
March 14, 1946.
Previous night's activities "incomplete without you.'
Wishes for FWG's health.
L.S, [card] 2 pp. 14. Ocm. x 10.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
March 18, 1946.
Check for $33,24 covers [Royalty] on January sales of
[matrices]. Wishes for FWG's recovery,
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
[handwritten postscript]
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[FWG], from EDWARD LAWRENCE MERRITT, The Ulster County
Historical Society, Kingston, New York [Winter, 1946].
Membership promotion for Society. [Note announces
future visit of Merritts to Goudy family who have "forsaken"
them.]
T.L. [form letter] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
[handwritten note by E.L.M.]
MR. FRED T. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BERNARD HEINZ, JR.,
Boston Public Library, Boston, March 27, 1946.
Disappointed FWG will "be unable to talk for us on
April eighteenth; however, we understand the circumstances."
Wishes for FWG's recovery. [See December 20, 1945 letter
concerning FWG's proposed talk.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 14. Ocm.
THE VILLAGE PRESS, Marlborough, from CARL DAIR,
National Film Board, Ottawa, Ontario, March 28, 1946.
Writer is doing articles for "Printing Review of Canada"
on typography. First article is on liturgical printing and
writer has found "your insert in the June-July, 1938, issue
of PM, with its specimens of Goudy s Tory, Friar, Mediaeval
and Deepdene Text types. I think reference to these types
in this particular article would guide printers to a better
choice of type faces for printing of ecclesiastical charac
ter..." Can these faces be supplied to printers and will
FWG give specimen lines for the article? [Tory, Friar,
Mediaeval and Deepdene Text were all "Lost Types" for which
fonts could not be supplied.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.2cm. x 20.2cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlbourgh [sic]-On-the-Hudson,
from BEN WILEY, Springfield, Illinois, March 31, 1946.
Talked with Jesse J. Steward "who claims to have attend
ed school with you in Butler, Illinois." Writer's Chevrolet
at FWG's disposal for a visit.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLOTTE WOHLHIETER, Philadelphia,
March 1946.
Saw FWG's paragraph about type in March Good House
keeping. It is "splendid."
L.S. 1 p. 19.7cm. x 14.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough on Hudson, from
PHILIP C. DUSCHNES, New York City, April 8, 1946.
$3.00 [trade] edition of Typologia is out of print.
University of California Press does not plan a reprint. What
should be sent to FWG's Swedish friend [Bror Zachrisson]?
"The only copy I have in stock is one with a book plate and
rather grubby and I would like to keep that for my own use."
Enclosing advertisement for FWG's book (A Half-Century of Type
Design. . .?] that will be sent out in writer's catalogue~#77.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 17. 6cm. [torn]
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from WALTER H. GAGE, Gage Printing Company, Ltd., Battle
6oo
Creek, Michigan, April 8, 1946.
Wishes for FWG's recovery. FWG will receive "probably
directly from the author, a printed copy of the booklet in
which this reproduction will appear."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W.[sic] GOUDY, JR., Marlboro-on-the-
Hudson, from SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, April 8, 1946.
Will cast and send 25 each of the forty-five 24 pt.
matrices just received. When Fred, Jr., sends "balance of
the 16 point [Scripps College?] Italic. . .also enclose both
mats and a couple pieces of type of the 16 point Italic cap
H and Italic lower case o. We need it for alignment purposes."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, "Deepdene," Marlborough,
from DONALD G. MERRITT, National Association of Manufac
turers, New York City, April 8, 1946.
Would FWG undertake hand-setting and printing of fifty
page special presentation book? "I feel that a job done by
you in this manner would greatly enhance the proposed
book."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.4cm. x 21.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
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Philadelphia, April 8. 1946.
Check for $17.37 covers [Royalty] on February sales
of [matrices],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough on Hudson, from
PETER [BEILENSON], Peter Pauper Press, Mount Vernon, New
York, April [10], 1946.
"The type repros have not yet come from [Harold] Hugo
[of Meriden Gravure Co.], and I want to be here when the
imprinting [of title page?] is done. So it looks like the
week of April 29th will see the book completed." [A Half-
Century of Type Design and Typography, 1895-1945.]
T.L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 9.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough on the Hudson, from
BERTHA M. WHITE, The United Educators, Inc., Chicago,
April 11, 1946.
Would like a short bibliography to add to FWG's article
on Type. [FWG was contributing to one of this publisher's
encyclopedias.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. GOUDY "and Alice and all of your loving
ones,"
from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska, April 14, 1946.
General news. Heard Hyde Park-Roosevelt shrine
Dedication on radio.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.5cm. x 18.2cm.
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FRED, from CLARA A. TINCHER, Danville, Illinois,
April 18, 1946.
Hopes FWG's hospital stay successful. Recently saw [mu
tual friend] Chas, Wagner. Hopes to see FWG next September
after [Chautauqua] season.
L.S. 8 pp. 192cm. x 14. 5cm.
AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS SALES CORP., New York City,
from NORMAN P. ROSS, BOQ, Naval Air Station, Brooklyn,
New York, April 29, 1946.
Writer wants to find out where he purchased several FWG
Broadsides about five years previously. Can information be
supplied somehow? [Notations: Information copy Publishers
Weekly 62 W . 45 St. N.Y.C. MU2-0150 May 1st.]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.4cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-on-
Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, April 29, 1946.
Writer not able to reach Miss [Florence] Duvall. May
writer and Messrs. Tagle, 0'Gorman and Boughal visit FWG
briefly on May 11?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.2cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BERTHA M. WHITE,
The United Educators, Inc., Chicago, May 3, 1946.
Thanking FWG for bibliography to his Type article.
Eunice [FWG's niece] would like news of FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.4cm.
FREDERICK [sic], from L.E. BEHYMER, Hotel El Cortez ,
San Francisco [May 9, 1946].
Sent programs describing "OUR GANG" at Shelbyville.
Charles Wagner coming June 15. Enclosing copy of Leverett
Webster's note. General news. Business good. FWG's arti
cle very good in Opera Magazine.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson, from
SOL HESS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia,
May 10, 1946.
Company will be unable to manufacture Scripps [Old Style
Italic] mats in desired sizes [see March 11 letter] . Backlog
of unfilled war years orders, labor shortage and insufficient
electric power influence this decision. Company has "finish
ed one set of trial mats for the Goudy Newstyle, but the
characters were too light to suit him [BR] . We have now cut
a heavier set of trials. . .[will] send the matrices to Mr.
Colish next week, - of course for whatever experiments B.R.
feels are necessary. In fact the second set of trials is
every bit as heavy, if not heavier, than the weightier cutting
of the face." [Recutting of type used for Bible designed by
Bruce Rogers for World Publishing Co., published 1949.] How
is Typophile book [A Half-Century of Type Design...]?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from PETER BEILENSON, The Peter Pauper
Press, Mount Vernon, New York, May 10 [1946].
Imprinting is done for "the reproductions of the types
we couldn't get electros of." Bob Wessman [binder] has the
job. Will see FWG in next few weeks.
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.0cm. x 15.8cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from NEFF LAING,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 21, 1946.
Thoughts on illness. "Fred - after reading the two
books which you sent me, I marvel at your self-development,
as you had only a high school education in the nineties
[eighties] .. .and with your lack of college education, you
could not have expected to get a commission in our military
forces during the war...MJ would have given you full credit
for what you have accomplished, regardless of the fact that
he considered you a lousy or rather lazy bookkeeper and I
can well remember how I used to try to keep him occupied un
til you put in a little time and tried to bring your books
up to
date." [FWG worked for Michigan Farmer as its bookkeep
er in late 1890's.] Reminiscences. Glad FWG turned "over
your typographic library to the Library of Congress so that
anyone...has the opportunity of going over your collection
Writer "pleased to know that your boy [Fred, Jr,] is
with the Linotype Company and I hope that he has a small
part, as [sic] least, of your ability."
T.L.S. 3 PP. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from BARBARA CHAPIN, New York City,
May 28, 1946.
Missed FWG at A. I.G.A. meeting. Would like to visit.
T.L.S. 1 p. 18.4cm. x 13.3cm.
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FRED, from PAUL [A. BENNETT], Mergenthaler Linotype
Company, Brooklyn, New York, May 29, 1946.
Writer will check offset sheets with Pete and Edna
[Beilenson] to "see what is wrong with the repro of Design#24." [Reproduction showed Klaxon-like lettering but not
the type.] "Actually, all the specimens that were not shown
in type came from you, or were approved by you when I got
them elsewhere." [FWG concerned about type reproduction.]
Duschnes has orders for fifty copies. Enclosing back cover
ad from catalog and advanced Commentary. Bindery may be
finished in four weeks. "I wish I had a car so that at
least I might invite [Stanley] Morison to run .up and see you
before he goes back."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from PAUL [A. BENNETT], Mergenthaler Linotype
Company, Brooklyn, New York, June 3. 1946.
FWG's memory is good and he is "right about the
Klaxon..."
[reproduction showed drawn letters not the type]. Pete [Bei
lenson] "plans now to have a zinc made of the type, put down
the facts as you outline them, and print both on an errata
slip which we'll tuck into the
book."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC T. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EARL ENGLISH,
University of Missouri, Columbia, June 5. 1946.
Writer asked "your father about the possibility of one
of my graduate students calling on him in connection with a
book he is doing on his
life." Paul Fisher is doing his
thesis on FWG's life and needs information about work since
1933. Could Mr. Goudy [Fred, Jr.] ask FWG?
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.5cm.
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FRED, from PAUL [A . BENNETT], Mergenthaler Linotype
Company, Brooklyn, New York, June 19, 1946.
Writer sorry FWG did not see [Stanley] Morison. Typo
phile copies of FWG's book [A Half-Century of Type Design.. .]
will be sent out Saturday. Slip-cases for contributors
copies will be ready in a week. Clarence Hornung may bring
up an advance copy. Zinc for Klaxon errata slip not good;
it may be reprinted. Some copies will receive reprinted
slip. [Morison was in U.S. to receive Gold Medal from the
A. I.G.A. June 5.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. GOUDY, from PETER BEILENSON, The Peter Pauper Press,
Mount Vernon, New York [Spring 1946].
FWG's book finished except for Meriden Gravure repro
ductions. "Sol Hess wrote that the alternate Deepdene italic
g was never cut for machine composition; so we solved your
problem another way: instead of running the
'danger' and
'anger' right in the text, we interrupted the paragraph and
put them on a line by themselves in 18 point, in which we had
the proper sorts. Looks OK." FWG will "have a book to be
proud of . . ,[a Half-Century of Type Design and Typography,
1895-1945]."
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.0cm. x 15.8cm.
MR. GOUDY, from PETER BEILENSON, The Peter Pauper Press,
Mount Vernon, New York [Spring 1946].
Will wait for sorts [alternate g of Deepdene Italic] from
Sol Hess. Letter-press printing soon to be finished but "we
will have to print in the Spencer
lettering." [A Half-Century
of Type Design. . .]
T.L.S. 1 p. 24.0cm. x 15.8cm.
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FRED, from JO[SEPHINE GOUDY ROOT], Tigard, Oregon,
June 24, 1946.
Have not heard from FWG for a long while. General and
family news. [FWG's notation: 7/21/46.]
L.S. 6 pp. 20.2cm. x 12.6cm.
FRED, from ALLEN [EATON, Russell Sage Foundation,
New York City], June 27, 1946.
"A Half Century of Type Design and Typography is
exactly what it should
be."
L.S. 1 p. 30.1cm. x 22.6cm.
MR. F.W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
NADJA SKALABAN, William E. Rudge 's Sons, New York City,
July 2, 1946.
Enclosing FWG's royalty check "received at this office
from the Oxford University Press..." [FWG received royalty
for The Capitals from the Trajan Column at Rome, 1936. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, "dear Friend,"
from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, New York City, July 4, 1946.
Could Miss [Florence] Duvall send writer news of FWG's
condition? Regretted FWG's absence at [June] 20 graduation
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exercises. News of school personnel. Received FWG's book
[A Ha If-Century of Type Design...] which is "a fine and per
manent tribute to your monumental contribution to the graphic
arts."
L.S. 2 PP, 29.7cm. x 19.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, from GEORGE McKAY, The Grolier
Club, New York City, July 4, 1946.
Writer was part of June 22 "shipping room" party "to num
ber, wrap, check and label the two-volume Typophile publica
tion devoted to your Half Century of Type Design and Typo
graphy 1895-1 945." Book gives fine reading, "a fine monument
to your fine achievements. . .[and] a most attractive job of
typography on the part of our friend, Pete Beilenson."
L.S. 2 PP. 28.0cm. x 21,6cm.
FRED, from PAUL STANDARD, Penguin Books, Inc., New
York City, July 7. 1946,
Congratulates FWG for Ha If-Century of Type Design. Re
members talks at Typophile luncheons, those remarks now
being part of the book. Enclosing "folder (may one call it
a collaboration of G.B.S. with P.S.?) because it's set in
your type (with headings by your friend Bulmer), and because
it marks my entry at long last into the world of bookmaking."
News of Stella's cookbooks and writer's small calligraphy
book now in progress [Calligraphy 's flowering, decay & res
toration; with hints for its wider use today, 1947].
L.S. 2 PP. 23.9cm. x 15.8cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from J.B. KRAUSS, Glendale, California, July 7, 1946.
Writer met FWG when in 1940 FWG loaned material and
spoke to Worcester County Club of Printing House Craftsmen.
Very pleased to congratulate FWG on his fine Chap Books [A
HaIf-Century of Type Design. . .] and pleased "to have had contact with a real gentlemen[sic] , craftsman and artist, who in
spite of his years, seems to have endless energy and
vision."
L.S. 4 pp. 26.7cm, x 18.2cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough, from PAUL
McPHARLIN, New York City, July 8, 1946.
Delighted by FWG's book and will review it for American
Printer. May visit Deepdene.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from M. LYLE SPENCER,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, July 8, 1946.
Delighted to "find your books 'A Half-Century of Type
Designs and Typography' on my desk and to read of the honor
paid me by you in naming your Designs 112 and 113 for me
[Spencer Old Style and Spencer Old Style Italic]."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND], New York City,
July 9, 1946.
Enclosing "a letter from the director of the University
of Oklahoma Press in answer to a letter of mine asking whe
ther the Press would be interested in putting out your book
of essays. They seem to be interested. I have replied that
I don't think the Typophiles volume [A Half-Century of Type
Design. . . I will in any way parallel the volume of essays and
that as for printing I think it would not be too difficult
to get the text set up in Deepdene and to get various people
who have your types to set up a page or two for the book's
appendix." Will FWG give his views? [FWG's notation: 7/14.]
L.S. 1 p. 23.0cm. x 15.3cm.
FRED, from CLARA TINCHER, The Cary Hotel, Chautauqua,
New York, July 10. 1946.
Sorry to hear of FWG's illness. Possible travel plans.
Gives address of New York City banner maker. Wants Goudy
type for class banner. News of Chautauqua events.
L.S. 8 pp. 26.8cm. x 18.4cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL [A. BENNETT], Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, July 11, 1946.
Waiting for slip cases [for A Half-Century of Type De
sign. . .] . "The book is meeting with a whale of a reception,
I can report from my mail... I've typed extracts that tell
what some
think." Hopes FWG not disappointed by finished
books; they [writer and Peter Beilenson] tried "their best."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.7cm.
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MR. FRED T. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EDWIN H. STUART,
Edwin H. Stuart, Inc., Pittsburgh, Penna . , July 12, 1946.
Fred [Jr.] "probably right in your technical criticism...
Ninety-nine per cent of our readership is not interested in
the finer technical details, but the production managers are
eager to learn technique." Has compiled 25 years of techni
cal articles into 48 page book "Typography, Layout and Adver
tising Production." FWG will receive free copy since "he is
the Old Master and I will always love him and revere him."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, "Deepdene," Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from VIOLET & HAL W. TROVILLION, Trovillion Private Press,
Herrin, Illinois, July 13, 1946.
Delighted to have "two volumes of Chapbooks [A Half-
Century of Type Design...] which is a "great contribution...
[to] the typographical world! " Writers made "movies" of
FWG in his garden eight years ago. Have "tokens" from FWG
to remember him by.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.4cm. x 22.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND], New York City,
July 15, 1946.
Enclosed University of Oklahoma Press letter "closes the
situation
there" [see July 9 letter about Type Designer
Speaks Ms.]. Writer has more prospects to find a publisher.
Will visit FWG.
L.S. 1 P. 19.7cm. x 15.3cm.
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MR. GOUDY "AND LOVED ONES," from GRACE GRAY, Omaha,
Nebraska, July 16, 1946.
Only uses Mr. [A.K.] Goudy's State stationery to FWG.
General news.
L.S. 2 pp. 27- 9cm. x 21 ,3cm.
[on State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Lincoln, Neb. 189 letterhead]
FRED, from PAUL [A. BENNETT, New York City],
July 18, 1946.
Sending "sheet of reactions on the opus. I'd like to
see BR's and any others
worthwhile." [Writer sending ex
cerpts of comments on A Ha If-Century of Type Design. . .to FWG.]
Slip cased books went out. "PW [Publishers' Weekly] office
promised faithfully to mail the Melcher clipping
direct."
[Lawrence Counselman] Wroth offered to review book as well as
Brad Stephens for Direct Advertising. [Mergenthaler] strike
may be "on its last
legs."
L.S. 1 P- 27.7cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT], Brooklyn, New York,
July 22, 1946.
Inquires as to FWG's health. Postponed coming with
truck [to deliver the press, see letters December 18 and
29, 1945]. [FWG's notation: 8/4/46.]
L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
PAUL [A. BENNETT], Mergenthaler Linotype Company, Brooklyn,
New York, July 24, 1946.
FWG right about "the errors in Melcher 's P.W. [Publish
ers' Weekly] article." [Paul] McPharlin' s review [see July 8
letterj will be in August American Printer. "BR's letter is
fine [about A Half-Century of Type Design. ..].. .Of course he
has read the book, which few of the others have done. But I
think it heartening, none the less, that those people had
the decency to write of their pleasure anyhow." Twenty week
strike [at Mergenthaler Linotype] over. Agrees slip cases
were poor work.
T.L.S. 1 P. 27-9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
GEORGE MORGRIDGE, Pasadena, California, July 26, 1946.
Can Mediaeval type [#71 . 1930] be obtained for use "in
some pamphlets and small books of limited circulation?"
Wants specimen of available sizes with prices and specimens
of any "other faces not available through the ordinary trade
foundries..." [Deepdene fire demolished equipment and mat
rices of such types, FWG's notation: 10/22.]
T.L.S. 1 P- 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from CLARA A, TINCHER, The Cary Hotel, Chautauqua,
New York, July 29, 1946.
General news. Details about banner. Will try to visit
FWG end of August.
L.S. 4 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
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FREDERICK [sic], from L.E. BEHYMER, LaPlaya Hotel,
Carmel-by-the-Sea, California [July 30, 1946].
FWG signed his last letter "invalid." Saw Charlie Wag
ner and the Websters [Shelbyville friends]. Wished FWG had
been there. Death in family. [FWG's notation: 8/5/46.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, Medomak, Maine, July 31, 1946.
Greetings.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.8cm.
FWG, from DOROTHY [DRAKE], Scripps College, Clare
mont, California, August 3. 1946.
Mrs. Ester ly's death affected writer greatly. Health
worries. Writer "gloriously proud" of FWG for 2 volume Typo
phile book [A Ha If-Century of Type Design. . .]. "Naturally I
kinda ' liked what you said about Scripps, too!" A set or
dered for Joseph Arnold Foster, new Director of [Hartley Burr
Alexander] Press. "In addition he [Foster] has his PhD. in
Literature so will be able to tie in printing with our regu
lar curriculum, which has been my dream from the beginning.
Ward Ritchie [who sold them a press, see March 12, 194l] has
done wonders with what little time and equipment he had had
[Ritchie acted as an advisor to Press during war years.]
T.L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, August 6, 1946.
Due to company closing by May 20, 1946 strike, FWG has
not received royalty settlements since March 1946. With
business starting August 12, 1946, back settlements for sales
of [matrices] will be made.
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[announcement of Lanston Monotype strike,
May 20, 1946, attached]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EARL ENGLISH,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, August 8, 1946.
Writer and his student, Paul Fisher, delighted that
Fisher may visit FWG. "He is going to examine your materials
in the Library of Congress and also visit with the Lanston
[Monotype] people before calling on you." [Fisher was writ
ing a book about FWG as a thesis, see his letters.] Writer
"accrediting schools of journalism for the newspapers of the
country."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
[on American Council on Education for Journalism
stationery]
MR. GOUDY, from SIDNEY KRAMER, Washington, D.C,
August 9, 1946.
"At last I can write with a clear heart in regard to you,
me, and the Library of Congress. Having left their paid em
ploy some months ago, I was able to shout loud enough lately,
so that an exhibition is going to be arranged for next fall --
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probably November -- of the Library of Congress Collection
of Goudy... I will be in charge for free and will have
good cooperation from the Exhibits Officer." [Exhibit opened
September 6, 1946 and featured type designs, drawings, matri
ces, type specimens, proofs and various medals awarded to FWG.]
Loves "50 years" [A Half-Century of Type Design...] and wants
FWG's "comments about Frederic Thoreau Singleton to Sing, who
lives and has been running a toy press in Coral Gables,
Fla."
Wants FWG to make corrections on writer's upcoming article
on Will Bradley for Print. [FWG's notation: 9/14/46.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from [L.] ELLSWORTH [BEHYMER], Hilton Hotel,
El Paso, Texas, August 9 [1946].
Happy FWG's [health] improving. Sent copies of FWG's
letter to Leverett and Ada [Webster], Augusta Cottlow,
Charles L. Wagner and writer's son. General news. Will
enjoy FWG's book [A Ha If-Century of Type Design...] and will
want extra copies for the children. Misses FWG's annual
[California] visit.
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
GOUDYS. from GRACE GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska,
August 12, 1946.
Received Florence [Duvall] 's wire about her "stop
off." News of polio.
L.S. 2 pp. 21.3cm. x 18.3cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-the-Hudson,
from EDWARD S. KELLEY, Club of Printing House Craftsmen of
New York, Inc., Bronx, New York, August 12, 1946.
"Old Timers Night" planned by Club of Printing House
Craftsmen September 19 . "The Club would be highly honored
to have you as our guest for this occasion." [FWG's nota
tion: 8/28/46.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough on the Hudson,
from CHARLES L. WAGNER, New York City, August 12, 1946.
Has copy of FWG's Aug, 5 letter from Bee [L.E. Behymer].
Writer's wrist is broken. "I believe Tiberius, second em
peror of Rome, wrote with his left hand. He made his mark,
so I shall do the same in the good old Illinois illiterate
way."
T.L. 1 p. 21.6cm. x 18.4cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL [A. BENNETT], Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, August 13, 1946.
Has misplaced
"Bouquets" [praise for A Half-Century of
Type Design...] to be sent to FWG. Family news.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EARL ENGLISH,
University of Minnesota [Minneapolis], August 16, 1946.
Hopes FWG can see writer's student, Paul Fisher on
earlier date close to August 20. [FWG's notation: I0/7.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27,9cm. x 21.6cm.
[American Council on Education for Journalism
stationery]
FRED, from L. ELLSWORTH BEHYMER, Los Angeles,
August 16, 1946.
Thanks for "SET [of] most perfect books" [A Half-Century
of Type Design. . .J. Asking FWG to autograph seven sets of
books. General news.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from [L.] ELLSWORTH [BEHYMER ] , Pioneer Hotel,
Tucson, Arizona [August] 21, 1946.
Sorry writer mistaken about price [of A Half-Century
of Type Design...]. Duschnes sending seven sets for FWG's
autograph. Grateful FWG spoke about "our Dear Father and
Bethany Church..." [in the book]. Glad FWG has Library of
Congress niche [for Goudy material] and that public will
have access to material.
L.S. 2 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from PHILIP C.
DUSCHNES, New York City, August 23, 1946.
Seven sets of FWG's "Half-Century of type design &
typography"
sent to FWG for autographing by L.E. Behymer 's
arrangements [see August 16 letter from Behymer],
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from WALDO H. DUNN, Claremont, Cali
fornia, August 23, 1946.
Would FWG autograph copy of [A Half-Century of] Type
Design and Typography writer has purchased for Christmas
present of Dr. Joseph Arnold Foster? "Dr. Foster, as Miss
Drake may have told you, has been appointed Assistant Pro
fessor of English and Director of the Scripps College Press
[Hartley Burr Alexander Press]."
L.S. 1 p. 17.2cm. x 14. 7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from S[lDNEY]
K[RAMER], The Library of Congress, Washington [D.C.],
August 24, 1946.
Will FWG send letter from Hudson D. Walker "with the
other material you want shown at the LC Goudy show..."?
Writer receiving cooperation and show opening scheduled for
September 6. "Proper publicity will be given, and the show
will have the best gallery -- that called the Pennell gallery
on the second floor front will be continued for at least
three months intact and if I can work it will become a
basic part of a new permanent graphic arts or bookmaking in
America exhibit at your and my national
library." [FWG's
notations: 10/2 9/9 9/25.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 20.4cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepscene [sic], Marlborough,
from K.R. SUTHERLAND, Sutherland-Abbott, Boston,
August 26, 1946.
Writer proposing 1947 advertising program for client.
Twelve specimen type sheets set by leading type designer or
typographer would be produced. Writer wants to visit FWG
to discuss details. [FWG's notation: 8/28/46.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from CLARA TINCHER, The Cary Hotel, Chautauqua ,
New York [August] 26, 1946.
Details of proposed motor trip through New York State
and a stop at [Deepdene],
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
FRED, from CLARA TINCHER, The Cary Hotel, Chautauqua,
New York, August 27, 1946.
Changed travel plans mean writer cannot visit FWG.
[FWG's notation: 8/30/46,]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18. 5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from [0. ALFRED]
DICK[MAN], New York Herald Tribune, New York City,
August 29, 1946.
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Writer sat with Allen Lewis, Lew White and B.R. at
Typophiles. Carl Rollins, B.R., and writer want to visit
FWG. Sending copies of Wroth 's column. Larry Siegfried is
leaving Carnegie to go back to Syracuse [University],
Writer delighted with "A Half Century of Type Design and
Typography, 1895-1945." [FWG's notation: 8/30/46. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
[copy of letter attached]
FREDERIC T. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from PAUL FISHER, August 29, 1946.
Writer is the person "whom Dr. Earl English of the
University of Missouri has been badgering your Father about
these past few months." Work on Library of Congress Goudy
material almost completed. Requests some future help for
an accommodation and "guidance."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from RICHARD ELLIS, Madison, New Jersey,
September 1, 1946.
Sending "proof of the alphabet c + lc of your Marlbor
ough - and 2 letters of each are ready to mail to you, as
Dick Nett & I promised, when we saw you
last." American
Printer article by Paul McPharlin is excellent. Will have
a meeting about approval of FWG's type drawings. Writer sur
prised Kingsport [Press] did not proceed with plans [for a
type] two years previously.
L.S. 1 p. 27.0cm. x 18.3cm.
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MR. F.W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from R[lCHARD] N.
McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta, Georgia,
September 4, 1946.
Will be in New York after Printing Industry of America
convention Sept. 9-12 at Atlantic City. Wants to visit FWG.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, September 4, 1946.
Check for $16,35 covers [Royalty] on April sales of
[matrices], [August 6 letter explains delay due to company
strike.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-
Hudson, from LUTHER H. EVANS, The Librarian of Congress,
Washington, D.C, September 5, 1946.
Exhibit from Goudy Collection, "honoring your work in
typography,"
opening. Sidney Kramer is assisting display
installation. Would like FWG to view exhibit during the
twelve weeks duration. [FWG's notation: 9/25.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.4cm.
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FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from PAUL FISHER, Fairhaven, Mass., September 8, 1946.
Writer forgot "the notes you were going to write to
The Typophiles and The Grolier Club to introduce me to their
meetings when I pass through New York City." Will look for
"handlettering" in Hingham church and go to [Dard] Hunter's
Museum. "I've taken my Waller to a bindery in New Bebford
[sic], leaving it there only after countless exhortations
that they handle it with care par excellence." [FWG appar
ently gave writer several items during visit by writer to
obtain information for a FWG book. FWG's notation: 9/12.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from PAUL FISHER, Fairhaven, Mass., September 10, 1946.
"This is just a note for the purpose of telling you
that I think I found the handlettered notice you did for the
Old Ship Church in
Hingham." Writer saw house, 45 Lincoln
St., where Village Press was located. Has not visited
M.I.T.'s Paper Museum [created by Dard Hunter, now at
Appleton, Wisconsin] yet. [Writer's thesis work is on
FWG's life. FWG's notation: 9/12.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
FRED, from [0. ALFRED] DICKMAN, New York Herald Tribune
New York City, September 12 [1946].
Lew White, George McKay, B.R. and writer will visit
Marlboro September 14.
L.S. 1 P. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
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FRED, from IRVING LUSH, Brooklyn, New York,
September 12, 1946.
Sending "Look" magazine mill picture, July 23 issue.
Heard of FWG's previous illness from [J.Henry] Holloway.
L.S. 2 pp. 20.2cm. x 15.2cm.
VILLAGE LETTER FOUNDRY, Marlboro, from HELEN M. DUNN,
International Business Machines Corporation, Poughkeepsie,
New York, September 13, 1946.
"We are considering Fred T. Goudy, who has made appli
cation for employment with this concern. He has given your
name as reference, stating that he worked for you from June
1923 to January 1939 [Deepdene fire ended Village Letter
Foundry activities.] Will a reference be
supplied?" [FWG's
notation: 9/17-]
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from GEORGE McKAY, The Grolier Club, New York
City, September 16, 1946.
Pleased with Deepdene visit [see Sept. 12 letter from
Dickman] and Chapbook inscription [A Half-Century of Type
Design...]. Appreciates Ivory soap supply.
L.S. 2 pp. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. GOUDY "AND ALL OF YOUR LOVED ONES," from GRACE
GRAY, Omaha, Nebraska, September 16, 1946.
Enclosed clipping may be of FWG's nephew. New York
seems to be tied up by strike. General news. Mrs. [Alice]
Goudy died nine years ago [writer inherited boarding house
from Mrs. Goudy, a relation of FWG.]
L.S. 3 pp. 24.1cm. x 21,5cm.
FRED, from [0. ALFRED] DICK[MAN] , New York Herald
Tribune, New York City, September 17, 1946.
Enjoyed visit to FWG whose [health] seems better. [Writ.
er, B.R., and George McKay went to Deepdene.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, September 17, 1946.
Check for $8.10 covers [Royalty] on May sales of
[matrices] .
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LOUISE SEYMOUR JONES, Redlands,
California, September 18, 1946.
Writer is daughter of New York editor and publisher,
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Horatio Seymour, and an Advisory Committee member of Scripps
College Library. Having inherited a book plate collection,
gathered before 1922, writer with Dorothy Drake is enlarging
it. Collection will be given to Scripps and FWG asked to
donate his book plates to it. News of other donors given.
[FWG's notation: I0/7.]
L.S. 2 pp. 26.7cm. x 18.3cm.
FRED, from PAUL A. BENNETT, Jackson Heights, L.I.,
New York, September 18, 1946.
John Archer, John Foss, writer and Madge [Bennett]
may visit FWG the 21st.
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.6cm.
FRED, from ED DIAMANT, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Virginia, September 19, 1946.
New York office will mail FWG a copy.
L.S. 1 p. 23.9cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from JESSE MERRITT, The Benjamin West Society,
Swarthmore, Penna., September 19, 1946.
Sending "Volume No. 1 (book 32) of
Typophiles" for FWG
to write dedication [may refer to A Half-Century. . . , Chap
Book XIII], [News items in Oct. 5, 1923 and Dec. 5, 1924
The American Printer about Merritt sent in photostat form.
Merritt inscribed these: For Fred Goudy Esq, Jesse Merritt -
20 Sept 46.]
L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
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FWG, from RICHARD N. McARTHUR, Atlanta, Georgia,
September 19, 1946.
Describes Goudy Exhibition in Library of Congress.
Public Printer should be urged to put out a. catalogue for
exhibition. Writer talked about FWG and his work at Wash
ington Craftsmen's monthly dinner. "McNelly has another
idea of exploiting Goudy as the foreground and Deepdene as
a backdrop for a series of fashion advertisements." Enjoyed
Deepdene visit very much.
L.S. 3 pp. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro, from A.J. GREER, The
Stevens, Chicago, September 23, 1946.
Congratulates FWG for Congressional Library "display."
Hopes to hear from FWG. [FWG's notation: 9/25. J
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. FREDERICK [sic] GOUDY, "Deepdene," Marlborough on
the Hudson, from CARRIE ROWLAND, Rich's, Inc., Atlanta,
Georgia, September 25, 1946.
Writer and Mr. McNelley enjoyed visit with FWG. Signa
ture [for Rich's] has not been forgotten. [See Nov. 10,
1944 and Feb. 3, 1945 letters for plans of a FWG-designed
signature. FWG's notation: lo/?.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21.3cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
R[ICHARD] N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, September 25, 1946.
Writer "called at PIA offices in Washington soon after
my visit to Deepdene, Mr. Brackett, the general manager, on
learning of the group I met at your house, urged that I in
clude the famous names of the 'jury' in the colophon he had
previously instructed be printed for the back of frames."
Sending proof to those mentioned. [See Oct. 17, 1946 letter
concerning project.] McNelly working to develop [Rich's
signature] project [see Sept. 25 letter], [FWG's notation:
10/2.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlborough,
from BURTON BENJAMIN, RKO Pathe , Inc., New York City,
September 25, 1946.
Writer wishes to do "a story on you as America's fore
most type-designer..." and requests an interview. Several
magazines interested. [FWG's notation: 9/29.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of Printing,
New York City, from FRED J. HARTMAN, National Graphic Arts
Education Association, Washington, D.C, September 26, 1946.
Photograph of FWG will be used in October News Bulletin.
Saw Goudy Exhibit at Library of Congress. "There are some
thing like sixteen large cabinets for the various exhibits,
including at least two from The New York School of Printing."
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[FWG's notations: 10/7 11/18. On back "FED, Ann M. Carroll,
Josie, M. Mendelson, Paul Fisher, Vaughan D, Grace Gray,
Withers."]
T.L. [copy] 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from LUTHER H.




Delighted FWG coming [to see Goudy Exhibit]. "I will
keep in touch with [Sidney] Kramer." [Sept. 5 letter
invited FWG.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.8cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. GOUDY "AND ALL YOUR LOVED ONES," from GRACE GRAY,
Omaha, Nebraska, September 29, 1946.
Sending clipping about another Goudy. Is Frederic [Jr.]
"still in the war printing
work?" What is the news?
L.S. 2 pp. 24.2cm. x 21.4cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from PAUL FISHER, Columbia, Missouri, September 30, 1946.
Writer did not see [Bill] Dwiggins, [Dard] Hunter or
[George] Mackay as he hoped. Writer's April 11, 1946 article
from Kansas City Star enclosed. Remembers saying to FWG [on
September visit] "that Beilenson had said that your arrange
ment with ATF was cancelled because you got no royalties
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from Goudy Old Style [#25, 1915] and because the company
showed a 'disinclination to allow him to study its techni
que of matrix-engraving...' You called this inaccurate and
asked me to bring the source. . .Beilenson does say exactly
this on pp. 41-2 in his biography [The Story of Frederic W.
Goudy. 1939]." Will be helped withlnformation at Blooming-
ton's Withers Public Library. "As I go over my notes, the
idea grows on me that it is a biography I shall do. It seems
I have much more material than has gone into the first three
biographies." Writer has heard that Associated Press car
ried story of Goudy Exhibition opening [at Library of Con
gress, September 6],
T.L.S. 2 pp. 28.1cm. x 21.7cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, October 1, 1946.
Reproduction [type] specimens [used in A HaIf-Century
of Type Design...] being returned to proper hands.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.6cm.
[FWG], from GUS DEMPSEY, International Who's Who
Publications, New York City, October 2, 1946.
War has created great changes, especially in Europe,
with new leaders. Editorial board requests [FWG's] bio
graphical data to be included in The 194? International
Who's Who. [FWG's notation: ll/loT]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, The Village Press, Marlboro-
on-Hudson, from J. HENRY HOLLOWAY, The New York School of
Printing, New York City, October 3, 1946.
Enclosing copy of Fred Hartman' s [Sept. 26] letter.
Writer will try to visit Library of Congress Goudy Exhibit
before November 30. [FWG's notation! 10/7?]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from BURTON BENJAMIN,
RKO Pathe, Inc., New York City, October 6, 1946.
Thanks FWG for his "courtesy and kindness during our
interview. . .1 consider the opportunity of doing this story
a distinct privilege." [FWG's notation: 10/8.J
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21,5cm.
FREDERIC WILLIAM GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
ELIZABETH G. ABRAHAM, Withers Public Library, Bloomington,
Illinois, October 10 [1946].
Writer sent McLean Co. histories, city directory notes,
and clippings to Paul Fisher for information on FWG's early
life. Has obituary of FWG's aunt, Belle Goudy, but not of
FWG's parents. From city directories writer has located
address where FWG born, 610 E. Jefferson. A display of FWG's
books will be shown during Book Week in November. News of
old acquaintances. [FWG's notation: 11/12.]
L.S. 3 pp. 27-9cm. x 21.6cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marboro [sic], from EDWARD S.
KELLEY, Club of Printing House Craftsmen of New York, Inc.,
Bronx, New York, October 10, 1946.
Sorry FWG could not be present at [Old Timers Night],
Sending FWG a 25 year emblem and enclosing "a signed 'Broad
side' by many 'Old Timers' which I am sure you will appre
ciate." Writer pleased at large size of FWG's Library ofCongress display, "the most comprehensive of its kind in the
history of the Graphic Arts." [FWG's notation: 10/22.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
[signed broadside enclosed]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
MILTON M. PLUMB, JR., The Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C, October 11, 1946.
Sending photographs "of your visit to the Library yes
terday. It was a real honor to meet you, and all of us here
appreciated your visit immensely." [FWG's notation: 10/22.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY "Old-Timer," Marlboro, from
FRED T. SINGLETON "SING", Coral Gables, Florida,
October 12, 1946.
Folks "say you remembered me [in A Half-Century of Type
Design...] back in the middle 1890's. Thems were the days.
Funny, too, all that black and white excitement Beardsley,
Bradley, & Company was brought about by the rapid develop
ment and promotion of line engraving on zinc. Those little
zinc blocks in POSTER LORE cost me about sixty cents apiece --
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never more than 75 cents. Everybody was rushing into miniature-magazine making it took just your spending money to
make the start, and the world was waiting for them. It was
all over in a few short years. It is good to see that you
are still carrying
on."
T.L.S. [card] l p. 14. Ocm. x 8.3cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LOUISE SEYMOUR JONES, Redlands,
California, October 13, 1946.
Many thanks for FWG's bookplates. Bruce Rogers and
James Guthrie of England have also sent bookplates and
"friendly letters." Virginia Esterly has died, a "great be
reavement at Scripps." Writer "recognized immediately the
first printer mark - on the Stephen H. Horgan bookplate - I
am very much interested in the old Printers' Marks - finding
that educators & bookish men choose them for their book
plates. . .Ward Ritchie is another, in our group whose eyes
will sparkle when he sees these gifts from you."
L.S. 4 pp. 12.6cm. x 10.1cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
HERMAN COHEN, Chiswick Book Shop, New York City, October 14,
1946.
"Sidney Kramer telephoned me Saturday about your desire
to acquire the Village type in the possession of Mrs. Fred
eric Fairchild Sherman. I have today written a letter to Mrs,
Sherman (without revealing the inquirer) and have asked her
for a description of what she has, condition and the price."
[if Village No. 2 or Village Italic is referred to, the type
is one of the "Lost Types."]
T.L.S. 1 p. 21.5cm. x 13.9cm.
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MR. FREDERICK [sic] W. GOUDY, American Institute of
Architects, Washington, D.C, from S.A. KAYE, Who's Important
In Art, New York City, October 14, 1946.
FWG is to be included in 1947 WHO'S IMPORTANT IN ART.
Will FWG fill out questionnaire and send it with a photo
graph? [FWG's notation: 11/16.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 17.7cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, ESQ., Deepdene, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from PAUL A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
Brooklyn, New York, October 14, 1946.
Has received "current issue of 'Alphabet and Image'
with a review (page 58) of your book that I hope won't be
disturbing. Shand, who sends it on...doesn't realize the
why of the small page size, for he never saw any previous
Chap Books." Ten copies ordered as result of review but
"complications on getting books into England, and money out,
are so varied that I haven't solved them yet." Trying to
get last 180 copies of [A HaIf-Century of Type Design. . .]
bound. Twenty years ago that day FWG and Mrs. Goudy visited
writer in Cleveland and Donald [Bennett] born next day.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.7cm.
[handwritten postscript]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 14, 1946.
Check for $7.93 covers [Royalty] on August sales
of [matrices],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21. 5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from EARL ENGLISH,
American Council on Education for Journalism [Columbia,
Missouri], October 17, 1946.
Paul Fisher is writing his thesis and has "just received
a batch of information from the Bloomington, Illinois libraryLsee October 10 letter from Withers Public Library]." Is
delighted with "Why Go Modern" and believes "it should be
included in the essays by all means. I have not received a
manuscript from [Leslie A.] Marchand, but as soon as I do I
will begin investigation of several publishing ideas I have
in
mind." [Marchand looking for a publisher for FWG's col
lection of essays, "The Type Designer Speaks," since 1943.]How was Library of Congress Goudy exhibit and FWG's trip
there? [FWG's notation: 10/22.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from GEORGE McKAY, The Grolier Club, New York
City, October 17, 1946.
Enclosing another notice. Writer "interested to know
that you plan to come to our meeting on the
24th."
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
R[ICHARD] N. McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, October 17, 1946.
Enclosing "hand proof of your Certificate of Life Member
ship in PIA . I suppose you know that PIA is the successor to
the old United Typothetae of America, reorganized in October,
1945. It is the oldest trade association in the world, they
say," Writer proposed FWG for first Honorary Life Member
ship. FWG's comments on Membership Certificates were appre
ciated. Describes BR's comments on regular certificate
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colophon. Writer changed [colophon] copy and typography
and proof has BR's OK. Frank Myrick, Bookbinding and BookProduction editor, may cover FWG's trip to [Library of Con
gress]. McNelley "wired his friend Ford, Life Magazine's
New York man, and suggested that this [FWG's Washington trip]
would be a good starting point for a story about you. Mac
had talked to Ford when in New York recently about running
a Goudy story. I suppose he meant a tale along the line ofthe ones Life printed in recent weeks on Frank Lloyd Wright
and Eugene O'Neill..."
T.L.S. 2 pp. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CARRIE ROWLAND, Rich's Inc., Atlanta,
Georgia, October 18, 1946.
FWG is wanted to design a new store signature. Details
of store history, merchandise and corporate activities given.
"So far as our typographical set-up here [in Atlanta] is
concerned, it is in a pretty bad condition. . .We are there
fore limited on type faces. At the newspapers the situation
is even worse." Considering using "Egmont in three weights
for body and Weiss caps for headlines." [FWG's notations:
10/27 11.12.]
T.L.S. 3 pp. 27-9cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from PAUL [A. BENNETT, New York City], October
18, 1946.
Sending menu of dinner and hopes FWG does not mind that
he was not told about it. Afraid FWG would tire himself
coming. [Dinner was "Just Twenty," for Joseph Blumenthal
and his Spiral Press on completion of twenty years, held
by Typophiles Oct. 16 at Grolier Club.]
L.S. 1 p. 20.3cm. x 12.7cm.
[menu included]
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from ALLEN EATON,
Russell Sage Foundation, New York City, October 23, 1946.
Sending Rural Arts book [see Feb. 14 letter]. "I hope
in some of your communications which reach the public you
will write what you told me of Archibald MacLeish ~ 'He
writes such good English that I cannot understand it all.'"
FWG's work [A Half-Century of Type Design...] is "important
as well as charming..."
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.6cm. x 21,3cm,
FRED, from ANN MYERS, Piedmont, California,
October 23 [1946],
No communications from FWG. Comments on physical
ailments. Warren Jr. home from [war] and in school. [FWG's
notation: ll/8.]
L.S, 2 pp. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
MRS. BIRUTA SESNAN, The American Printer, New York
City, from P[AUL] A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler Linotype Com
pany, Brooklyn, New York, October 25, 1946.
FWG should not be blamed for omission of May 1927 arti
cle "The Legibility of Our Printing Types" in [A Half-Century
of Type Design... 's] bibliography. George L. McKay, Curator
of Grolier Club, prepared bibliography from New York Public
Library files and Grolier collection. Information will be
added if bibliography reprinted.
T.L.S. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21,5cm.
[cc to George McKay and FWG]
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro- on-Hudson, from BURTON
BENJAMIN, RKO Pathe, Inc., New York City, October 28, 1946.
Will visit Saturday [Nov. 2] and FWG can read writer's
[FWG] story. [Notations: Plaza. 9-3600 11/17.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, October 31, 1946.
Check for $5,56 covers [Royalty] on September sales
of [matrices].
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
F.W.G., from [RICHARD N.] McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur
Company, Atlanta, Georgia [October 1946],
Will FWG OK Kennerley 0[ld] S[tyle] figures? "I have
tried PIA officials on every conceivable arrangement. They
don't want to say 'PIA Founded 1886* because it was the
Typothetae then. I tried them on 'Founded 1886 as U.T.A.'
but they wouldn't have it. They want it to read 'Certifi
cate of Membership 1947' - the I947 separated from the top
line. Not a word from BR. I suppose that aspect is hope
less, and I'll have to omit his 2 lines from the colophon.
Big disappointment to all of us in PIA [Printing Industry
of
America]." [FWG's notation: I0/7.]
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. Ocm. x 9.1cm.
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MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from EARL ENGLISH,
American Council on Education for Journalism [Columbia,
Missouri], November 4, 1946.
Paul Fisher working on Chapter 6 of FWG book. Writer
has permission to buy Earl Emmons' "library as a kind of
memorial to you at the University of Missouri." Has not
heard from [Leslie A.] Marchand [about "Type Designer
Speaks"
manuscript],
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from J. VAUGHAN DENNETT, Saco, Maine,
November 7, 1946.
Writer had talk with Charles Park [Hingham minister
during FWG's residence] who retired from First Church in
Boston after 40 years. General news. [FWG's notation: 11/12.]
L.S. 2 pp. 17=5cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. GOUDY, from HIRAM MERRIMAN, Merriman & Son, New
York City, November 8, 1946.
Interested that FWG born in Bloomington since writer's
grandfather, Chas. Merriman, founded the Pantagraph [Bloom
ington paper]. "I presume you were too young to know my
grandfather, but if by any chance you did, I would be much
interested." Gives writer's professional activities. [FWG's
notation: 11/12.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
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FWG, from [RICHARD N.] McARTHUR [Atlanta, Georgia,
November 11, 1946].
"Mr. Brackett of PIA asked for a press story on the
certificate. I am giving him the [enclosed] whole story.
Copy also to BR." [Full explanation of the creation of cer
tificate of membership for the new association of Printing
Industry of America. FWG, Bruce Rogers, Public Printer
Giegengack and others were consulted by writer,]
L.S. 1 p. 12.7cm. x 7-7cm.
[three typewritten pages on PIA Certificate of
Membership enclosed]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from RICHARD N.
McARTHUR, Higgins-McArthur Company, Atlanta, Georgia,
November 11 , 1946.
Writer sorry not to have had FWG and BR's help early in
PIA certificate colophon work so punctuation would be better.
Hopes FWG will look kindly on writer's use of colophon in
advertising. Advertising typographers "feel that if we can
'sell' the use of the colophon to the industry, it will cause
printers to remember more often to place credit lines as a
part of their work and insure a more constant flow of cash
with the credit by this utilization of their best advertising
medium." In debt to FWG for recommendation to do "type spe
cimen sheets for Atlantic Bond." Writer used "Frank Riley's
advertising script called Grayda in combination with old 19th
century P.T. Barnum, both by ATF. . .[writer] described Grayda
[in Book of Oz] as a clever adaptation of the 'heavy hori
zontals' of the old Barnum type, renamed from the antique
French Clarendon." Are FWG and BR "tee-totalers"? Writer
amazed at FWG's memory as shown in "A Half-Century of Type
Design." [Carrie] Rowland [of Rich's] enthusiastic about
FWG's Washington exhibition [at Library of Congress], [At
tached data sheets, to accompany type specimen, explain choice
of Frank Riley's Grayda type and its use with Barnum for ad
vertising and for the Atlantic Ledger broadside.]
T.L.S. 3 PP. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
[handwritten postscript, copies of two data sheets
to accompany writer's specimen enclosed]
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MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND], New York City,
November 12, 1946.
Will FWG give writer an [introductory] note to one of
his friends in Library of Congress? Writer looking "for
material for my life of
Byron..." No news on manuscript
[Type Designer Speaks], [FWG's notation: 11/17.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 19.7cm. x 15.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-the-Hudson,
from JOS. N. BAXTER, Baxter & Spencer Inc., New York City,
November 13, 1946.
Writer sent "proofs on one of your new faces of type
that we cast for you. We still have the mats and type and
I am wondering just where the job
stands." [FWG's nota
tion: 11/14.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from JANET D.
SCHENCK, Manhattan School of Music, New York City,
November 13, 1946.
"We are so touched at your gift to the
School." Flo
rence [Duvall] happy FWG's health improved.
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21.7cm.
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DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough-on-Hudson, from
J. Henry Holloway, Washington, D.C, November 16, 1946.
Saw FWG's [Library of Congress] exhibit with students
[New York School of Printing] and Eddie 0'Gorman.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. lcm. x 8.9cm.
MR. FRED GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson,
from*
EDDIE 0' GORMAN,
Washington, D.C, November 16, 1946.
Saw FWG's [Library of Congress] exhibit.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. lcm. x 8.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ELIZABETH G. ABRAHAM, Withers Public
Library, Bloomington, Illinois, November 20, 1946.
Copy of Special Pantagraph [Bloomington newspaper] with
FWG article being sent to FWG. News of his old acquain
tances. Library has FWG's latest book [A Half-Century of
Type Design. . .] and writer purchased
"Typologia"
and "Alpha
bets and Elements of Lettering."
L.S. 3 pp. 21.5cm. x 14. Ocm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN] , Los Angeles, November 20 [1946?].
Writer's numerous troubles. "The librarian of Hunting
ton Library came over one day and asked to look over my
things, my Goudy things. Nothing was said about my selling
any of them, altho he wished he had some of them; but inferred
the poor library had no money to spend. At the same time he
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asked me the name of the man in Columbus to whom I had sold
my Bander log books [Frank Holme's press]." Will FWG give
advice about writer's Goudyana? [FWG's notation: 12/18.]
T.L.S. 1 P 28.1cm. x 21 ,6cm.
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from FRED J.
HARTMAN, National Graphic Arts Education Association,
Washington, D.C., November 20, 1946.
Mr. Holloway with an instructor [Eddie 0 'Gorman] and
students [from New York School of Printing] saw Library of
Congress exhibit. Will send NEWS BULLETIN copies to names
sent by FWG [see Sept. 26 letter]. Anticipates receiving
FWG's portrait for Association.
T.L.S. 1 P. 28.0cm. x 21 .6cm.
FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from PAUL FISHER, Columbia, Missouri, November 20, 1946.
Writer finishing first draft of thesis and after revi
sions will have something to show FWG in late December
early January. Has been aided by several people and will
contact [R. Hunter] Middleton at Ludlow Company. Will visit
Shelbyville, Bloomington, and Chicago where writer will see
Mary Alexander of University of Chicago Press and Eunice
Thompson. Has questions about post-fire Village Press items.
"I have made a particularly strong point of the fact that
while the Village Press was seriously weakened by the fire,
of course, it has lived again and work at the press (as well
as in designing and matrix engraving) has been carried on."
There has been no word from Earl Emmons about purchase of
his Goudyana by [University of Missouri]. [FWG's notation:
12/11/46.]
T.L.S. 2 PP. 28.0cm. x 21 ,5cm.
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NAT. GRAPHIC ARTS EDUCATION ASSO., Washington, D.C,
from J. VAUGHAN DENNETT, Saco, Maine, November 23. 1946.
Thanks for "News Bulletin" with FWG article and portrait.
L'S. 1 p. 17.6cm, x 15.2cm.
[attached to Hartman' s Nov. 25 letter to FWG]
DR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from FRED J.
HARTMAN, National Graphic Arts Education Association,
Washington, D.C, November 25, 1946.
Thanks for FWG's portrait. "You will be interested in
the attached letter from Mr. Dennett in reply to the NEWS
BULLETIN we sent at your request."
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[letter from J.V. Dennett to Nat. Graphic Arts Ed.
Assn. attached]
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from V. GREENE,
Print, Woodstock, Vermont, November 25, 1946.
Has FWG's "request to receive a subscription to PRINT
beginning with Volume III, No.
4." Back issues sent since
current issue is Volume IV, No. 3. [FWG contributed news
items to this periodical in its beginning months, see 1940
letters.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
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DR. GOUDY, from PERCY AND MYRA LOVELL, Moorestown,
New Jersey [November 1946],
Sending box of prunes. Writers cherish items from
FWG. [FWG's notation: 12/9/46.]
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.1cm. x 16. 8cm.
FRED, from ANN MYERS, Piedmont, California,
December 3 [1946?].
Warren, Jr. son] will be needing directions
to Marlboro from [New York]. Would like one of FWG's Typo
phile books if it can be managed. Mass strike in East Bay
area. Miss [Rosalind] Keep has copy of the gem "Half Cen
tury of Type Design and Typography," "She said no expense
had been spared to make it beautiful. Taylor and Taylor are
the publishers." Writer's son is going into ministry.
[FWG's notation: 12/9.]
L.S. 5 PP. 26.6cm. x 18.3cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlboro-on-Hudson, from
ALBERT E. EDMUNDS, Lanston Monotype Machine Company,
Philadelphia, December 6, 1946.
Check for $8.96 covers [Royalty] on October sales
of [matrices].
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.5cm.
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MR. FREDERIC GOUDY, Deepdene, Marlborough-on-Hudson,
from HERMAN K. SPECTOR, Department of Correction, City of
New York, December 6, 1946.
May "I am Type" be reproduced in inmate's paper, "The
Riker's Review," for which writer is advisor? [FWG's no
tation: 12/9 Typed 12/10/46.]
T-L.S. 1 p. 27.7cm. x 21,5cm.
SUBSCRIBER [FWG] , from Print, Woodstock, Vermont,
December 6, 1946.
Soliciting Print subscriptions as Christmas gifts for
friends. Special rates.
T.L. [form letter] 1 p. 28.1cm. x 21.6cm.
MR. GOUDY, from THOMAS A. LARREMORE, Jamaica, New
York City, December 7, 1946.
Writer purchased in Kingston, N.Y., a "volume of verse
by Clara Treadway Weir - entitled 'Kinnikinic. ' It was pub
lished - 'New York. Ivan Somerville & Co. 1907.' On the
reverse of the title-page appear the words 'The Village
Press.'" Although three Ivan Somerville & Co. items are
listed for 1907 in Cary's bibliography this book is not and
none of the book dealers consulted know of its existence.
Could FWG give information about "circumstances attending
the printing" and number of copies? [See writer's December
12 letter. FWG's notation: 12/9/46.]
L.S. 4 pp. 20.0cm. x 12.6cm.
[Grolier Club stationery]
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FRED, from J. VAUGHAN DENNETT, Saco, Maine,
December 9, 1946.
Enjoyed [A Half-Century of] "Type Design and Typography."
Writer and FWG had happy days in Hingham. "You and I were
the only ones there who wouldn't sell our souls to land a
job. It was beyond the comprehension of all our neighbors
and friends to understand what we stood for, integrity in our
craftsmanship. Soon after moving to Framingham and building
a good shop, there were so few who wanted my stuff that I
stopped making
it."
Sending FWG a book printed by writer
while in high school, written by friend. Saw it listed for
$2.25 in Charles E. Tuttle, Rutland, Vermont catalog.
L.S. 3 pp. 17.5cm. x 15.2cm.
MR. FREDERIC W. GOUDY, Marlborough, from THOS . A.
LARREMORE, Jamaica, New York City, December 12, 1946.
Information writer gave in [December 7 letter] about
"Kinnikinic" book was correct. Will be happy to see FWG at
Typophile luncheon on 18th or Grolier Club meeting the 19th
and will bring book. Mr. Vail's address at Grolier Club
meeting will be good as will be the exhibition. Writer
explains that people do not consider FWG old and one for
whom allowances should be made.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.8cm. x 21.4cm.
MR. JAMES F. NEWCOMB, Printing Industries of America,
Inc., New York City, from P[AUL] A. BENNETT, Mergenthaler
Linotype Company, Brooklyn, New York, December 13, 1946.
Writer knows FWG pleased with Newcomb 's presentation
plans [of PIA certificate], Grolier Club extending its
hospitality for photography. FWG will be present at Christ
mas [Typophiles] luncheon and possibly Alice Goudy. [PAB's
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note to FWG reassures him the experience will not be painful.]
T.L.S. [copy] 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
[cc to FWG with note from PAB]
MR. GOUDY, from LESLIE [A. MARCHAND], New York City,
December 14, 1946.
*
Impressed "with the exhibit of your work and your library
in the Library of Congress." Writer found "interesting mater
ial from a private collector of Byroniana in Washington." No
news of manuscript [Type Designer Speaks]. Christmas wishes.
T.L.S. 1 p. 19.7cm. x 15.3cm.
FRED W. GOUDY, Marlboro, from WARREN [MYERS, JR.],
Oakland, California, December 16 [1946?].
"Get reservations for three days at your Hotel on 42nd
Street Arriving New York morning of January
third"
Telegram 1 p. 20.5cm. x 14. 6cm.
[FWG], from ELLEN SHAFFER, Palos Verdes Estates,
California [Christmas 1946],
Writer back from Manila, now discharged from Army.
May go back to work at [Dawson's Bookstore],
L.S. [Christmas card] 2 pp. 14. 5cm. x 11.3cm.
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FREDERICK [sic] W. GOWDY [sic], c/o Sidney Kramer,
Washington, D.C, from CARRIE ROWLAND [1946?].
"Received letter too late to attempt trip still hoping
to see Exhibit" . [FWG exhibit at Library of Congress opened
September 6, 1946.]
Telegram 1 p. 20.3cm. x 14. 6cm.
FWG, from JOSEPH BLUMENTHAL, New York City [1946],
"Paul Bennett told me that you gave him a thorough
balling-out for not including you in the little dinner for
the Spiral Press anniversary." Writer upset at FWG's un
necessary absence. FWG's Washington visit good news. Hopes
FWG will like B.R. book [BR marks and Remarks..., 1946,
Typophile Chap Book XV, designed by Blumenthal and printed
at his Spiral Press], now almost finished.
L.S. 2 pp. 22.9cm. x 15.3cm.
THE VILLAGE PRESS, Marlborough, from JOHN RITCHIE, The
Hogsback Press, Billings Bridge, Ontario, Canada [1946?].
Wants "the archaic character of Mr. Goudy's
Friar..."
to print limited edition of three Bocaccio stories. Can two
fonts 12 pt. be supplied? [Friar, #105, 1937, was one of
FWG's "Lost Types."] "As my press is strictly a spare time,
non-profit (I am sorry to say) venture, I am interested in
highest quality typography and
printing."
T.L.S. 1 P. 22.3cm. x 15.2cm.
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[FWG], from [CLARA A. TINCHER, Danville, Illinois, 1946?]
Writer describes Chautauqua scene on postcard. Read
ing Louis Adams' "A Nation of Nations."
L. [card] 1 p. 13.8cm. x 8.9cm.
FRED, from RICHARD [ELLIS], n.d.
Enjoyed time with FWG. "...here is the Bible with the
error 'W. Fred Goudy.' This was corrected after some of
them were bound & got out. So this is the 'First Issue'
etc." Making corrections on Ulster book.
L.S. 1 p. 19.8cm. x 13.9cm.
FRED, from BLANCHE [MORRIS?, California], n.d.
Labor troubles "are ruining San
Francisco." Writer "eager
to know whether you were tendered a chair at the Southern
branch [of University of California]." General news.
L.S. 4 pp. 20.0cm. x 12.6cm.
[FWG], from MARY EMMETT, n.d.
Hopes war will be over by next Christmas. [Christmas
card designed by Rockwell Kent, produced by Russian War
Relief, Inc.]
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 15.2cm. x 11.2cm.
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[FWG], from A. L. SCOTTOW, n.d.
Wishes for FWG's recovery from writer and his "entire
Photography Class."
L.S. [holiday card] 1 p. 13.8cm. x 10.7cm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHRISTINE [i. STATON, Newark, New
Jersey], n.d.
Lee and writer thank FWG for wonderful visit. Hopes
FWG takes care of himself.
L.S. 4 pp. 12.6cm. x 10. lcm.
MR. GOUDY, from CHARLIE [PONT , Georgetown, Conn.], n.d.
Writer would like a font of 12 and 14 pt. Kaatskill
[#66, 1929] if FWG can spare it. Lacking lower case letters
of 14 and 18 pt. Tory [Tory Text, #97, 1935] and 14 pt.
Goethe and Goethe Italic [#80, 1932 and #89, 1933] too.
L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from HOWARD [COGGESHALL, Utica, New York],
March 26 [n.d.].
"Here is a new dummy as sent to Bob Stuart. I believe
I told you the job is over our head, but I wanted to go
through with the dummies. Perhaps something will come
later."
[Copy is a "FOREWORD for Lawyers" and has "Lanston Mono Co."
written on it.]
L.S. 1 p. 18.6cm. x 13.9cm.
[together with typewritten copy for foreword]
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MR. F. GOUDY, from ROSS E. CUSHING, University [of
California] Press, Berkeley, California, n.d.
Wishes for peace.
L.S. [Christmas card] 1 p. 12.0cm. x 9.5cm.
FRED, from MITCHELL KENNERLEY, New York City, n.d.
Concerning their discussion "Why not, in your will, give
Syracuse [University] the option to buy from your Estate,
your books, etc. at a very reasonable price: and if they do
not exercise the option the same offer to be made to the NY
Public Library or Columbia?" [FWG sold his library to the
Library of Congress in 1944.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.5cm.
MR. GOUDY, from SIDNEY KRAMER, Washington, D.C, n.d.
Writer will not go to New York City if FWG is not going.
Enjoyed visit with FWG. [FWG's notation: 2/28.]
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 20.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from ROSALIND A. KEEP, Hotel Whitecotton,
Berkeley, California, n.d.
Would like to meet with FWG the 20th. Gives telephone
number .
L.S. 1 p. 21,5cm. x 13.9cm.
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UNCLE FRED, from EUNICE [w . THOMPSON, Chicago], n.d.
FWG should plan to stay with writer. Received FWG's
special delivery letter September 4.
L.S. 3 pp. 20.0cm. x 12.5cm.
ALICE [GOUDY], from FLORENCE [DUVALL, Claremont,
California], n.d.
Thanking Alice for gifts and for coming to see writer off.
L.S. 3 pp. 12.5cm. x 10.2cm.
FRED, from DOROTHY [BEVIS] , n.d.
Learned of FWG's hospital stay from Florence [Duvall] 's
note. Sure FWG "Keeping everyone and yourself in high good
humor." [Ann] Myers and Rosalind Keep have been told.
L.S. [card] 4 pp. 8.9cm. x 8.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from B.K. MURCHISON, Brooklyn, New York, n.d.
Will lunch later with FWG "at Sheridan & Nichols and
show you the engraving
machine."
L.S. 2 pp. 21.5cm. x 18. 3cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from FANNY BORDEN [Vassar College, Pough
keepsie, New York], December 20, n.d.
Christmas greetings.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 8.9cm.
MR. GOUDY, from NORMAN T.A. MUNDER, Baltimore,
Maryland, May 18, n.d.
Needs some of FWG's types promptly. "To Fred Jr. if
daddy is away[.] Best wishes to Jr."
L.S. 1 p. 26.2cm. x 17.7cm.
[FWG], from BARBARA CHAPIN-SCRIPPS , New Haven, Conn., n.d.
Sorry FWG ill. Wishes for his recovery and for holiday
season.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 13.9cm. x 11.4cm.
MR. GOUDY, from LYDA HUMPHREYS, n.d.
Belated thanks for FWG's book. General news.
L.S. 4 pp. 20.0cm. x 12.5cm.
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MR. GOUDY, from EMMA BOURNE BROWN, n.d.
Has FWG been "pestered again by our little friend MissBrown?" Will FWG sign release since writer's drawings have
been sold and will be exhibited in store windows? Consent
of subjects is necessary.
L.S. 1 p. 26.7cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from HARTLEY [EVERETT JACKSON], Palo Alto,
California, n.d.
Writer developing Graphic Arts program in State College
at San Jose. Will meet FWG's plane.
T.L.S. 1 p. 26.6cm. x 18.4cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN, Los Angeles], April 20, n.d.
Sorry not to have seen FWG off at train. FWG could find
large market for broadsides of Aqua Vitae [Christmas card set
at Village Press in 1932] to bars. Writer "forgot to tell
you - about Mr. [Edwin] Hill - that he wrote me, several years
ago, that he was 76, and had been a victim of t.b. since just
before F.H. [Frank Holme] - or about the same time...He then
went to Phoenix to try to locate F.H.'s old ranch, and hang
outs
T.L.S. 1 p. 28.0cm. x 21.6cm.
FRED, from EVA D[EAN, Los Angeles], n.d.
FWG's successful life has been lived at an "enjoyable
time" in history. His work cannot be undone in future.
L.S. [card] 1 p. 14. Ocm. x 8.9cm.
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FRED, from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], n.d.
Dr. A. Ray Irvine, oculist, may contact FWG. Name and
address of an archivist in Washington [D.C.] given.
T.L.S. 1 p. 27.9cm. x 21.7cm.
FRED, from EVA [DEAN, Los Angeles], n.d.
Writer not making [her writing] interesting enough. "My
idea was to note the impression made upon you, at that very
impressionable period, of the possibilities of letters, and
an interest in them which lead [sic] to your study of them.
How later you had an influence upon good advertising and still
later good printing. How these things lead [sic] you to
teaching in various schools, and seeing your doctrine in
young minds [may refer to a biography or study of FWG's
work by writer].
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APPENDIX
The submitted calendar consists of a chronologically
arranged entry for each letter. The letter's contents have
been abstracted, with the original phrasing used if a re
mark was important or particularly characteristic of the
writer's personality. Additional information has been
supplied to clarify the entry or to refer to related cor
respondence. All supplementary or explanatory remarks are
to be found within brackets. The names and addresses of
both addressee and sender have been given as found in the
letter, but with deletion of city and/or state if the infor
mation is unnecessary for identification. Size of each
document has been measured to the nearest tenth of a centi
meter. The number of pages refers to sheet sides, whether
partially or completely filled. If the entry is of an
unusual nature, such as a greeting card note or a telegram,
or if two correspondents have used the same sheet of paper,
these irregularities have been noted. Likewise, letter
copies or attached items have been indicated.
Since the calendar attempts to follow the events of ten
years, the dating of insufficiently dated letters, or those
with no date, has been seriously undertaken. When possible,
dates have been estimated (within brackets) from letter
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content. A letter with only a year will be found at the
end of that year, and so forth. A small portion of letters
that have remained undatable are placed at the calendar's
end.
Two calendar indexes have been prepared to enable
searches, and to aid in following the development of a
project or relationship through time. Although supplemen
tary bracketed material will often draw the reader's
attention to further related letters, the index should also
be consulted.
Throughout the entries "FWG" has been used to refer to







Much of the general information found in the calendar's
supplementary notes has been suggested or obtained from a
few consulted works. All type face numbers and dates are
those listed in Goudy' s A Half-Century of Type Design and
Typography, 1895-1945, Information of private press activi
ties and staff has often been found in Will Ransom's Private
presses and their books (1929) and . . .Selective check lists
of press books. . . (1963). The two unpublished manuscripts
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of Goudy 's life written by Earl Emmons and Howard Coggeshall
have yielded details that often added to the completeness of
a letter's entry. The bibliographies of the Village Press
by Melbert B. Cary, A Bibliography of the Village Press
(1938) and that by George McKay in Goudy' s A Half-Century of
Type Design and Typography (1946) have also been immensely
helpful. As a source and a guide to additional information,
the Newberry Library's Dictionary Catalogue of the History
of Printing, John M. Wing Foundation, has proved to be in
valuable.
Several other Goudyana collections are available for
the continued study of
Goudy'
s life. The collection in the
Rare Book Division of the Library of Congress is probably
the largest and richest. Among its stores are found Goudy' s
personal library, his public addresses from the years 1915-
1945, a "clippings" file, book and type design drawings,
type specimen books, Goudy' s diaries and travel journals,
financial papers, photographs, printed ephemera, miscellan
eous items and correspondence. The large number of letters
embrace the years 1903-1944 during the type designer's life.
Many of the correspondents found in the following calendar
are represented and the two collections should dovetail.
Goudyana is also found at the Grolier Club, New York
City, and at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York. In
both cases the present collections came from friends of
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Goudy. Village Press books and ephemera now housed at the
Grolier Club were collected by Melbert B. Cary, Jr., com
piler and printer of A Bibliography of the Village Press
(1938) , while similar items came to Vassar in 1929 from
Mitchell Kennerley, publisher and New York auctioneer. The
Vassar collection contains, in addition, biographical
material, photographs, sketches, patterns, matrices, and
finished type (see Coggeshall manuscript).
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